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Argentina and banks
reach debt agreement
BY PETER MONTAGNON, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

<T,
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ARGENTINA agreed last night
to pay $225m (166m) from its
reserves to help meet payments
of overdue interest ahead of
to-day’s key quarterly report
ing deadline for U.S. banks, Sr
Bernardo Grinspun, Economy
Minister, announced in Buenos
Aires.
The agreement was part of a
package that will bring interest
payments on the couuntry’s
public sector debt current
through to April 2. The 11
leading creditor banks which
have been leading negotiations
wih Argentina are to advance
a further $125m to the govern
ment of
President Raul
Alfonsin.
The package will have the
immediate effect of preventing
U.S. banks from having to de
clare Argentine loans as nonperformaing in their second
quarter results. This would
have sharply _ dented their
It also underlines the deter
mination of both bank credi
tors and Argentina to keep the
door open for further debt
negotiations despite the failure
of President Alfonsin’s Radical
Party Government to agree an
austerity programme with the
International Monetary Fund.
An outline of last night’s
package to reduce interest pay
ment arrears to less than 90
days has been on the table
since early June but its fate
hung in the balance following
Argentina’s open rift with the
IMF on the terms of a plan to

reduce its balance of payments
deficit and curb inflation, now
running at 570 per cent.
As today’s deadline for U.S.'
banks drew near, some of the
11 banks on the advisory committee, which is presided over
by Citibank, held out against
making any further advances to
Argentina without an IMF
agreement. Lloyds Bank of the
UK, which sits on the committee. also had to clear its participation in the loan with Downing
Street. This has become standard practice for British banks
dealing with Argentina since
the Falklands.
As late as yesterday afternoon theer were still doubts
over whether the banks’ package could go ahead and, in New
York Citibank declined immediate confirmation of Sr Grinspun’s statement that agreement
had been reached.
Senior bankers said, how
ever, they had become more
optimistic about an eventual
settlement
of
Argentina’s
$43.6bn debt problem after
President Alfonsin’s speech to
the nation on Wednesday night
in which he spoke of the need
for tough economic measures,
Some bankers regard this as a
sign of rapprochement with the
IMF.
Like the $100m advance made
bv the advisory committee in
March, the new loan from the
banks will be secured against
Argentine deposits at the
Federal Reserve Bank of New

York. Its initial maturity of 45
days can be extended if Argentina reaches an agreement with
the IMF.
,
Advisory committee bankers
noted last night that the cash
they will receive in interest
from this package exceeds the
amount they will have to re-lend
in the form of their $125m
advance.
Argentina’s willingness to
make a ne tpayment of interest
to its bank creditors follows
strong pressure from the U.S.
Government, as well as other
debtor
Latin
. American
countries, that it should come to
terms with the IMF. However,
meetings this week between Sr
Grinspun and Mr Jacques de
Larosiere,
IMF
managing
director, produced little,
Mr de Larosibre told Mr
William Rhodes, chairman of
the advisory committee, by
telephone on Thursday night
that progress had been made in
defining the issues at stake but
it was too early to speculate on
when a final agreement might
be reached.
As part of yesterday’s package all bank creditors are to be
asked to defer until mid
September the repayment date
of a $750m loan instalment
which fell due on June 15. The
advisory committee banks are
also to extend the maturity of
the SlOOm advance made in
March to help Argentina meet
interest payments.
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Settled
BUENOS AIRES: An
agreement oil the pay
ment to U.S. banks of
£330 million owed in
Interest on Argentina's
£31 billion foreign debt
was announced here.
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Falklands fishing

observed: “We arrest a man or
woman who steals the goose from
off the common, but we let the
person loose who steals the common
from under the goose.” At enormous
cost the Falklands goose is now safe
from the Argentinians, but we are
allowing the Poles, Russians, East
Germans, Japanese, Spanish and
Taiwanese to strip the common with
impunity.
Unless the Government takes
rapid action to impose controls,
even if only as an interim measure
until a broader agreement with
Argentina can be worked out, talk of
Argentine fishermen, British fisher
men or any other fishermen is
irrelevant because there simply will
not be viable numbers of fish to
catch.

From Mr Simon Lyster
Sir, In his letter,(June 18) on the
Falklands fishing issue Dr Godman
missed the main point. It would be
counter-productive to encourage any
more fishermen in Falklands waters,
whether Argentinian or otherwise,
without first controlling the amount
of fish they can catch.
Falklands fish slocks are (or were
until recently) extremely rich. But
because the British Government has
failed to declare a 200-mile fishing
zone around the islands, trawlers
from any country (except Argentina)
are free to take as much fish as they
can catch without any restriction
and without paying a penny in
licence fees.
As a result, Polish, Russian, East
German, Japanese, Spanish and
Taiwanese vessels have been pour
ing into Falklands waters in the last
18 months and are fishing as hard as
they can while the bonanza lasts.
In 1680 an anonymous writer

Yours faithfully,
SIMON LYSTER, Hon Secretary,
Falkland Islands Foundation,
c/o World Wildlife Fund - UK,
Panda House,
11-13 Ockford Road,
Godaiming, Surrey.

o
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FaMand'progress’

Alfoosle forced to call
for extra sacrifices

jrTJirzKsi; ir/lriF?t?£
arsisr trsss —* *** an implicit
enough,_ has called on his
country s citizens f°r greater
economic sacrifice. While he
anounccd few specific measures, the imploring tone of his
nationally televised speec i
appeared to pave the way for
what hl?
rovprn

^president Fonsin uid not
Government was
in t0 thc 1MF, but said
, ®
sacrifices were
tQ restructUre the
country’s chaotic economy,
^ had an inflation rate of
568 per cent over the past year,

help refinance its $45,000m
(£33,000m) foreign debt.
President Alfonsin said a
new government economic and
social policy would soon be
detailed by Senor Bernardo
Grinspun, the Economics Min
ister.
Senor Grinspun reported
some progress in negotiations
in the United States with the
International Monetary Fund
over the proposed austerity
plans. An immediate deadline
on Argentina’s debt looms this
weekend. Western Bankers
here say a committee for the
country’s 320 creditor banks
has refused to help Argentina
pay off some $450m in
overdrafts Interests that threat-

an> thing.

a

THREE British Parliamentarians who finished a six-day
visit to Argentina yesterday
believe they have found sufficient common ground with
Argentine officials to pave the
way for the eventual resump
tion of negotiations over the
future of the Falkland Islands.
They are not dismayed by a
last minute demonstration
against them by extreme rightwing nationalists.
* I said when I left the UK that
we were coming to Argentina
searching for clues, suggestions,
hints, and ideas to take back
with us. We feel we have got
them.
Along with Conservative MP
Cyril Townsend and Lord
Kennet, the Social Democratic

Party’s chief spokesman on
foreign affairs in the Lords, Mr
Foulkes held over 60 meetings
with Argentine politicians of
both the ruling and opposition
partjeSj trade unionists, businessmen and bankers, in the
first detailed dialogue between
members of the British and
Argentine political establish
ments since the Falklands war.
Jimmy Burns says considerable progress appears to have
been made at a more private
level with intermediaries acting
on behalf of President Raul
Alfonsin and Foreign Minister
Dante Caputo, both of whom
seem to have viewed the British
visit as an opportunity to bring
about a thaw in relations.

president Alfonsin: compromise on austerity measures.
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FaUdanclers
press for
fiskiiiff
a zone

o

By PATRICK WATTS
in Port Stanley
JJINTS that Britain does
not intend to introduce
a
200 - mile
exclusive
fisheries zone around the
Falklands have annoyed
elected members of the
islands’ legislative council.
Councillors asked for the
zone last year claiming that
licenses offered to foreign fish- I
jng fleets, could make £20 mil
lion a year for the Falklands. |
.But Sir Rex Hunt, Civil Com
missioner, has told the legisla
tive council “ not to depend
upon a windfall from the licens
ing of trawlers in an exclusive
fisheries zone.”
Cheek, who repre
Mr John
T
sents West Stanley, said that
the news was “ disappointing to
me, the rest of the councillors
and to most people in the
Falklands.
The British Government has
often stated that there are diffi
culties in declaring such a zone
and Mr Cheek said: “I’m still
waiting for them to slate what
those difficulties are.”

l
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VARLEY POST
By Our Business
Correspondent
Mr Eric Varley, 52, former
Labour Cabinet Minister, is to
take over as chairman and
chief executive of the Coalite
group, the fuel company which
is also the biggest landowner
in the Falkland Islands, in Sep
tember. He is presently deputy
chairman.
City Report—P23

‘ Absolutely no interest *
There are currently around
50 foreign trawlers in the south
west Atlantic. The Falkland’s
only fishing revenue comes
from the Poles who transfer i
their catch in local waters and i
pay harbour dues, amounting 1
to around £250,000 a year.
Councillor Tony Blake said
that by asking for a fishing
zone the council was “ trying
to protect a resource which is i
being decimated by people who ,
have absolutely no interest in
the area concerned.”
Britain was “dragging its
feet ” on the zone insisted
Councillor Terrv Peck who
added: “We need a 200-mile
limit today. Further delays by
the British Government are
far from satisfactory.”
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Kirkpatrick
to quit
UN post
New York (Reuter) - Mrs
Jeane Kirkpatrick, the contro
versial chief United States
delegate to the United Nations,
has made it clear to President
Reagan that she will resign and
Hill not take another Cabinet
post.

O

“1 am committed to this
session and then I have said I
intend to go back to private life,
and I intend to”, she said.
Her exact departure date is
unclear, but aides said that it
could be late autumn or early
winter. Before joining the
Reagan Cabinet in February
1981 Mrs Kirkpatrick, aged
58, taught at Washington’s
Georgetown University.
She had been an outspoken
critic of the previous US role at i
the UN and once characterized
the US position there as
“essentially impotent, without
influence, heavily outvoted and
isolated”.
But she said that the more
assertive posture adopted by
the Reagan Administration had
been positive. “We were deter
mined to take the UN seriously
and not to say what happened
here dosen’t count.”
Mrs Kirkpatrick pointed to a
growing consensus with the
Security Council on adopted
measures and resolutions as an
achievement.
“As late as 1979 the total
was about 30 per cent. As of
1983 it was at 70 per cent.
What that means is that we,
like other countries, are able to
have our views taken into
account.”

MPs called
‘a bunch
of cheeky
gringos’

i qqa
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From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
The first formal encounter
between British and Argentine
legislators since the Falklands
War was termed a success by
both sides after an early scare
when one Argentine senator *
stormed our and called the ...
visiting MPs “a bunch of
cheeky gringos”.
Both the British delegation
and 12 Argentine senators and •
deputies chose to play down the
outburst of Senor Luis Leon, a
senator with the ruling Radical
Party who is noted for his
flamboyant nationalism, who
said that the IVi-hour meeting
“only showed that the pirates
are as insolent as ever”.
The Peronist Senator Julio
Amoedo, who chairs the Sen
ate’s inter-parliamentary re
lations committee which invited
MPs Mr Cyril Townsend, Mr
George Foulkes and Lord
Kennet to Argentina, said that .
the encounter was “a cordial
and useful interchange of
viewpoint” on how best to
improve relations
between
Argentina and Britain.
Other senators confirmed
that the meeting was friendly in
tone and said they had
emphasized that any solution to
the Malvinas problem must
include formal discussions
about sovereignty.
Mr Foulkcs said that the
possibility of a style leaseback
arrangement
had
been
discussed as a way of dealing
with sovereignty.
i .*

Higher purchase
Buenos Aires (AFP) - The
Soviet Union last year bought
nine million tons of wheat from
Argentina, double what it has
contracted to purchase. In the
first four months of this year the
Russians bought four million
tons.
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News Round-up

MPs in cordial talks
with Argentines

O

-j

By MARY SPECK
in Buenos Aires
fJTHREE British legislators
had talks lasting .twoand-a-half
with
.
_ hours
members of the Argentine
Congress in what both
sides described as a “ cordial * meeting on relations
between Argentina and
Britain.
Two MPs, Mr Cyril Townsend
(C) and Mr George Foulkes
(Lab), and Lord Kennet of the
Social Democratic party, are
visiting Argentina under the
auspices of the South Atlantic
Council, a private organisation
created last year to improve
relations between the two coun
tries.
Mr Foulkes said afterwards
that the possibility of a “lease
back” agreement for the Falklands was one of the issues dis
cussed
in
detail. Senator
Antonio Berhongaray said the
British visitors had assured the
Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee that the islanders would
not be able to veto any agree
ment between Argentina and
Britain.
Only one Argentine sounded
a dissident note. Senator Luis
Leon left the meeting abruptly,
calling the British legislators
“ insolent gringoes ” for sug
gesting that negotiations over
the sovereignty of the islands
should not begin until after
1990. when commercial and
diplomatic relations had been
re-established.

and released in the United
States.
“ I cannot leave as long as
they sit behind bars, often
fighting for access to fresh air
and the Chance for a stroll
longer than several dozen minutes,” the speech said,
_
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UK MPs in ‘positive’ talks
BY OUR BUENOS AIRES CORRESPONDENT

THE PROSPECT of a thaw in
relations
Anglo - Argentine
appeared to improve yesterday
following a meeting here of
three British MPs with Argen
tine Congressmen representing
the ruling Radical Party and all
the major opposition groupings.
«
The Radical Senator, 5
Adolfo Gass, head of the Argen
tine Parliamentary Commission
for Foreign Affairs, described
the two-and-a-half hour meeting
as “ clearlv positive ” and said
that he looked forward to a
reciprocal visit to London in the
near future.
Mr Cyril Townsend (Conservative—Bexley Heath)—while
saying that expectations for his
trip to Argentina should “not
be raised too high ’’—stressed

the importance of the fact that
the meeting had taken place at
all only two years after the end
of the Falklands war.
Mr Townsend is accompanied
by the Labour MP, Mr George
Foulkes. and Lord Kennet, the
chief spokesman on foreign
affairs for the Social Democrats
in the House of Lords.
Most Radicals at Monday
night’s meeting distanced themselves yesterday from the hard S
line attitude of Sr Luis Leon, a j
senator who walked out after j
calling the British MPs “ inso- j'
lent gringos ” for suggesting ,
that sovereignty could only be
discussed in depth in the 1990s ’;
following the establishment of :
diplomatic and trade relations. ;

i
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Alfonsin : ‘ Going badly.’

o !MPs woo
Alfonsin

'J

AN all-party pressure group,
which aims to turn British
public opinion against Mrs
Thatcher’s inflexible line on the
I Falklands is visiting Argentina
this week.
Tory MP Cyril Townsend,
Labour’s George Foulkes, and
Lord Kennet, the SDP’s chief
spokesman on foreign affairs in
the House of Lords, hope to
find sufficent ‘goodwill’ in
Buenos Aires to push on with
negotiations on the islands’
future.
The three MPs belong to the
South Atlantic Council, set up
last December to pursue ways
of bringing about an AngloArgentine reconciliation.
Two weeks ago President
Alfonsin, on a visit to Spain,
said progress on the Falklands
issue was going ‘badly, very
badly because there is extraori dinary arrogance on the part of
J the British Government.*

I

Argentine visit: Mr Cyril Townsend, Conservative MP for Bexleyheath, left, and Mr
George Foulkes, Labour MP for Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley, arriving in Buenos
Aires on the first visit by British MPs to Argentina since the Falklands war.
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Evening Standard
27th June 1984

Kirkpatrick to resign
o

NEW YORK : Jeane Kirkpatrick, the controversial
chief U.S. delegate to the United Nations, says she
has made it clear to President Reagan she will resign
and will not take another Cabinet post. I am com
mitted to this session and then I have said I intend
to go back to private life, and I intend to, she said.
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MPs arrive for goodwill
talks in Buenos Aires

0.
i

From Douglas Tweedale, Buenos Aires
The British MPs Mr Cyril phasized that the visit is being
Townsend and Mr George made under the auspices of the
Foulkcs arrived in Argentina South Atlantic Council, deyesterday on a much heralded scribed here as a “political
“goodwill mission” to explore lobby” opposed to Mrs
ways of resolving the Falkland Thatcher’s policies on the
Islands conflict with Argentine Falklands
politicians, businessmen and
The leading Argentine daily
labour leaders.
C/arin published a full-page
Mr Townsend (Conservative: interview with Mr Townsend
Bexleyheath) and Mr Foulkcs and Mr Foulkes yesterday, in
(Labour: Carrick, Cumnock and which they were quoted as
Doon Valley) with Lord Kcnnet favouring diplomatic nego
for the Alliance, who arrives tiations
On their arrival Mr Tow
today, to be received by the
Argentine Senate this afternoon. nsend said: “We have come to
They will also talk to diplomats seek a long-term and peaceful
and leaders of the Anglo-Argen solution in the South Atlantic.
We believe there are more
tine community here.
things joining our two democ
The visit has received wide racies than separating them”.
coverage in the Argentine Press
He also said their visit would
and has led to speculation that seek to normalize discussions
it could result in warmer between Britain and Argentina
relations between London and and that sovereignty would be a
Buenos Aires.
key topic in their talks with
Most newspapers have em- Argentine politicians.
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British MPs in
Argentina visit
G

A FRESH ATTEMPT to bring
about a thaw in Anglo-Argentine
relations following the * aiK-,
lands War was underway yester
day following the arrival of two
British Members of Parliament,
Jimmy Burns writes from
Buenos Aires.
The visit by Mr Cyril Townsend (Conservative) and Mr
George Foulkes (Labour) is the
first visit to be made officially
to this country by any member
of the British political establish
ment since April 1982.
The two MPs will be joined
today by Lord Ken-net, the Social
Democrat Party’s chief spokesman on foreign affairs in the
House of Lords,
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Guardian

1 MPs visit
Argentina

Daily Telegraph 25 6 84
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w SHIP ALERT FOR

falklands
5

l

O

STOWAWAYS

^tenbynpcUt?ciyans°nfrom London since the Falklands war
two years ago.
Thp visit by Mr „ Cyril
Townsend (C.) and Mr George
Foulkes (Lab) follows an imi
tation from members of tne
Argentine Senate. The MPs
will be joined by Lord Kennet
rt the Social Democrat/Liberal
Alliance on Tuesday.
South'
The organisers, the
Atlantic Council, founded last
year to help improve relations
between Britain and Argentina
after the war, hope the visit
will show the British public its
representatives can come to
Argentina and talk with rea
sonable people,” a spokesman
said.
The attempt to circumvent
Mrs Thatcher’s hard line on
the issue means the visit 1S
going ahead without her bless
ing, at least in public. The
recent sharp exchange of ver
bal blows between London ana
Buenos Aires have als0 C.^SJ
doubt on hopes of a meeting
with President Raul Alfonsm.
President Alfonsin’s com
plaints about British “ intransi
gence ” suggest increasing frus
tration and disappointment at
his inability to show any con
crete improvement m relations
I since he took office last
I December,

By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent
Security is being tightened
on board the passen^e ship
M S England, as she PreP;'r5:s ‘°
the Falklands to cape
sail fromThere
is a fear or
Town.
British construction .workers
stowing away, hoping to
the isolated conditions which
now prevail at Mount Pleasant
where a consortium is buildin*
a £215 million airport.
The Falklands are in the
depth of winter. Temperature (
are around freezing on most (
days, and there is a sea of mud f
at the airport site. The i.uuu
workmen have frequently com f
plained about the conditions
under which they are asked to

Times
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From Jeremy Morgan
'VwT^MPs arrive in

W Recently several stowaways
w£e found on board the vessel
and had to be earned on the
4,000-mile trip to Cape 2o .
where they were put on
plane for Britain.
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MPs seek peace deal in Argentina
From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
A group of British legislators
are due to arrive in Argentina
today for a Five-day visit aimed
at exploring possible solutions
to the Falkland Islands con
flict.
Mr Cyril Townsend, Con
servative MP for Bexlyheath,
Mr George Foulkes, Labour
MP for Carrick, Cumnock and

Doon Valley, and Lord Kennet
for the Alliance are expected to
seek an interview with Presi
dent Alfonsin or Senor Caputo,
the Foreign Minister, during
their stay, though Argentine
officials connected with the
visit said this was “unlikely”.
Congressional sources here
explained that the visit was
“completely private in nature”
despite the fact that the

parlimentarians are to be
received by the Argentine
Senate tomorrow.
The visit is being sponsored
by the South Atlantic Council,
a British group critical of Mrs
Thatcher’s policies towards the
Falklands.
The three legislators are also
due to meet local businessmen
and politicians and members of
the diplomatic community
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MPs’ trip to
Argentina
to be 6open’

o

O

From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
The aim of three parliamen
tarians who are to visit Argen
tina next week is primarily to
influence British opinion and
will not constitute “an effort at
secret diplomacy”, a spokesman
for the politicians said in
Buenos Aires.
The main object of the trip is
to show the British public and
Parliament that “British rep
resentatives can come to Argentian and talk with reasonable
people on the basis of good '
will,” the spokesman for the
South Atlantic Council, which
is organizing the visit, told
Argentine reporters yesterday.
He said that Mr Cyril
Townsend, Conservative MP
for Bexleyheath, Mr George
Foulkes, Labour MP for Ayr
shire South and Lord Kennet,
| for the Alliance would seek an
interview with President Alfonsinc “or some other government
official”, but that they would
not take specific proposals.
“It dosen’t really matter if
they talk about footall. What we
are trying to do is establish a
base of goodwill as the first step
towards the re-establisment of
relations between the two
countries.”
Mr Townsend and Mr
Foulks, both founding members
of the South Atlantic Council,
arrive in Buenos Aires on
Monday

22 6 84

MPs FOR ARGENTINA
By Our Political Staff
Mr Cyril Townsend, ConservativeM P for Bexle.vheath, and
Mr George Foulkes, Labour MP
for Sarrick,. Cumnock and Doon
Valley, are to become the first
MPs lo visit Argentina since
the Falklands campaign when
they got to Buenos Aires next
week with Lord Kennet, SDP
Foreign Affairs Spokesman in
the Lords.

FALKLANDS STRIKE
By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent
Catering stafF at the site for
the new Falkland Island airport
at Port Stanley are threatening
to strike over a pay claim. The
80 men and 40 women held a
token strike last weekend.

Guardian 22 6 84

Argentine visit
THREE British parliamen
tarians will visit Argentina
next week, but it was not
clear yesterday if they would
see President Raul Alfonsin
and other top members of
the
Government,
Jeremy
Morgan reports from Buenos
Aires. Mr Cyril Townsend
(Con)
and
Mr
George
Foulkes (Lab), and Lord
Kennet (Alliance) hope to
demonstrate that an improve
ment is possible in relations
between Britain and Argen
tina two years after the
Falklands war.
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Argentine way
It is perhaps .unfortunate for
the international banking com
munity that Garcia Vazquez,
Argentina’s
central
bank
governor, is not the only man
calling the shots in his country’s
clash with the International
' Monetary Fund.
Vazquez—whose visit to Basle
this week seemed, at least
partly, designed to foster more
understanding of the Argentine
case—is a cautious and patient j
negotiator who finds it easy to |
hold a dialogue with foreign j
bankers and finance officials.
Once Argentine’s economic counsellor in Washington, 67vear-old Vazquez has spent most
of his life in banking manage
ment and financial consultancy.
But his career has been equally
marked by his devotion to the
cause of the centre-left Radical
Party. (He was deputy governor
of the central bank in 2963-65
and a leading opposition econo
mist during the military
regime.).

(j

Friends say that a visit to
Mitterrand’s France just before
the Radicals came to power last
December instilled in Vazquez
the firm conviction that it was
possible, if difficult, to mingle
social justice with management
vigour.
Though soft-spoken and flex
ible, he is not according to hi.s
aides, simply a “yes man,” like
his predecessor Julio Gonzalez
Del Solar, who was arrested last
October and charged with
usurping "national interests”
by signing a rescheduling agree
ment for the state airline.
Vazquez’s health—only a
recent heart bypass operation
helped him return to a 14-hour
daily work schedule—has pre
vented him taking a more
prominent role in his Govern- !
ment’s economic management.
He is largely overshadowed
by the economic minister,
Benutrdo Grinspun, a very dlfferent sort of character, who is
now in Cartagena for the meet
ing of Latin American debtors
before flying to New York for
more talks with the bankers.
Cartoonists like to portray 57year-old Grinspun as an over
weight boxer, clumsily stumbl
ing over the obstacles before
him. In the seven months he
has been in office, the former
private bank manager has
earned the dubious distinction
of being the Government’s least
popular minister.
This has less to do with his
policies, though they have not
exactly been a roaring success,
than with his temperamental
and brusque treatment of
people around him.
Diplomats and bankers are
among those irritated by his
tendency to fly off the handle.
“Grinspun’s problem,” com
plained one local diplomat, “is
that he talks too much without
really telling us what he’s
thinking.”
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Sovereignty of
Falklands
‘noil-negotiable’
By Robert Graham

IF BRITAIN were to raise the
issue of sovereignty of the
Falkland Islands at the present
moment it would merely give
“ misleading ” signals to Argen
tina.
This was stated by
Baroness Young, Minister of
Sate at the Foreign Office, giv
ing evidence yesterday to the
Commons Foreign Affairs Com
mittee.
Lady Young insisted that Bri
tain was not prepared to nego
tiate sovereignty. But she re
fused to be drawn into any
statement on whether this posi
tion was irrevocable. She said
that Britain was not insisting on
a formal declaration by Argen
tina ending hostilities as a pre
condition for resuming normal
diplomatic And commercial re
lation*
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Latin Americans seek debt strategy!
BY HUGH O^SHAUGHNESSY IN CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA_______ ______________ _______ understanding with the IMF.
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regulators have

ficant differences in the way

ct^^wha^they'expect from the

sa«w?8Jv5«rt srftasaSsxs
-a.tsrSJsm,

strategy for the region in its
be pUt on a “non-petnon-perfonning basis earlie , Jems lowing adoption in April :
growing debt crisis.
Tomans ” basis. The move is
reducing their «
of an IMF austerity Programme j
The gathering in Cartagena is
t0 eliminate signiThird World loans, Pag
The Bolivian government has
overshadowed by the difficulties an attempt to ---------------------- _----------------------------------- ---fpr “ the solidarity of a ,
between Argentina and the In-------------------------- ~~~
rreditors in the industrialised the countries of the region as
ternational Monetary Fund, mulate a response to what the credito
is clear the problem is acorn .
following President Raul Alfona ority regard as an made- w°Indspite 0f a common wish for mon one.” The Bolivians; are.
ttmse£oraan lament pro- qua“
Western
efminss wbied^ wo^d be paid.
TT preparatory
terday fn“ today, the foreign
and finance ministers of Argentina Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,
ChUe the Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Mexico, Peru Urueuav and Venezuela will meet

earlier this month.
■
.
The meeting on Colombia
Caribbean coast was prop
last month by the presidents of
Argentina, . Brazil Colo ^
and
Mexico.
Since ..

("KS'Sr.lKiSt §ss^Siay?s

SUE

'

?^Cialthe formation of any
mg1.
club ”—an‘idea formu,ated fast-autumn at-a similar
tated last autu; ^
Tbe
BrJuffn delegati0n is also
; inE caution.

a common-position It is specifically pushingforthe.
.
ment of a ?30bn facility, with!
the mF which would lend
special assistance t0like bthl
countries at times, like t
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Spain gives Argentine loan terms
ment'agKed^asfweek wiH°carry

Spain;3
ofWh down^wUh IhfTternaHonal
is no, clear M«^Sr Alfonsin bad

Q

“g unresolved debt^egoliations, Sr Luis Velasco, Spanish
Trade Secretary, said yesteidaj.
Spain agreed during-a visit
by President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina to provide guarantees for ..loans of $10[m
(£76.4m) through the^Spamsh
export
credit
guarantee
authority,''Cfespe.
.
President Alfonsin ^ sought
a new credit line of 8300m. b
SiaWdaSitw sSepropboysedMmTt

^^i^/ofUfther The schedTlfn^but "had asked for
reacuwted^or^i
w ^ obtained * pledge of_sup8
di( f01- ihe same'-port from Spain in the Par
fresh credits 101
club,
which
deals
with
amou l. I le are t0 be in Government-to-Government and
ment » ^
iMtion ror officially guaranteed debt
^
ic Cooperation and Desince Spain’s market in Latin
L
consensus on export America .is largely made up of
vempn
.................. engineering goods, exports to
Spain has sent a list of pro- the region are strongly linked to
P (o Argentina worth a total medium and long term export
J
$100m including elec- fi
Until recently, some
trification and farther plant ■ 3540 per cent of Spanish export
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Argentina’s
challenge
The ad hoc approach to Third
World debt, inaugurated two
years ago as a short-term
response to an economic emergency in Mexico, but subsequently elevated lo the status of
a permanent solution to a fiindamental flaw in the world’s financial structure, will need substantial modification if it is to
survive.
Whatever happens at the
Latin American debtors’ meet
ing which begins tomorrow in
Colombia. President Raul Alfonsin’s open defiance of the Inter
national Monetary Fund has
served notice on the financial
world that the three essential
tenets on which the whole ad
hoc philosophy is built are
C -eatened.
. ,
,,
,
,
Argentina s-action has already
made it impossible to maintain
ihat the commercial banks can
be protected from reporting
substantial losses on their T.aiin
American lending. Tn the weeks
.ahead. Argentina is likely to
.undermine the idea that the
major debtors have no real
alternative but to coonerale
-with the IMF and the banks. Tn
vthe slightly longer term, the
[third and most crucial illusion
may be exposed: creditor
country governments. led bv the
-U.S.. must brace themselves to
accent that the debt crisis is
junl'kelv to be resolved without
a further infusion of nuMic
monev from ihe major indus• trialised countries or the multilateral economic institutions.

Concessions
There are tactical and stralogic reasons why the post-1982
* Aroach to debt rescheduling is
mortally endangered by ArgenlinaV behaviour. Tactically,
President Alfonsin has driven
a wedge between the banks and
the IMF, effectively paralysing
both. He has made it all but impossible for the banks to lend
Argentina new money, even
though it might have been in
their short-term interest to do
so. For although new money
would enable Argentina to pay
off its arrears and thus protect
the banks’ reported profits, it
would simultaneously make it
much more difficult to induce
borrowers to comply with IMF
adjustment programmes. But
President Alfonsin has also
made it harder for the IMF lo
offer him any concessions: to do
so would be to put all other
borowers on notice that they
can blackmail their way out of
austerity
by
IMF-imposed
threatening the banks with
default.
Strategically. Argentina has
illustrated a danger which we
have repeatedly emphasised—

The Financial Times

that some debtor nations are
likely to become more, not less,
intransigent in their relations
with the IMF and the banks
once their political structures
are consolidated and their
economies begin to recover
from the worst of the 1982-83
crisis. For as politicians with
new mandates lake over the
reins of power, they are likely
to question not only the validity
of the debts incurred by their
predecessors, but also and. more
importantly, the acceptability of
continuing austerity and annual
New
rescheduling
crises,
governments will want to offer
their nations long-range econo
mic plans, incorporating a re
to
reasonably rapid
turn
economic growth. And while
President Alfonsin’s strateev of
hvperinflation js ]iardlv likely
t0 SUCCGec? it clearlv holds more
nopuIar annoai llian the aiicrna^ve 0f
adjustment cornhined with the bankers’ “short
leash.”
pyo<ry(iiw?ie
The instinctive response from
public officials in the Western
governments and the IMF to
political and tactical pressures
of this kind is to distance themselves from the whole debt issue
and to let the debtors and bankers sweat it out.
But deceptive calm in the inlernational financial markets
couid erupt into crisis at any
time if there was even a hint
that Mexico or Brazil might
follow Argentina’s example and
demand a lending programme
centred around a rapid return
to high levels of economic
growth. If such a demand were
to be made, two conclusions
would follow. First, the debtors
would demand relief from the
current burden of their interest
payments considerably greater
than the commercial banks
could afford to grant them without imperilling their own solvency.
This would mean,
second, that governments would
have to provide financial support for their own banks on an
aggregate scale far greater than
anvthing seen since the 1930s.
jt would be better to avert
such a crisis than merely to
wajt for it. The time may now
)iave arrived for governments
to consider a major enlargement of IMF and World Bank
lending facilities, combined
with a new approach to conditionality. It must be made
clear te countries like Argentina that conditionality is
designed to help their cconomies prosper, and not merely
to minimise the demands they
make on international financial
markets.
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Argentina to revive talks

i
i

°

From Bailey Morris, Washington
c-nft million for the third quarter and
Argentina has agreed^o send deadline loanVor Argentina 's beyond. ^ ana]ysts rc-

mm sp® smm
internaional criticism of its bla'h'Smc wants to head off public fears over the health of
hardline stance on debt rapaypropo ls by other '^^^ffbmcials at the
^Disclosure of the mission by debolor
^yw^'Argentine Embassy in Washing;

G
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Treasury not to cxicnu

US banks trim to
aid debt package

0

From Nick Gilbert, New York
Federal Reserve Board and the
The leading American banks Comptroller
of the Currency,
preparing
to
inject
a
dose
of
are
setting out a stricter interpret
realism into the method used ation of the 90-day rule on
for accounting for Argentine interest arrears.
bt*
, tu ■ half vcarlv
It comes just before ArgenAs a result, tk®1* ha*['yfa y tina and other Latin American
results will be hit by the longJ0a"dmeet t0 discuss their
awaited cuts in earnings,
na^ position in Cartagena,
avoided, with a combmat
Colombia. The move is seen as
cosmetic arithmetic and 8®"® “
attempt to put further
ous intepretation of acc®u"*!"*j
sure on Argentina to reach
rules by the American bank g P
d ith theinternational
authorities.
Mone^ary Fund
One of the the biggest Monetary u
lenders, Manufacturers Hanovit is thought that the
er, has announced
more American banks are prepared
conservative” treatment on its l0 cut their earnings a step
$l,321m (£964m) of Argenti- they and the regulators have
nian loans. As a. result:u {J* avoided, inthe V*™***™*r?*b"t
second quarter earnings will be illg Argentina s leverage in debt
reduced by $25m or 26 per cent, bargaining.
even if Argentina pays its
Mr Dick Bove, a bank
interest arrears by June 30, the analyst at Shearson American
crucial end-of-quarter date.
Express, calculates that the
If Argentina does not pay, change effectively increases
the reduction will rise to $35m. Argentina's interest arrears
Other leading banks are likely frogm about $4S0m. to abon
to follow suit, though their $7S0m. The mam impact for
exposure to Argentinian debt is the banks is that they will have
less thus reducing the impact to make a deduction for interest
on earnings.
payments credited.
The move comes after a
letter to the banks from thc |

Watch on
progress
at IMF
By Peter VVilson-Smith
Banking Correspondent
Argentina's main bank crcdilors are pressing ahead with a
contingency package Ip reduce
its interest arrears, which could
be rapidly put m place if the
country makes progress in
negotiations with the International Monetary Fund,
However, bankers conceded
yesterday that time was running
sh0rt, if American banks were
to avoid having to classify
manv loans as non-performing,
mi y
package would still
haye t0 be Hnked firmly to IMF
nppnt:at;0ns
jhepack’age would involve
uJil advisory group banks,
udi
Lloyds Bank, putting
pafurther $ 125m (£91 m) in
Pfanas' hacked by Argentine
°a jls at the New York
P . Reserve.
Argentina would draw on its
serves l0 bring the total
Ep to about SSOOm - the sum
“P,£daD°“l *ay off interest
ede t0 thc beginning of
arrears
Ap '
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1 Argentine loans
eat into US
banking profits

J

From Alex Brummer
in Washington
Several major US banks, led
by Manufacturers Hanover of
New York, are expected to reDort a sharp drop in earnings
I shortly as a result of their
lending to Argentina. This follows the circulation to the
banks of new accounting rules
ordered by the federal author!ties.
The disclosure of the federal
decision came as the leading
creditor banks to Argentina
prepared to meet later this
week in New York to discuss
whether enough progress had
been made in Buenos Aires
dealings with the IMF to approve a new package of some
$450 million of credit to meet
interest payments.
Hanover,
Manufacturers
whose shares have been under
pressure on the New York
Stock Exchange as a result of
its Latin lending, said that its
adopton of “more conservative ” accounting would mean
a drop in second-quarter earnings of about $25 million, or
26 per cent. The new rules do
not actually require the banks
to take the losses until the
third quarter.
There has been a high degree of concern on Wall Street
about bank shares ahead of
the end of the second quarter
of the year on June 30. At
that point many US banks
would be required to put their
Argentine loans on a “ non-accrual,” under which interest
could no longer be taken into
profits, resulting in a reduction in earnings.
The banks had been hopeful
until recently that this could
be avoided if a private sector
package of loans to cover

Argentina’s second-quarter in
terest payments were agreed.
But with last weeks decision
by the US Treasury not to extend its guarantee of 530,1 ®
$300 million of loans made by
Latin debtor countries to cover
Argentina s first-quarter inf
est and the continued stai
mate with the IMF, S0T?_ 2*
the leading
feet about their own package.
Without such a package
Manufacturers Hanover says
that its drop in second quarter
earnings will be more severe at
$35 million, or 37 per cent,
The bank appeared anxious
that the figures should be
made public to dispel reports
that the earnings collapse
could be as high as 60 per
cent.
Other banks seemed less perturbed by the impact of the
new federal rulings. Citibank
of New York said the ruling
would have “no material effeet on earnings. It had no
immediate comment on the potential impact, of the failure of
the private banks to put together a package to meet
second-quarter
interest
payments.
The possibility that the large
US banks are finally going to
make proper write-offs for,
their Latin American debts has
increased confidence in bank
shares in the last 48 hours,
“ it helps the banks help
themselves,” commented Mr
Richard Fredericks, a partner
in the firm of Montgomery Securities in San Franciscp. “ It
gives the banks integrity in
their accounting, which they,
should have had in the first
place.” He predicted that investors would react favourabIy4
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Meatless
days for
Argentines
From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
President Raul Alfonsin’s
Government yesterday laun
ched the latest effort to change
the eating habits of beef-hun
gry Argentines by banning
meat consumption in res
taurants on Tuesdays and
Fridays.
The aim of the measure,
which Government officials say
will succeed where similar
efforts have failed in the past,
is to reduce the demand for beef
and prevent prices from rising
sharply in the lean winter
months ahead, when meat
supplies reaching markets are
expected to drop.
Catchy television advertise
ments designed to make the
meat ban work, urge Argen
tines: “Appeal to your creativi
ty" to vary their menus on the
days of the ban and close with
the slogan: “Let's not feed
inflation".
Argentines eat so much beef
(an average of more than 2001b
per person per year, according
to officials) that the Govern
ment fears any increase in its
price would have a drastic
impact on the country's 500 per
cent inflation rate.
But hopes of changing the
countrys’pereference for the
traditional inch-thick bifes
(steaks) are slim, according to
most economists. An earlier
ban imposed last Febuary
failed dismally to control prices
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r.pnffrpv Matthews, in Bogota, onjiedebtors^summit

A prayer for deliverance from
the great dollar siege
1
In purely symbolic terms there
could hardly be a more
appropriate venue for this
week's Latin American deb
tors' summit" than Cartagena,
the beautiful Spanish colonial
city on Colombia's Caribbean
coast.
^
Founded in 1533 Cartagena the conquistadores’ first bastion
on the South American conti
nent - was built like a fortress
to withstand ferocious attacks
bv British and French pirates
seeking lo lool the New World
treasure brought there tor
shipment to Madrid to enrich
the Spanish throne.
Not for nothing is it called
the “heroic city". Its massive
walls and fort leave no doubt
why it held its own against the y
fleets of Morgan. Drake and
Vernon. So savage were the
constant sieges to which Carta-

bloodshed and
This
week perhaps prayers
offered in San Pedro for relief
from .economic slaughter.
Today Latin America feels
besieged bv what it perceives as
S
' ot an unjust
tnc
piracy
national
financial
order. interAs a g|

SSJOis
t

■

>|||

But as the same editor and
the first to admit, so
too Will the recklessly irresponsiblc technocrats charged with
running national economics by
military regimes m country
like Argentina. Brazil and Chile,
who threw caution to the wind.
so sublimely confident were
thev of the infallibility of their
•‘Chicago School" supply-side
economics and their sure
judgment in negotiating inter
national loans tor wildly ex
travagant public-spending piojcels.
The Cartagena meeting is

KVtrtnSrsu^mit.
Sl'"Several'lC “undS
journalists from Latin America

SSBBx

m he two dav meeting efTcc- for ihc thumbscrew treatment
re Canncs - drawing to a
? veil starlint today
not lo mention a turn on the
nun'atu
limc (the title
lively starting today.
rack . “those young tinancicrs
close a
^ cnlrjcs. RaJ0 /./
The meeting will be the jrom London who between
,
_ yndcr The Volcano foreign ministers and finance j974 and 1981 invaded our
nrovcd an irresistible
ministers of Argentina. Brazi, continent offering dollars . . headline over Colombian newsColombia. Ecuador. Mexico. wilboul ever taking the least
.
arljcics previewing the
Peru. Bolivia and Venezuela. care l0 calculate the true ^cling)
the same countries which sent capacjty of their clients to pay ,
Yci while these may not be
an SOS to the Lancaster House wrQlc one Bogota economics
of times in Latin
summit earlier this month cdltor al the weekend, adding
.
ica nor are they ncccsscalling for fairer treatment n biucrlv< “confronted by a
J the worst,
resolving the foreign debt crisis. silualion which clearly threat31 *dcbl crisis generates
They are still uncertain whether cncd dlsastCr. the great hypou
of doom. but there is
their distress call was properly lhcUcal guardian ot world
,
dlSccrniblc sense ot
interpreted bv Mrs 7halcl
financial sanity, the Intercautious optimism, tuclled by
and company. H is also nalionaj Monetary Fund. icleadership ol men like
expected that some Centra maincd a mere spectator
Colombia’s President Belisano
and
Caribbean
Certainly brash young bankclanCur Cuarias and Argennatkn^^ill send representa ers and the IMF will stand in
Scnor Raul Alfonsin. that
tives to Cartagena.
the dock at Cartagena.
l aim America may be entering
Participants may not haver
a new era with democracy in the
much time for sightseeing in a
ascent, the generals in retreat,
jewel of a city offering many
and revolutionary guerrillas tourist delights, though they
outside of Central America might gel a sadistic kick out ol
without a constituency.
visiting a curious museum
Yet at the same time
which displays a wide array ol
cvervone agrees that if ln»s
torture instruments employed
mood is to gather strength, the
during the Inquisition.
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North American private banks
have come to the rescue of
Argentina, approving a credit
bridge which will help Buenos
The Times 20/6/84
Aires to pay $500m in interest
due at the end of the month.
Argentina s foreign minister,
benor Dante Caputo, in an
V.»
interview on Colombian radio
V
before that rescue act, declared
?
mat the Cartagena summit must
li “seck political solutions to the
payment of foreign debt because
- ,
,ri current circumstances it
simply is not possible to pay it - I
l,"c financial resources just
;
don't exist.”
B
„ m/Ai lhc cnd of lhc Second
World War. he pointed out. the I
....
, ;
US “realised that to preserve
'
!f?c slratcgic security or the
,
j North Atlantic not only a
v<C-' 4 nii,ilary P^an was required but
also the strengthening of dcvclopment and democracy in
western Europe through a vast
programme of financial aid. In
our continent conditions for
Leadership for a new era:
stability also depend on devel
opment and democracy but
Argentina's Raul Alfonsin
instead of receiving resources
(above left), Colombia’s
we arc being crippled by a
Belisario Betancur Cuartas
Marshall plan in reverse”.
I
(above), and Peru’s Manuel
Schor Capulo estimates that
Ulloa (left).
rises
... in interest rates this. year
will represent for Argentina the
equivalent of all its meat
exports and for Mexico, another
deb, crisis must be sorted out frottolfS.' *
inC°mC
last.
Red danoor cir,noi u
There is a mounting consen. , , danger signals have sus in the region that Latin
a'cady bccn nfsh,ng omin- America needs a grace period of
c usly| Last month riots rocked five or six years without paying
the tiny, normally tranquil extra debt service or Drincmal
Dorn,mean Republic (with a Mos, leaders are undcS, ? p,lll°n loreiS” debi) after ably reluctant to drive iheir
basic food prices were Inked as countries further inio recession
Pnirnri.^H f ii y mea?ures 10 PaV ofT banks in Europe, the
r?"ow,,n8 ^ «hrcc- US and Japan. It seems certain
miHinn
h‘,ll'oul loan ol 5430 that the Cartagena meeting will
. .■
cafi on the West to swell the
And in recent
weeks the IMFs confers and relax
its
debi° W hfmn
I(foruC,gn ,cnding policies, or the region
Sri?92 bl,,IOn) has a‘so been could be doomed to years of
suffering a wave
of social economic stagnation
unrest, with mobs looting
supermarkets in major cities in
Nor can Latin America look
reaction to similar austerity nprlh ^or hoPe- Sonor Manuel
/ measures imposed under press- Llloa, former prime minister
and finace minister of Peru
I lire from the IMF.
As Argentina's Alfonsin sue- comments:
The American
cinctly puts it: “We cannot pay mcovery is like an economic
back our debts on the hunger of locomotive, but it is not pulling
people.” This is the catch-22 for any carriages. Europe is not
the debtors.
being pulled out of the reEven so, the summit’s host, cession, much Jess Latin
Scnor Belancur (who heads the America.”
one country to have so far
As debt and population
escaped serious debt problems) increase, output Tails. Even
insists that the meeting will not assuming a 3 per cent annual i
be characterized by rebellion growth rate for the region over
against the world’s financial the next six vears. 90 per cent of
markets nor the founding of a the extra available workforce
“debtors’club”.
will be unemployed at the end
On one point both London of the decade. By the end of this
and Cartagena are likely to year the debt will be $400
agree - that the crisis will be billion, while high interest rales
solved only on a case-by-case and their fluctuations make
basis. As Brazil’s foreign minis- economic planning impossible,
ter Senor Ramiro Saraiva
t
Such stagnation would assur
Guerreiro, says: “This meeting
edly
choke
,
the
flower
of
is an alert - not a threat”.
But the situation has not been democracy before it had had a
eased by the decisions this chance to bloom, while stirring
month of three of the smaller subversion and stoking anti-US
debtor countries
Bolivia, sentiment, never far below the
Ecuador and the Dominican surface anyway.
Republic - to suspend unilater
McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
ally some foreign debt repay
Economic commentary
ments.
by Tim Congdon
■II Wliitrhali UmhIomSW !A _'!$/. U-Lplvuu- • *1 .*»I* V>
Meanwhile, defying the US
has been held over
government and the IMF.
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Shame of Falklands soldier "f’ijfr took to drugs

*
V

i

md

THE Falklands soldier who came back from the dead was behind
bars last night after attacking two small children.
Philip Williams, who reappeared seven weeks after being presumed killed
in the battle for Mount Tumbledown, struck out in frustration during a baby
sitting session, a court heard yesterday.
Twenty-one-year-old Williams—discha rged from the Scots Guards last year after
psyciatnc trouble — now has a drug problem and was anxiously waiting for someone
to bring him some amphetamines, or ‘speed’, magistrates at Morecambe, Lancashire,
were told. He hit two-year-old Kate Martin and her four-and-a-half-month-old sister
Rachel at their home m Alexandra Road, Lancaster, where he was a l.idger.
Williams was looking
after the two gills at the
weekend while their
Daily Mail Reporter
mother went away for one
night.
On her return on Mon in custody for three
day Mrs Francis Martin weeks, to await medical,
noticed bruising on baby social and psychiatric re
Rachel’s head and but ports after he pleaded
tocks and she was taken guilty to causing the two
to hospital and detained children actual bodily
for observation.
harm.
A doctor who examined
He caused a sensation
her sister found she too in August 1982 when he
had bruised buttocks, the stumbled exhausted into
jl jremnto
*0x03*
court heard.

Blizzard
Williams told police in
a statement that he
thought the baby-sitting
might keep his mind off
his need for drugs.
But as time wore on he
became annoyed at having
to watch over the children
and hit Kate on Sunday
night then struck Rachel
the next day.
Williams was remanded

affor^
'uUUSC at
surviving 45 aays m tieez-’;

ing conditions.
Williams, from the vil
lage of Halton, near
Morecambe, told officers
he had become separated
‘from his unit in a blizard during the bloody
battle near the end of
the conflict with Argen
tina.
An inquiry cleared him
of desertion and he re
ceived a hero’s welcome
on his return.

Philip Williams . ♦ . Frustration
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Co-operate with Argentina, banks told
by

PETER MONTAGNON IN BASLE

COMMERCIAL

55 KM ws tgs&Hbe« ?v«tHSS
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£™fS&
..u » b“” e," „„I,., w>.jyjjjjfcjtjsrya
nr’Lo. Am*,. drt. M.«« jg~t^ & EU ««M h„dl. «
crisis and the ^-S. budget
creditors must work P™“emof continental
lemffadS cenS bankers as hard to
IlHnols, the Chicago-based U.S.

J?SK*-*=:

H“ £fs&c«s4 *s. sswa-g “s;£,;.?K'vr*
onnM 1 lead to a new world Argentina on their own and
BM report( Page 4
recession if it was not reduced, without any aim- wis g f
continental Illinois seeks buyer
LeSr ^laid^Sner^
commercial for London bank, Back Page

Continued from Page 1

Argentina and banks
similar, cases in the..same way—
very forcefully. I was impressed,” said Dr Leutwiler,
who is to retire as BIS President at the end of this year.
The problem of capital flight
emerged at the meeting as a
major reason for the reluctance
of industrial nations to provide
cash help for debtor countries
in Latin America.
M Alexandre Lamfalussy, a
BIS economic advisor, said
capital flight out of Latin
America was about $55bn
(£40bn) in the six years to 1983.
This meant that one dollar out
of every three borrowed by Latin
America during those years, was
reinvested abroad instead of
being used for domestic
development
“ Without (economic) adjustment, neither Argentina nor any
of these countries are going to
get this money back," Dr
on this money amounts to about
$6.5bn annually which would
have reduced the region’s
balance of payments deficit to
less than $10bn, if it had been
repatriated last year.
‘
The BIS annual report was
also unusually outspoken in its
criticism of U.S. fiscal policy,
It said the U.S. budget deficit
had helped produce a sharp
economic recovery over the past
18 months, but must be cut to
allow interest rates to fall and
to prevent the U.S. economy
overheating.
“What the U.S,. recovery is,

doing for the rest of the world,
a U.S. recession could undo just
as quickly,” it said,
The report also said that
developing
countries
must
retain access to industrial country markets if they are to be
abie to export enough to reduce
debt burdens,
It described protectionist
barriers
“ more
H
__astVlpv
___ than
_n a grave
danSer
ttley are an expl0SIVe
one*
Paul Taylor In New York
writes: Manufacturers Hanover,
the fifth largest U.S. banking
group and the most heavily exposed to Argentina with $1.3bn
of loans outstanding at the end
of the first quarter, yesterday
forecast the effect on second
quarter and full year net eamjngS 0f the Argentina debt
problem
F'If no' interest payments on
outstanding loans
316 received before June 30,
approximately $735m of the
corporation’s loans would have
to be placed on a non-performing basis. Net interest revenues
for the second quarter would
be reduced by about $65m and
net income by about $35m to
an estimated $60m.
If Argentina continues to
miss interest payments earnings would be reduced by about
$20m in each quarter, resulting
in -1984 net income about 15
per cent below the $337m
earned last year.
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Falklands
rock poser
By Richard Norton-Taylor
Laing - Mowlem • Amey
Roadstone, the consortium
building the £240 million air
port on the Falklands, ac
knowledged yesterday that it
has had to ship 6,600 tonnes of
aggregate from Britain as a
result of problems quarrying
rock on the islands.
Although the consortium did
not give the extra cost in
volved, it is understood that
! the two ships which have
I sailed from Bristol with the
1 aggregate will add at least £3
million to the bill. In an offi
cial statement, the consortium
yesterday said that no further
a ggregate will be needed from
Britain.
It said that problems relat-1
ing to a quartzite quarry —
Including veins of clay — on
the Falklands had been ^over
come.
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Latin America will not back
Argentina against IMF
ARGENTINA will not attract
support from other Latin Amcrican countries in its stand
against the International Monetary Fund, say European central
bankers
after “bchind-thescenes ” talks with representa
tives from Latin America.
Dr Leutwiler said in Basle
that there was no prospect of a
Latin
American
, .
.
. . debt cartel
being foimcd at this weeks
meeting of major Latin Amcrican debtor nations in Caila*
gena, Colombia.
Dr Leulwilcr said bis cowldencc was based on talks with
the central bank chiefs of
Argentina, Mexico and Venczuela. “ I expect a political
decision to be made at Cartagena but nothing that will have
an impact on the world's banks,”
lie said.
The governor of the Argentina central bank, Dr Enrique
Garcia Vasqucz, confirmed that
he had been in discussion over
the weekend with all major
Western central bank governors,
including Paul Volcker, chairman of the United States Fedcral Reserve Board, in Washington, who is playing a key
role in the debt crisis.
Dr Vasquez argued that
Argentina could still reach a
compromise agreement with the
1 M F or could make some privale arrangement with commercial banks before the crucial
June 30 deadline for solving its
I S43-6 billion debt crisis.
1 Major Western central banks,
however, now believe that some

kind of showdown with Argentina is almost unavoidable and
that the Argentine situation
should, therefore, be treated as
an exceptional case to prevent
serious repercussions for the
international banking system as
a whole.
Central banking sources argue
that the Authority of the IMF
must be upheld to avoid a
breakdown of discipline among
otjier key debtors, like Brazil
an(, Mcxic0. In BasIc officials
from £]1C Brazilian and Mexico
central banks admitted privately that they were watching
tjie Arcgtine situation closely
for signs of IMF weakness.
Dr Leutwiler confirmed that
Western central banks supported the tough line shown by the
American Treasury last Friday
in withdrawing its guarantee
from a $300 million loan to
Argentina made by four other
Latin American nations in
March,
" That decision was wellfounded,” he said. According to
Dr Leutwiler, the immediate
priority in the Argentine situation is to buy time. Any move
by commercial banks to put
together a private financial
package would thus be welcome.
But he also made clear that
international
financial
the
system could withstand the
shock of an Argentine default,
Central banks would help by
injecting large amounts of
liquidity into the system in the
way the American authorities
did for Continental Illinois of
Clicago.

The Times
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Falklands remembered
from Dr Alec Dickson
Sir “Lacking even travelling teach
ers* . • the children’s break in
education is almost total”, writes
your correspondent in his Letter
from Port Stanley” (June 14).
This is astonishing. Twenty-five
years ago, when Voluntary Service
Overseas was taking shape oft my
kitchen table, the frequency o
advertisements in your Educational
Supplement for “camp” teachers to
travel from homestead to homestead
in the Falklands indicated that there
were few takers.
A sixpenny airletter went off to
the Governor in Port Stanley,
offering 18/ 19-year-olds for a year in
between sixth form and university.
The answer was immediate: oner
aC Of all the projects then available
the chance of riding horseback from
family to family and giving all they
knew to the children made the
Falklands possibly the most challet^shdou"h?s be happening
today?
Yours etc,
ALEC DICKSON,
19 Blenheim Road,.W4.
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EUROPEAN ELECTION RESULT
Daily Telegraph
19th June 1984
Y
YORK
E. H. C. MACMJLLANSCOTT (C) ... 80,636
Mrs S. Haines (Lab) ...... 44.234
M. G. Howard (SDP) ... 33.356
C maj 36,402; Poll 30-6 p.c.
Electorate 517.592.
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Argentine
overhangs
Wall St

o

o

By JAMES SRODES
in New York
THE MOST exciting moment in
“ Peter Pan ” comes when the
anxious children in the audience
must clap their hands lest the
flicker), of light that is Tinker
Bell be-extinguished forever.
Over the weekend a cast of
important government officials
and leading American bankers
urged Wall Street to do just
that. This time Argentina is in
the role of fast-fading debter
nation. Will Wall Street clap?
Don’t bank on it.
Why should
American
investors cheer the state of the
debt crisis when the patient
steadfastly resists taking the
medicine prescribed by the
attending International Mone
tary Fund?
And if Argentina refuses to
adopt the IMF’s reform prog
ramme. what sense is there
pretending that nation can pay
off loan burdens to such major
United States banks as Manu
facturers Hanover (which is
owed $1-3 billion), Citicorp
($1 • 1 billion) Chase Manhattan
(S775 million) Chemical Bank
($370
million) or Morgan
Guaranty ($741 million)?
As a measure of the banks’
uncertainty consider that the 11
main banks that lead Argen
tina’s syndicate began meetings
last Thursday at the offices of
Citicorp’s law firm. Sherman and
Sterling, and the three dozen or
so participants were still locked
in the meeting late on Friday
night and again on Saturday
morning without having reached
anv firm course of action.
However, the banks decided
to roll over “ on a day-by-day
basis ” the $750-million loan
installment which comes due on
June‘30. And bankers did not
reject out of hand Argentina's
counter offer to make a partial
payment of that instalment if
loaned part of the money.
the
Alfonsin
Specifically
Government offered to pay $325
million out of its own reserves
if banks could match it with l
$125 million in new money. The
benefit to the banks is that they
would not have to write off the
whole amount as a non-perform
ing loan against their secondquarter earnings statements.
Aside from the obvious bene
fit to Argentina, a part payment
would drive a clear wedge
between the banks and the
1 M F. While everyone expects
an eventual rejection from the
banks, there is little comfort in
the delay.

!
I
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Central bankers ,
pressure Argentina
By ANNE SEGALL
in Basle
Central banks meeting In
Basle, Switzerland over the
weekend are joining international efforts to persuade
Argentina to think again after
last week’s decision to chal
lenge the authority of the
International Monetary Fund
in delicate negotiations on
solving the country’s §43-6
billion debt crisis.
The
importance
being
attached to the Argentine
crisis was underlined by the
arrival itn Basle of the
; American
Federal
Reserve
Board chairman Paul Volcker.
Pressure on Argentina is
being mounted by the United
States Treasury which late on
Friday announced its decision
to withdraw a $300 million
loan guarantee to the four
Latin American nations which
came o Argentina’s rescue in
March.
They are
Brazil, ■
Mexico, Colombia and Vene-1
zuela.
Commercial banks have also
said they will only be prepared
to roll over a $750 million
bridging loan to Argentina
which fell due last week on
a daily basis.
Central banks In Basle are
attending the annual meeting
of the Bank for International
Settlement. The BIS has
already played a key role in
the debt crisis by providing
bridging finance last year to
koy debtors like Brazil and
Mexico
The presence of Argentine
Central .Bank chief Enrique
Vasquez has given the Basle
meeting added significance.
European banking sources
believe that the case-by-case
approach towards individual
debtors has been broadly suc
cessful and should be con
tinued.
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Falklands fishing
From Dr Norman A. Godman, UP
for Greenock & Pori Glasgow
(Labour),
Sir, In The Times (report June 6)
reference was made to the depletion
of fishing stocks in the fishine
grounds around the Falkland Islands. The report claimed that these
fishing grounds were in serious
danger of being over-fished hv
foreign trawlers in the absence of a
declared fisheries zone
Thc report went on to quote Mr
Simon Lyster, Secretary of the
Falkland Islands Foundation, as
saying that the Argentines had at
least as big a stake in preserving
Falkland fishing stocks as the British
or the islanders had themselves.
The once traditional grounds of
the Argentinian fishermen around
the islands are now being exploited
by Japanese, Polish, Spanish and
Russian vessels, whilst 2,000 Argentinian fishermen are unemployed

18/6/84
and upwards of 8,000 others are
utnable 10 maintain their living
standards.
A recent meeting in Boulogne
betwe«n officials representing Arsentinian fishermen and officials of
!be Transport and General Workers’
U™on’ chaired
the ITF> (Internall0Pal Transport Workers’ Federf,!10? ’ concluded by calling upon
tbe two Sovernments to negotiate an
aSreement which would enable the
Argentinians to resume fishing in
lhese arcas‘
Yct> jn parliamentary written
answers both the Prime Minister
a?d thc Baroness Young (Minister
of State at the Foreign Office) have
repeated their belief
that any
decision regarding the Protection
z°ne could only be considered when
relations between Britain and
Argentina had undergone improvement- Such an approach, I believe, is
both unimaginative and unhelpful.
If the British government were to

The Times

allow Argentinian fishermen to
resume fishing in the Protection
Zone it would be seen as a positive
and concessionary gesture towards
the democratically elected govcmmen.1. in Argentina and those
man time communities which are
st,.l,#.
^ the strained
Nations between the two nations,
c X?e
report on the
Falkland Islands observed that the
"J?8! effectIve way of developing the
em?ient management and conscrtbe4 F,?he5cs would be on
ra?d • Argen,tina
flshenes couId be
J0 S*
r
•
,
rMn°LthflJof affai^s t0 b9
[* 1lhJB. Government would
r
initiative in
of more formal negotiations
between the two nations,
7r0urs talthful,y*
N- A- GODMAN,
j|ineS12°fCOmm°nS’
^
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Argentina may face
debtors’ pressure

G

By Our Financial Staff
Latin
American
debtor tina to resolve its open dispute
nations, meeting in Columbia with the IMF over the terms of
this week soon after the latest an economic programme.
setback in efforts to sort out
Thc US Treasury has left
Argentina’s $44 billion (£31.9 open
the possibility of renewing
billion) foreign debt, are ex its guarantee
and
pected to renew calls for easier the IMF come ifto Argentina
But US.
repayment terms and re officials arc nowterms.
that
ductions in trade barriers. But a other Latin Americanhoing
countries,
senior Brazilian official said which have already undergone
that there would be no joint
economic adjustment,
debt renegotiation discussions painful
will put pressure on Argentina
and a “debtors’ cartel’’ was out to agree to IMF terms.
of thc question.
Thc main stumbling block is
Senhor Roberto Abdenur,
head of the Brazilian foreign Argentina’s determination to
ministry’s economic division, push ahead with real increases
said thc meeting would cover in wages.
general and global issues but not
The propecls of Argentina
and thc IMF reaching agree
individual countiw problems.
However, the $300m loan to ment by June 30, the deadline
Argentina from Mexico, Brazil, by which American banks will
Columbia and
Venezuela, have to classify many of their
which is due for repayment at loans to Argentina as non-per
the end of this month, is certain forming. appear slim.
to be discussed.
Commercial banks had been
On Friday, thc US Treasury, working on plans for a $450m
which had guaranteed to take package which would have
over thc loan provided Argen cleared interest arrears up to the
tina reached an agreement with beginning of April, thus avoid
thc International Monetary ing thc problem for American
Fund, decided not to extend its banks. However the package
guarantee again. The US was dependent on agreement
Treasury’s move was designed between Argentina and the
to step up pressure bn Argen- IMF.
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Argentina’s relations
with IMF sink to
indefinite stalemate’

18/6/84

Argentina
seeks broad
debt accord

BY PETER MONTAGNON IN BASLE

By Jimmy Burns in Buenos Aires

■

!

RELATIONS between Argenlina and the International
Monetary Fund have sunk to a
level of indefinite stalemate,
according to senior European
central bankers attending the
Bank for International Settlements (BIS) annual meeting
here.
“ 1 see no solution," said one
top central banker, adding that
it would ‘‘destroy" President
Raul Alfonsin politically if he
accepted cuts in real wages, as
demanded by. the IMF
r«hj+uankerS ,S3ld
peeled the monetary authorities
of industrial countries to postpone as long as possible any
fina showdown with Argentina,
while attempting to isolate it as
a special case. This could help
m-event its dispute with the
IMF having a ripple effect on
the finances rf otta? Lata
Amprican enuntrips
The US Treasury decision
on Friday not to renew its offer
of a $300m (£216m) bridging
loan to Argentina, while leaving
the door open for further negotiations, is in keeping with such
an approach. So is the preferential debt deal being offered to
Mexico, they said.
The bankers said they were
aware that the Argentine stalemate could destabilise financial
markets.
Already, European
banks have reduced their credit
lines to U.S. banks in the interbank deposit market, they said,
U.S. banks, which are heavily
exposed to Argentina, were
large net borrowers of Eurodollars m the world’s money
markets last year.

ARGENTINA YESTERDAY
determined
to
ai ■seared
^ jen the scope of its unorinodox approach to its
foreign debt problem by
pressing western creditor
nations to agree to reschedule
payments falling due this
year without waiting for an
agreement between the coun
try and the International
Monetary Fund.
Economy Ministry officials
in Buenos Aires said that they
would raise the possibility of
rescheduling part of the
S6.1bn owed in payment for a
government-to-government or
government-guaranteed loans
granted by nation members of
the Paris Club during talks
with M Michel Camdessus, the
grouping’s chairman.
M Camdessus arrived in
Buenos Aires on Saturday
night for three days of talks
with Argentinian officials. In
negotiations with the ArgenGovernment earlier this
\ Jr M Camdessus was told
Aires had,
that Buenos
accepted that an agreement
with the IMF was the precon
dition for a settlement of the
Club debt.
However, Argentina now
appears to be again arguing
that she should be treated as
a “ special case ” and is drawing on the example of Cuba
which managed to reach a
solution without the fund.

However, the bankers said Colombia — which advanced
they were less worried than $300m as part of an emergency
three months ago about the rescue package in March,
impact on the banking system
Mexico,
particularly,
is
of Argentina’s failure to pay in- expected to privately urge
lerest. TheFederal Reserve
Argentina at this
week’s
system had since demonstrated debtors’conference in Colombia,
its ability and willingness to to reach an agreement with the
cope with crises through
the IMF.
rescue
operation
mounted
Snr Garcia Vazquez said he j
recently
for
Continental still hoped for such an agreeIllinois.
ment “ as soon as possible." The
U.S. monetary policy might economic programme sent bv
have to be relaxed to help the Argentina to the IMF last week
banks if the markets became could be modified in some techt0° nervous a°d that would nical respects, “but not in its
lead to inflation. “But infla- principal aims because, where
yon would be a small price to salaries are concerned, the probpay for savjng the western lem of President Alfonsin is
banking system,” 0ne central one of credibiUtv "
hanker cairi
i' „
i
M
T '
u t
-a
Dai8en ln!i- programme ai
Ml Jacques de Larosifcre, ready embfdies sharp cuts m its
manaSlnS director of the Inter- budget deficit which is sched^t,one! Monetary Fund, is “in uled to fall to 1.62 per cent of
lhe most delicate position of his GDP (excluding interest paycareer>” this banker added, ments on foreign debt) by the
™ere
t0 aPPro0ve Argentina’s first quarter of next year from
*lans for a ,6’8 ^ cent in- 12.13. per cent in the fourth
crease in real wages this year,
as*,ye‘|r' ^rgcntlna
he would immediately face ■
a trade surplus of
demands from Brazil and other *%83bn 1*2-7/bn) this year,
countries, for softer condiSnr Garcia Vazquez stressed
tIons and the credibility of the that Argentina still wanted to
IMF would suffer.
PaY
foreign debts and was
Snr Enrique Garcia Vazquez, n0* interested in a debtors’
Governor of the Argentine caTi?!' __ „
. . . ,
Central Bank, said the with- mpptin^
^an^,ers
drawal of the U.S. bridging loan
°nf Fanday
offer meant Argentina would • „g that Argeminacm reduce
have less money available to
interest arrears before Xht
pay interest to commercial bank june 30 balance sheet deadline
creditors. Without the U.S. loan Ju s banks
deadline,
it would have to use its own
Mexico will not sneed
resources to repay the four
devaluation Page 3
Latin American governments—Argentine’s
maintain stand
Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and Page 3
malnlam stand’
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Faikiands veteran Pablo Macharowsky (right) coaches Gabriel Rovlio.whoplays him on film.

War replay for Argentina
from JIMMY BURNS In Buenos Aires

their cfcfc* into
71,6 8hop sigm at a smaU fa™™* of his nervous breakdown, is reproduced in
ralkiands war, Argentines have been community were changed from Spanish to the film.
fighting the British again —to relive English and the houses were repainted,
The film could not have been made
turning it into a mirror image of Port before democratic government under
the memory and learn the lessons.
The replay comes in a film on the war to
a <
,
,
President Raul Alfonsin returned to
ralklands veterans acted as consul- Argentina last December
be premiered in Buenos Aires in August.
Ron recalls the problems he had when
Based on the book Los Chicos de la Guerra tants and extras leaving those involved
0 The Boys from the War ’), a collection of painfully aware of the thin divide between he wrote his book soon after the war. The
...
.
loss of prestige suffered by the armed
interviews with conscripts who fought in We and art.
1 he conscripts helped us to understand forces after President Galtieri’s downfall
the Faikiands, the film questions the
motives behind the invasion and Argen what it really feels like to sit m a damp meant that Los Chicos was able to be
trench, day in, day out, with a rifle that published in spite of strict censorship. But
tine’s defeat.
Daniel Kon, 28-vear-old author of the , 2fS*n-f work- ^ y they C0UJf* exPlahi a numbe of the chicos were identified by
book and co-writer of the film said • ‘ The *1^ "l6?!8 t0 hav? CUt
sJmJone military intelligence and received veiled
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enced anything but social and Dolitical
reorLion rr '
, . ... . ,.
Konand the him s director, 42-year-old
Bebe Kamm, have spent three months
shooting some of the most daring
sequences in Argentine cinema history,
Death squads operating freely m Buenos

*\S7iiifi
u i
£ ,
had to be interrupted for several days when
When I first talked to one of the actor* the local barracks defied an order from the
was the same age but had never Ministry of Defence to lend eouiomenf
done national service —I realised that
‘I Sink there i3 a small and active
even after two years there is still an mmor tTwho have a v ™ted mterltin
extraordinary ignorance of what really seeing totofita S n“ersho™Bm
happened,’said Pablo Macharovsky.
the fact that MhdstertfDefence
He looked like a Vietnam veteran, with himself and the army had to give rfs the

frst'ir’&sissztr* £ssse"a—

three ^genUn^som'e oAh^S of
Ron’s honk
But the war is the climax of the film.

“aph^hte"gX (g^endsT^
«£.»> •
S
menas or me
He talked quSS“omen and

Sh, of ?hen0S AlreS) Where theilrtde
olarns °f the pampa are mtemipted by a
jy.ce landscape of rough grass and rocks,

W^en hl returned from the war in June
1982, Pablo destroyed his bedroom with a
machine-gun: the sequenoe, the beginning

A
ihefuialsceneswasbeingfijmed.
A group of conscripts were down a
^m'Ta^n

(
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Do^’tw^o"
the was is over
the w^iJover ' ' ;
his mother kept repeating.
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Why not give up Falklands?

r

r

f\NCB
again Peregrine
Worsthorne has proved
that he is prepared to
venture forth where angels
fear to tread. His last article,
“ Argentina: why we should
make peace” represents a
courageous and constructive
statement.
The essential message is the
necessity, in the interests of our
two countries, and those of the
free world in general, to resolve
differences and
outstanding
resume a relationship with over
150 years of history and tradi
tion. Mr Worst'horne has com
mented,
but possibly not
stressed enough, that the largest
colony of British stock outside
the Commonwealth has lived for
generations in Argentina in a
manner entirely consistent with
their British traditions.
Inefficient and authoritarian
Governments have come and
gone, but never, even in the
charged atmosphere of the
islands war, have the essentials
of the British way of life been
tampered with wherever these
were being maintained on
Argentine territory. By the
way, this is true for innumerable national minorities in
Germans,
A r g e n t i n a—the
French, Poles and Russians only
lo name a few. It is a national
tradition that has never been
violated.
Britain Is negotiating with
Peking a treaty transferring
sovereignty of Hongkong and
adjacent territories on the assur
ance by the Bed Chinese that
Ihe essentials of Hongkong s
free society will remain the
same for 50 years. This may be
good diplomacy, but do the Rea
Chinese have a record of respect
for the institutions of minorities
within their society? Is there
a large British colony in China
that has lived untouched under
the Communist regime?
Britain fought to establish
that the use of force is un
acceptable in solving inter
national disputes. My country
has responded by establishing
a democratically elected Goyeminent which has clearly
renounced the use of force as
an instrument of policy. We in
Argentina are determined to
make the democratic process
work, and work permanently.
We hope that this example will
be followed by other nations of
our hemisphere. Britain can
play a most significant role in
this process by negotiating a
settlement of all the outstanding
differences between our two
countries.
If the blood of the youth of
our two countries will have con
tributed to the permanent estab
lishment of the democratic
svsiem in Argentina, and to the
ability of the Falkland islanders
to live always in a manner con
sistent with their British tradi
tions, then it will not all have
been in vain, in spite of the
tragic loss suffered by thousands
of British
and Argentine
parents.—-JULIO E. NUNEZ,
London SWT.

PEREGRINE WORSTHORNE
argues that Britain should
hand over the Falkland Islands
to Argentina (albeit slowly)
irrespective of the wishes of the
Falkland islanders. His argu
ment is both unprincipled and
patronising.
The case he advances is based
on the same kind of craven and
discredited grounds of expedi
ency which have disfigured so
much British public policy
making. As he acknowledges,
the main justification for such a handover is simply that the
Argentinians badly want it. They
are inculcated from their school
days with the belief that the
Falkland Islands should be
theirs. But 50 years ago British
schoolchildren were taught that
India was unquestionably British
and most grew up expecting i1
to remain so. This is hardl>
grounds for reestablishing the
British Raj.
It needs to be stated loudly,
clearly, publicly and unambig
uously that the only civilised
principle to determine sover
eignty over any community
large or small is that of self
determination. One is thank
ful that we have a Govern
ment willing, in some respects
at least, to stand robustly on
civilised principles and to
resist the weasel words of the
Worsbhornes of this world.
Peregrine Worslhorne’s argu
ment is also patronising to his
Argentinian hosts. It is treat
ing the Argentine people as
immature, as not capable of
grasping civilised principles.
One can see this if one reverses
the Falklands situation. If
there were some islands 400
miles off the coast of Scotland
which are now the home of a
community of Spanish-speaking
shepherds but which were once
briefly occupied by Britain
would Peregrine Worsthorne
urge their incorporation into
the UK?
I suspect he would be the
first to argue that they be left
to determine their own destiny.
He would expect Britain to be
mature and civilised. Yet he
treats Argentina like a toddler
throwing a temper tantrum for
a lollipop.
He wants its
demands accepted because it is
not capable of mature and
civilised behaviour.
My own view of the Argentine
people is less demeaning than
his. I am confident that as
they re-establish their demo
cratic traditions they will come
to see how illiberal is their
demand for sovereignty over the
Falkland Islands irrespective of
the wishes of the Falkland
islanders.—(Professor) D. E.
REGAN, University of Notting
ham, Notts.
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r^kinn nears on $300m loan for Argentina

US plays down debt deadline

n

tr ■ ,1.
prHav
Amencan officials yesterday
attempted to play down the
importance of a key deadline
which would qualify Argentina
for a $300m (£217m) government loan to resolve its most
pressing debt repayment pro
leMf Paul Volcker, chairman
of the Americans central bank.
and Mr Donald Regan, the
Treasury Secretary, saidl it .
would not be significant if the
American government chose to
extend for a third time yesterday’s deadline.
. .

sr&ar Xfars

\

From Bailey Morris, Washington
Treasury could reactivate the to extend new Moans to the
ire ry
country to pay overdue.interest.
offer tot.
^ that it Banking sources said; if the
^decided not to extend Treasury did not extend the
naa
d diine unicss Argen- deadline, commercial lenders
changed its hardline nego- would be even more reluctant
trna
B
with the Inter- to agree to easier terms , for
nationaMMonetary :Fund on a Argentina and other debtor
ne- ec^nomoic austerity proVo)cker said
Administration in Congressional testimony that
J^er
vesterday that a even if Argentina missed a June
officials said_ yesteraay uiax^a ^ dead,fne on $500m of
^slon oiJ)J1®
signalto overdue interest owed banks,
send. an WW*"the sums involved were reladebtor nations and commerci
J
small and would not rock
Da25f‘ ,
syndicate nego- the banking system even though

-rstrari
»ssmus s-

The Telegraph 15/6/84

U.S. silent on w
Argentine loan

r

THE United States treasury
department gave no indication
yesterday as to whether it will
roll over a $300 million loan
catnmitment to Argentina
But Treasury silence on the
issue has not stopped bankers
from speculating that the Rea
gan Administration has lost
patience with the debtor nation
Argentine officials, mean.-.
while, were scheduled to fliezt
with bankers in New York to
decide whether to lend $125
million to the country so that it.
can pay back overdue interest;
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US ends guarantee
on Argentine loan
P

From Alex Brummer
in Washington
and Peter Rodgers
in London
The United States Treasury
last night stepped up financial
pressure on Argentina by refusing to extend a crucial $300
million loan guarantee which
ran out yesterday.
Its aim is to force the new
civilian government to bow to
the wishes of the International
Monetary Fund in implementing harsh new economic
policies

In a statement the Treasury
said: “While the US Govern
ment regrets that Argentina
tvas unable to reach agreement
with the IMF during the pre
viously agreed period, we
recognise that progress has
been made towards a resolution
outstanding issues.”
Treasury sources said the US
remained ready to take up its
300 million dollar loan promise
after an agreement had been
reached,
Commercial banks, including

!j Argentina in an effort last day — on a day-to-day basis
Maich
to
prevent
the instead of giving an extension
government defaulting on its for a period asVe Argenti^s
ae~r .
_ .. „ ,
had wanted.
Mexico, Brazil, Colombia and
A fpipv
. . ,
Venezuela will now carry the Citibank
full risk of the loan. This is is leadfm.
LX •k’ wh.lch
seen as strong pressure on
:ie
negotiaj them to persuade Argentina to the deadline^r"3’ SaM til3t
come to an agreement with the tad nrtbe^met repayment

n

The timing is highly signifi- pendfngdaifurther DgdSsions
. A
.of, Latin with Buenos Aires. The next r
American debtors is to be held deadline is June 30 when ITS
on Thursday and Friday at banks will have to reducf
Cartagena in Colombia. By with- their second quarter profits
drawing from the Argentine sharply _ under accounting
scheme the Americans may have rules — unless Argentina has
made it more difficult for the come to a deal with the IMF
debtor countnes to take serious that will allow arrears to be
retaliatory action against com- paid off.
mThCori bank creditorsArgentina this week unilatfpmnt of
T 3 Previous at- eralJy told the IMF the terms
tempt at the London economic it wanted for a new economic
lSZn'U°Ar Ve 3 rdge be‘ ^gramme, short ci^uttingThe
tween the debtors and stop the usual negotiating procedures
0fia cartel
Pr°m- But the IMFis almost cerismg better loan conditions to tain to reject Argentina’s nrn
theSxTn|UCh as MeXiC0‘ Wh0 toe pos?-ls because they delude a
e ime*
continuing rise in real wager
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Washington pulls out
of Argentine bridging
loan commitment
BY PETER MONTAGNON, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

THE U.S. Treasury said lasl
Leading creditor banks were
night it could no longer renew meeting yesterday ait Citibanks
its promise of financial aid to head office in New York to conArgenlina because of that sider how far they could con*
country’s failure to reach tinue to help Argentina in the
agreement with the Inter- light of the Treasury decision,
national Monetary Fund on an
in [he short run they have to
economic
stabilisation
pro- decide how to handle Argengramme.
tina’s
overdue interest pay*
Thse U.S. decision means that men:ts. Argentina has paid no
its offer to provide bridging interest on most of its publicfinance totalling $300m to secl,0.r foreign
debt since
Argentina, first made on March january 2, and unless the
30 and since renewed twice, no arrears
a,re at least partially
longer stands.
made up by June 30, U.S. banks
This represents a new setback wm bave t0 declare their loan3
for international efforts to find „ non.perfoiTning.”
This will
a way of ensuring that Argen* make a major dent in the banks'
tma can service Us Wbn second-quarter profits,
foreign debt—the third latest
Tentative arrangements had
in Latin America, the decision been made t0 deal with this
follows a public dispute between probjenit
they depended on
Argentina and the IMr this afi agreernent being reached
week over the need for cuts in wUh lhe 1MF> because leading
real wages to curb inflation, crecjitor
banks,
including
now running at 570 per cent.
xffovds,
would have had to
The Treasury statement made advance further money,
it clear it was not excluding the
^ key jssue al yesterday’s
possibility that the dispute meeting was whether the Treacould be resolved. It said: surv>s statement that negotia“ While the U.S. Government tjoris between Argentina and
regrets that Argentina was tke IMF are continuing was
unable to reach agreement with en0Ugb t0 allow this deal to
the IMF during the previously pr0Ceed.
agreed-upon period, we recogThe IMF has made no public
nise that progress has been cornment 0n its dispute with
made towards a resolution of Argentina, but is understood to
outstanding issues and that Want to keep the door open for
negotiations over an Argentine further talks,
economic programme that the
The banks also have to decide
IMF could approve are con- whether to demand repayment
tinuing.”
of the $100m they lent ArgenThe Treasury stands ready fjna jn March at the time the
/-" > to entertain a request from u.S. Treasury made its bridging
Argentina for a new bridging ioan commitment. This was
loan once agreement has been part 0f a $500m rescue package
reached on an IMF programme, t0 which the governments of
it continued.
Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and
The Treasury’s decision not Colombia
also
contributed.
to renew its offer of bridging These countries have, however,
finance became inevitable this set themselves a deadline of
week after the government of jUne 30 for taking a decision
President Raul Alfonstn sent off on further action,
a letter of intent to the IMF
Argentina is expected to come
which had not previously been under private pressure to yield
agreed with Fund officials. The*
the
aj a meeting of
letter said Argentina would not major Latin American debtors
back down on plans for a real jn Cartagena, Colombia, next
increase in wages of 6 per cent week.
Mexico and Brazil
to 8 per cent this year.
particularly feel that the disArgentina has also told its pute could be a setback for the
commercial bank creditors that whole continent, undermining
it could not meet a $750m pay* their own efforts to restore
ment due to them yesterday on creditworthiness.
bridging
loan
William Hall In New York
separate
a
arranged last year, The loan writes: U.S. bankers reacted
is now being rolled forward on relatively calmly to the Treasury
Cnntinped on Back Pazp
a day-to-day basis.

Continued from Page 1

Argentine loan
move yesterday. Most are resigned to the interest on their
Argentine public sector loans
not being brought up to date
by the end of the month which
will affect their second-quarter
earnings.
Analysts estimate that bank
earnings will be depressed by
between 5 and 20 per cent.
Although the potential drop is
not particularly large, the
money markets are in a very
nervous state after the Continental Illinois rescue.
U S. bond prices were again
yesterday,
marked
higher
although short-term U.S. inter-

est rates were largely un
changed.
0n Wall Street, however,
s]iare prices continued to fall
and the Dow Jones industrial
average, closed 10.71 points off
at 1,086.90.a drop of 44 points
Qn the week IBM aga,jn ied
the active Iistf failing $ij l0
nother 12.m0nth low of $99}.
. U1
.
The selling was again blamed
on a range of factors, including
uncertainty about international
debt, problems in the U.S.
domestic economy and the outlook for U.S. short-term interest rates.
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Falklands charity still
soured by disputed
compensation claims
t.
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By Alan Hamilton
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Atlantic Fund, set up in the
immediate aftermath of the
campaign to channel national
gratitude into some tangible
form
fund has disbursed
£11The
5m directly to victims and
their families 6r through established service charities and has
invested Thc fund no
longer seeks donations, but a
trickle of cash and cheques still
drins into thc fund’s ofTicc at
fhc Ministry of Defence in
^
London.
,viklatheSrcWarcT40’ have
which there arc
• ■
^
received between £30.UUU ana
£75.000. Payments of widely
varying amounts have also gone
to 796 men wounded.
Thc majority of complaints
havc come from parents of
single men killed in action, who
have received a minimum
payment of £2,500, with extra
depending on circumstances.
Recently thc families of 60
single men killed, who felt they
had been unfairly treated,
banded together and sought
legal advice on the prospects of
getting more.

Con?^*”tarv
South
To assess ' W; level of
ven, secretary of the South
mcnls< lhc fund s admtmsAtlantic Fund, said that he was lralors stucjicd. case histories
bound by the law governing ,f
Northern Ireland, where
ehantiw. It would be illegal for woundcd; servicemen, unlike
a chanty such as the fund to pay lhcjr Faikiands counterparts,
out anything rcscmbling. s an- havc lhc option of applying for
?ard amounts of comjwnsauon hd l0 thc Criminal Injuries
\\ was important to draw the Compcnsalion Board.
distinction between compenThc- need to assess each
sal,on and char,table payments jnd|vidual case has also led to
10 JT?ct ]peci^c nKCC^S'
anri allegations that the widows of
Need ,s lhe kcLw°fdmofficers arc being helped with
need is a compound of many schoo, fccs> whilc lhc relatives
things. Some cases were simple,
f lhcT ranks arc receiving
such as $ervicemen who were ■ . ,
plainly support,ng their parents, mu“hile. much valuable
and some were not.
and unsung work is being done
problem thc funds
lT ^tablishcd military
^txhors has faced . is by he established
daims from. women alleging
. . s ftcn wilh no help at
that servicemen who died .had
from- the South Atlantic
fathered their illegitimate cltil* d
drcn. Every case has been
jjie British Limbless Ex
treated on its merits. Lorn- $crvjccn-iCI1’s
Association,
mandcr Steven says and has
. . j
rcccjvcd no payment
been looked at by an assessment p m lbe fund, is caring tor 36
board based in Aldershot and pajk|ands amputees, and has
composed of, welfare workers,
paid' for five of them to
representatives of estabhshed J^.{ Swilzcrjand on what it
services charities and stau
rds as llie bcst possible
seconded from the Department lh
for lhose wbo have lost
of Health and Social Security
■ _ jcarn ing to ski.
The relative slowness w,th
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Alfonsin in
union ‘trap’

15/6/84

The Guardian

U S tough on Argentina
over delay with IMF
be converted into a direct US

S?8F£r£ |S1.? =fll?Ii|

American bridging loan to Argentina when it falls due for
renewal today.
Its tough tactics were de'
scribed by Treasury officials
yesterday as part of an effort
to put pressure on Argentina
to reach agreement with the
IMF on austerity measures.
The letter of intent supplied
- the IMF this week by Ari
entina is regarded as made
quate by the fund s managing
director,
Mi
Jacques
ae
Larosierc.
T

Dimoosais
have
^stands
Pand tentatively
been made and teniainciy
M*aeeto na^interest due U>gUS
tina t0 P.a> {"SfLinr to the
“nd’m0efrcl?1 e “cond quarter.”
end of the s
critically
TJjJf }* jreAa /L confidence of
}“ipoT1Tt|: u^kine system since
the US banking • > te
s
X^eminlan loans gwould have
on a *.non accrUal”
basj^ ^^ing a sharp drop in
carnjn„s
under the terms of the orig-

« wSl Sp receded

Imian-IMF accord by June 15,
is thought to be frustrated by
^ tactics jn Buenos Aires.
Treasury officials made it
Plain yesterday that the US
hopes to increase the pressure
on Argentina and its Latin
American creditors through its
display of last-minute brinkmansllip on renewal of the
guarantee.
They made it clear, however,
that failure lo renew the guarantec todav would not rule out
a $300 million loan still being

^ The ™.n ha,, ^accord

Mr $300 million* backed by a US AUonsm

i miM mms sas®®*
The Guardian 15/6/84

FALKLANDS

Spain and
Argentina
rapped
THE Prime Minister yester
day censured Spain and Argen
tina for the joint communique
restating their claims to Gib
raltar and the Falklands.
At question time in the
Commons, Mrs Thatcher told
MPs : “ Naturally we take ex
ception to the terms of the
joint communique so far as
they distort the true position
Gibraltar
and
of
the
Falklands.”
The joint declaration, signed
on Wednesday by President
Alfonsin of Argentina and the
Spanish Prime Minister, Mr
Felip Gonzalez, condemned
Britain for retaining sovcreinl.v
over Gibraltar and the Falk
lands Islands.
Mrs Thatcher said : “ I think

!
|
j
|

we take particular exception to
it, as today, of course, is the
second anniversary of the surrender of the Argentinians in
the Falklands Islands, when
the white flags were flying
over Port Stanley.”
Mrs Thatcher had been
urged by Mr John Stokes C.
Halesowen and Stourbridge) to
tell Spain that “ we are not
frightened by this sort of
thing, but if Spain wants our
support to join the EEC she
had better not do it again.”
Mrs Thatcher assured MPs :
“We stand absolutely by our
commitment to respect the
wishes of the people of Gibral
tar and absolutely by our com
mitment that the wishes of the
people of the Falklands are
paramount.”

From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
The powerful labour organi
sation, CGT, has launched a
“ plan of struggle ” to demand
quick changes in President
Alfonsin’s economic policies,
which fall far short of the aus
terity demanded by, overseas
creditors.
The Confederation General
del Trabajo, whose leaders also
control key factions in the op
position Peronist mass move
ment, said that the time had
come for “concrete actions”
to support workers’ wage
demands.
The move came only days
after the government con
fronted the International Mon
etary Fund with a “letter of
intent,” insisting a debt repay
ment plan had to include eco
nomic growth measures, to
gether with an increase of 6 to
8 per cent in real wages this
year.
Up to two million workers
are estimated to have been
called out on strike or put on
“ alert ” in a campaign of in
dustrial unrest.
The CGT would ensure
future strikes did not “lead to
anarchy,” but government poli
cies have brought the country
to the “brink of a social ex
plosion,” union leaders said.
Referring to the policy pact
signed a week ago between
President Alfonsin and opposi
tion parties, including the
Peronist, one CGT leader said
that “ although some type of
political ceasefire exists,” this
would not stop the unions
from demanding wage rises.
The CGT launched a cam
paign of strikes and factory
occupations against the last
government formed by Presi
dent Alfonsin’s Radical Party
only nine months after it took
power in 1963.
The military overthrew the
then president Arturo Illia in
1966, after two years of wors
ening law and order.
President
Madrid.
In
Alfonsin stressed that Argen
tina would stand firm against
austerity measures proposed by
the IMF as a condition for
new financial aid to help to
repay the $43.6 billion (£28
billion) foreign debt.
President Alfonsin’s joint
on
Britain’s
declaration
“ anachronistic colonial situa
tion ” in the Falklands and Gi
braltar was prominently dis
played in the Buenos Aires
press yesterday, the anniver
sary of Argentina’s surrender
on*the South Atlantic islands
two years ago.
Several marches were called
to mark yesterday’s unhappy
anniversary although no offi
cial ceremonies were planned.
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Falkland
memorial
for
victims
of war
r

Bv John Ezard
THE Falklands yesterday got
what has
already
been
called—half
appreciatively
and half critically—their own
Statue of Liberty.
A granite memorial was
unveiled in Port Stanley in
honour of the 25j British
servicemen and three civil
ians killed in the L982 con
flict. It is surmounted by a
bronze figure of Britannia on
a scale which dominates the
town’s small harbour.
The ceremony, held on the
second anniversary of Argen
tina’s surrender, w-as at
tended by two next of kin or
Mr
DesBritish war dead.
...
.
Diond Kcoghanc. chairman or
the Falklands Families Asso
ciation, was flown out by the
Ministry of Defence, but an
ex-chairman,
Mr
Charics
Ford, had to raise £1,000 to
pay for his own journey.
The £59,000 cost of the
memorial is being funded by
an appeal among the 1,800
islanders, who have already
given £50,000. Projects to
raise the money included a
' sponsored 24-hour non-stop
“dance-in” at Port Stanley
and a sponsored mountain
walk bv children on the island of West Falkland.
The monument’s 22-toothish plinth of polished gran
ite quarried at Mcrrlvale,
Devon, is inscribed. "Hh
names of all units in the
task force and the words In
memory of those who liber
ated U.5, 14 June 1982. It is
surrounded by wralls of East
Falkland stone with bronze
plaques bearing the names of
all British victims of the
conflict.
The 6ft Britannia which
1 rises from it is by the Bril! ish sculptor David Norris as
part of an overall design by
Gerald Dixon, an islander
who has an architectural
practice in London.
The statue overlooks the
seas of a town less worried
bv the threat of the Argentime Navy—which swarmed
into its ‘waters two years
ago—than liv the presence of
48 foreign factory ships
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in Port Stanley
A drawing by its designer of the memorial
The ceremony gives Port
which are plundering its fish
Stanley its second war mestocks.
mo rial. The first, commemo
The monument was unBritish dead in the
veiled by Mr Harold Row rating
battle of the Falklands dur
lands, the Falklands financial
the first world war and
secretary, the only senior of ing
the Battle of the river Plate
ficial who was allowed to
during the second, is half a
slay during the Argentine
mile away.
occupation.
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Letter from
Private Eye
14th June 1984

Qovernmcnt Houje
Port Stanley,

From Our Own Correspondent
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f&Ji ARGARET THATCHER'S Airport for
|j
U these islands is doomed to be one of the
most expensive ever built. And the reason can
be put down simply to poor quarrying rock.
Last week the airport project director. John
Parr-Burman of the Laing-Mowlem consortium
_ which got the tender for the £2 1 Smillion
project in the face of stiff competition
Hew
out here to evaluate the crisis.
The rock which Laing-Mowlem expected to
use for the runwa> was to be mined here from
Nit. Pleasant. But shortly after the end of hostil
ities the Ro> al Engineers took some ot the rock
for road-making and found it too hard lor
crushing as the quartzite contains bands of
sandstone When made into concrete, the rock
becomes flakier and is thus quite unsuitable for
high grade concrete. This rock is also causing
problems with the sand, halt-a-million tons ot
which will be needed for the airport The
quarry ing for sand revealed clay particles - also
highly unsatisfactory The idea ot crushing
quartzite to make sand is very controversial in
the construction industry, as it is a slow and
expensive process.
So while alternative sites are being looked
at, six cement testers have been telling their
employers that the mix would quickly become
too smooth on a runway and possibly break up
completely.
Now Laing-Mowlen. and the quarrying giant
Amey Roadstone have started to import
thousands of tons of rocks and sand from the
I'K
a step some construction experts feared
and predicted when our airport project w as
considered two years ago. It yvould be easier to
get it from South Africa but political consider
ations have ruled (hat option out
Now the delays and strains over the project
have infected the 600 imported workers on the
site. Bored and sex-starved some employees
have developed a game known as “budgie
bushing". This diversion from booze and drugs,
- the latter are smuggled in from South
Africa - involves killing as many penguins as
possible on the beaches by stoning them.
On New Year's Eve, a-riot broke out in one
of the camps when some geese were captured
3nd released m the hall when a film was being
shown. One worker maniacally pulled the head
off one of the birds and fighting erupted. As a
result 11 workers were sacked.
Oti the same night another group of lads
stole three Land-Rovers and m3de their way to
the local club
exclusively the preserve of
we Islanders. There they proceeded to molest
some of our women and steal the alcohol.
Things calmed down rapidly when we presented
guns and threatened to shoot the construction
gang if they did not go away And away they
go, losing two Land-Rovers in the bog on their
way back to camp.
l or further amusement a worker cut up the
fire hoses in the cook house manned by Kelvin
Caterers on 1 3 February and set fire to it. He.
too. was sent back to the UK but not before he
was badly beaten up. There are only four
security guards to keep the 8t)0 odd workers
under control and they are clearly pressed to do
so. The ultimate, and only, sanction is being
thrown off the island.
On 16 April, there was a severe homosexual
rape. The victim had to he hospitalized and
flown hack to Britain for further medical treat
ment. The rapist, however, was allowed to keep
his job, driving a truck In the camp,
because he is good at his work. On another
occasion a worker, beaten up by another truck
driver, was threatened by said driver with a
knife in the hospital, unless he retracted a
statement complaining about the assault. This
was witnessed by a company executive Tom
Bainbridge who was in the next bed. In this
instance, the driver was put on a ship bound for
South Africa.
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Soldier Magazine
14th June 1984

TELEPHONE LINK

i

THE FIRST telephone call over a new unmanned radio
relay system which will eventually link up units of the
three Services throughout the Falkland Islands was made
by Major General Keith Spacie, Military Commissioner
and Commander British Forces (inset left).
The Falkland Islands Trunk Electrical and Mechanical Engin
Wideband Communication Sys- eers, detached to the Falklands
tern — FITS for short — is being from the Projects Division of the
operated by men of 266 Signal School of Signals at Blandiord
Dorset.
Squadron (South Atlantic)
The isolated sites for the system
It will replace manned relay
stations on bleak mountain tops were prepared over six months by
where men of the Squadron have men of the Osnabriick-based 73
experienced temperatures of minus Field Squadron Royal Engineers
17 degrees and wind gusts of 100 under command of Captain Phil
Kershaw-Naylor.
mph.
The system is designed for
installation in 20 foot containers
(pictured) with a second container
to house twin generators where a
mains supply is not available.
Computerisation will enable
signallers to a “master control” to
keep their finger on the pulse of
each station in the system right
down to the amount of fuel in the
generator tanks.
The system is currently being
deployed by a team under Warrant
Officer Class 2 Ian Cowie, from
Aberdeen, a member of the Royal
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Daily Telegraph
14th June 1984
RAF Ascension Island
A dinner was held last night
in the Officers’ Mess, RAF
Ascension Island, to bid farewell
to lhe Commander British Forces |
Ascension Island, Group Captain ;
M. A. Sutherland, and six other '
departing
officers.
Squadron
Leader A. J. C. MacLachlan
presided.
RAF Stanley
The Officers’ Mess, RAF
Stanley, held a dining-in night
»ning on Coastel Sale
last evenin
Dominia~ The principal guest
was
Maj.-Gen.
K.
SfPa,c,f:
Squadron Leader a. F. Bolam
presided.

NAVY* APPOINTMENT
The Queen has approved the
promotion to Vice Admiral on
Sept 7 of Rear Adml Sir JohnWoodward, Flag Officer Sub
marines. who commanded the
British task force during the
Falklands conflict, the Ministry
of Defence has announced.
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Argentina,
Spain agree
on soft line
President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina and Spanish Premier
Felipe Gonzalez signed an
declaration in Madrid support
ing the claims against Britain
for the Falkland Islands and
Gibraltar,
undertaking
to
press them peacefully and in
line with UN resolutions.
Diplomats saw the peace
ful nature in which Argentina
agreed to pursue its Falklands
claim as a further move towards
formal renunciation of hostili
ties in the South Atlantic.
The Foreign Office in London
reacted cautiously last night.
Back Page. Argentina wants/
new loan, Page 4
__
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Lombard

Two cheers for
Alfonsin
By Anatole Kaletsky
LIKE the boy who cried "the he can argue that Argentina’s
of payments adjustment
Emperor has no clothes," balance
not, in fact, sufficient. If the
President Raul Alfonsin has in is
advertently done the world a banks were to refuse to provide
service. With luck, his open ^TSlJSSffJSSi "n
defiance of the International
^ irade surplus than the
Monetary Fund could shake the
^d ^3bn t0 pay its
political leaders oE the indus- Pnlerest bi)1 of neariv $6bn.
triahsed nations out of the comis precisely what the
Placency on Thud Wor\cI aeot
Qf invoiunlary lending,
which was sun much
^
organised in 1982, was designed
dence at last weeks London {Q^yo[d The banks were supSummit.
Trc posed to increase their ex' Mr Donald Regan, the U-b.1 sures l0 developing countries,
treasury
Secretary,
l®r a]beit in a controlled way. In
event bank lending has
example, put forward the laugnable view that the Third world lurned out t0 be smaller than
debt problem was a " private
originaiiy intended because
matter between the debtors and Mexico Brazil and some other
their bankers; there was no counlries wllb IMF adjustment
need for the U.S. or other pr0grammes have generated
governments to get involved. mucb larger trade surpluses
" Very well, we will take you at lban anybody expected last
your word.” President Alfonsin year Bul t0 president Alfonsin
appears now to be saying. “We Jbesc exaggerated trade stirwill bargain directly with the p|uses do not prove that the
bankers, bypassing the IMF—if IMFs prescriptions are working
the bankers refuse whatever better than expected. On the
rescheduling terms we decide contrary, they suggest in fact
o offer let them call us in ^bat the debtor countries have
default ’and drive themselves over-adjusted at the IMF's
into insolvency."
behest.
a second argument against
Another magic word favoured
■
nv the Summit leaders was Argentina’s economic plans is
“adjustment.” But what .does hyperinflation. Yet this is pri*
adjustment mean? As far as marily an internal political
pvternal debt problems are con- matter which becomes relevant
' ned it ought to mean a to external creditors only when
switch in economic policy which hyperinflation endangers the
vill generate a trade surplus big social foundations of a country s
'■ enough for a country to pay the economy. Sooner or later this
intprpsi it owes without increas- tends to happen; but it is not

KSS.3Sii.i~ jfcsg•' *=3S
t0On the basis of current poli- electedgovernment for nearly
C:eL^%r^e"ofSnearly
This leads to the flnal-and
casting

*
...
deficit most important—explanation of
ind 1980. Private the stalemate between Argentina
o£ $
sendees
expect and the IMF. M de Larosiere
econometric sen ic
uePfor cannol accept President Alfonsuch su‘plu,sef, I deca(je even sin's policies for fear of setting
the, r*f fnrthel austeritv mea- a precedent. The Argentine
W sU This trade performance economy may be inherently
sn ,td he good enough to allow strong enough to generate an
\ leniina to pav Us interest adequate trade surplus even
Argentina to pay .
Iih t without cutting government
hiUfdinellueDyUsrforeign debt at deficits as drastically as the IMF
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Argentina wants new
loan to cover balance
of payments needs
BY PETER MONTAGNON, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

ARGENTINA is to ask its com- $750m outstanding from last
mercial bank creditors for a new years bndjpng loan
cover"Its^bafance ifpSments
ISIS’S
terms" of Us fetter‘of
intent sent earlier thisweek to
the International
Fund.
*.
The borrowing requirement is
in addition to a disbursement of
the remaining $lbn left over
from last year’s $1.5bn medium
term credit, Argentine officials
said yesterday. But they added
that banks can expect to receive substantial repayments
from Argentina this year which
will susbtantially reduce their
net new commitment.
The letter of intent, which
was:signed without the approval
of the International- Monetary
Fund, forecasts a trade surplus
of $3.829bn and a current
account deficit of $2.557bn.
Total interest payments on
Argentina’s foreign debt will
amount to $5.937bn this year.
Banks can, however, expect to
receive payment from Argen
tina of about $lbn
Slbn in
inarrears,,
arrears if
the
plan
set
SSsSTfi implemented In addition they would be able to re
duce
duce their
their short
short term
term trade
financing to Argentina by $228m
because of a drop in imports to
$4 85bn as well as receive repayment of the balance of

Spam, saythey «feprogramme shows^at^. shears
manageable, but they added
that the government is not prepared t0 compromise on its plan
tQ increase real wages by six to
ei ht per cent this year. This
has been the main sticking point
in Argentina's negotiations with
tbe
Argentina aims to cut inflation t0 half its present level of
570 per cent but jt prefers to
do this through increasing taxation on luxury goods such as
gasoline so that the better off
are harder hit. Under the prothe
governments
gramvie
budget deficit would fall to b.85
per cent of Gross Domestic Pro
duct in the first quarter of next
Without interest payyear.
ments on ^ foreign debt tne
deficit
would by_ then be only
•
l.fi^per centof GDP.
forecasts
growth
in
tQ 5 per
that
cent®.
f^om^.S^per
cent .
cent
this Jfar
year irom
j.d per cent
in 1983. Sr Bernardo Grinspun,
Argentine Economy Minister,
has said he rejeots any approach
to the country s problems that
would curb inflation by induo
rng a recession.
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Argentina"tas^te. adjust more
drastically because M. Jacq
de Larosiere sa\s so.
HehaS°S
rSt
forr
rejecting
First
Alfonsin’s programme.
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Argentine rescue at risk
From Bailey Morris,
Washington
US officials must decide by
tomorrow whether to extend an
earlier commitment to put up
$300m for an Argentine rescue
package in the light of the south
American nation’s tough new
negotiating stance with the
International Monetary Fund.
Sources at the US Treasury
said officials would like to send
a strong signal to ,ygentina and
other debtor nations contemplating a similar hardline
strategy that such actions will
not be treated lightly.
One way to do this would be
fail to extend the $300m
commitment beyond tomorrow’s deadline set by the US
treasury, officials said. The US
commitment, in the form of a
loan to four Latin American
nations which helped Argentina
meet overdue interest payments

M Jacques De Larosiftre, the
managing director, in a letter
stating
specific
borrowing
demands.
US official are concerned that
Undrawn
Drawn
if Argentina is successful in
bending the international rules,
2,730
1,690
Brazil
other debtor nations will
225
296
Chile
attempt to follow suite, creating
41
123
Ecuador
havoc in the banking system.
2,196
1,360
Mexico
401
Mr Paul Volcker, chairman
276
Peru
of the US Federal Reserve
. Under standby and extended Boaed, selected this concern in
arrangements
a speech in New York, in which
........... he warned debtor nations of the
.. .
consequences of not reaching
,ast ,.4^arcJ?’ . ^fs made 0IJ satisfactory accords with their
condition that the government creditors. ^
of President Raul Alfonsin
.
agree an economic austerity f The developing country
programme with the IMF.
debt problem has greatly 1mThe agreement is now very proved Mr Walter Wnston,
much in doubt after Argentina’s chairman of Citicorp said in
decision to challenge IMF London yesterday. He said he
procedures by ignoring a nego- could not understand why all
dating team now in Buenos
Press reports were so
Aires and appealing directly to gloomy.
BORROWINGS*
from International Monetary
Fund ($ m)

Spain and Argentina)
‘are colonial victims’

From Harry Debelius, Madrid
Declaring themselves “vieSpain committed itself to
inns of an anachronistic colo- help Argentina renegotiate its
mal situation , Spain and debt and to renew a line of
Argentina pledged mutual sup- Spanish credit for certain
port here yesterday for their medium and long term operclaims to sovereignty over the ations.
Falklands and Gibraltar.
The tw0 countrics "express
,.Jn4t^CTnl ,;cfc,;red,!o as their solidarity with those
.MadT,d Deolarauon re- peoples of the subcontinent who
leased in the final hours of the have not yet achieved the full
w^13- v,sit of President Raul use of their political soverAlfonsm of Argentina thc heads cigntv.” and callcd on the »dc
.both governments agreed to facto” governments to speed
inf™ .llC pCSio,ranon °r lll<; Up the processes of transition,
integrity of their national
,
territories, by peaceful means,
, Argentina, according to the
in accordance with thc perti- declaration supports Spain’s
mcnl resolutions of thc United cntD' ’nl° the European EconNations.”
omic Community.
President Alfonsin arrived
Thc declaration also cxpressed thc concern of both ^cre on Monday for an official
governments “over the efforts v!sil' his first trip abroad since
to transfer international ten- his election last November. He
sions to the Iberian American was scheduled to leave Madrid
subcontinent and especially to car|y today for Galicia, in
Central America.”
north-west Spain, where he will
The document denounced remain until Saturday on a
the “tragic” consequences of the private visit,
contrast in wealth between
developed countries of the
northern
hemisphere
and
nations of the southern hemi-
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how misery is perpetuated in
large sectors of thc population.”

extend a commitment to pro
vide $300m for an Argentine
rescue package
Page 21
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Argentine rein checks Wall Street
By
FEDERAL RESERVE chairman
Paul Volcker had encouraging
words on the debt crisis yesterday but Wall Street was still
distracted by doubts about the
Argentine situation.
The Dow Jones Industrial
Average closed unchanged at
The Commerce Department’s
retail sales gauge rose just 0-2
P C- in May following a rise of
o-l p.c. m APn;
Despite the slowdown, however, the small increase is evi-

JAMES SRODES in Washington
dence that consumption is still in international lending patplaying a role in the economic terns,
expansion,
Mr Volcker said robust
Citicorp chairman Walter growth in the United States,
Wriston said there is a “ good economic adjustments in the
possibility that United States debtor nations and continued
interest rates will be margin- lending by leading commercial
ally lower” by the end of the banks was paving the way to a
year.
healthier financial climate, but
Regarding the Foreign debt “commercial banks must allow
crises Paul Volcker, Central debtor nations to refinance their
Bank chairman said that while maturing debt for some time.”
the foreign debt crisis is far
• The pound in New York
from over, the stage has been closed at $1-3865 against
set for a return to “normalcy” $1-3830.
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Alfonsin
refuses to
end war

A

1

From Edward Owen
in Madrid
Argentina will not end the,
state of war with Britain until I
the fortification of the Falk
land Islands is stopped and the
exclusion zone is lifted, Presi
said
here
Alfonsin
dent
yesterday.
“ Argentina is not going to
unilaterally declare the end of
hostilities,” Mr Alfonsin said.
“ Great Britain has to put an
end to the fortification of the
islands and the exclusion zone
which is creating serious hard
ship, not only for Argentina
but also for other Latin Amer
ican countries.” He called for
immediate talks with Britain.
“ We have to eliminate once
and for all these remnants of
colonialism. We will work in
tensely in all international forums lo try to get Britain to
comply to the latest UN reso
lution,” he said.
Mr Alfonsin told journalists
there was a risk of Britain .
turning the South Atlantic into
a new Indian Ocean — a place
for East/West competition. “A
British minister has said that
the British presence on the is
land is important to the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation. I
have always thought the is
lands were in the south
Atlantic.”
.
, ..
President Alfonsin and the
Prime Minister of Spain. Mr
Gonzalez yesterday signed a
joint declaration in which they
condemned Britain for retain
ing sovereignty over the Falk
land Islands and Gibraltar.
The declaration read in
part: “Spain and Argentina,
who are victims of an outdated
colonial situation, support their
respective claims for sover
eignty over the Falkland Is
lands and Gibraltar to restore
the integrity of their national
territories by peaceful means,
conforming with the pertinent
United Nations resolutions.”
Juggling the debt, page 8.
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The politician’s tale
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: The Times

Diffident survivor
who prefers
not to look back

13/6/84

By Michael Horsnell
SefretaJrvhnofNOs;„lhe desp'ct!cled
leaned forward hi ^**antic campaign^
leaned forward in his armchair at the

discovering it. The Almighty was on
disastrous if'lheTnding^had been
discovered earlier”.

fisPffi5Ua!
t&ffgz-szfurss
wssts?
ssffrssns aw

>»e were speaking of the headv
moment at 9pm on June 14 1982
when Major General Menendez
surrendered the Argentine forces in
the ralklands at the end of the most
xtraordinary
military
venture
undertaken by British forces since
the Second World War.
The openness of the question
seemed fully in keeping with Sir
John’s misleading image as an
absent-minded theology lecturer. But
he explained: “I have'never been a
person who looks back on the past as
I am a very bad old boy, who never
goes to school or regimental
reunions, or anywhere near the
House of Commons for that matter”.
A product of Bradfield College
Trinity College Cambridge, where he
was president of the union in 1959,
and the 2nd Gurkha Rifles, Sir John
left the Commons last year, after 16
years, and now divides his time
between Lazard and the 150-acre
..................
..........
...
farm near Hayle
in Cornwall
where
he lives with his attractive Yugoslav
...............
wife
Milofka.

"ould lose far more ships and men
than we did. What is so remarkable
about the Falklands is how little
went wrong. War is a very confusing
and unpredictable event, and however well trained and equipped vou
are. you can never be in total
control”.
11 >vas the Foreign Office which
ranked as the villain of the piece
ov.et the way the South Atlantic
crisis had caught the Government
unawares, and in the following few
da>s Ford Carrington, the Foreign
Secretary, resigned, together with
Sir Humphrey Atkins and Mr
Richard Luce.
&ir John, who would have
resigned if it had not been for Mrs
r,?atcher’s support, proved to be the
Prm,ary survivor of the political
c™!s 'v,l‘ch preceded the despatch
of (he task force. This was despite
the onslaught he received from his
own party for the performance he
Kave when the Government nomi”a*cd him to answer its critics in the
House of Commons on April
3...........
- the
,

force 8,000 miles to the South
How
!* fe.el t0 address the
tlantic to engage an enemv off the House knowing it was lusting for
-~..nal outpost of a forgotten empire is -scaPegoats. And did the Falklands
now preoccupied with the rural £r,?1S ?CC.°™ * for bis dcc*sion not to
pursuits of tending his sheep
fiShf the 1983 general election?
growing commercial daffodils, and
mors* rd,,fficult th»ng for me
keeping his three-acre lake clear of Mas j.
fe,t Personally more
reeds.
exposed than anybody else in the
“I don’t think about the Falklands tThTJv?
jc said’ “This
at all,” he said. “It’s past history for
? h poI,t,c? ,s al1 ab°ul and there
me, though of course I had so much
resentmcnt. But because
media exposure at that time that a was^rhp rw
thc Lords and 1
large number of people, espcciallv
, e <~omm?as 1 ''as *n thc
younger ones, still come up and want Primn
pasi.t,on o/ a11- The
to talk about it.
^Fnister, being Prime Minis-

other experience like that ever
happens again to me. I assure vou I
tag^rior°,i0na,,y ‘ ^ diStUrb-

blame for any mistakes”
So far
h7 fn!ma r* r
Secretary is concern™,he £ma"“

“When it was ail over I had no

Falklands is"1 the'Tne'" which om
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Court ready for second
phase of Galtieri trial
From Douglas Tweedale, Buenos Aires
The military court trying
He said the trial would now
General Leopoldo Galtieri and move into a new phase in which
other homier officers for Argen- military prosecutors are lb
tina s 1982 Falklands defeat has present the charges against the
ended summary proceedings, accused and in which the
moving the six-month trial a officers are to present their
step closer to a final decision defence,
that Defence Ministry sources
A Defence Ministry official
say could take a further six said: “There is no wav to
momhspredict how long this process
The president of the Supreme wi,i. lake, but you would not be
Council of the Armed Forces, ^ar
if you said (until)
Argentina’s highest military November or December.”
tribunal, announced that the
General Galtieri, the former
court had finished collecting President,
Admiral
Jorge
evidence against General Gal- Ana>'a* the former Naw comlieri and 15 other officers mander< and Brigadier Basilio
accused of military crimes Lami Dozo, the former Air
ranging from negligence to Force chief, were placed under
, cowardice.
arrest by the Supreme Council
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sense of elation, just one of enemies will have learned. “There is
tremendous reltef. I was so much less likelihood now to be a war than
more conscious of the risks we were there was before the Falklands
taking than most people around me, happened because we were not
hough the Services of course knew prepared to tolerate aggression and
them. It was a tremendous gamble to that is the major benefit for the
conduct an operation of this sort at West, and the only real potential
8,000 miles without air superiority, enemy we have, thc Soviet block will
My greatest relief was when we got have learned that lesson", Sir .John
ashore without thc Argentines said.
1V1L.

_______________________ i
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After the attack: Survivors coming ashore at Bluff Cove from the Sir Galahad, ablaze in the background
“I suppose they could offer me
a desk job. but I wouldn't be
happy, because I couldn't hold
rank. I couldn’t tell men to do
something I couldn't do myself.
In any case, holding down a pen
and paper desk job, doesn't fit
into the ‘macho’ image I have of
being a soldier. Earlier this year,
I went to West Germany with
the Welsh Guards and, although
I had a fantastic time, my
limitations were brought home
to me.”

In spite of the surgeons' skills,
those limitations remain severe
for both his hands, one minus a
finger, are terribly crippled. The
top of his head is bald, and his
face will always draw startled
gazes. “Mature people look
behind the scars but others can't
help asking and questioning. I
don’t blame them. Disability and
blindness are accepted, but how
many severely burned people do
you know?”
He is about to sign another
contract with a television com
pany for a series which will
attempt to examine how he is
rebuilding his life. “The basic
message will be look at me, Joe
Soap. This could happen to you,
and if it does, you have to cope

fantastic, and he is a courageous
and caring man. He bears no
animosity towards anyone. He
has been an inspiration to people
all over the world who write and
telephone us. On Friday, his
mother and I will be meeting in
London a little Japanese girl who
gained her inspiration for her
skin grafting operation from
him. We have a man in the
house.” He added: “We have
also had enormous help from the
Rhymney Borough Council, who
have bent over backwards to
give us permission for the
extension*”
Simon Weston wants a normal
life, but having had one engage
ment break up since he was
injured, he docs not believe he
which his mother and step-father will become a family man. In
have bought from the local part, that is because of his
council. “When my males are determination to remain a Val
working, it is a lonely day, and I leys boy. Within his village he is
have never been a great one for accepted and liked. But most of
reading, and television becomes all he is anonymous. In his closeboring. The body muscles wither knit community he can go into
when you are lying in a hospital his local pub without being
stared at or pestered. There are
bed and I want to get fit again”.
many operations still to come
His step-father, Mr Harold but Simon Weston believes the
Hatfield, said: “He has had his worst is over, for he is a soldier
depressions, and who can blame boy who has returned home, and
him? But now, his attitude is there he intends to stay.
because there is a big wide world
out there, to live in and enjoy it
if you want to. I have normal
ambitions. I want a job and a
quiet and secure life. My family
has been tremendous. What can
you say of people who perform
miracles?”
His preoccupation is trying to
find enough money to transform
into a gymnasium the 20fl by
10ft extension built on to the
neat and comfortable home
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‘He is a
courageous and
caring man’
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The soldier’s tale
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One Falklands
hero who
can never forget
Tomorrow marks the second anniversary of the British forces’ victory
in the Falklands. Here, two men whose lives were profoundly affected
by the conflict in dramatically different ways talk to The Times. In the
first report, Guardsman Simon Weston tells how difficult it is to
forget. In the second, Sir John Nott tells how he has been able to
consign it all to the past.

(

i

I

By Tim Jones
The nightmares, the despair whose sons were killed or injured
and deep depression arc, he in the Sir Galahad incident hopes, behind him now - but, as which was, with 50 killed and 67
he admits, “I know that, what injured, the biggest single British
ever I do or wherever I go, the tragedy of the war - Simon
Falklands will always be with Weston does not believe there
me.” With his twenty-third should be an official inquiry. “If
birthday coming up, his am mistakes were made, if we were
bition is to be “an ordinary kept too long aboard the ship,
Valleys boy” - one of the lads in then conscience is sufficient
the transitional period between punishment for those who took
carefree youth and adult re the decision. 1 know at the time I
wasn’t complaining, because I
sponsibility.
The ambition is difficult for was warm and dry. Before me
his name is Simon Weston and, was the prospect of a long,
for as long as he lives, his face exhausting march and a bloody
and body will bear witness to the battle. Chances have to be taken
fact that Britain once went to in war, and if they come off they
war to defend a remote and are hailed as brilliant victories,”
windswept sovereign territory he says.
“Nothing can be gained by
8.000 miles away. His is the face
which stunned the nation when thinking all the lime about what
the television cameras lingered may have happened - none of us
on it as he stood in pain, ramrod are time lords - and I don’t think
straight, to receive his Falklands the dead are being allowed to rest
Campaign Medal at Buckingham in peace by constant calls to find
out what went wrong.” In spite
Palace from the Prince of Wales.
Even his pain was public, for of his pain, and the memory of
television cameras recorded dead comrades, Simon Weston
many of the 24 operations he has remains convinced that the
undergone as Army surgeons Falklands War was right. “Peop
have sought, square inch by le who wanted to be British were
excruciating square inch, to being bullied by a dictator. We
rebuild his face. By all known had to help them.”
laws of medical science, Simon
Weston, Welsh Guardsman,
should have died within minutes
of the Argentine jets bombing
the Sir Galahad as it lay at
anchor off Bluff Cove on
Tuesday, June 8, two years ago.
Horribly burnt over half his
But he professes no animosity
body, he hung on to life against
all the odds because he was towards the pilot who came out
determined to sec his family of the sun and changed his life in
again. When he arrived at RAF a horrifying split second. “How
Brize Norton looking more like many times do I have to say it. I
an Egyptian Mummy than a hale nobody, and bear bitterness
human being, his grandmother to no one. Feeling hatred won’t
pointed to his mother, Mrs change my life.” Although he is
Pauline Hatfield, and said: still a Guardsman, he believes
“Look at that poor boy.” It was that he will soon part company
not until Mrs Hatfield heard the with the Army, which has been
bandaged figure call out “Mam” his life and love ever since he
joined as a boy entrant at the age
that she realized it was her son.
Unlike many of the families of 16.
ivj.uivujjcu ru^.uu i .osociates
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‘I hate nobody,
bear bitterness
to no one’
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Argentina bypasses
IMF debt team
By Our City Staff
The International Monetary protective measures" to ensure
Fund is unlikely to be satisfied that foreign debt repayments
by the austerity measures did not “endanger political and
proposed unilaterally by Argen social stability”.
Argentina failed to reach an
tina in a letter of intent
delivered directly to the IMF agreement on several key points
with the IMF negotiators who
headquarters in Washington.
Senior IMF officials were were required to give prior
taken aback by the unorthodox approval to the Argentine
approach in going over the programme, according to goverheads of a five-man IMF team ment sources.
The Alfonsin administration
in Buenos Aires.
But Argentine’s economy then reportedly decided to send
Minister, Scnor Bernado Grin- its unorthodox proposals direct
tun, denied that lack of prior to M Roissierc in the hope that
approval from the IMF nego the IMF Board of Directors
tiating team meant a rupture would approve them.
The letter reveals a growthwith the organization and said
proeconomic
the letter of intent in fact orientated
“marks the formal beginning of gramme that apparently viol
ates traditional IMF guidelines
negotiations.”
Argentina's letter of intent on several points: it proposes a
requested a reported short-term high-budget deficit of 9.6 per
credit of £1.1 billion from the cent of the gross domestic
IMF to help meet the £5.5 product at the end of this year,
billion interest payments due contains no significant cuts in
this year on foreign debt the federal budget, and insists
on President Alfonsin’s com
totalling $43 billion.
The IMF requires an accept mitment to raise public-sector
real wages by 6-8 per cent this
able letter of intent outlining year,
agreed with the main
economic policy guidelines opposition
party.
before granting emergency cre
Trade figures in the letter of
dit to any member nation.
intent predicted a fo/eign trade
The text, released in Buenos surplus of $3.8 billion this year
Aires, confirmed speculation but did not specify what
that the six-month government percentage would be used to
of President Raol Alfonsin had meet repayments on the debt.
adopted a tough stance with the
The proposal implies a need
IMF and private foreign credi for $3.1 billion in fresh credit
tors. Scnor Grintun, in his letter (above and beyond what it may
to the IMF President, M receive from the IMF) to meet
Jacques dc la Roissierc, said his the $5.5 billion in interest
government would take “self- payments due before December.

Juan Carlos
backs
Argentina on
Falklands
From Harry Debclius
Madrid
King Juan Carlos threw his
weight behind demands for the
decolonization of Gibraltar and
the Falklands, telling the
President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina that “both Spain and
Argentina suffered the painful
consequences of colonialism
which affect the integrity of the
homeland".
The King's remarks, pub
lished here yesterday, formed
part of his toast at a formal
dinner in the President's
honour on Monday, the first
day of his official visit to Spain.
The King also called on
developed nations to come up
with “innovative and bold
formulas" to solve the problem
of mounting foreign debts faced
by Argentina and many other
countries.
Such
formulas
should respond not merely to
the demands of justice, but to
the need for survival, the King
said.
IIc said the problem had
overflowed the field of finance
to become a political challenge
for all states jointly. He added:
"No country ^or group of
countries can live and prosper
indefinitely while the rest of
humanity becomes ever more
isolated.”
In his reply to the toast.
President Alfonsin did not
discuss the territorial disputes
with Britain. Instead he limited

1
r
[

In sympathy: The King
and President Alfonsin

■

!
!

himself to drawing political and
social parallels between Argen
tina and Spain, both of which
only recently substituted dic
tatorship for democracy.
Nevertheless, the Falklands
and Gibraltar were not forgot
ten. The Argentine Foreign
Minister, Sehor Dante Caputo,
said after a meeting on Monday
with the Spanish counterpart,
Senor Fernando Moran, that a
reference to the two territories
would be included in a joint
Madrid Declaration, to
,
be
published on Wednesday evening, at the end of Sehor
Alfonsin's official visit.
Galtieri trial, page 7
Falklands anniversary,
back page
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Banks hope Argentina
will find compromise

t

By ANNE SEGALL
ARGENTINA' yesterday lit a qufred by ,the IM £, before it
fuse under the world banking givp support.
’ , A* ■
system by making it clear that
Bankers in .London we/e .try
it ha?no intention of reaching fog to deSrave;qoijafoiit yedfeflfay
an early agreement with the from. Argentina,general
International Monetary Fund , promise to Mbtohdunlilts^interand staging what in effect national debts.
amounts to a major challenge
^^nrot^v^a uSf
a
to the fund’s authority. >
the IMF .aays.
Sr Bernardo Gfinspun, question ot not payipg^bht or
Economy Minister, took the un- doing it in the most adequate
precedented step of publishing conditions to ddhieve objectives
the contenS of a 20-pagC “letter in a framework of . economic

Tho letter is bein'* regarded pull back from the brink before

"f
aTr»dldSaWS

:

that the bv the United States Treasury,
present level of world interest sumlar to the one m March,
rates is “unacceptable” and
But in Buerios Aiir *
gives a warning that the Gnnspun told a
? A, •

ss&ma?*

s?«*i»,»au

snj&fjsart
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Qaltieri awaits

This suggests the country is far behind and Barclays and
refusin'* the kind of economic National Westminster owed
retrenchment
generally
re- about $500 million each.

sentence
Argentina’s Armed Forcies
Supreme Council has concluded
its investigation stage of a
court martial of former .Presi
dent Leopoldo Galtien ana
another 15 military officers for
their mishandling of the 1982
Falklands war with Bntara, the
military, court said. Sentences
are expected in November or
December.
. .
,
Gen. Galtieri and the two
other members of the military
junta that oredered the inva
sion of the islands on April 2.
1982, Navy Comander Isaac ..
Aanaya, and Air Force Bnga-1
dier Basilio Lami Dozo, have
been held under preventive
arrest at military units since
February in connection witn
the case.
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Argentina threatens to
talk directly to banks
BY JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES AND PETER MONTAGNON IN LONDON

ARGENTINA WILL propose
separate debt talks with commercial banks and government
creditors if the International
Monetary Fund rejects its application for a $3bn (£2.2bn) loan,
Sr Adolfo Canitrot, under-secretary for planning, said yes terday.
..
lie said: We still want to
pay our debts and if the banks
are realistic they , will agree to
negotiate rather than risk confrontation. ’
Sr Canitrot is one of Argentina s chief negotiators with the
IMFHis remarks came amid growing resignation in Buenos Aires
over the likelihood that the
IMF would reject the economic
programme to reduce inflation
and service Argentina’s $43.6bn
foreign debt set out in a letter
of intent delivered on Monday
to Sr Eduardo Wiesner Duran,
head of the fund’s western hemisphere division.
Sr Wiesner is expected to
seek clarification of the Argentine plan before returning to
Washington to discuss the pro
posals with M Jacques de
Larosiere, IMF managing director. So far the IMF has
declined to give a verdict on
the Argentine letter which
contains a proposal for a 6 to 8
per cent 1984 wage increase

which is known to be a major
sticking point between the two
sides.
An immediate problem, however, confronts the U.S.
Treasury which must decide by
Friday whether to extend its
commitment to provide $300m
bridging finance to Argentina
under the terms of the emergency rescue package agreed
last March.
A U.S. refusal toextend this
commitment would be a clear
signal to already nervous financial markets that the Treasury
had given up hope of Argentina
reaching an IMF agreement,
Commercial bankers said
there was almost no chance of
them reaching any agreement
with Argentina without an
IMF agreement,
Mr Willard Butcher, chairman of Chase Manhattan, said
in London: “The IMF is the
keystone to a solution.
You
cannot allow a country to go
around the IMF or you erode
the whole framework of a solution.”
With Argentina and its
western creditors apparently
braced for a head-on clash it
emerged yesterday that President Raul Alfonsin ordered the
signature of Argentina’s letter
of intent last weekend despite
a last minute intervention by M

de Larosiere. The IMF chief
telephoned Sr Bernardo Grinspun, Argentina’s economy
minister, on Friday night and
urged him not to sign without
further consultation in Washington.
The final text of the letter
released on Monday night
argues that Argentina should ;
-be treated as a -special case I
because the Government’s first
objective is to consolidate
democracy
through
social
justice and its economic programme must be subordinated
to this basic objective.
Key projections in the letter
include a budget deficit by the
end of 1984 of 9.1 per cent of
gross domestic product, nearly
five points higher than the
target fixed in last year’s IMF
agreement.
The Government is forecast
ing a 1984 trade surplus of
$2.8bn and a current account
deficit of $2.5bn.
The letter states Argentina’s
right to adopt unspecified
“ measures of self protection ”
against the “ excessive high
international interest rates,
continuing protectionism and
the commission charges of
international banks.”

P
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ARGENTINA
threw down the PTTV rnnrilTI7Vrr
gauntlet yesterday in what - 1 y MJMMENT
could he the most serious develop. ment yet in the third world debt

r

With less than three weeks to go
before the country faces the prosRSFi of defaulting on its $43 billion
(£30 billion) debt, Argentine
l fnimsters have decided to challenge
the authority of the International
Monetary Fund by refusing to
accept the fund’s proposals for
economic reform.
Sr Bernardo Grinspun, the
economy minister, yesterday confirmed
.
. weekend
,
reports that
Argentina has sent off a “letter of
intent ” to the I M F.
But the news was accompanied
by suggestions that the letter is a
' slap in the face to IMF officials
who have spent many months nego
tiating an acceptable programme
for economic reform. Argentina
has in effect decided on its own
terms without deferring to IMF
recommendations.

Argentina ready]
for head-on
clash with IMF
The key consideration without
doubt will be to prevent Argen
tina's default contaminating other
debtor countries with serious con
sequences for financial discipline.
Indeed, Western governments
may have little choice now other
than to call Argentina’s bluff, how
ever harsh the consequences for
their domestic banks.

AiJLorseySdtaayteTndici?eButhat Commercial
Argentina is prepared to blackmail
its international creditors by considering a siege economy.
or Grmspun himself yesterday
confirmed the worst fears of
Argentina s hard-pressed creditors
by hinting that the “letter of
intent
contains provisions for
allowing the economy to expand
and real wages to rise in flagrant
breach of IMF demands for retrenchment.
He also told reporters that
Argentina’s economy could continue functioning even without
IM F support.
Argentina has long been regarded as the one country which
could afford to default on its international debts because it is
basically self-sufficient.

DrilrtpriPP*
^
MEANWHILE, how are the good
intentions of the summiteers to be
translated into action? Despite a
certain vagueness in Whitehall
yesterday (too many late nights
poring over communiques ?) it
looks as though the “political
impetus ” claimed as the chief
benefit of the summit bv Mrs
Thatcher and her colleagues may
bear fruit in at least two areas.
~
A ,
• Vn
the summit declaration
m favour of multi-year rescheduling
whr t0uthe eFs of haras.sed
known
haVe for- somf *,inJe
som? ea?ing of debt
f^yme,nt teri?s for the most overborrowed countries would be neces-

S&S>fc*vu

concession from governments on

word.

rS

thJ ^scheduling of their own debt.
When the Argentina crisis is out
of the way, the International Mone
tary Fund will doubtless lose little;
time .m trying to work out ways in
which it can encourage good be
haviour -by debtors for several
years ahead, as the necessary
counterpart of extended reschedul
ing.
The World Bank is already pre 1
paring to exploit to the hilt the
softening of attitudes on debt and
aid. With the summit strictures 1
on the need for more private in
vestment very much in mind the
Bank will shortly be asking for
more cash for the International
Finance Corporation, which co
finance projects with the commer
cial sector. And it is working on '
outline plans for a multilateral
guarantee agency for private in
vestment which would insure
foreign companies against nation
alisation, for example.
The seven heads of government
nave also told finance ministers to
hurry up with their studies on
overhauling the international mone
tary system, which are now to be
completed in the first half of next
year. Suggestions that these might
pave the way for the new Bretton
Woods world monetary conference
desired by the French seem wide
of the mark however. That looks
as far off as it ever was, which is
where most of the summit governments want it to stay.
•j.
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Pym says
Falkland
options
should
stay open
By Richard Norton-Taylor
‘Mr Francis Pym, the former
foreign secretary, said last
night that Britain should not
close the door on any option
over the Falkland Islands, in
cluding a lease-back arrange
ment with Argentina, which
might be in the best interests
of the islanders.
He said he could imagine
that the islanders would have
different attitudes and aspira
tions as a result of drastic
changes in their life-styles im*
posed by the large British mil
itary presence.
. . ,
“ The fact that the islanders
have rejected a lease-back solu
tion is not necessarily the end
of the story,” Mr Pym said.
But direct negotiations between Britain and Argentina
were almost unimaginable unAires
til
the
Buenos
government formally agreed to
a cessation of hostilities.
This was particularly, impor
tant since Argentina was not
a democracy in a deep-rooted
sense. Mr Pym said m evi
dence to the Commons Foreign
Affairs Committee.
He avised a step-by-step ap
proach — discussing the is
landers’ possible change in at-1
titude, he spoke of a decade —
and suggested that other coun
tries could help to restore dip
lomatic negotiations between
Argentina and Britain.
Mr Pym also contradicted
statements by Mr Alexander
Haig, the former US Secretary
of State,
Admiral
Sandy
Woodward, commander of the
task force, and the former. Pe
ruvian foreign minister, MiArias Stella, about the events
surrounding the sinking of the
Argentinian
cruiser,
the
Belgrano, on May 2, 198..

12/6/84
H6 rejected Mr Haig's state
ment that all sides to the dis
pute had agreed in principle
to the Peruvian peace plan Be
fore the Belgrano was sunk.
He described the plan as an
outline of a possible future
proposal” of which there was
no urgent need to inform
London.
Questioned by Labour mem
bers of the committee, Mr
Pvm said the Peruvian plan
had been unlikely to form the
basis of agreement, though he
said later that by May 7 the
proposals had been developed
to a point where they were
acceptable to Britain.
He also described the change
in the rules of engagement <—
about which he was not con
sulted — needed to sink the
Belgrano as a reasonably rou
tine
procedure.
Admiral
Woodward has said that such a
change was made only once
during the course of the Falk
lands war.
Changes of the rules of en
gagement happen a number of
times during war, Mr Pym
claimed.
The war cabinet’s decision to
sink the Belgrano was a mili
tary one, but one he sup
ported, Mr Pym said. He de
scribed as inaccurate remarks
attributed to Mr Stella, now
Peruvian ambassador at the
United Nations, that there
would have been war if the
Belgrano had not been sunk.
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Mr Pym — “ change of
islanders’ attitudes”
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Pym defends
efforts to find
Falklands peace
By Robert Graham
FORMER Foreign Secretary Mr
____ Pym
vigorously
Francis
defended yesterday his handling
of abtortive efforts to find a
peaceful settlement with Argen
tina during the Falklands crisis.
Appearing before the House
of Commons select committee
on foreign affairs, Mr Pym
insisted that the sinking of the
Argentina cruiser Belgrano was
not the main cause of the
failure of peace proposals put
forward by Sr Belaunde Perry.
Peruvian President.
Mr Pym, who was Foreign
Secretary at the time of the
Falklands war, said that nego
seven-point
a
on
tiations
Peruvian plan continued after
the sinking of the Belgrano on
May 1. Britain even agreed to a
firmed-up set of proposals on
May 6. However, these were
rejected by Argentina.
“ Argentina was not in a posi
tion to do a deal,” he said. “ The
Government (Argentine) was in
a confused state.”
Mr Pym was questioned at
length about his visit to Wash
ington on May 1 and May 2 just
1 after the U.S. had swung firmly
behind Britain in the crisis. He
said his talks on May 1 with
General Alexander Haig, then
Secretary of State, had not
centred exclusively on the
Peruvian peace proposals.
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IMF sees Alfonsin
threat as a bluff
government spending, the main
From Alex Brummer
block to a succesful conclusion
iu Washington
The International Monetary j&4£SmSS commitment"^
Fund expects Aigentina to keep real wages growing by 6supply its high-level team in g per cent a year>
Buenos Aires with a Letter
» order f£r the IMF to ac°f XPAeIlt . ,?n If1? usu?! way cept the Letter of Intent,
despite public statements that whHich will enble Argentina to
it will ignore the team and go mahe longer term arrange
directly to Washington.
ments for rescheduling and reAccording
to
well-placed payments of its $45 billion in
sources at the IMF, the head debt, some way of reconciling
of the team in Buenos Aires this promise to the Argentinhas been informed by the ian unions with the IMF’s
Government
of
Mr Haul more austere approach to adAlfonsin that it will be pro- justment will have to be
vided with a Letter of Intent found,
as soon as the terms have
“ Does the Letter of Intent
been agreed in Congress.
include any kind of modalities
In line with usual practice, to overcome this?” One IMF
Mr Eduardo Duarte Wiesner, source asked yesterday. Withthe hemispheric director who out some means of dealing
heads the IMF team, will dis- with this then the chances of
patch it immediately to IMF Argentina being granted an
headquarters in Washington.
IMF facility remain remote.
The fund has received no
The US authorities are someofficial word of the public an- what anxious about the dely
nouncement that the Weisner in an agreement between the
team will be bypassed and says IMF and Argentina. Without
there is no precedent for such such an agreement the US
action. However, it would be banks will be forced (unless
procedurally possible for Ar- regulations are temporarily
gentina to circulate its Letter waived) to put their interest
of Intent directly to members payments from Argentina on
of the executive board and for accrual” basis later this week,
its alternative director to call Given the recent nervousness
the board together to consider in the US banking system this
its loan application. This is is something which the Treaconsidered unlikely and the sury Secretary Mr Donald
whole incident is regarded Regan has been anxious to
within the IMF as no more avoid,
than public posturing.
Despite the problem over
The general shape of the Ar- real wages there is some indigentine Letter of Intent to the cation that the recent accord
IMF is already known in between the Government and
Washington as a result of re- other parties on debt and ausports made by the Weisner terity together with the discusteam to the heaquarters staff sions between the Alfonsin
on the state of negotiations. Government and the Congress ;
While
the
Argentine have, set in motion a political!
Government has agreed to aus- process which may result in a
terity measures aimed at low- consensus leading to an IMF
ering inflation and restricting accord.

The Guardian 12/6/84
‘No arms deal9
ARGENTINA’S Defence Min
ister, Mr Raul Borras, denied
the
that.
yesterday
Government had sold weap
ons to guerrillas fighting to
overthrow the Sandinistas in
Nicaragua. He conceded that
it was “ probable ” that soon
after President Alfonsin took
office in December, some
weapons had been sent under
contracts signed under the
military regime, writes
Jeremy Morgan.
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Falklands talks not
ruled out, says Pym
By Richard Evans
FFr<?ncis Pym. the former step by step until perhaps we
nichl8.unStC^lfry' prcdl£led last can at some stage get back to a
night that the time could arrive position where this can be
when Britain and Argentina discussed,
would discuss the sovereignty of
"It is not as though we have
the Falkland Islands.
Hii, .
, ,
never been prepared to discuss
out lie insisted the resump- this. On the contrary. There was
ion o any form of direct talks a stage when the British
oi diplomatic relations between Government was willing and
l ie two countries depended on tried to take the matter to
j • rgentina s first renouncing international law but the Argenformally the threat of hostilities, tines refused.
“That would make a very
“One must not point the
considerable
difference.
...
11 accusing finger at Britain. It
would be possible to reestablish should be pointed the other wav
representatives in Buenos Aires round.”
and gradually
,
start the unlhawAI though Mr Pym stressed
ing process'.
n
.
any possibility of discussions
Mr Pym, who was g.ving ovcr thc isiands> fulurc was a
evidence to the Commons long way off, lus guarded
Foreign Affairs Select Com- comments were in contrast to
mittce recalled that in the 1960s the view of Mrs Thatcher who
and before the Falklands war has repeatedly ruled out any
Britain had been prepared to idea of discussing the Falklands’
discuss the sovereignty issue.
sovereignty with Argentina.
The “illegal and universally
Mr Pym said he believed il
condemned invasion of the was “politically difficult" for
islands had scn°us|y aliened ,he recently elected Argenline
he British Government s am- government to renounce fortude But. referring to sover- mal|y the use of force towards i
cignty. he added: Let s take it ihc Falklands.

12/6/84
The Times
The continuing drain of commercial
deposits from the Continental Illinois
Bank must be evoking some wry smiles of
satisfaction in Buenos Aires, where
President Raul Alfonsin is playing a game
of brinkmanship with the International
Monetary Fund over the agreement of
economic terms vital to the propping up
and rescheduling of its £32 billion foreign

Unless the IMF negotiators suddenly
start going soft, the creditor nations may
find they have somewhat painted them
selves into a corner.
For an increasing number of debtors,
especially those calling for a North-South
confrontational debt conference in Sep
tember, thc undoubted lure of longer-term
debt arrangements may pale before the
horror of suddenly switching to respon
Although Continental’s problems have sible economic policies in a politically
little to do with thc debts of Latin
environment. Brazil's riots were
American countries, the revenue ac- volatile
not lost on other debtor governments. On
ccounts and even balance sheets of several the other hand the balance between
other US banks could look sick if tolerating economic softness and shoring
Argentina fails to meet payments due up commercial banks is surely lilting in
when the banks make up their half-yearly thc creditor countries.
books on the last day of this month.
In this atmosphere there is plenty of
That fear might be expected to push thc scope for brinkmanship by Argentina and
United States either into extending others throughout the summer. Indeed,
temporary credits geared to a deal with thc cynics see President Alfonsin’s sudden
IMF beyond the end of the week or to resuscitation of thc Falklands issue as
hinting to the IMF management in another possible diversion, with arrange
Washington that its men negotiating on ments with British banks, notably Lloyds
the spot in Buenos Aires might consider a and Midland, as a pawn to be used in the
few last minute concessions to the
interplay between thc IMF negotiations
political difficulties of Senor Alfonsin's ' and the protection of the Argentine
civilian administration.
government’s political popularity.
The latest Argentinian move, to sign its
None of this will provide immediate
own unilateral “letter of intent”, although
succour
for anxious financial markets.
it had failed to agree the terms with thc
. • i
IMF is a fascinating piece of theatre that
clashed over the weekend with that other
piece of political theatre in London, where
summit leaders, who effectively represent
the creditors, agreed a debt strategy that
will countenance longer-term reschedul
McMillan-Scott Associates
ing, but a link this even more strongly to
countries agreeing - and slicking to - IMF
41 Whitehall LuvinnSWlA 2ltX
approved economic programmes.
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Argentina
backed
by Spain
From Harry Debclius
Madrid
President Alfonsin of Argen
tina and Senor Felipe Gonzales,
the Spanish Prime Minister, are
expected to reassure each other
of mutual support on the
Falklands and Gibraltar during
Senor Alfonsin’s official visit
which began here yesterday.
Nevertheless, observers said,
other problems are expected to
dominate the talks, primarily
those arising from the recent
restoration of democracy in
Argentina after seven years of
military rule and that country's
massive foreign debt
The three-day visit and a
subsequent unofficial trip con
stitute the Argentine head of
stale’s first journey abroad since
ic was elected last November.
The president, aged 57, will
leave Madrid on Wednesday
and continue to the north
western region of Galicia to
visit the home town of his
grandparents.
King Juan Carlos greeted the
president and his wife in
Madrid. Last night the Spanish
king and queen were hosting a
formal dinner
• BRITISH REPLY: The
Foreign Office yesterday replied
to Argentine criticism of British
“inflexibility” over the Falk
lands by pointing out that the
Government had publicly ex
pressed its readiness to take part
in official talks on normalizing
relations between London and
Buenos Aires.
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Alfonsin and
Spain plan to
attack Britain
By TIM BROWN in Madrid
gPAIN and Argentina set
to work yesterday on a
joint communique making
common course against
British sovereignty over
Gibraltar and the Falkland
Islands.
The occasion is the visit to
Spain of President Alfonsin of
Argentina, who was given a
21-gun salute and red-carpet wel
come on arrival in Madrid. The
statement knocking Britain is
expected later this week.
Senor
Fernando
Moran,
Spanish Foreign Minister, said
the statement would announce
a co-ordination of anti-Colonial
foreign policies.
President
Alfonsin told
Spanish radio on the eve of his
five-day visit: “ We will join
hands to fight the remnants of
colonialism Spain and the
Argentine are facing.”
His visit is being treated as
very important by the Socialist
Government in Madrid, and
thousands of posters in shop
windows salute “ Dr Alfonsin,
President of Argentina and
grandson of Spain.” He is to
visit the ancestral home in
Galicia whence his grandfather
emigrated.

i

BELGRANO‘MYTHS’
Pym explains
Anthony Looch writes: It was
part of the “ mythology ” of the
Belgrano story to suggest that
the sinking of the Argentine
cruiser during the Falklands
conflict sabotaged peace pro
posals then being considered
Mr Francis Pym, former For
eign
Secretary,
told
the
Commons Foreign Affairs Select
Committee yesterday.
Mr Pym, who had just be
come Foreign Secretary when
the Belgrano was torpedoed on
May 2, 1982, by a British sub
marine, said that if the warship
had not been destroyed there
would have been much greater
risk to British forces.
Recently,
some
military
leaders in Argentina had ad
mitted that the sinking was
right from Britain’s point of
view. It was a military decision.
“ I think the sinking had no
effect on the efforts to find a
peace settlement, and this pro
cess continued into the second
half of May, 1932,” Mr Pym
added.

The Telegraph 12/6/84

Strike bill
4 higher than
Falklands’
By JOHN RICHARDS
Industrial Correspondent
rpHE pit dispute has cost
the taxpayer some
£3,000 million — over three
times the cost of the Falk
lands war — Mr Scargill,
the miners’ president, told
Aslef delegates at their
London conference yester
day.
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Explorers
seek trees
for Falklands

<R>

i

By A. J. McILROY
fJYHREE Britons are to
mount an expedition to
an unexplored island off
the coast of Chile as part
of a scheme to brings trees
to the Falklands.
Hardy specimens will be
needed to survive the experi
ment in the hostile South
Atlantic conditions in the
Falklands. which is almost
devoid of forestation.
The three-month trek will be
led by Mr fain Peters. 36, a
tree surgeon, mountaineer and
explorer from South Zeal,
Devon. His companions will be
Mr Renny Croft. 30. a photo
grapher from Yorkshire, and
Mr Don Sargent. 55, a Ply
mouth graphic designer.
They will set off in November
for the island of Santa Ines.
About twice the size of the Isle j|fj|ip|Pi
of Wight, it has been surveyed
by the Chilean Navy, but its
west coast and interior are un- 80^51
ex pi o red.
wwPWi
Mr Peters said the expedition
hopes to collect seedlings from
trees and vegetation in the
centre of lh<* island.
He said a Government report Ipf!
had underlined the importance
of the Falkland diversifying
from moorland sheep farming. Jfp*
Trees would improve the quality
RKy
of agriculture on the wind- f|§|f
swept barren moorlands.

‘MALVINAS DAY’

i

.i

By Our Buenos Aires
‘ Correspondent
Argentina commemorated Maivinas (Falklands) Day yesterday laBBiPj*
with military parades at all
military stations. Senor Raul
Borras, Defence Minister, de
Mr lain Peters, a tree surgeon and mountaineer,
corated Servicemen and former
conscripts who fought in the
who is to explore a remote island off Chile in
seven-week war with Britain in
search of trees suitable for the Falklands.
1982.
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Argentine debt move
By CRISTINA BONASEGNA in Buenos Aires
PRESIDENT ALFONSIN
Argentina,
has
approved the text ot a
letter of intent to be submitted to the International
Monetary Fund. It is aimed
at a rescheduling of pay-

Sl“
bjPjon (£1 billion) and $o-5
billion (£2-5 million),
Many financial observers in
Buenos Aires believe the letter
js unlikely to find favour with
the IMF, mainly because 0

Tn^6n"y(£3R2 ' S'rseer4Se°pnoHchye K

of $43-6 billion IWl
billion.
The letter is to be submitted
to the IMF today. A draft
copy is reportedly to have been
handed on Thursday to Mr
Eduardo Wciser Duran, who
heads an 1MTF delegation now
in Buenos Aires.
After a Cabinet meeting on
Saturday night the Government
said it was willing to meet its
commitment but that the
“ realistic possibilities of payments” were “rooted in economic recovery and growth in
the sense of social justice.’
a
< miiiirAlv >
Approval unlikely
Senor Alfonsin has repeatedly
said that Argentina will pay her
debts, Latin America’s thirdbirftfest after Brazil and Mexico.
But& he will not agree to take
recessive measures0 imposed by
creditor organisations.
The letter is said to aim at
\ mernf that fall due dthis vear
j and in 1985 by requesting a

proportion
of
Argentina s
foreign currency reserves that
is t0 be allocated to servicing
debt,

EXILE RETURNS
TO URUGUAY
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
Ferreira
Senor Wilson
___
.
,
Aldunate, leader of Uruguay s
Blanc0 (White) party who has
SpCnt six years as a political
C\-ile }n London, will return to
Montevideo on Saturday despite
a military government warning
that he will be arrested as soon
as he arrives. .
He is returning for the first
time in 11 years to l01,n ^11S
people in the struggle for demo?racy.” Party members trade
unions and
or
t.o^ira^Ald.mate^t
video in defiance of a government ban on all public rallies.
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Argentina
condemns
Britain
From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires

o

President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina for the second time in
less than a week yesterday
attacked what he called Bri
tain's “inflexibility and unwil
lingness to negotiate" a peaceful
solution
to the
Falklands
dispute. Me was speaking as the
Government
declared
a
national holiday to mark a "day
of reaffirmation of Argentine
rights to the Malvinas islands”.
President Alfonsin said, in a
prepared speech read simul
taneously at three militarv
ceremonies: "Our way is not
war, but in the name of our
dead we will not cease a single
instant in our claims. Let no
one confuse pacifism with
abandonment,
let no one
confuse diplomacy with weak
ness."
On Friday, the President told
a Spanish radio station that the
situation in the Falklands
dispute was "bad, very bad"
A
political
pact signed
between the Government and
Opposition parties last week
also contained signals of a
toughening Argentine stance on
the Falklands.
The pact slated: “In any
diplomatic negotiation with
Great Britain, the topic, of
Argentine sovereignty over the
Malvinas, South Georgia and
the Sandwich Islands must be
included.”
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Madrid lays out
a red carpet

The Guardian
11/6/84

Buenos Aires asks
for an IMF loan

!

i

i

V.

From Jeremy Morgan
debt would be renegotiated
In Buenos Aires
” without impairing the intert ,
ests of the country or national
The Government has ap- dignity” heightened specula>roved a formal request for tion that the Government
I inancial assistance from the might be embarked on a policy
I International Monetary Fund, of confrontation with the IMF.
without saying what, terms it
A team of IMF technicians
wanted for rescheduling for- )ias been in Argentina for
BY TOM BURNS IN MADRID
eign debts worth $43.6 billion, more than a month negotiating
FROM THEmoment helandsSr Alfonsin has
made verv Hear
The text of a long-awaited the terms of the letter of inin Madrid todayPresident Raul
thathe hasrtiplJ“ let,er of inlent " scttinS out tent- bul evc11 the arrival of a
Alfonsin of Argentina will he in n’cr.ncLn fl
studied foe Government’s plans for the senior official a week ago is
Stepping on the plushest of red
«
!r*n*,t,on-t0 democracy- economy and debt repayments not thought to have broken an
carnets fhnt
•,
n
Pei*ceives that there are
was approved by President impasse over several key
out for
aSws Crn ro11lessons to be learnt, not least on
Alfonsin’s Cabinet at a meet- issues.
a visiting ioieign how to deal with the military.
ing on Saturday night, but an
Concern in local banking cirdignitary.
Sr Alfonsin’s recent a^reeofficii statement issued after- cles centres on the possibility,
He wil scarcely have time to
t
_
°
wards said nothing about the first aired publicly over a
unpack his bags at the Prado JJentp
SlJa IsabeJ Per°n’
of the document.
week ago, that the Government
the Peromst leader, and the content
The Government said that might now bypass the negotiresidence "and
refurtehed ^ana^pj0^
the letter* of intent would be ators and send its plan without
sent today to the IMF. and to their blessing to the IMF’s
for top VIPs, before he is
democracy
are
closely
modelArgentina’s elected Congress, managing director, Mr Jacques
rushed off to a private lunch
where
there is growing opposi- de Larosiere. He is expected
with King Juan Carlos.
!ed in la”?uaSe- content and
tion to the austerity sought by to reject the move, leaving
King Juan Carlos will host a !n!ent on all-partv and all-union
overseas creditors.
open questions about what
banquet as will the Prime J'lll,attves thal took place in
Official insistence that the happens next.
Minister, Sr Felipe Gonzalez, Spam 111 the lale 1970s*
and Sr Aifonsin will have the
As well as Sr Gonzalez, Sr
rare honour of addressing the Alfonsin’s entourage admire the
Cories. The programme has former Spanish Premier, - Sr
been meticulously prepared.
Adolfo Suarez, the chief archiBchind the pomp and circum- tect of the post-Franco democstance the Argentine President ratisation, and Sr Suarez has
The Financial Times 11/6/84
can be assured of a genuinely acted in the past year as the
warm
reception which
is Spanish Premier’s unofficial goexpected to turn delirious when between and envoy to Buenos
at the end of the week he visits Aires,
the north-western region of
Unstinting
admiration
is
his
was
reserved of course for King
PRESIDENT Alfonsin will be ing for European support for
,Galicia where
, ,
,. father
,
,
born and where his close rela- Juan Carlos who will be form!
W "f"^ ° Spanish ,he '““"•P"0" "f negotiation-.
lions still live. Sr Alfonsin is ally invited this week to visit
Government for Argentina’s
Madrid, however, is in a
one of the best known foreign Argentina in November
In
claims to the Malvinas (Falk- T,am,ry- ]\ obviously wishes
leaders in Spain and by far the 1980 the king took the opporlands), drawing a parallel A° lrnProve Hs links-with I,atin
most popular
tunity, when he was the guest
between the islands and Gib- America. At the same time the
Both Argentine and Spanish of Gen Videla, the former
raltar, Jimmy Burns writes from bpa,?lsJ1 Government does not
^ officials emphasise the import- Argentine President, to issue an
Buenos Aires.
want to risk jeopardising its
KU an?e °f* *e. v,slt; • Tb(M p2in uncompromising plea for democSr Hugo Gobbi, the Argentine Je‘at,ons with Nato and its
out that it is not just the first raev and civil riehts
ambassador to Spain is Sr Al- luture entry into the EEC
trip Sr Alfonsin is making to
Th
fonsin’s former chief adviser on
Madrid is Jikelv to
Western Europe as President poHHcal
-?f
continue
but also that he is coming to neallv with ti,0S!v°n dovetails
the dispute with Britain, and to offer its good offices
as a
in recent weeks has continued potential mediator
Spain and .hen going back
between
to play an active role in press- Buenos Aires and London
In Paris and Rome Sr Aifon- °[ fr sZT'AZZ
I
sin would be almost as filed as
Ihern’. American com“',ni 'v ”
1/
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for Alfonsin
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'Malvinas’ support sought
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first leg in a trip to more
important European capitals.
On both sides I he thinking is
that Spain and Argentina can
and should enter into a special
relationship. Jt owes much to
personalities. Sr Gonzalez, the
Spanish
the„
..
c Government
* i■ * n « and
.,
ruling Socialist Party threw all
their weight behind Sr Alfonsin
even before he became
an
offlera presidential candidate. Sr
rion7.aleZ was accordingly rapturously received in Buenos
Aires when
he attended hr
Alfonsin’s inauguration.
There is clear political content to the mutual admiration,

In a succession of interviews
given in recent days to the
Spanish media Sr Alfonsin has
spoken of Spain as “ the mother
country” and of Spain as a
bridge between Batin America
and Europe. Even Spaniards
would not claim as much for
their onunlry as (he Argentine
President has done
The timi
of ,he
„ ,
such lhat fust
„
jMF
receives toda
Sr A|f0nsin.s
letter of intent on his country's
foreign debt he will have a
perfoct platform from which to
press his points in Europe
before a sympathetic audience.
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Argentina heads for
clash with IMF
on 6letter of intent9

i

BY JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES

ARGENTINA
LAbT
night
The Government yesterday
It is understood that one of
appeared to be heading for a remained silent on the details the main sticking points of
clash with the International of the letter, which will be sent last week’s negotiations was the
Monetary Fund unilaterally simultaneously to Washington Government’s refusal to curb
signing a “ letter of intent" and to the Argentine parlia- wages drastically as themain
vvithout the approval of an IMF
ment today. instrument for reducing its
rMission to Buenos Aires. This is A curt statement, issued on budget deficit.
--.leaded by Sr Eduardo Weisner Saturday
night
after
the
Argentina has indicated its
Duran, the fund’s Western cabinet meeting,
indicated, aim to reduce the deficit from
Hemisphere director.
however, that President Raul more than 17 per cent to 10 per
The Ministry of Economy Alfonsin had stuck doggedly to cent of gross domestic product,
said yesterday that Argentine his refusal to accept financial hut has insisted that public
negotiators and Sr Weisner orthodoxy as the price for an sector salaries should increase
Duran had failed to agree on arrangement with his country’s in real terms this year by
the text of the letter approved creditors.
between 6 per cent arid 8 per Continued from Page 1
by the
Argentine cabinet on “The rescheduling of the cent.
Saturday night.
foreign debt must proceed on
In May inflation in Argentina
"You
could say that the the basis of an economic pro- was running at an annual level
negotiations ended in deadlock, gramme
which
makes
it of close to 570 per cent.
We expect some difficult days possible
to................................
deploy Argentina’s
„ „
Peter Montagnon adds: Argenahead." said one official.
full potential without impairing tina’s admission that it is in milment to provide $300m in
Argentina is gambling that 1hc interests of the country or open disagreement with the IMF bridging finance. A deal with
the IMF’s directors, under
national dignity.” it said. after weeks of optimistic pro bank creditors to ensure that
pressure from the U.S. GovernWhile reaffirming that Argen- nouncements from Buenos Aires ' about $500m in overdue interest
ment, will still show flexibility tina was willing to honour its will come as a serious blow to Pa/ments are met bY June 30
and take the
unprecedented debt obligations, the statement the country’s commercial bank win also
almost certainly
step of
overruling its own emphasised that the “ realistic creditors. *
founder,
officials in accepting a loss possibilities of payment are
Efforts to help Argentina by
Failure by Argentina.to meet
restrictive
economic
pro- rooted in economic recovery rescheduling part of its $43.6bn the interest payments would
gramme.
and defence of social justice.” foreign debt and providing tern- make a serious dent in U.S.
However, the official gloom
The letter is understood to be porary cash injections to help second-quarter bank profit
lere
yesterday
contrasted almost identical in concept and it meet interest payments are figures, as Argentina public
-markedly with
the optimism targets to that reportedly con- all predicated on a successful sector loans would have to be
(v impoundingthe negotiations
veyed to Sr Weisner Duran in conclusion to the IMF talks.
officially declared as nonthroughout last week.
the middle of last week.
Unless the two sides can re- performing.
In spite of earlier hopes of
It was written to support a concile their views by Friday,
Though many banks have
Argentine request for further funds Argentina could face the with- been half expecting such an
compromise,
a
officials apparently accept that beLieved to be in the region of drawal of'a U.S. Treasury com- outcome this would only add to
their position has introduced some $3bn — including a standContinued on Back Page
the tension surrounding Argen
further uncertainty to the in- by credit — and the reschcdul* Red carpet for Alfonsin, Page 2 tina’s debt problems and make
IMF
approves
Yugoslavia
ternational debt crisis with ing of $20bn of debt payments
them more difficult to solve.
unforeseeable consequences.
falling due this year.
credit, Page 3
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the Sunday
Telegraph

Argentina: why
should make peace
TT is impossible to spend even
1. a few weeks in Argentina
without realising how much
the Falklands mean to the
people of that country. These
feelings are not limited, to a
few extremists, but extend
across the political spectrum
and include all age groups.
Apart from the very rich
families, educated for the most
part in British public schools and
thoroughly internationalised, all
Argentines want the islands
“jDack.” Only the nationalists
f believe in recovery by foi ce.
L . the goal of recoveiy itself
is an article of faat-h drummed
into every boy at school — and
every girl, too, judging by some
of the patriotic matrons I encountered.
.
So what? Are not the Irish
also taught at school to believe
that Ulster belongs to them and
if the pressure of Irish irredentism is not enough to sway British
policy, why on earth should
Britain be swayed by Argentina’s? I put this question to a
senior Minister in President
Alfonsins Government, and his
reply, in the form of a counterquestion, was quite illuminating.
Would Britain be just as

atttnMK*
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could now exercise crucial leverage in making her so again.

*

By
Peregrine «er
BerffstS.^K
J
0f bringing in the old world to
■werT"

11

_

restore the balance of the new.

Worsthorne . roSy enough, Mrs«hcr

is reluctant to do anything which
might seem to devalue the sup-]
reme sacrifice of those British
neither would any adult Falk- Servicemen who, it wall be said,
land Islander have anything to died to keep the F-alklands
British. But I do not think that
fear in his.
is what they did die for. They
I . asked the Argentine
There is some truth in this.
Minister died to stop aggression, not
Foreign
If Argentina waS a country Aether such a long-term trans- negotiation.
Brjtain respected, and had any i
0f sovereignty would
★
desire t0 be friendly with, a way
acceptable to his Government
WQuld have been found to perPiasaid it vvouid. The
What struck me so forcefully
suade the helpers to come to a£ onalists would blow their jn Argentina wasthe continuing
terms with the facts of geo- ^10n^jns^ they want sove- strength ofpro-British feelings,
graphy and economic commonnow but he was
in spite of the war; feelings
sense? all 0f which point to their
» £_ that president Alfonsm which would know no limits if
accepting
association
with
persuade the great body the Falklands problem was
Argentina. Now, of course, as a
Argentinian people that solved in Argentina s favour
result 0f the invasion, Britain «■ J
w0as the better part of Britain would become the her
bas even more reason not to h
jn tde meantime, with 0f South America. But wna
want Argentina’s
Argentina s friendship,
friendship. valour^
*s resumed, ^
it would be about the objections of the Fall<
I Although
Although this
this reaction
reaction is
m abso^
abm-c.^
Argentina.s job totQ disarm the iand Islanders themselves, ai
' lutely understandable, 1 t^ink | fV0 ders> fears far more effec- they to be ignored ? Not so Ion
jt js mistaken. Argentine fnend, than had been done in the as the adults are alive. But i
sbip is worth fostering. Or at ■ j
the case 0f their children, ye$|
any rate, her enmity is wor
R
hat certainty is there probably, and there . ys
avoiding.
that President Alfonsin’s Gov- point in pretending otherwise
Admittedly, this is a subjec- that rresiue
overthrown Eventually they will havetoJam
tive judgment based on a ^^"n bv soA'e awful military die- come part of the many ten* J
three-week visit. But as each soon-by
e
nothing is cer- thousands of other Anglo-Arger|

““SSand. t

, amber of Protestants involved
were such as to justify Britain s
absolute determination to frustrate Ireland’s aspirations. But
the tiny Kelper population really
was not sufficient to justify
Britain frustrating Argentina s.
★
“ Try to see the situation, Mr
Worsthorne, from Argentina’s
point of view. If Britain had
ever taken Argentina seriously
as a nation to be respected, the
problem of the Malvinas would
have been solved in Argentina s
favour years ago. To talk about
self-determination for 1,/uu
Kelpers would have been dis
missed as manifest nonsense in
relation to the sovereignty
claims of any nation other than
one dismissed as a tin-pot Latin
American banana republic.
“ Britain’s postwar refusal to
negotiate seriously about
6
sovereignty
was a mark of
Britain’s total contempt tor
Argentina and by extension for
Latin America as a whole. < No
newly
independent African
country would have been treated
so insultingly, let alone an
Asian one.”

=sr&tyfcss

ssm
“.bSi”.
by force, it is not at

sux

XXmSSiSSSStSS^ti
Falkland Islands issue will fester,

all t e
, implicitiy linking the
necessary for Britain to insist on
~[iat(ons t0 the maintenance
holding them forevei, faaB 10f'’democracy, Britain would m
nobody s mterests, least of all jot
mo
*xercising an imthe islanders , will be served by e e
constructive influence
Britain insisting on doing so.
Lentina’s destiny for
In the long run, the island,, ;£Lnv ^ars to come.
should become Argentine, but W
visited that country,
not in the lifetime of adult
Betore l visiieu
j
Kelpers, who have the right to jsuch a Pjospert would h ^1 Jf
live out their lives in the line pretty cold. no lo g
manner born. The process of Bnt&mshandinge°»0w to play
transference of sovei eittnty jlands qu
enabling Argshould be slow and gradual, with a era 1 P r oUtical stability,
many international checks and entma to enjoy p
from tMs
guarantees written into the andl aU Umt wo sodally_noth.
agreement, the whole process econom
y
recrudesCence
stretching, say, over nail a mg less u
Western
century. So just as no adu t of a potenuauy ^ ^ an(J
Argentine
would
get
^ (responsibility to fire the dullest
heart’s desire in his lifetime, ^Hsuunty ^^
B A
deserves to be
Argentina dese
be_
taken seriously.
model for

doing harm to all concerned,
The idea of Fortress Falklands
for ever is a negation of statesmanship. The only rational way
forward is some kind of settlement which, in doing justice to
the amour propre of Argentina
^ ^ hfdp tQ give a g00d and
glorious na,me t0 that country’s
present attempt to revive demoCritic institutions,
Britain played a big role in
Argentina’s early years of liberal
iSe in the 19th century, and
£as an 0pportunity now to help
promote another era of progress,
if only Mrs Thatcher could see
^ ^ tQ sejze it Far fr0Itl
dishonouring the dead, this
would be a much more construe
tive way to make use of then
iost lives than transforming the
pastoral and peaceful way of lift
they came to defend into a pet.
manemt military encampment!
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Falklands plea by Tories^
BY KEVIN BROWN
THE GOVERNMENT yesterday
faced calls from several Conservative backbenchers in the
Commons for direct talks
with Argentina on the future
j of the Falklands.
A short debate on the South
Atlantic was dominated by un
ease among Tory back-benchers
about the slow pace of moves
towards a resumption of commercial and diplomatic links.
The debate produced no
fiimmediate relaxation in the
official line that the war is still
too recent for direct contacts,
But the hope among the back
benchers who spoke was that
such contacts would help to
create a climate in which
moves towards reconciliation

could be expected,
The tone was set by Mr Cyril
Townsend (Con, Bexleyheath),
who said direct talks were long
overdue and accused the Govemment of being out of step
Pu^^c opinion.
Mr Robert Rhodes James
(Con, Cambridge), warned that
another war was inevitable
unless the two governments
moved closer.
Whitney, Foreign
Office Under-Secretary, said
confidential talks were going on
through Swiss and Brazilian
diplomats. Britain looked forward to the resumption of
direct links, but he warned
against sending the wrong
signals to Argentina.

I
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Argentina takes hard line
[-0

ARGENTINA has hardened its
postiton on the Falkland Islands
as a result of an internal
agreement signed last week by
President Raul Alfonsin and the
majority of the opposilon
political parlies.
The agreement was devised
to allow Alfonsin a measure of
political peace in which to
implement a tough set of
ecomomic measures to help
solve the country’s financial
crisis. But the price was a
concession to the hardline
nationalism of the Peronist
movement over the Falklands.

by Isabel Hilton

to secure support within the
European Community for bila
teral negtiantions with Britain.
Although Argentina had signailed a willingness to make
progress on other issues, rather
than insisting that sovereignty
dominate discussions from the
beginning,

As a result, the document
signed last week announced that
any diplomatic negotiations
with Britain must include on
the agenda the issue of sovercignty. And it also says that
Alfonsin
Argentina intends to intensify
_ . begins
- . a five-day
.
.
her diplomatic elTorls at the vtstl to Spain today, where he
United Nations and with the will
llie Spanish president,
non aligned movement.
Felope Gonzalez, to press
The new hardline is a setback Britain to lift the exclusion zone
for Argentina’s foreign minister, round the islands and put an
Dante Capulo, who had hoped end to the “fortress Falklands

Daily Mail
9th June 1984

Bomb found on
Isabel Pertn’s
plane borne
r-

BUENOS AIRES : A powerful
bomb was found on a jumbo jet.
that was to carry former
Argentine president Isabel Peron
to Spain yesterday, police said.
Police discovered a lib package of
TNT in the nose of the scheduled jet
during a search for smuggled goods
and moved the aircraft to a military
section of Ezeiza international airport,
The bomb was exploded in a nearby
field. ‘If it had exploded in the air,
the plane would have disintergrated
Mrs Peron, who now lives in Madrid,
flew out on another plane.

O
■
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FEARS GROW ON
ARGENTINA’S
DEBT PAYMENTS
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Lima

DEPORTS that Argentina is sending a highlevel economic delegation to Bolivia next
week have heightened fears that Buenos
Aires is planning a dangerous confrontation
with Western banks.
Argentina’s increasing co-operation with La Paz is
r seing seen by Western analysts as an ominous sign
mat President Alfonsin may be seriously considering
following Bolivia’s recent example in suspending
payments on its foreign serious risk that Argentina will
debts.
not pay.
International banks were
“ Buenos Aires is fully aware
shaken by the surprise BoliAmerican •r.e»u,a^1f)'ls
vian decision last month, not
unpaid
• insdt
because of the money in- theJ wan” declared a financial
volved, but because of the expert in Lima,
precedent it set.
The La Paz-Buenos Aires axis
The banks are still discussing now seems more significant
how best to deal with the than the much-vaunted mini
Bolivian crisis. Their main summit of Latin American
problem is to avoid giving other ministers due to take place in
South American countries the Colombia later this month.
Finance and foreign ministers
impression that they can avoid
from Argentina, Brazil. Mexico,
paying their debts.
Venezuela, Peru and
When the government in La Colombia, will
meet in Carta
Paz announced it was suspend Ecuador,
on June 21-22 to discuss
ing debt repayments pending gena
the negotiation of better terms a common approach to the
with its creditors, Argentina Latin-American debt crisis.
Western analysts believe
was quick to voice its moral
there is not much danger of a
support.
“ debtors’ cartel ” forming a
united front because Brazil and
Aid to Bolivia
_
r
,
Mexico, the two largest debtor
There are now fears that nations. are considered unlikely
Argentina is ready to go a step t0 Gpt for confrontation.
further by increasing its ccon_______
omic aid to Bolivia to enable
it to hold out against the ARGENTINE PACT
Western banks for the best
Peronists join in
terms possible.
Ironically, although ArgenOur Buenos Aires Cortina is heavily indebted, it respondent writes: Sixteen
still has plenty of ready cash, parties in Argentina, including
Overshadowing developments ike ruling Radicals and the
in La Paz are Argentina’s own main Opposition Peronists, have
debt deadlines — notably, the signed a 15-point agreement on
end of the second financial home and foreign policy issues,
quarter in the United States on
The pact, drafted this week,
June 30.
states that “ diplomatic negotiIf Argentina has not paid an ations between Buenos Aires
estimated $T6 billion (£1,148 and London must include the
million) in interest by that date, question of sovereignty over
American banks will once again the Malvinas Islands.” Argenface the prospect of heavy cuts Lna would step up the search
in profits. Western bankers in I°r a peaceful solution.
\
the region say there is still a
Parliament—P10
_J
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TORY MPs CALL
FOR DIRECT TALKS
WITH ARGENTINA
By PETER PRYKE Parliamentary Correspondent

HPHE disquiet among some Conservative
"*■ M Ps at slow progress in restoring
normal relations with Argentina was
expressed in the Commons yesterday when
calls were made for direct talks with the
new democratic government.
Mr CYRIL TOWNSEND Conservative M P for
Bexleyheath, called for the restoration of normal
diplomatic and commercial links without delay, in
place of the present dis
great Parliamentary occasion ”
cussions con ducted he said that it would be seen
through intermediaries. by history that it was on those
who were willing to risk short
He said that 30 Conserva term disapproval that the
tives had signed a motion future in South America de
supporting such a move.
pended.
And he added that many Mr ROBERT RHODES JAMES
countries which had supported C. Cambridge, urged the
Britain over the Falklands were Government to extend the hand
now watching to see if we had of understanding — if not of
friendship — to the new demoI become intransigent.
Opinion polls had shown that cratic government,
domestic opinion was in favour
He sajd that a resumption of
of reaching agreement with the Falklands war would be in
Argentina.
evitable if the two governments
“The public suspect there is did not move together,
a way but they are beginning
Not yet ripe
to wonder if there is the will.”
He pointed to the cost of the
Mr RAY WHITNEY, Parlia
“ Fortress Falklands ” policy — mentary
Under
Secretary,
now costing every British tax Foreign Affairs, indicated that
payer about £40 a year — and in the Government’s view the
to the strain placed on our time was not yet ripe for direct
armed forces.
talks with the Argentine gov
ernment, but urged M Ps not
‘Disastrous drift’
Confirming that he and two to under-estimate the progress
other Parliamentarians are to that had been made in the six
visit Argentina for talks with months since
. , the democratic
non-governmental organisations government had come to power,
soon, he said: “Let us have
The exchanges taking place
courage, offer hope and end this must remain confidential. “ As
disastrous drift into deadlock.” soon as maybe we look forward
Several speakers regretted Mr to a time when we can get into
Townsend’s failure to be sv- direct talks with the Argennominated to the Select Com- tinians.
mittee on Foreign Affairs. One
“We would be wrong, we
of them, Mr Peter Bottomle.v (C, would be forsaking the responF.ltham) said that the restora- sibiltv we have to the Falkland
tion of diplomatic relationships Islanders and to the British
was important, not just to people if we entered into anassist democracy in Argentina, other level of talks on a false
but in the interest of the prospectus,” he-said,
people of Britain as well.
Thcv shouW ,carn from (hc
It would require great past. If Britain again led the
courage on both sides of the Argentinians into thinking we
Commons to make it politically would not stand bv our commitpossible for the Government to ment to the Falkland islanders
put into effect what was neces- trouble would be quick in
sary and right.
coming.
Describing the debate as " a
The House rose at 2.59 p.ir

The Guardian 8/6/84

iPeron urges unions
to work for peace
From Jeremy Morgan

D

behind fcoumry

ln Argentina's opposition load- affected by rampant inflation
' (»r Mrs “ Isabel ” Peron. urged
Government officials say Ai
1 union leaders to cooperate gentina will send a letter of
; with the Government. Time intent setting out its debt re
Lj,L short and “peace and payment and economic pro*
I unitv require us to set aside grammes to the International
I p.-miges and hatred," Mrs Pe- Monetary Fund in a few days.
finKrt
The CGT is bitterly opposed
In her first public speech to austerity, particularly any
since returning to Argentina “imposed from outside, and
'almost two weeks ago for eri- official figures show that
sis talks with the Government, prices jumped 17 per cent in
she called on leaders of the May alone,
biggest union organisation, the
Confederacion
General
del
Trabajo to support the na
tional accord sought by Presi
dent Haul Alfonsin.
But Mrs Peron's plea for pa
tience fell far short of telling
the CGT leaders, who also con
trol large sections of the
Pcronist movement, to halt the
growing wave of strikes.
increasing
were
Doubts
about Mrs Peron s ability or
determination to deliver on
whatever promises she may
have
made
to
President
She
in
private,
Alfonsin
made the call on the eve of
her expected return to self-im
posed exile in Madrid.
President Alfonsin will also
be in Spain for most of next

I
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RGENTINA’S politicians
unionists
** and
trade
yesterday condemned a failed
attempt on the life of former
President Maria Estela de
Peron. They called for an
investigation into a powerful
bomb discovered on board
the plane that was to fly her
to Spain on Friday after a
19-dav visit to Buenos Aires.
Among the 300 passengers
booked to fly. on the Argentine
Airways Boeing /47 was the
Argentine Labour Minister
Juan Manuel Casella, on Ins
way to an International Labour
organisation meeting in Geneva.
The airforce police in a rou
tine check found 400. grams of
trotyle plastic explosive and a
highly sophisticated triggering
device hidden in the nose cone
of the aircraft.
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department told hint that this
lVnsmci.il year every taxpayer was
paying about £40 for Fortress
1 alklands. It was an expensive way
of carrying out an obligation to
some 350 families.
Britain must restore diplomatic
and commercial links with the
Argentine without further delay.
That would he in the interests of this
country, the Falklands islanders
because it would reduce tension and
aid development, and President
Allonsin who needed to cut back his
defence budget to make more
money available for health and
welfare and paying oil' his vast
debts.
The present lime was propitious
towards normalizing relationships.
41 he
government
of
President
Mlonsin
was
well
supported
.hroughoul the country and the
military descredited with main
ormer serving officers in prison
awaiting trial.

i Direci talks between diplomats of
Britain and the Argentine over the
fultire ol the Falklands were long
'‘overdue.
Sir
(Aril
Townsend
C)
said
in
the
t Bevies heath,
i iimnmns.
initialing a debate on British
1 policy loi me South Atlantic, he said
Britain's friends and allies were
closely watching to sec if the
, Government was becoming intran! sig ni m its attitude
li was two seats since the guns
had stopped firing and since them
depressiitgK little had been done to
patch up Britain's quaircl with the
Ai •entmes
I)iuin;- ilte week beginning June
35 he hoped lo he m Buenos Aires
'• nil Mi Bruce George anil Lord
kcnnci as part of a delegation from
ilie ■so.mii Ailantic Council, which
embraced
ail
political
parlies.
iMisinessmen. acedemics, former i Mr Bruce George (Walsall South.
I ab) said that maybe not now but in
diplomats and churchmen.
he not loo distant future there
I'hcir ItOsis would he a non- should be a movement towards
,• <■ ei m ; i.'.d
oigani/rilioii.
the negotiation.
The
Government
\i..• i..n.ic » ouo ili'.i International would be unwise to isolate President
w nit ii ii "I been most Alfoiv.in and his government and
uiii. i dev v on ■! •••-.ill to meet a give the military a chance lor a
.. i
i'.'i'd um ol public opinion
ouncback.
u i 'utvi . i’uvi i nment.
in
Mr Hubert Hinnies .James (Cam
'll dial I ^oiid-will. factbridge. O said the time had surely
■ "ui u. parliamentarians
come for a sober reassessment in
a . . the iliscir-simis being
Aigcnlma and
Britain of the
• .u n* i t out lluougii 'lie pioirctmg
l alklands conflict, its antecedents
pow•'s
and iho situation they were now
i ue House oi Commons research confronting.
}
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Townsend: Hoping to visit
Buenos Aires
We cannot (he said) pass an act of
oblivion, of wlvat has occurred, nor
should we. but we arc dealing with a
new Argentine government and not
the old one.
Above all what was required was
a willingness on both sides to agree
that the finest memorial lo those
who served and suffered in the war
would he a lasting and understand
ing peace between our countries.
Mr lam Dnlyoll (Linlithgow. Lab)
said that until they were honest with
themselves about the past they were
not going to be able to concentrate
on the future.
I think (he said) there is no
i fiance whatsoever of pressing this
Prune Minister to start negotiating

unless by exhumation ol the past
she is forced to do so.
The I I explanations gneu for the
sinking ol the Belgrano sunph did
not add up. that was now known. In
October he had visited Peru, at Ins
own expense, and spoken it) the
President anti others who confirmed
that the British Govenment knew
all along about the progress being
made b\ the Peruvians undrawing
up a peace plan.
lie also believed (he mrmorv of
Mr Francis I’yin. then the s •• retar-.
ol State for IVfeinc w..
wiong
when lie claimed I"- did noi m>General llaigduimg ilv .• cuing Mr
Pent arrived in Washington to
discuss the l alklands iv.iu
It is just not mi the adoed iln.c
was no contact beteen Mi Pvin and
General Haig
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i no i
Mr
Hnymoiui
U'hilni i
Secretary of State
l oi •i) an.1
1
Commonwealth A iian-.
rejected any .leeiisanor. .a mu i ■>i
go nee on the part oposition of the (#ou am ...
stood bv tin* com mi Mo- > In tin :
Falkland islanders on in
and yet were uclernm-cu i ■ ■
normalization ol reiauon.
'oh !
Argentina on tin oihn
As soon as mu be •he'- ...............
forward to a im " w|. -n u.. . /<
mu
direct talks wiih on
V
They would-be won
«
, .
the rcsponsibilitv m.
it .
Falkland
islando
.
people, and indeed m.
people if they mined inio . .«■ ; • *
level of talks on a false piosp--. i.
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| In and out
THERE IS no obvious successor to
Adrian Monk, the Falkland Island
Government’s London representative,
who is to retire at the end of the
month. Alastair Cameron, from the
Secretariat in Stanley, will fill in, but
has made it clear he does not want
the post permanently.
Monk, 65, admits he is tired of
commuting from his home in Central
Wales. He says the job. which he has
I held since January last year, has its
frustrations: “ Either we can't g<4t
people to go out there, or they do
want to go and we can’t get them out.
The pace of development does ssem
from here to be very slow.”
The post is worth £15,000 a year,
plus expenses, and although an
islander would be preferred, someone
with a good knowledge of the Falklands would be acceptable. Though
Monk praises the British Government
for being “ very steadfast ” in dealing
with Argentina, he sees problems and
pressures ahead.

o
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Alfonsin in
search
for accord
From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
After two weeks of talks with
opposition parlies. President
Raul Alfonsin. has asked the
country’s political leaders to
sign a broad political accord
that would commit them to
defending democracy and to
supporting several key govern
ment poicies.
The text of the proposed
agreement, leaked to the press
on Tuesday night, calls for among other goals - Argentine
acceptance of the Vatican's
proposals for ending a border
dispute with Chile, for diplo
matic negotiations with Britain
over the Falklands dispute that
would
include
Argentina's
claim to sovereignty, and for a
joint effort with other Latin
American nations to solve the
region's foreign debt problems.
Scnora Maria Estcla Martinez
dc Peron. leader of the powerful
Pcronist Party, was reported to
have already accepted President
Alfonsp's proposed accord,
which amounts to a nonaggresion pact between the
Pcronists and the Government.
According to unconfirmed re
ports, Senora Peron was plan
ning to sign the agreement
yesterday afternoon.
Spokesmen for Scoora Peron
also announced that the former
President and widow of Presi
dent Juan Peron would return
to Spain on Friday.
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Falklands
t
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PORT STANLEY : A Brit
ish Army medical officer
has embarrassed military
officials in the Falklands
and in Britain by con
demning moves to build
a new hospital in Port
BCOllnei Michael Temper
Sj-ving in the Falklands, said
on the BBC world service that
iSyT'reTa- tAe Pone
Kmed°an wWteAPdephant
Hp suggested that il wie
British pull out, -presumably
lines of communication will
“-established with Argentlna’ for civilian medical caie.
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Wales lining up
| Argentina trip
By PETER JACKSON
BRITAIN will renJ* fft®na
In Argentina
Ing contact
when
Wales send their soccer
team to Buenos Aires at the
end of next season.
if secret negotiations for a
South American tour are
weTks* the Welsh footballers
W i. ha the first British team

aThfl uipUh Rugby Union
The
R § ay trip to
last
yearWelsh
cancelled
Argentina scheduled or this
summer
have so
meeting with the
Cup winners.
I understand Wales made

amatch ?nVArgentina at last
»nth.s FiFA congress in
Jf°
* Tj“; Welsh FA are planning a|S0 t0 play Brazil in
Ri0 next June.
secretary Alun Evans
have started
negotiations for a match in
Brazil as final preparation

££«=

'We know Mexico are also
ceeking European
seeking
host opposition
th0 next
before
s We are

can side.1
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Argentina might sell
destroyers to Iran
By DESMOND WETTERN Naval Correspondent

A RGENTINA is negotiating to sell Iran two
Britsh-designed Sea Dart missile destroyers,
sister ships of the Sheffield and Coventry, which were
lost off the Falklands two
known, but at the time of the
years ago.
fall of the Shah it had three old
One of the destroyers, the
3.150-ton Hercules, was com
pleted by Vickers Shipbuild
ing at Barrow in 1976.
The second, the Santisima
Trinidad, also 3,150 tons, was
completed at the Rio Santiago
shipyard in Argentina in 1981,
with British technical assistance.
The Argentines equipped the
ships with French Exocet antiship missiles in addition to the
Sea Dart anti-aircraft weapons,
But the maintenance of both
ships must be causing consider
able problems because of lack
of spares, particularly for the
Sea Dart system.

O

former British and American
destroyers, four frigates built
in Britain in the early 1970s,
four American-built corvettes
between 15 and 20 years old,
and 12 modern French-built fast
missile craft armed with American 60-mile-range Harpoon anti
shiP missiles,
According to the latest issue
°f Jane’s Defence Weekly,
Argentina is also supplying Iran
with more than 100 TAM
medium tanks, which are of
German desi&n-

!
:

Carrier escorts
In the Falklands conflict both
ships served as escorts for the
Argentine carrier, and although
their shadowing British sub
marine lost contact with their
task group as it moved towards
the Falklands, all the ships
returned home after the cruiser
General Belgrano was sunk.
Their lack of action in the
conflict presumably means both
ships still have their full outfit
of 22 Sea Darts, with an undis
closed number of spares
But with four new destroyers
and six frigates, all Germanbuilt, now in service or soon to
join the Argentine navy, the
two British-designed destroyers
can probably be spared, if it
helps Argentina’s vast overseas
debts.
The Iranian navy’s losses in
the war with Iraq are not
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FALKLANDS
TURNOUT
SURPASSED

i

rpHOUSANDS turned out
to watch a D-Day
parade of 1,200 men and
women—contingents from
the British. American and
French armed forces as
well as British and Free
French veterans — through
Portsmouth.
More people packed into the
city’s Guildhall Square than for
the Falklands victory parade.
Among them were American
veterans
of
the
Second
Armoured Division Association
in their white baseball caps.
Leading the parade were the
old soldiers from the British
and Free French organisations,
some marching with umbrellas
in place of rifles, others using
walking sticks.
The commander in chief.
Naval Home Command, Admiral
Sir Desmond Cassidi, took the
salute. The ambassadors of
Czechoslovakia, Poland and
Greece were among diplomats
who attended.
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Falklands
overfished
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Britain and Argentina should
co-operate to prevent'massive
overfishing round the Falk
lands, mostly from Iron Cur
tain vessels, Mr Simon Lyster
of the islands foundation said
yesterday.
“ Heavy fishing by these for
eign trawlers within 200 miles
of the Falklands could ruin
the prospects of a long-term
fishing industry and damage
the ecology of the area, he
told an Anglo-Argentine Socicty meeting in London.
Hundreds of thousands of
tonnes were being taken by
Polish, Russian and East Getman vessels, as well as boats
from West Germany, Japan,
Spain and Taiwan.
“This is neither in Britain’s
nor Argentina’s interests and
both countries should co-oper
ate to impose controls, he
said.
“Something must be done
The
quickly.
. British
. Government has refused to de
clare a 200-mile fisheries zone
round the Falklands, as a iesult of which, foreign trawlers
are free to take as much fish
as thev cm catch just three
miles beyond the Falklands.’
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In this further account of his journeyings in Argentina, Peregrine
Worsthorne tells of interviews with Service chiefs in the Falklands War,
top businessmen, and the editor of an English-language newspaper. He
also sees how the Anglo-Argentine farmers are faring in Patagonia
ATURDAY: Mario Hirsch, head
SArgentina's
of Bunge and Born, one of
oldest and largest
corporations, sends his car to col
lect me for a weekend in the
country. It is a medium - sized
and rather old Mercedes, which is a
much more modest vehicle than
any tycoon of his rank would boast
in most other countries. But here
it stands out as a symbol of con
spicuous consumption, by contrast
with most of the other cars on the
road, which are much more modest,
not to say decrepit. I have yet to
see a Cadillac, for example, or a
Rolls-Royce. In Third World coun
tries proper, absence of such
obvious signs of modern affluence
causes no surprise. But here they
do, since in so many other respects
Buenos Aires is indistinguishable
from Paris or London.
The drive to the Hirsch estancia
(one of many) takes about two hours,
and I see the pampas for the first
time. For an agriculturalist, it must be

a marvellous sight—such an endless
and unbroken vista of flat fertility.
But apart from crops, cattle and
horses there is nothing to see except
the occasional cluster of tall trees
which hide the estancia homesteads.
Mario Hirsch’s turns out to be an
enchanting Italian baroque villa, built
for a 19th-century President. There is
no drive, and one turns off the dirt
road straight onto a great expanse
of lawn which surrounds the house
right up to its foundations, like green
wall-to-wall carpeting. Awaiting to
greet one is the estancia major-domo,
dressed in the traditional bombachas
(white linen baggy pants thrust into
brown leather boots). To my relief all
the other house guests and their wives
speak good English, into which they
switch as soon as I am ushered in.
After an excellent lunch, the
male guests are given a tour of the
property, which includes one of the
most advanced artificial insemina
tion stations in the world. Because
the manager only speaks Spanish,
Mario Hirsch and his friends have to
translate all the embarrassing

details for my benefit, and any AngloArgentine political barriers that may
have existed initially are soon
replaced by the much stronger bonds
of what we all have in common:
the same prurient reaction to the
facts of life inculcated in us all by
a British public school education.
Not until quite late in the even
ing does the conversation get round
to the “ Dirty War,” in which one
of the guests lost two children, kid
napped and killed by the terrorists.
Not surprisingly, it is the original
terrorist atrocities, rather than the
reactive Army and police repres
sion, that he wants to dwell upon.
There could have been no decent
and honourable way of defeating
terrorism, he insists.
In the beginning, they had tried
to give the suspects a fair trial. But
this simply meant that any judge
who failed to acquit got murdered.
Given the state of world opinion,
it was impossible to fight terrorism
in the open, since the progressive
media refused to be realistic about
what had to be done. On the other

Cont.
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Worsthome at the new memorial, near Buenos Aires, to the “Malvinas

hand, fighting terrorism secretly, as
Argentina had sought to do, inevit
ably led to police and Army excess.
The trouble with Argentina, he
went on. was that there was no
social cohesion between all the
various power elites, no old-boy
network. Top soldiers, top politic
ians, top bankers, top journalists,
A top academics, scarcely knew each
™ other, except officially, unlike in
Britain, where they had probably all
grown up together, been to the same
schools, etc. Thus in times of
trouble there was no mutual trust
at the top. no informal channels <?f
communication—even at the gossip
and
level—between one group
another.
In Britain, the “Dirty War" excesses would have been stopped over
the bar at White’s, of which he was a
member. But in Argentina the vari
ous power groups—in this case cer
tain Army and police units—operated
quite independently in isolation,
without ever coming into even social
contact with their peers in other im
portant activities.
In his view,
abuses of power in Argentina were
’ caused much less by the absence of
format democracy than by the
absence of an informal Establish
ment-such as we have in Britain—
which monitored bad behaviour at
every stage, starting at the public
schools.

SUNDAY: Roast beef for ]unch, fol
lowed by a traditional Argentine
pudding', consisting of milk and
sugar boiled into a dark, sickly
sweet paste. It as a nursery dish
which Argentines love because it
reminds them of their childhood—
the equivalent of Proust’s madeleine,
or the Englishman’s rice pudding.
But unless rendered palatable by nos
talgia it is pretty difficult to swallow.
In the afternoon, return to Buenos
Aires in time for dinner at the
immensely imposing British Embassy.
Strictly speaking', there is no such
place, because of the severance of
diplomatic relations, and my invita
tion comes from “The British Head
of the British Interests Section,
Embassy of Switzerland.” But in prac
tice he is David Joy, the Embassy
Counsellor who stayed on after the
Ambassador withdrew, and still occupies the great building in solitary
splendour.
There are about 20 to dinner,
mostly Argentines who seem very
happy to receive British hospitality.
My Argentine neighbour explains
why the President had turned
down my request for an interview.
Apparently he is still smarting from
having been conned into giving an
interview to Amit Roy. the resourceful
correspondent of the Daily Mail, who
put in an application under his other
hat as correspondent of an Indian
paper. Wanting to be nice to Mrs
Gandhi and the Third World, Alfonsin
agreed to the interview, and was very
angry indeed to find his words front
page news in Britain.

war dead

Unhappy children
My neighbour is also good value
on the reasons why the Argentine
pre-invasion efforts to woo the Falk
land Islanders were so unsuccessful.
Apparently they used to invite
groups of children over to the posh
Anglo-Argentine schools in Buenos
Aires, hoping' to make them feel at
home there. But being simple, un
sophisticated kids, they felt pain
fully ill-at-ease in such grand
surroundings, and returned to their
parents in the Falklands full of
complaints about how badly they
had been treated.
The Falkland Islanders emig
rated from Britain in the first place
to escape from that kind of stuffy
atmosphere, and to find a replica
of it in Argentina confirmed their
worst fears of what life would be
like under Argentine rule. “ It was
Anglo-Argentine
snobbery,
not
Galtieri’s jackboot, that put them
off,” he said.

Cont..
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MONDAY: Drive out to Lucan, a
cathedral town not far from the
capital, where President Alfonsin is
giving a speech to mark the second
anniversary of the invasion. Before
the speech he attends Mass in the
cathedral, and has to sit with head
bent as the Bishop excoriates his
Government’s plans to legalise
divorce, while totally ignoring the
Malvinas war. which is meant to be
what the occasion is all about. (So
stringent are the rules against
divorce here that one of the main
newspaper proprietors has had to
adopt his children by his second
wife so as to avoid them being
legally declared bastards.)
Nevertheless, when the kiss of
peace comes to be exchanged, as is
now the Catholic custom, several mem
bers of the congregation—who have
heard me talking to the interpreter
in English—come up to embrace me
with tears in their eyes. There is
only a small crowd to hear the Presi
dent’s speech in the main square,
and his renunciation of war as a
proper way of solving the Malvinas
issue receives warm cheers. After
he has unveiled the war memorial
to the Malvinas dead, I also pay my
respects, a gesture which arouses
more expressions of goodwill.
Hurry back to lunch with a group
of young businessmen at the Jockey
Club, which is far more luxurious,
if only slightly Jess palatial, than
London’s Reform or Travellers. (It
has been entirely rebuilt since being
burnt to the ground by rampaging
Peronistas in 1957.) The Daily Tele
graph still enjoys pride of place on
the newspaper table in the magnifi
cent library, as it did throughout the
war. the only concession made to
anti-British feeling having been the
demotion of the portrait of the Duke
of Wellington to the back room.
Much concern is expressed over
lunch at the growing dependence by
Argentina on trade with Russia and
China, owing to the exclusion of all
their agricultural products from the
European Community. Industrially
and commercially, Argentina is get-

ting closer to Russia all the time.
That is what the Western media
should be worrying about—they say
—instead of concentrating all its
attention on human rights violations.
Communism had no chance of win
ning' favour in Argentina. But Russion economic influence was gaining
ground at a frightening rate.
In the afternoon attend what is
meant to be the main anniversary
demonstration and march in the
centre of the city, organised by the
Peronists and other nationalist poli
tical groupings. The turnout seems
to me quite incredibly small, given
the importance of the occasion, and
limited to students indistinguishable
in appearance from those to be
found at the North London Poly
technic. Even their rage, which is
expressed by much jumping up and
down, has to be whipped up by
rabble-rousers, and the only genuine
anger seems to be on the faces of
motorists held up by the resulting
traffic jams.
The climax comes when the
demonstrators set fire to the English
clock tow'er and dump the bust of
Canning in the river. But even these
gestures seem a bit silly, bearing in
mind Canning’s support for Argen
tine independence and the fact that ;
the clock tower was Britain’s way
of hailing the new' country’s birth.
But Argentina’s students seem as
bereft of any sense of (history as
everybody else’s.
Call on N. Costa Mendez, Galtieri’s
Foreign Minister, who is the only lead
ing participant in the invasion not yet
charged with any crime. Having
retired from public life in disgrace, he
is now' some kind of business-legal
consultant. According to him, the
original plan was to withdraw the
invasion force after a short occupa
tion, before the British had decided
how to react. The intention was to
demonstrate how easy it was for
Argentina to invade and how serious
were their feelings about the islands.
If they had intended to stay there, all
the military preparations would have
been far more thorough.
Where the miscalculation lay was
in the volume of popular support in
Argentina, which made withdrawal
politically impossible. Once Galtieri
saw

*> MShTSLW, ftgs
p an was quite impracticable, since

his Government would be swept away
by any suggestion of withdrawal So
»hnnlJ1Pn??-Siihat he.had miscalculated
about Bi itish reactions were rather
wide of the mark. It was the Argen-

onT S ho'' had
P"ih°rpr,nc‘Pal|y
than the British
estimated.
under-

Costa Mendez, Foreign Minister
during the war: “ Difficult not to
like him,” says Worsthorno

Costa Mendez, judging by his
appearances on the telly during the
war, had always struck me as a very
fishy customer—a kind of Argentine
Dr Goebbels, even down to the
club foot they have in common. Such
an impression does not survive an
actual meeting. We end up talk
ing about mutual friends at St
Anthony’s College, Oxford, where he .
was once a visiting fellow, and ex
change cards. This is not at all what
I had intended. Just as it was
impossible not to find oneself hating
Costa Mendez during the war, now
it is just as difficult not to like him.

Talk of fascism
Dine with the Bartoleme Mitres
He is the owner of La Nation and a
strong supporter of Alfonsin. His
beautiful wife used to live in Paris,
where she became friendly with the
Oswrald Mosleys, and is very dis
pleased when I do not agree that
he was one of the sweetest of men.
Although the Mitres are strong
democrats, they do not have that
instinctive distaste for fascism which
is now' part of Europe’s heritage.
Mosley to them was just another
British politician. Over here, in
any case, fascism is 9till perfectly
respectable as a doctrine, as it was
in Europe before the war. There
are good fascists and bad fascists,
and the company clearly finds my
automatic objection to hear Mosley
described as “sweet” quite per
verse and inexplicable.
It is my turn, however, to
express surprise u'hen the company
gets into an argument as to whether
there have been 61 or 62 Argentine
Presidents since the First World
War, as if it was the precise number
that made that statistic interesting.
Another guest makes an interest
ing comparison between Huey Long,
the demagogic populist would-be
dictator of Louisiana, and Argen
tina’s Peron. Like Peron, Huey
Long exploited the grievances of
the underprivileged hit by the 1930s
world recession, and had there not
been Franklin Roosevelt in office in
Washington at the time, Long’s
Presidential bids might have been
as successful in the United States as
Peron’s were in Argentina.
The politics of North and South
America, lie said, were not as funda
mentally different as people liked to
imagine. It was a miracle that
democracy in the United States had
not cracked during the Depression.
In Argentina it had cracked, but
North Americans should not gloat,
since there but for the grace of
God. in the shape of FDR, they, too,
might have gone.
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CrH fn Jfa'"uS Iieilson’ ,To date Alfonsin had
Aires Hernhl
lhe lBuen0S sbm™ ™ sign of coping
during tin' h° e«?rne,d much pra,se realistically with the very
his
military rule for genuine possibility of an
of civnSPr°iffh?e edTt0hla S ln ,dcFence escalation into hyperinflation
introdi1 tfon^rn
hfve a„lettcr of on a Weimar scale, and if
in whirhT f. hlm from ^counter, this happened, as it very well
might.
Argentina
might
in which he often writes.
Normally meetings between jour- ^ecome another Lebanon,
nalists are fairly relaxed affairs. But eince even. the armed forces
not. it seems, in Argentina. James were now 110 longer suffiNeilson sits stiffly behind his desk aenitly united to maintain
waiting for my questions with the °.r<*er*
t{le credit side,
same kind of wary concentration that a^nK)S^ everybody in the
a batsman gives a notoriously dan- C0U,ntrJr wanted Alfonsin to
gerous fast bowler. At first I am
di" OIK Cl [0(1. cun irritated, by this £
• ' ]
distance-keeping coolness. But after E X
to l hr edit()■ s s' mint of
what fife was like for journalists
here in the very recent past, one can
understand why trust between
strangers is not established by one
letter of introduction.
Although a reputation—of the
kind I have—for being an eceentrie reactionary is no ^ great handi
cap nowadays in New York and
Washington — possibly even an
advantage — here, understandably
enough, such Bight-wing views are
still taken deadly seriously. In Bri
tain one can afford to mock at Xf /
liberalism a bit, precisely because p
its values are so sacrosanct that
reverence is unnecessary, rather as
in truly Catholic countries people • >
—- rree to laugh out loud in 1418
Church. But m Argentina—Neilson’s ! i:
message could hardly be
clearer—it is not yet felt
appropriate to take liberties
with liberty.
Neilson tells me that all
Argentine democrats should
be grateful to Mrs Thatcher
for having defeated Galtieri
since, if he had won, the
country would have remained
under military rule for ever,
sc great would the Junta’s
prestige have been. Nor
would the effects of such a
spectacular victory have been
limited only to domestic
affairs in Argentina. The
Junta, flushed with its mili
tary success against Britain,
would have soon staited
talking the offensive against
Chile and Brazil, in a crazy
effort to realise Argentina s
original dream of a
“ southern cone” empire,
Military rule- throughout
Latin America would have
received an enormous shot
in the arm.
President Alfonsin’s first
hundred days had been
neither as successful as
FDR’s or as disastrous as
Napoleon’s, according to
Neilson, and it was still far
too early to know whether
his Government would be
any more successful than any
of its modern predecessors
in completing its full six-year
term.

James Neilson, editor of
th© Buenos Aires Herald:
a
difficult
life
for
journalist-3

succeed and his authority at
the moment was still unchal
lenged and unchallengeable.
The relative success of the
Peronist movement at the
last election (42 per cent of
the vote as against Alfonsin’s
52 per cent) was more reas
suring than worrying, said
Neilson, because it strength
ened the hands of the move
ment’s
democratic
wing
against the fascist. After
all, the prospects of winning
Parliamentary power at the
next election were still quite
good, and certainly not so
bad as to suggest that
recourse to the streets was
the only way forward (ie,
backward). In any case, the
Peronist movement lacked a
charismatic leader capable of
playing the politics of pas
sion and was very unlikely
ever to find one again.
The reason for this was
that the myth of the great
man. 'himself was still such a
vital force in the Argentine
national consciousness that
no other potential Peronist
leader dare risk the sacri
lege of copying that style,
which was why in the last
election their Presidential
candidate, Luder, had been
such a dull dog.

What a marvellous Oattch
22 situation!
Because a
Peronist candidate with a
demagogically effective per
sonality would 'be sacnlegious, the movement can
only avoid profaning the
memory of its founder by
never again emulating his
success.
Although Government by
armed forces is not always as
bad as some people think,
Nei'lson added, in one re
spect—the economic—it is
much worse, since the de
fence budget gets grotesquely out of control. Just
imagine what would happen
to Britain’s defence expendi
ture if the Chiefs of Staff
were in a position to buy
every piece of hardware that
caught their fancy.
Back in the hotel, waiting
for me in the bar are
Admiral Hussey and Briga
dier-General Reeve, the two
Argentine officers of British
extraction whom General
Menendez took with him to
the Falklands to liaise with
the islanders, whom I had
vaguely asked to meet,
never expecting them to
come round so promptly.
The news of their arrival
troubles me a bit, since I
have already been made
distinctly queasy by the
sight of the occasional
Argentine soldier, in the uni
form rendered so familiar to
us on television during the
war—green battle fatigues,
kepi-type cap and American
field boots—doing sentry
duty outside public build
ings. For a long time after
the Second World War, one
used to feel the same way
about the sight of a Wermaoht uniform. But that
was much more understand
able, in view of the truly
dreadful cause that uniform
had come to symbolise.

Queasiness
In Argentina’s case I feel
absolutely no sense of comparable ideological revul
sion. Yet the queasiness is
there all the same. Could
it be that one has to diabolise the enemy in any war so
as to justify the necessity
of having to kill him, and
that the element of personal
revulsion, may even be all
the greater in minor expedi
tions where the ideological
issues themselves are not
sufficient to arouse much
hatred or passion? Or is
my queasiness just a prim
itive reaction to the fact
that they have recently spilt
our blood?

"
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As it happens, these two
particular “ theys ” in the
bar turn out to be in civilian
clothes and also disconcert
ingly like “ us ” in speech,
appearance and even habits,
down to the Admiral’s taste
for pink gin and the Briga
dier’s for whisky and soda.
Nor is this Englishness a
mere affectation, as it might
have been, for example, with
some Anglicised Prussian
officer. Both their fathers are
English, which is their native
tongue. In a way, of course,
their Englishness makes the
meeting even more distress
ing. For not only are they
the foreign enemy but also,
in our eyes, not far off
traitors to boot.
The Admiral explains that
he was anxious to meet me
to hear the latest news about
the fire in the hospital on the
islands (reported in the news
papers that morning). Could
I give him the names of the
casualties, as ihe feared some
of them might be friends of
bis? Not only had he been
on the islands during the
occupation, but in earlier
days as well when he was in
charge of the FalklandsArgentine air link. The
Brigadier interrupts with
detailed questions about
where the fire had started
and so on, explaining how he
had tried to improve the fire
precautions during the
occupation.
When I explain that 1
know nothing about the
hospital, and have never
been on the islands, both express surprise and dis
They had
appointment,
assumed that a British jour
nalist visiting Argentina at
this juncture would not have
arrived before picking up
some first-hand knowledge
of the islands.
Not expecting to be put on
the defensive—indeed, quite
the reverse—I try switching
the conversation to the pres
ent problems of the Argen
tine armed forces. What did
they think of the impending
war criminal trials in
which so many of their more
colleagues would
senior
shortly be appearing? (Every
day tihe newspapers report
that this and that general
or admiral “has been placed
at the disposal or the
Supreme Council of the
Armed Forces,” de, charged
with some crime or other.)
---.

cont../5

No comment
still
Not
surprisingly,
being serving soldiers, they
refuse to be drawn into that
subject, except to say that
they hope that the Argen
tine armed forces will never
again get involved m poli
tics, not necessarily because
this is bad for politics but
because it is bad for the
armed forces.
“ Imagine the damage
which would be done to your
Services if every so often
the best, 'brightest and
brainiest were suddenly
transformed into civilian,
administrators,
university
rectors. Ministers, ambassa
dors, industrial directors and
so on, leaving only the riff
raff behind to run the Army,
Navy and Air Force. Not
only does military rule dis
tort civilian institutions but
it also lowers standards m
the military institutions as
well.
“ Instead of young soldiers
dreaming about haying a
field marshal’s baton in their
knapsacks, they dream about
having a Presidential sash
there instead.” All genuinely
professional Service people
were praying for Alfonsin s
success, since only a long
period of civilian rule would
allow the armed forces to
recover their former
strength.
As to the Malvinas, of

Cont..
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Fears growing that Argentina
will not pay debts
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Rio de Janeiro
■ctTMAwn?
. •
t
liN AiNLL ministers or
t
a he?vi]y indited
Latin American countries
who meet later this month
will
discuss
whether
Argentina is going to
plunge the financial world
into chaos by refusing to
pay its debts.
Many Western bankers and
diol ornate in Tat in Aimerim

popular ploy of halting interest
payments.
"There’s not much doubt the
average
Argentine
worker
thinks that that crisis is a plot
to bleed Argentina dry. in order
to subsidise Reaganomics, said
a hanker in Rio de Janeiro.
Other analysts believe the fear
of repercussion from the international banking and trading
markets will keep Argentina on
an orthodox course.
ThA T,r„ciHr.nfa iartr.
Pres,dent of a large

'SteM
. ately. to default, it will be
! Argentina, and not Brazil,
I Mexico or Venezuela.
From Buenos Aires itself
i
• the decent s?^ns have scarcelv
' been encouralin^
y
en encouraging.
President Alfonsin was the
; prime mover behind
last
v pr) month’s belligerent joint warn
ing from
, , . leading South Amcri-,
can debtors that they cannot
accept
indefinitely
the
domestic
crisis
posed
by
foreign debt obligations.
T _ . . ,
La Paz backed
When Bolivia last week
became the first country to
announce publicly it was suspending its debt repayment,
Argentina was quick to support
this “exercise of national
sovprpiirntv ”
.
Senor Bernardo Gnnspun,
Argentine Finance Minister,
hinted
darkly that
other
countries might follow the
example of La Paz.
Among Argentina's neighhours, opinions are mixed over
the risks Senor Alfonsin is prepared to take to retain his
domestic popularity.
Some bankers believe the
pressures from an aggressive
) and volatile Argentine workforce will only be quelled if
Buenos Aires adopts the wildly

at a yearly rate of 500 per
cent., the union leaders' dis
may was understandable.
Looming ominously in the
background are a succession
of .deadlines that will further
turn the screws on the sevenmonth-old democracy.
Talks with the International
Monetary Fund on establishing
austerity programmes in ex
change for vital cash support
should have been concluded by
May 31, but were extended at
the last moment for a further
15 days,
It was the second consecutive
month that a deadline had been

e“ost dangerous of a),
!ie ^n£hsh banks as it had from
yal,f*avy'
,
When Senor Alfonsm took
J^e last year, he pledged that
hx,•'v?-uId
ArSent,na s
obligations But his government
has failed to ?et to gnps Wlth
the country’s disastrous finances.
Peron in limelight
The foreign debt now stands
at $43-6 billion (£31-1 billion),
snd with interest rates still risjn, the pressures on1 hfs
leadership a?e rapi^y becoming
intolerable.
Sector Alfonsin has sought to
defuse some of his domestic
opposition by seeking rule by
consensus.
.
.
.
Argentines nave recently
been treated to the unusual
sight of the President hobnobbing with Senora Isabel Peron,
the disgraced former President
still holds considerable
SWay over the Peronist minority.
But Senora Peron’s re-emer
gence as a key political figure
has had little impact on the
largely Peronist workforces’
attitude to the government,
Last week, after a bruising
round of pay talks, the governcent’s offer of a 14 per cent,
award for June was briskly disjpissed . by the unions as
4 bordering on the absurd.’’
With inflation now sprinting

on june 3o? the second financial
quarter ends and American
banks must collect $1,600 railJion (£1,142 million) in Argentine interest payments or be
forced to write off the loans
against their profits>
Tke outiook \s s0 uniformly
dismal that few of Argentina’s
neighbours would be surprised
if Buenos Aires deliberately
engineered a crisis,
rm ,
•
._ .
p*e ^el questlon wouM the5
be whether anyone else followed
suit — bringing reality to the
bankers’ worst nightmare: a
debtors’ cartel.

Tl^e

Shell revives £214 m
Argentine project
By ROLAND GRIBBEN
SHELL has started negotiations
with Argentina in conjunction
with local partners about a $300
million (£214 million) development programme for exploiting
a small oil find in the Magellan
Straits.
Work on the South Atlantic
find was suspended in the runup to the Falklands conflict, but
Shell is now cautiously making
a re-entry into Argentine oil
and gas off-shore exploration.
The development is being
welcomed by the Argentine government, which is anxious to
encourage more foreign investment. Shell sources in London
are strongly denying suggestions that there is any diplomatic initiative involved in the
' move.

The oil find is only small. A
commercial development would
be a significant boost for the.
new government and could
provide the lever to attract
other oil companies who can
celled drilling plans before the
Falklands crisis.
Shell’s involvement m the
Straits dates back to a 1979
agreement and the first series of
negotiations about the reactivation of the programme are
reported to have gone well,
# The find is relatively close
inshore, around 12 to 15 miles
from the entrance to the
notorious straits and several
hundred miles from the disputed
Falklands area where seismic
studies suggest there are con- .
siderable oil reserves.
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Hong Kong retains
financial strength
anUtoWS

i

I

er

joking matter. It is so bad
we can hardly smile.”
Most people in the industry
would readily echo those
remarks, made at a recent
heatrade conference in New
York. But they would prob
ably also envy the resilience
and
relative
financial
strength of the Colony’s
major
shipowners,
even
though the plight of the
shipping markets has not left
them totally unscathed.
Along with Sir Y. K. Pao,
head of World International,
and Mr Frank Chao, who
™ns „wah Kwong’s shipping
side, Mr Tung is one of Hong
Kong’s leading shipowners.
All three head companies
which have benefited from
financial conservatism and
well-timed investments.
Rut while the top companics provide few .excitenients in stock market terms
—and those running them
tend to steer well clear
of personal publicity—the
Colony has had its share of
upsets on the shipping scene
recently.
Not the least of these
was the collapse of the
Carrian group, which built
up a large property empire
before succumbing last year
to its overstretched ambitions
and . vast
indebtedness.
Carrian had acquired Grand
Marine Holdings and boosted

its fleet, which then had to
be gradually sold when the
parent ran into trouble.
Wheelock Maritime, part of
the Wheelock Marden trading
group, also made awkward
headlines by turning in heavy
losses in the past two years.
It has a large fleet, but much
of it was exposed to the spot
market, where rates have
been low. The result was a
severe
liquidity
squeeze.
Hong Kong owners, who
have relied extensively in the
past on long-term charters
(notably with Japan), are now
having to think more flexibly.
Local bankers point out that
joint ventures with European
partners will have to take the
place of steady charters, as
markets become more varie
gated.
The big companies have
diversified strongly. World
International has strong local
property and hotel interests,
while Orient Overseas (Hold
ings) Ltd — the publiclv
quoted company of the Tung
group — owns international
terminals, office blocks, and
insurance interests.
Low taxes and the Colonv’s
operational freedom have
helped its shipowners. But
even their faith in the indus
try is being harshlv tested bv
the present tough shipping
environment, not to mention
Hie problem of Hong Kong’s
future.
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At 'the same time leadine
creditor banks were locked in
apparently inconclusive disI ~Jn ^w York to find
" “ °L he|P’hg Argentina
leciuce its interest payment
arrears by the critical June 30
balance sheet deadline for U.S.
banks.
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Manufacturers
Ilanover is making slow but
steady progress towards ascmbing a lead management group
*°r Denmark/s $lbn standby
ci edit. There is a strong current
ot opposition in the market to
the low facility fee of only 0.05
basis points offered on this
?r, it™*}? besides Manufaciurw, Jt?e f J10 ollier U.S. banks
BnfS'8?7d ,UP., by laSt Frida-Vuhinf 1 ,ead managers, of
which seven are Japanese, had
come in and just under $800m
of the total sought was covered.
Manufacturers hopes to have
the group complete early this
week, but it has learlv been a
struggle to piece it together—
?hn l!at fshoul(I ,)e food for
'bought for other borrowers
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ahead for Argentina

THE STAGE ds now set for a
inanoenvr°nth °f internationa‘l
manoeuvres to find ways of
solving
Argentina’s
S43bn
foreign debt problem.

1S » s

Times

like to use Senora Peron's
remaining influence over the
parly founded by her late
husband to achieve some sort of
political truce while he tries to
renegotiate Argentina's £30bn
foreign debt and resolve the
country’s internal economic
crisis.
Scnora Peron, for her part,
has kept almost as quiet about
her wishes as was her custom
while living in her Madrid
retreat. She has not spoken in
public nor granted any press
interviews. It is not even certain
whether she plans to remain in
Argentina or return to Spain.
# Scfior Wilson Ferraira Aldanalc, the exiled leader of
Uruguay’s Blanco Party, plans
to return to Uruguay on June 16
despite threats by the military
Government to arrest him.
g

Peter Montagnon

I

L

Daily Mail
4.6.84

Money for heroes
Mail on Sunday
3rd June 1984

NEARLY £2,000 has been
raised by three Falkland
Islands women to provide
commemorative coins for the
777 British Servicemen injured
In the Falklands campaign.

By DAVID ROSE

r

A POLITICAL row is about to erupt
around Mrs Thatcher over a bizarre
plan to offer the Argentines a share
in the wealthy fishing rights off the
Falklands.
Two years after the liberation
, of the
..
islands, the Foreign Office is exploring the
idea of a joint British-Argentine fishing
zone.
The deal could pave the way towards
restoring normal links with Argentina and
boost the islands’ economy by several
million pounds a year.
But it has incensed the Falklanders,
already angry at the way £46 million set
aside for the islands by the Government is
being ‘frittered away’ by Whitehall. Last
night Sir Rex Hunt, the Falklands Civil
Commissioner, was flying into Britain to
tell Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe

Islands’ airport
runs into trouble
THE Government's £215 million air
port project on the Falklands dubbed
the Margaret Thatcher International
Airport has run into trouble.
Builders on the site, which is due
to open in nine months, have found
that the local rock they hoped to use
for cement is not as good as their
surveys expected.
Without high-quality rock to make
concrete, the airport runways and
aprons would quickly crack up in the
severe Falklands weather, and the
tarmac runway surface would wear
dangerously smooth.
Nov/ the contractors, a consortium
of three major building firms, have
had to start shipping thousands of
tons of rock and sand 8,000 miles
from Britain.

of the islanders' feelings. And Adrian
Monk, the Falklands Council’s man in
London said: ‘It’s a dangerous move to
allow the Argentinians a foot in the door.’
For some time the islanders have been
messing their own case for an extended
fishing zone. But the Foreign Office has
been reluctant to act unilaterally for fear
of upsetting Argentina.
Now the plan is to allow Britain and
• rgentina jointly to impose a licence fee on
oreign vessels fishing up to three miles off
the Falklands shoreline. Polish, Russian,
Spanish and other foreign ships catch
■ nousands of tons of fish each year from
e seas around the Falklands.
But only the Poles contribute anything
io the islands' economy — £250,000 a year
m port charges —■ because they actually
dock.
The islanders are also angry about the
aid programme. They say that too many
experts have been sent out, and too few
workers.
The Overseas Development Administra
tion in London said yesterday that £15
million had been spent on repairing the
road between Port Stanley and the old
airport, on providing three replacement
aircraft, and on building 54 houses, as well
as on salaries.
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Imly0 years on and a new in vasionscare for Whitehall

Another victory
for the flag
9

i

f.;
•
< &
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From PETER DOBBIE in Minquiers, Saturday
■

UNTIL yesterday no-one except Steve and Bob knew
that we had lost Minquiers. But thanks to their
prompt and patriotic action. I was able today to wit
ness the Union Flag being raised again over a tiny
speck of Empire.
Invaders, armed to the
teeth with picnic baskets,
had come from mainland
France to this southerly
point of the British Isles, 13
miles from Jersey. The first
Jersey lobster fishermen
Steve McGuire, 18. and Bob
le Marquand, 37. knew that
the tiny outcrop had
changed hands was when
they saw that the Union
Flag had been replaced by a
strange banner.
Bob said: ‘We were furi
ous. We rushed back and
pulled it down.’
It was this that allowed
me yesterday to step back
on Minquiers once again
for the visit of the Queen
under British sovereignty.
Mother.
I saw the garish red, white
The French, particularly
^^td green tricolour. I also
the Bretons, have long had
^P^d the plaque left by the
designs on Minquiers and
15-strong landing party.
have criticised Britain’s role
It declared their support
in the Falklands.
for an obscure Frenchman
But it is likely to be some
who, they said, was first
time before this particular
King of Patagonia. And it
tricolour flies on Minquiers
declared the island Patago
again.
nian territory.
The invasion sent a ripple
of apprehension through
Security
Whitehall writes Peter
The invaders toasted their
Simmonds in London.
cause with white wine be
Two years ago it would
fore fleeing on a luxury
have been a titter, but that
cabin cruiser.
was before a group of
The invasion is being
scrapdealers landed on the
treated as a prank. But it
Falkland Islands.
underlines a bitterness to
This time Home Secretary
wards Britain over sover
Leon Brittan learned of the
eignty of Minquiers —
latest invasion of a British
granted at the expense of
dependent territory.
France after the Second
What, an anxious Home
World War.
Office official was ordered to
And the man responsible
ask, was being done? He was
for the invasion, 59-year-old
confident that within three
author Jean Respail, sol
days Britain could, if neces
emnly announced it was in
sary, assemble a Task Force.
retaliation for Britain’s ‘in
Then he breathed easily —
vasion’ of the Falklands.
the civil powers were in
Officials are particularly
control.
angry that the incident hap
Five Jersey policemen were
pened in the week when
on their way in a boat.
security was high on Jersey
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Airfield will not upset
ecology of Falklands

St'fT

on the number of detailed deBy Gareth Parry
The ecological impact of the sign aspects. Construction of
new Falklands strategic airport the £240 million airport is well
now being built should be neg- advanced, with the aim of enligible, concludes a report pub- abling flying to start from the
lished yesterday. Measures are main runway in April 1985,
already
being
taken
to and completing the project in
minimise soil erosion, to pre- February, 1986.
will
vent oil pollution so as to safeWhere
construction
guard a small local colony of damage vegetation and lead to
Gentoo penguins, and to re- subsequent soil erosion the area
duce the risks of aircraft bird will be revegetated by hydro
strikes, particularly by gulls seeding. PSA will establish
and Upland Geese.
trial grass seeding beds to test
One of the great unknowns, mixtures indigenous to the
however, is the effect on the Falklands — especially those
habitat of Mount Pleasant Air- unpalatable to Upland Geese,
port’s 2,500 population; or But no geese or other birds
perhaps the location’s effect on will be shot on the airfield —
the population. Charles Darwin this is considered futile in pre
wrote in 1845: “ The theatre is venting bird strikes. To stop an
worthv of the scenes acted on increase of the local gull popuit. An undulating land, with a lation, and rats, all waste food
desolate
and
wretched will be macerated,
The conservation value of
aspect. . . . The country is uniformly the same undulating Bertha’s Beach and its penmorland ; the surface being guins — the rest fo the land
covered by light brown withered likely to be affected by develgrass and a few small shrubs.” opment is of negligible conThe report was cornmis- servation value — is accepted,
sioned by the government’s
Ecological Impact AssessProperty Services Agency and merit of the Proposed Mount
compiled by Dr John Miles of Pleasant Airfield and Associthe Institute of Terrestrial aled Development, Department
Ecology. It was produced of the Environment (PSA),
quickly to help with decisions Price £5.
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Worsthorne’s
travels in
Argentina
&

ARGENTINA’S
Foreign
Minister at the time of
the Falklands War told
Peregrine Worsthorne that
President Galtieri had not
intended to occupy the
islands for good, but only
long enough to impress
the British.
This is just one of the fascinat
ing conversations described
by Worsthorne in his account
of his travels in Argentina.
He not only interviewed Costa
Mendez, but also tycoons, an
English-language newspaper
editor and an admiral and a
brigadier who fought in the
Falklands. He met Argentines
. of British stock and learned |
of their divided loyalties.
Worsthorne’s intriguing report
on Argentina and the atti
tudes of her people, who were
Britain’s enemies only two
years ago. continues in The
Sunday Telegraph tomorrow.

£215m debt delay ^
Argentina had been granted
a 50-day extension on a loan
of some £215 million made by
four Latin American nations
two months ago to help it meet
commitments
to
American
banks, it was announced in
Buenos Aires.

War memorial^

sSIrS'S

lands conflict
.... was unveiled at
| the
military
port
0f
Marchwood, near Southampton.
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Decision looms on IMF
package for Argentina
BY PETER MONTAGNON, EUROMARKETS CORRESPONDENT

SENIOR U.S. Treasury officials
were last night locked in study
of Argentina’s negotiations with
the International Monetary
Fund as a decision loomed on
whether to extend the availa
bility of a $300m financial
rescue package put in place
last March.
Central to the package was
a commitment by the Govern
ment of President Raul Alfonsin to reach agreement with
the IMF on an economic pro
gramme to reduce inflation now
running at more than 520
per cent and cut Argentina’s
balance of payments deficit.
Argentina has already missed
an end - April deadline for
reaching this agreement and a
second deadline falls due today.
With little chance of an agree
ment in the next 24 hours the
U.S. and four Latin American
Brazil,
Mexico,
countries
—
Colombia, and Venezuela
,
which subscribed to the March
decide
package must . now
.
whether to keep it in place.

Yesterday Sr Bernardo Grinspun, Economy Minister said
Argentina would reach agree
ment with the IMF this week
but there has been no public
comment from the IMF itself.
Meanwhile leading bank credi
tors were meeting in New York
to discuss proposals for Argen
tina to meet interest payments
on its foreign debt that have
been left unpaid since January
2. Unless these arrears are re
duced by June 30, U.S. banks
will have to place Argentina
loans in a special non-perform
ing category in their balance
sheets which would hit their
profits and could cause renewed
uncertainty over the health of
the
international
banking
system.
Earlier proposals for Argen
tina to contribute $350m from
its reserves to reduce interest
arrears have apparently foun
dered and talks with the banks
were last night understood to be
proceedipg slowly.
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Argentina reprieved on U.S. loan
BY PETER MONTAGNON IN LONDON AND JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES
i
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space to complete-n g
Venezuela can remain until a new loan
P
According to Sr Canitrat, the
with the International Monetary
Under the package
Unless progress on this can
letter was virtually com\nd on jemcmg tts $43bn June ^5. ^ Am
be made by the end of June ^ .md officiais were «simply
vi3°bn) foreign debt
tries lent Argentina $300m to bankers fear that
financial Pecheckirig tiie figures.”
The
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receives an IMF loan. It said
gsu
bridging finance as
Doubts over President Raul Camtrot said it
P
ecojt had done ‘h'S jnthehghto£ J
^ basic agreement was A°onsin's willingness to agree
„ between
and president
Ch0e?weneUnngArPgenStina a'nd Te reached with the IMF.
IMF programme^ere .toy ~ ^e^stence that his
The derision willreassure
financial markets which had
Srown nervous as yesterday s
deadline for Argentina's IMF

The Treasury decided to
extend the package deadline
after consultation with thd four
other Latin American governments.

f“*orshare prices on government would not accept
falls. °fre“fnK
excessive austerity,
,
officials said
Even if the letter is sent to
in Buenos Aires officials
on Wedncsday, lt
Arge.M
d sign
remains to be seen whether its !
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By VATRICH WATTS in Tori Sundry
^IR

REX HUNT, Ihr
Falk lands Civil Corn
miss loner,
ea v r s I lie
islands for London today
for an unexpected round
of consultations at litc
Foreign Office.
He said Ihev would include
Talks on the lulure relationship
between Britain and Argentina
and perhaps the Falklands and
Argentina.
Sir Rex said he would tell
Baroness Young, Minister of
State, that while it was in the
islanders’ interests for normali
sation of relations between
Britain and Argentina, he
would stress that most did not
want any restoration ot com
mercial trade or air links
between Argentina and the
l’alklands.
The unexpected announce
ment of his recall was being
viewed with apprehension as
islanders have always had a
natural suspicion of the Foreign
Office, although Sir Rex is con
sidered a " firm ally,"
Sir Rex said that the visit
would lie useful, and would
* clear the air.” He would be

II

“ chasing up " the Foreign Office
on lh<* lack of movement ol the
proposed new constitution lor
the FalkLinds.
" We’ve had one or two ,
responses since Lady Young's*
visit in January, but there are
one or two points to be ironed
out with Ministers. I want to
scc ulu'1 is happening, as \vc j
arc hoping very much to get a,
change in the constitution this
year.”
A select committee recom*
mended more elected legislative
members and continuation of
the two council system, with
increased representation for.
elected members on the Exccu- :
live. Council. The Foreign Othcc !
is against the two council idea
being retained.

RAF News l-14th June 1984

Fat Albert in
amos

Just over a year ago the first
Hercules C-130Ks to reach the
Falklands landed at Stanley in
their new role of tactical air-to-air
refuelling tankers. Now they are a
well established and effective
component of Falkland Islands air
defence.

Originally known as Hercdet
(Hercules Detachment), the unit
became officially known as No
1312 Flight in September, 1983.
The specially trained Hercules
crews are drawn from Nos 24 and
30 Squadrons, whilst the majority
of the groundcrew are detached
from Lyneham. All personnel
complete a four-month detach
ment, with aircrew “working their
ticket" down by operating the
airbridge — all C-130 tanker
crews are also fully qualified in
the passenger / freight transport
role.
The primary task of the “Fat
Albert" tankers, as they are affecuonately known at Stanley, is to
refuel the air defence fighter
aircraft, This form of air
refuelling is quite different from

the airbridge replenishment and
has required
the development
of
,
,
new .■techniques
with a quicker
f.nd fmo.re nexjble response with
he tankers maintaining a ORA
commitment in support of the
Phantoms and Hamers.
The other main role is maritime
reconnaissance of the Falkland
fhphK ^p0nCUOn
a 5ail,y
fbghts are flown on the difficult
task of surveying the large area of
sLoni^r^whVh3 Ch?CH °n k11
shipping, which includes the
°rf
°ftthf Warsaw
Pact countnes. The task requires
close co-operation with the Royal
Navy ships and helicopters enon the same task.
The Ihght :dso makes reguiar
runs to South Georgia to airdrop
essential suppUcs and mail to the
Army garrison there. TLil scenery
,s spectacular w.th steep-stded
snow covered mountams and glac.ers but this sort of terrain is not
ideid for low-flying aircraft.
The crews and aircraft are also
capable of carrying out the longer
range search-and-rescue missions
so they are continually at a high

state of readiness to meet the
wide variety of roles. Each crew is
qualified in air-to-air refuelling
and dispensing, maritime reconnaissance, tactical support
search-and-rescue and transport
flying.
V
The success of the Flight would
not be possible without the very
sood serv»ceability rate achieved
by the small team of (mainly
NCO) groundcrew. There are no
facilities for the Hercules
So all rectification work must be
done in the open. This often h2
lo be in severe weather conditions
m order to meet the readiness
states and short airbridge tum
roUnd times, with strong winds
the norm rather than the
exception
The Fl.ght headquarters .s a
complex of Portakabins which has
been bu.lt up graduaUy with Tn
operations room, a workshop and
extra slorage facilities. The latest
addition lsbhol and ^ mnninS‘
water from standul w
_ al] achleVed on a self-help
basis, because PSA have yet to
arrive.
y

“Fat Albert" refuelling two Phantoms and a Harrier of the Falklands air defence force.

I
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Falklands Crowns
for servicemen
THREE FALKLAND ISLAND women have organised the
buying of 777 Crowns — one for each of the British Servicemen
wounded during the invasion nearly two years ago. The special
coins, minted to commemorate the liberation of the islands, will
shortly be flown to Britain for distribution by the Ministry of
Defence.
The three women behind the
gesture are Mrs Betty Ford, a
Port Stanley telephone exchange
operator; Mrs Joan Middleton
and Mrs Daisy McKay both shop
assistants at the town’s West
Store. Together they spent nearly
a year organising dances, collec
tions and raffles to raise the
£1,942.50 for the Crowns.
A few days ago they went to
the Headquarters of the British
Forces in the Falkland Islands and
handed them over to Major
General Keith Spade, Military
Commissioner and Force
Commander.
Said the Commander: "It was a
very nice gesture and will be very
much appredated by those con
cerned. It will show them they are
not forgotten.”
The three women dedded on
the move after seeing a news
paper photograph of a soldier
who had lost a leg in the conflict.
Said Mrs Ford: “We just
t
wanted to do something for the
injured. We received very gener
ous donations from people
throughout the islands and scores
of gifts to raffle.”
Tie Crowns are worth 50p as
legal tender in the Falklands but
are sold in spedal presentation
packs for £2.50.

r
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31st July 1984

Battle honours go to
Falklands regiments
THE Parachute Regiment has
been awarded battle honours
for its actions at Goose Green,
Mount Longdon and Wireless
Ridge in the Falklands.
An honour also eoes to the Scots
Guards for its action on Tumbledown mountain.
The honours were announced

yesterday by Defence Secretary Mr
Michael Heseltine.
The Parachute Regiment, plus
the Blues and Royals, the Scots
Guards, the Welsh Guards, the
Duke of Edinburgh’s Own Gurkha
Rifles, and the SAS, can now
include ‘Falklands Islands 1982 on
their regimental colours.
l
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IN BRIEF

Falkland
honours
for Paras
t

/

gjK? battle
such honours since the Korean
.War more than JO years ago.
fuTceAoWV'egim<?nts also -join
fhp
BIuos and Royals,

ThL r*elSh ^u2,rds and t}?e 71b

The Duke of Edinburgh's, Own
Gurkha Rifles in receiving theatre^onoursjbf.their roles in
tlie South Atlantic conflict,'
<7he honours were announced
• yesterday by the'Defence Sec
retary, Mr Michael Heseltine.
VnBc>,tiJ^h0un(!V,rs ~ for action
^.-specific battles — will go to
•Tihe Paiachute Regiment for its
rr!lnm *Tle battles of Goose
Gieen, Mount Longdon and
Wireless Ridge. The Scots
Guards’ battle honours are for
the regiment’s role in the
Mountain.
Tum^down
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PARAS GAIN
FALKLAND
HONOURS
By NICHOLAS COMFORT
Political Staff
FTHE Queen has approved
the award to the Para
chute Regiment of battle
honours for three engage
ments in which it fought
during the Falklands con
flict, with Goose Green at
the head of the list.
The regiment also wins battle
honours for the engagements at
Mount Longdon and Wireless
Ridge as British forces dosed
in on Port Stanley.
At Goose Green the regi
ment’s Second battalion forced
the surrender of an Argentine
Garrison twice its size after the
death in action of its command
ing officer Col “ H ” Jones.

Scots Guards
One other regiment wins
specific battle honours in the
list of awards made public yes
terday by Mr Heseltine. Defence
Secretary. They go to the Scots
Guards for their part in the
action on Tumbledown Moun
tain, in the closing stages of
the conflict.
Six regiments win “ theatre
honours ” for their overall part
in the campaign with a rare
public mention for the SAS.
Apart from the. Scots Guards
the Paras and the SAS, theatre
honours go to the Blues and
Royals, the 7th Duke of Edin
burgh’s Own Gurkha Rifles and
the Welsh Guards.
The regiments can now add
the names of the battles, or the
Falklands campaign as a whole,
to the list of honours on their
colours.
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Optimism
on Argentine
agreement
with IMF
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By Robert Graham In
Buenos Aires

A SET of proposals bringing
Argentina closer to agreement
with the International Mone
tary Fund has been submitted
to the Government for approval
and a decision is expected
within the next 72 hours.
Argentina’s position will then
be communicated to the IMF
in Washington, possibly by the
end of the week.
A senior official said yester
day that it was now up to the
Government to make “ a politi
cal decision ” on the proposals.
This means that an Argentine
delegation is unlikely to go to
Washington this week as earlier
reported but could do so next
week for what could be the
final round of negotiations with
the Fund. Officials are talking
in private of aiming for an
agreement with the IMF by
August
The proposals, finalised over
the weekend, are understood to
contain at least one Argentine
concession to the Fund. This
entails a lowering of the
planned refinancing needs for
Argentina in the year to July
1985. Until now, there has been
a difference of more than $lbn
between the two sides on the
amount Argentina needs for
refinancing public and privatesector debt. The Argentines
have reportedly narrowed this
difference by half.
The other proposals centre on
plans to contain the budget de
ficit while at the same time per
mitting real salary increases of
about 6 per cent. The Fund has
been anxious to hold back real
wage increases, but is re
portedly willing to accept
budgetary cuts elsewhere if the
Government persists in main
taining public-sector employees’
purchasing power.
The Argentine proposals also
cover exchange rate policies,
yhich are reported to envisage
an accelerated devaluation over
the next three to four months,
equivalent to about 25 per cent.
The Fund has been pressing for
a single devaluation of about
this level. Overall, the Govern
ment is being asked to present
to the IMF a more orthodox
approach than has been contem
plated to the country’s $43bn
foreign debt.
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Falklands
regiments
receive
honours
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Hongkong
‘almost
settled’

By Rodney Cowton
Defence Correspondent .

From David Bonavia
Peking
The Hongkong problem has
been largely solved during the
talks here over the past few days
between Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
Foreign Secretary, and Chinese
leaders,
informed
Chinese
sources said here last night.
“The major matters have been
solved, and only minor matters
remain to be dealt with,” one of
the sources said.
Any details which remain to
be settled can be dealt with at
the opening of the General
Assembly of the United Nations
in New York in September, the
Chinese source said.
“After all, it is China and not
Britain that will lose most if the
Hongkong problem is not
solved.”
If the Chinese assessment is
correct, it represents an import
ant breakthrough in one of the
trickiest diplomatic and politi
cal problems Britain has had to
deal with in the history of its
dismantling of the colonial
empire.
Under the terms of the likely
agreement, Britain will yield to
China sovereignty and adminis
Mr Xhao said Sir Geoffrey’s
trative powers over Hongkong previous talks with Mr Wu
in 1997, while China will Xueqian, the Chinese Foreign
guarantee to let the capitilist Minister, “have demonstrated
~ ) ccnomic system continue, like the spirit of our long-term
wise the British based legal interests and friendship as well
system and various important as the spirit of mutual under
freedoms which Hongkong’s standing and cooperation.”
nearly six million population
He continued: “The Chinese
have become accustomed to,
ffor a period off 50 years after side attaches great importance
to its relations with the United
1997.
Kingdom. There arc bright
Earlier yesterday Mr Xhao prospects for friendly relations
Ziyang, the Chinese Prime and cooperation between China
Minister, received Sir Geoffrey and Briatin.
in the Zhong Nan Hai complex
A British spokesman said last
of lakeside villas where the
leadership resides and conducts night that “substantial” pro
gress had been made but some
much of its business.
important points remained to
Mr Xhao told Sir Goffrey: be
solved. He declined to say
“In the vital questions of the what
they were.
Anglo-Chinese talks, we have
Sir Geoffrey leaves tomorrow
explored together with you ways
of solving outstanding issues. for Hongkong, where he is
Your current visit has given a expected to face a severe grilling
new impetus to the talks. I am from the local press and
prominent figures.
appreciative of this.”

The Parachute Regiment has
been awarded four of the ten
theatre and battle honours
granted to the Army after the
Falklands conflict of 1982.
In addition to the Paras*
receiving almost half of those
honours, both Victoria Crosses
of the Falklands war were won
by members of the regiment Lieutenant Colonel “H” Jones
and Sergeant Ian McKay.
The regimental awards were
announced yesterday by Mr
Michael Heseltine, Secretary
of State for Defence. The
Parachute Regiment was one of
six regiments to receive theatre
honours, which will be in
scribed on regimental colours.
They also receive three out of
four battle honours, for engage
ments at Goose Green, Mount
Longdon and Wireless Ridge.
In addition to those going to
the Parachute Regiment, the
Queen has approved theatre
honours for The Blues and
Royals, the Scots Guards, the
Welsh Guards, the 7th Duke of
Edinburgh’s Own Gurkha
Rifles, and the Special Air
Service Regiment. The Scots
Guards also receive a battle
honour for the action on
Tumbledown Mountain.

'

1

are
honours
Theatre
awarded only to regiments
which have colours on which
they can be emblazoned. This
requirement
automatically
rules out of consideration many
corps and other formation.
Battle honours, which are
Symbol of courage: The
merely recorded in the Army
List, and are not carried on
Paras' cap Badge.
regimental colours, are conHonours for the Royal Navy sidered sufficiently important
and the Royal Air Force, to warrant the granting of an
together with the intentioin to honour.
award regimental honours to
The Blues and Royals, which
the Army, were announced last 1 provided two troops of Scorpion
Octber.
! and Scimitar reconnaissance
By a tradition going back to vehicles, were the only ar1827 the Royal Marined, who moured units
played a prominent part in the
The Welsh Guards lost 38
Falklands conflict, do not dead and 85 wounded on June
receive battle honours because 7, 1982 when Argentine aircraft
of “the difficulty of selecting attacked the Sir Galahad and
from amidst so many glorious Sir Tristram, the ships they
deeds.”
were aboard at B1**"
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
q j
Firstland Gets First Search License The U>K# governO * ment has awarded the islands' first exploration license to
^ ° northern East Falkland and is owned by Harry Cam m
^ ^ through Falklands Properties, of the Channel Islands, a
$
government official in London told ION. Amount of acre
age wasn't disclosed but survey work is scheduled to begin
5
^

^ llrstland6 is said to be involved in exploration work in
Louisiana and Texas.
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Improved exports
boost Argentina
From Alex Brummcr,
in Washington
An unexpected improvement
in Argentina’s current account
wilieK. it to meetitsText
debt repayment deadlines from
its own reserves of gold and
currency reserves, according to
US banking sources.
„
6..
.
,
.
Buenos Aires has already
begun repaying a $300 million
bridging loan from four Latin
American countries due tomorrow and the US banks now
n- 10 raee* a further
S125 million repayment deadline in early August.
The decision by Argentina to
repay the $300 million bridging loan from Mexico. Brazil,
Venezuela and Colombia, as

well as a bank loan made to
help cover second quarter in:s!?,ou'd IelieTTS
^onie unceitaintv from the US |
banking .system. It reflects
str°n2ei . foieign
}F®de P°sltl9n stemming from
*le uPtuin m the world econ°,m>r and increased demand for
its exports of grain and other
foodstuffs
The $125 million loan from
the commercil abnks, was arranged ]asl month, to help
Buenos Aires meet its repaymerits on second-quarter debt.
The promptness with which it
is being repaid is being seen
as some evidence that Argentina has decided that it will
not buck the case-by-case approach to the debt crisis.
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Falklands challenge
Britain

should

hand

over eigntv with the Argentinians.
ho'wTto fin? a1SsoKgn which
anfees of self rule for® the satisfies Argentinian aspiratf Ss£e SSiaTveStoControl
“ in the end, there has to be of their aitairs
io
3 5?Iut!SnCthnen0tFogrtre°ss “.The6" committee's solution
Falklands policy which is cost- would give the: isianders con-

. the table and discuss sover- m the hands of Argenun
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M Cheysson, left, with Scnor Dante Caputo, Argentine Foreign Minister in Buenos Aires.

France seeks UN role on Falklands
Buenos Aires . m CM.
Cheysson, the French Foreign
Minister, said in Buenos Aires
that France has never recog
nized British soveriegnty over
the Falkland Islands and gave
a warning that Argentina would
have to sign an agreement with
the International Monetary
Fund before receiving French

<wwi.
[VI Cheysson was speaking at
the end of his three-day visit to
Areentina. He declined to
predTcl his country’s stance
should Argentina introduce a
resolution on the Falklands
issue at the United Nations
General Assembly

but that in no way !™Plie* f!™*
we recognized Br»t'sh so>ercignty over the island , he said.
He added thatSeflorJavier
Perez de Cuellar, the UN
Secretary-General, mus play
"a most important role in
* reacefuf solution

\
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FALIvLANDS
HAND-OVER
URGED
Ry Our Diplomatic Staff
T* RETAIN should cede
“t> sovereignty of the Falk
land Islands to Argentina
in exchange for inter
national guarantees that
the islanders would have
internal
self-government
and be able to preserve
their way of life, a Libci al
party report urged yester
Tbe “ Fortress Falkland*
policy, costing about Cl million
a day, is described as “ political
folly ” by the discussion paper
of the party’s Latin American |
Affairs, committee.
Lord Avebury, one of Us
members, said yesterday that
“Britain must be prepared to
discuss sovereignty, as she did
before 1982. and not simply to
note the views of the other
S*CThe report suggests that the
islands could be given local
taxation powers, the right to
elect members to Argentina s
national assembly as well as a
local assembly, the right to a
percentage of any oil revenues
and that both Spanish and Eng
lish would be official languages.
Argentina upsets banks—P4

Banks worried by talk
of action in Argentina
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Buenos Aires.
TT7ESTERN bankers in Argentina are; beg?JP{J^
W despair of the ability of President Alfonsm *
government to get to grips with the country s economic
crisis.
Seven months after the
Radical party took office, it
has still not produced a con
crete programme for dealm©
with inflation, now galloping
towards 500 per cent, this
year.
Nor has it reached an agreeMonlta“ Fund “thatwould'pave
million) foreign debt.
When the Economy Minister,
Grinspun, conSenor Bernardo
85-minute televised
pol?cyd speech recently, one
American banker m Buenos
Aires said he felt suicidal
Senor Grinspun gave no clue
that the Government was for
mulating a concrete economic
package — even one that nvolved non-payment of debts
His performance was deser bed
by one magazine as a disas
ter ” — and by another as
“ lamentable."
T
Said a columnist m ua
Semana: “instead of persuad
ing the country that in spite ot
everything, the Government is
sure of what it is doing, he
showed himself to be vacillating,
void of concrete ideas and un
certain of either himself or his
programme."

Question dodged
The question that the banks,
the I M F, and most of the West
ern financial world want ans
wered is whether Argentina is
going to agree to tough new
measures to bring inflation
under control.
.
,
Senor Alfonsin, who is under
heavy pressure from organised
labour to resist any policy
smacking of austerity, has
dodged the question.
A recent decision by American banks to restructure the
wav they account for their
loans has reduced some of the
tension over a P°“}bliArSp
tine default, But with the I M F
still struggling to secure an
agreement, a serious breakdown
is not being discounted.
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Falkland
handover
plan by
Liberals
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of the
BRITAIN should hand:n°return^for*guarantees of
Falklands to Argentina 1
Llib j party committee

be ad°Pled

by the party as official policy.
d Steel and the
The Liberal leader. Mr. I p _eM Johnston, are
Foreign Affairs spokesman, Mr. Russell Jon^ Latin
studying '^^^ommittee i committee member

American Affairs Committee

be a lot of

supportTo^this w!thi/the'Liberal party but I do not
deny it is controversial.

solution. We cannot

“We have to get round seem
„ detalled
the table an^ dlscJ^ international study before
sovereignty
with
the
t0 next year s conArgentimans.
ference for full debate.
“The task is going to be
Steel yesterday
how to find a

sasrsaaag

Argentinian aspirations
on sovereignty but at the
same time gives control of for the Greater London
their
affairs to the Council.
islanders.”
He said that now Mis.
The committee’s solu
ri?heerGaLCPsUtabJitfon
tion would give the
islanders control of their she should argue it before
own police force and ad the court and the people.
ministration but would
Speaking after a special
leave
foreign
Pol«jy,
defence and perhaps the meeting of Liberal MFs
postal service in tne and peers, he said even if
hands of the Argentinian the Tories refused to take
oart the Alliance would i
government.
fight and the election
said:
Avebury
Lord
would then become a ref
would
obviously
“There
erendum not on theGLCS
be
detailed
dis%
have to
future, but ‘on the
who
would
cussions over
of Labour rule.
run what.”
.
excesses
He admitted that the
sajd; “So if the
islanders might not at the ,GLC.S abolition is not an
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Conscript plight
m Falkland film
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
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i the two sides.
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INTERNATIONAL

Argentina and Britain

When fudge is not
so sweet
What's in a word? A lot, according to the
Argentine version of how months of se
cret preparation for the first meeting of
British and Argentine officials since the
Falklands war were tossed away. The
meeting, which started in Berne on July
18th, lasted only until the following day,
when the Argentines walked out in pro
test at the British declaration that “we are
not ready to discuss” the islands
sovereignty.
Ready can mean either “willing” or
“prepared”. The Argentines took it to
mean prepared, and bridled when the
British objected to their translation. The
British foreign secretary, Sir Geoffrey
Howe, claimed that the Argentines had
agreed to the form of words before the
talks began. The Argentines retorted that
the British also dropped the word “yet”
which would have implied that they were
willing to discuss sovereignty at some
stage. Not so, said the British.
The semantic fudge was intended to get
round Argentina’s insistence that talks
could not begin unless sovereignty was on
the agenda, and Britain’s insistence that
anything but sovereignty could be discussed/The British, as a first stage,
seemed ready to consider suspension of
the 150-mile naval exclusion zone around
the islands, which has damaged the Argentinc fishing industry. In exchange, the
Argentines might have acknowleged that
hostilities had ended (Argentina says
there is no need for this since hostilities
were never formally declared). The Brit
ish also wanted to discuss the resumption
of normal trade and financial links, the
renewal of air services between Argentina and the Falklands, and a visit by
Argentine families to the war graves in
the Falklands.
Argentina’s withdrawal from the talks
may be connected with an agreement
soon to be signed with Chile over three
tiny islets in the Beagle Channel and a
whole lot of sea beyond it. President
Alfonsin is wary of a nationalist outcry
about the deal, which gives most of the
land to the Chileans. Last week a senior

general in the Argentine foreign ministry
resigned in protest against the impending
agreement.
Argentina’s foreign minister, Mr Dante
Caputo, has threatened to raise the Falklands sovereignty issue in the United
Nations this autumn. But his officials still
seem confident that the talks with Britain
can be revived. Opposition politicians
took the prospective dialogue with Brit
ain in their stride. A leading Peronist
called the talks “a step forward”.
For Argentina to agree at any stage to
put sovereignty on a back-burner would
be a major concession. The British refusal
to discuss the subject was predictable, but
does not actually seem to have much
support in Britain. A survey carried out
by National Opinion Polls last month
found that 67% favoured talking with
Argentina about “ownership of the is
lands”, compared with 29% who opposed
it. The people interviewed had no difficulty in reconciling this with support for
the Falklands war itself: more than 90%
felt that sending the task force was right,
compared with 5% who were convinced
that it was a mistake.
The cost to Britain
Mr Francis Pym, Britain’s foreign secretary during the Falklands war, has argued
lhat sovereignty should be on the agenda,
The Labour party’s foreign affairs
spokesman, Mr Denis Healey, last week
voiced the fear that Britain had “missed
the bus”. It is argued that President
Alfonsin will find it harder to make
concessions to Britain as Argentina’s economic crisis bites and criticism of his
government increases.
The pressures on Mrs Thatcher’s gov
ernment are financial. The “Fortress
Falklands” policy will cost some £2.3
billion in extra defence spending in 198387 (including the cost of building an
airfield.) This works out at £34 for every
British taxpayer next year. If pay and
equipment for the armed forces in the
Falklands are added, the cost is £44 per
taxpayer. Although the extra Falklands
money is not coming out of the regular
defence budget, some military men are
complaining that too much of Britain’s
defence commitment is being directed
away from central Europe,
An all-party pressure group, the South
Atlantic Council, has been set up to try to
improve relations with Argentina. A par
liamentary delegation visited Buenos i
Aires last month. It seems unlikely that
this will ever have the clout of the Falk
lands Islands lobby, which successfully
blocked foreign office attempts at a nego
tiated settlement before the war, and now
seems to have convinced the British gov
ernment that £1.3m per islander over four
years is a price worth paying.
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Falklands, Badlands

Sir,

Re your article in Eye 581 of 15th June on
the Falklands Airport. Having recently spent
‘time’ on the Island camp, it should be noted
that things far from getting any better, have got

On the Easter weekend, 22nd April 84, a
directive was issued to the workers saying they
would be obliged to work the Monday.
The lads saw this as an unreasonable request
and after a large meeting decided against. Thus
they could have a prolonged booze-up on the
30p a can export ale. Management opened the
bars late, as a reprisal. Only after mutterings of
“get the pick handles out” did management
concede. Plenty of ale led to the inevitable
fights and malcontent, and the campprostitutes
plied their trade with a willingness even
Norman Tebbit would have admired. A total of
£1.530 was spent on ale that day at 3Op a can.
The camp is made worse through an
irregular mail service, poor welfare staff, and.
sense of deprivation that is hard to express. It
is'surrounded by minefields and boggy terrain,
wind and rain are a constant companion, and it
is isolated from even the most basic living
standards.
t
A t the first meeting aboard the 'England
Wyn Kendrick said ' ‘It’s a hard place, for hard
men, to do a hard job.” I half expected Conan
the Barbarian to show us to our huts! But I
think even he would be on the export ale after
a couple of days.
Yours,
NICK DURKIN,
27Neville Terrace, York.
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“Talks founder
on one word”
by Our Political Staff
Nicholas Coledispute

i

AS THE air filled
with accusations of
“intransigence", "bloodymindedness" and "insane pig
headedness", the talks which
have been held to settle the
long running crisis which is

costing Britain £800 million a
day collapsed yesterday.
The sticking point, it
seems, was just one word,
which sent one party to the
dispute storming angrily from
the conference room.
“Obviously we cannot
discuss ‘sovereignty’ said a
Government spokesman “and
the Argies know it damn
well”.
t
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Alfonsin calls poll on
Pope’s peace plan
By TONY ALLIEN-MILLS in Buenos Aires
RESIDENT ALFONSIN of Argentina has taken the
. unprecedented step of calling a consultative
■ ‘referendum on proposals drawn up by the Pope to end
the long wrangle with
Chile over the Beagle
n ATLANTIC
Channel.
ARGENTINA
The move was b e i n g
OCEAN
portrayed in Buenos Aires
it
(Rio
FALKLAND
yesterday as an indication
ISLANDS
^3ire3«
of Argentina’s commitment
to democratic paths in its
international negotiations.
Although President Alfonsin
O
Fuego
M
did not refer directly to the
Falklands when he announced
his plans in a television speech.,
I Beagle |
it was clear he hoped the world
\Channel\
would take note of Argentine’s
0 Mites 300 readiness to tackle problematic
disputes.
Buenos Aires and Santiago
have squabbled for more than a
century over the Beagle and the
three tiny islands of Picton,
Lennox and Nueva, which lie a
few miles off Tierra Del Fuego.
i The
Vatican
has
been
! mediating between the two
sides for more than five years,
and earlier this year presented
a draft proposal for resolving
the dispute.
The proposal which awarded
sovereignty of the three islands
to Chile dismayed Argentine
Rigtwingers. But there was a
feeling in the Government that'
if the Pope's authority was not 1
enough to produce a settlement,
the dispute might continue for
ever.
At issue in the Beagle is
what Argentina regards as the
inviolable principle of “ bioceanic”
jurisdiction;
that
Chile belongs in the Pacific, and
Argentine in the Atlantic.
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Troubling waters
The three disputed islands
are on the Atlantic side of
Cape
Horn,
and
though
Chileans have inhabited them
for more than 100 years,
Argentina still claims them.
The. Pope has sought to com
promise by awarding Chile
sovereignty over the islands
while drawing a line through
local waters giving Argentina
jurisdiction in the deeper
Atlantic.
But Buenos Aires is still
troubled by the prospect of
waters it will not control.
Some diplomats have deduced
Argentina’s
sudden
from
obstruction of last week’s Falk
lands talks that Senor Alfonsin
was preparing the way for
concessions on Chile, and that
he did not want to aggravate
the military by appearing
“soft” on the Beagle and the
Falklands simultaneously.
announcement
Yesterday’s
reinforced suspicion that the
two issues were linked, but
President Alfonsin still did not
escape the criticism of right
wingers, who believe a refer
endum usurps the government’s
authority.
However, the president made
it clear he would not regard
the poll as binding,
The poll is due to be held in
• late September.

t
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Beagle vote
THE Argentine President,
mr Alfonsin, said yesterday
“ his Government would hold
a referendum to decide on a
solution to the century-oild
Beagel Channel dispute" with
CHile.
The
referendum
would be held 30 days after
final proposals to solve the
dispute were issued by the
Vatican, he saids ~ Reuter.
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Alfonsin referendum
on Beagle dispute
BY MARTIN ANDERSEN IN BUENOS AIRES

i

O

I

PRESIDENT Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina has called a nationwide referendum in a move to
resolve the century-old border
dispute with Chile over the
Beagle channel at the tip of
South America.
In a surprise ten-minute
address on nationwide television and radio on Wednesday
night, President Alfonsin said
the referendum would take
place within thirty days of the
announcement of the final
agreement between the two
countries, which he broadly
hinted would occur “ within the
next few weeks.”
The referendum appeared to
be a device by which the
President’s seven - month - old
democratic Government could
pul some distance between
itself and what many here say
will be the political fall-out
from the highly controversial
pact. In his address President
Alfonsin appeared to be laying
the foundations for what will
likely be his Government’s
selling strategy for the accord,
Diplomatic observers here say
the accord was presented to
both sides by an increasingly
frustrated Vatican on a take-itor-leave-it basis. The Vatican
has been mediating in the dis
pute since 1979.
President Alfonsin stressed
the need for peace on the continent “ to eliminate poverty,
ignorance and
desperation
affecting tens of millions of

Latin Americans.” He hit out
at the “ phantom of conflict
between our peoples and the
arms race which is its immediate consequence. This, he said.
shifted needed resources and
energy away from pressing
domestic
problems.
He
reminded viewers that his
Government was not responsible for the conflict but rather
inherited the “ grave errors ”
dispute had produced in
the past,
In late 1978 Argentina and
Chile nearly went to war over
the disputed border region with
Argentina. It sent body bags to
its southern territory and at
toast one army general had
specially made crystal glasses
emblazened with the lengend
“ Santiago 1978.” Soon after
Pope John Paul II intervened
to mediate between the two
Roman Catholic countries,
Reaction yesterday to Alfonsin’s speech appeared to be
mixed. Former Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez, who
served under President Leopoldo Galtieri during the Falklands war, said he disapproved
of the referendum because “ it
is a method not established in
the constitution.”
Left-wing Peronist leader Sr
Vicente Saadi, said he disagreed
Wltl1 reaching an agreement
with Chile while the country
is ruled by the military dictator
Augusto Pinochet.
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tor verdicts
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Soldier Magazine
20th July 1984

MEWXALKLANDS COMMANDER

r

AN EARLY priority for the new
Commander of British Forces in
the Falklands, Major General Peter
de la Bilhere, has been meeting
both the islanders and the men
and women of his command.
The 50-ycar-old General is
rapidly becoming a familiar Figure
on the islands — a novel experience
after a career spent in the
anonymity of the SAS.
Of his Command he has this to

say: “I think the thing that has
impressed me above all else is the
standard of training and morale
that exists throughout the three
services in the Falkland Islands. I
am doubly impressed by the way
the concept of joint services
operates throughout all walks of
life in this command.”

RAF staff sergeant who showed
him a preparation bay where two
soldiers were working and then
introduced him to two cooks
serving the evening meal who were
from the Navy and the Army;
customers were from all three
services.
And to underline the inter
service cooperation in the Falk
One story that the General likes
lands the CBF has a Royal Navy
to tell is of visiting a Royal NavyADC, Lieutenant Paul Ashcroft,
run cookhouse, being met by an
RN.
Of the islanders he says: “We
are their guests and it is vital to
our presence here that we should
have a very close association with
the people both in Stanley and in
the ‘camp’. At present that
relationship is quite outstandingly
close.
“But there will have to be
sustained effort by the Forces to
maintain it as the high activity
which followed the conflict draws
further into the past.”
Which is why General de la
Billierc, sporting his sand-coloured
SAS beret, is taking such an active
lead in cementing even closer
contacts with the islanders.
The General joined the SAS in
1956 and commanded 22 SAS
before taking charge of the SAS
Group, as a brigadier, in 1977. He
held this post for six years. He was
General de la Billiere is pictured here being shown over a Phantom at
the SAS officer behind the
RAF Stanley by Wing Commander Geoffrey Brindle (40) who commands
establishment of the Counter
23 Squadron. In the rear seat is the General’s ADC. Lt Paul Ashcroft (25);
Terrorist Force, used so dramatic
he is being shown the cockpit by Squadron Leader Bob Crane (36). who
is a flight commander.
ally to break the Iranian Embassy
siege.
7
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LITTLE MOPE
FOR FARMLANDS''
BREAKTHROUGH
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Buenos Aires

AS diplomats from Britain, Argentina,
" Switzerland and Brazil yesterday sifted
the debris of last week’s abortive meeting on
the Falklands, it was clear that further
progress on the issue is highly unlikely
before next year.
Argentine officials said that despite the rapid
breakdown of the talks in Berne a second phase of
discussions with Britain another long-running territorial
wrangle, the Beagle Channel
should be arranged.
dispute with Chile.
The Brazilian government,
Right-wing nationalists were
which represents Argentine outraged that Argentina should
interests in Britain, offered be talking to Britain at all,
to host fresh talks to break while Senor Alfonsin is trying
to cement a controversial
the sovereignty deadlock.
Agreement involving
But diplomatic sources on Beagle
to Chile that might
both sides agreed the chances concessions
further anger the patriotic 1
of progress had been severely Right.
«
denied bv the failure to overBritish sources believe
Berne‘despU^months of'eareful Argentina had little to gain by
preparation.
commencing the talks with the
J. _.
deliberate intention of sabotagThe
stepi is now■ Jjkdj ing them But president Altonto be a UN!/,cnc'sin and other senior officials

LItI vxt s.,:s
&usrv*» W&sB&i
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inem'
translate Britain’s refusal to
Meanwhile, British officials discuss sovereignty.
have been examing the break
down for clues to Argentina’s
Weak nerves
motives in killing the talks over
The suspicion that weak
an issue thev knew Britain was
not prepared to concede. The nerves were to blame for the
Swiss
government.
which breakdown has been reinforced
laboured patientlv for months by mollifying statements from
to bring the two sides together, Argentine officials during the
has stressed to Argentina that last few days,
a wrangle over sovereignty
Senor Dante Caputo, Foreign
would destroy the purpose of Minister, said Argentina was
the talks — to agree on more committed to diplomacy as the
practical areas of bi-lateral only means of resolving the
co-operation.
issue and wanted to make pro
gress on practical matters.
Territorial wrangle
He added that Buenos Aires
According to sources close was not immediately seeking
to the negotiations, the Argen- “ substantial negotiations ” on
tine withdrawal may have been the sovereignty question but
prompted in the first instance merely an acknowledgement
by linguistic ambiguities in the that the problem existed,
translation of key words in
But London»s position re.
Britain s statement that it was majned that the problem does
not prepared to discuss not exjst because the islands
sovereignty.
arc British>
Those familiar
But the underlying cause of battle lines will be redrawn,at
the debacle is more likely to be the United Nations in the
related to President Alfonsin’s autumn and a further attempt
domestic concerns such as dis- to tackle practical problems
content within the Argentine may not get* off the ground
military and his efforts to settle until next year.
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Argentina
says Britain
closed door
m

From Our Own Correspondent
Washington
Seitor Dante Caputo. the
Argentine Foreign Minister, last
night accused Britain of closing
the door to dialogue oyer the
Falkland Islands. He said that
was the basic message he had
delivered in talks with Mr
George Shultz, the US Secretary
of Slate.
Sehor Caputo, speaking at the
Argentine Embassy in Washing
ton, said the problem in
resolving the conflict diplomati
cally was that “we have a
dilemma with respect to how to
begin negotiations.” Britain had
said negotiations could not
include the topic of sovereignty.
Negotiations, for Argentina,
must include the topic of
sovereignly.
He said that Argentina had
indicated on February 16 in a
note to the British Government
that as “a previous step” there
should be a dialogue between
the two countries with an open
agenda for both. “The differ
ence between negotiations and
dialogue, I believe, is clear for
all.”
.
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ARGENTINES
BLAMED FOR
BREAKDOWN

o

By MICHAEL KALLENBACH
at the United Nations
\ MESSAGE sent yester*
day by Sir Geoffrey
Howe, Foreign Secretary,
to Senor Perez de Cuellar,
United Nations secretarygeneral, blames Argentina
diplomats for the latest
breakdown in talks on the
Falklands dispute.
Commenting on last week's
talks in Berne, Sir Geoffrey
accused the Argentines of not
adhering to the agreed manner
with which the sovereignty
issue was to be dealt.
Britain’s position had always
been that the sovereignty
question was not up for dis
cussion, while Argentina main
tained that any meeting with
Britain was “ meaningless ”
unless the sovereignty question
was raised.
Sir Geoffrey said the British
Government was “ sad and
frustrated ” that Argentina had
decided to “ set aside this
agreed basis ”
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Plea on
Falkland®
NEW YORK: Britain
and Argentina yester
day took the Falkland
Islands dispute to Un
ited Nations SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez tfe
Cuellar.
Argentina’s U.N. am
bassador, has told Perez
de Cuellar that the
central point is sov
ereignty, and British
unwillingness to discuss
it makes a negotiated
impossible.
settlement
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Call lor Hong Kong set
guarantee I®5* tense week
il3

to colony

From Mary-Louise O'Callaghan

tain responsibility for_ Hong

'KS SS®

Rrifish talks and the arrival of
the Foreign Secretary, Sir
By David Beresford
Geoffrey Howe, in the colony
A report by the Conservative on Thursday.
Par\Ve ^Go v e rnm e n t'
g no re
on
China's September deadline for will t y
u the final sino.
an agreement on the handover Rrit:su agreement on the colony s future.
of Hong Kong.
The demand comes on the cJdeeS^her^o^ntieVmonit°orin^

a final agreement that is fairly
loosely worded, leaving specific
details to be worked out between
a , .. . ’Si Geof.
^ Silled agreement to'ensure that confidence in the already bclcagured colony does
not continue to decline before
C*He teexpected^ hold talks

eve of departure of the For.
proposed by the with his Chinese counterpart,
eign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Chinese and some of the finer Mr Wu Xueqian, and otnei
I-Iowc, for talks with the Chi- details of the agreement. Chinasenior Chinese officials, but
nese leaders in Peking and
Kong^unilat- beenPfinal?sed and no further
amid speculation that the Gov- ^rally
the negotiations are details have been released by
eminent may be considering a not concluded by September.
the British Embassy in Peking,
refusal to meet the deadline.
Earlier this month, Hong
Expectations are growing
.
* Kong reacted adversely to the however, that Sir Geoffrey will
The Bow Group report, writ6 j by Deng Xiaoping make a statement on the negoten by its political officers, Mr * . a loint sino-British com- tiations — which up to now
Nigel Waterson, argues that
e lo .. oversee ” the colo- have been conducted in secret
Britain owes its last substan. administration until the — most likely in Hong Kong,
tial colony •“ an international -^97 changeover be estab- where he is stopping for one
treaty which guarantees them lisjied community leaders and night on his return trip to
no less freedom, stability, and the iriedia in Hong Kong London,
prosperity than they
have yoiced concern that the comHe last visited Peking in
now.” On grounds of se f 1T1ittee could be used by China May sh0rtly before announcing
interest alone Britain had lo tQ inierfere in the colony s ad- jn ‘ jjong Kong that Britain
negotiate adequate safeguards
mjnistration prior to 1997
ld relinquish both soverfor Hong Kong’s inhabitants.wben Britain’s lease over most
: ty and administrative conThere would be an exodus of lhe territory is due to
over Hong Kong in 1997.
which would make those of the expire.
Thp Howe v;sit believed to
Ugandan Asians and .VietnamThis COncern over the comnlannpd ror at least
esc
boat
people
“ seem mittce and tumbling share have been
insignificant.”
prices in the colony is believed
to ’speed up the
“ The Peking government to have prompted the lig mng
ress of the talks, which
are currently pressing quite visit by ^Horeig
Othce
now been held regularly
hard for their September dead- ^^terMJesS?chard Luce1 10 for more than a year. The On
line,” says Mr Waterson. “The Kong, Mr Richaia mice, iu nese and British sides are now
British negotiators should tell
„
Kong Mrmeeting every 10 days,
them politely, but firmly that
Whilein Hong: Kong,
Last week? Sir Geoffrey anthis is unrealistic, and that the Kucesti10 g y ejeci monitoring nounced plans to establish a
. lon* committee re iterating1 the Brif- special agency in Hong Kong
discussions will go on as
as is necesary to produce a fX50sition that it will remain to collect Hong Kong’s reaction
series of carefully worded and ish P°slUon ti
Kong t0 the draft agreement exthoroughly detailed documents
^official handover in peeled in just over a month if
dealing with every apsect of "mn
the Chinese deadline of Seplife in Hong Kong after 1997.’
t lo concentrate on temher is to be met It is then
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Argentina puts
debts crisis
on Shultz agenda
From Mohsin AH
Washington
Senor Dante Caputo, Argen| tina’s Foreign Minister, has
arrived here for talks with Mr
I George Shultz, the US Secretary
! of State, on bilateral relations,
Central American questions
| and international economic and
debt problems.
Sehor Caputo discussed the
Falklands dispute and other
developments
international
with Senor Perez De Cuellar,
the United Nations SecretaryGeneral, in New York on
Sunday evening before coming
here.
A spokesman for the Argen
tine Mission to the UN said
that discussions were of a
general nature in the wake of
the quick breakdown of the
Falklands talks between Argen
tina and Britain in Bern,
Switzerland, last week.
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INVESTORS IN
HONGKONG SEE
BLEAK FUTURE
By HUGH DAVIES in Hong Kong

c

T AND in Bermuda, a “ prime site ” on a
boulevard in Encing, California, tracts of
territory in Western Australia, and cosy
£120,000 flats in Fulham, were being offered
for sale in Hongkong Press advertisements

i
!

^ One of the colony’s best-selling books claimed to
reveal the easiest way to obtain a passport to Canada.
The race is on to capture
investors who see their future
growing bleaker by the day.
The negotiations are enter
ing their most nerve-racking
period. Sir Geoffrey Howe,
Foreign Secretary, visits China

ship, is now being openly
targeted by the Chinese as
their next stop after Hongkong
in the reunification of
the
motherland.”
Another crucial moment in
the 1997 Rritnin
talks is approaching
deliberately

«r ».k vss "MJsTjsFStsrs

number, the need for Peking with• Ctaa aftera
\^LZCLmZ^lZ the gg wen-known^ business
Pact*

Good intentions

foreigners know just how
difficult the talks must be.

This, it is felt, is vital to
Wider circle
convince Parliament of the
Britain
appears to accept that
Communist
regime’s
good
this date is set in stone and
intentions.
m
tr Teng cannot 'lose face. InterHowever, Teng Hsiao-ping, est;ng]Vi two more names have
China’s
most
powerful reportedlv been added by Teng
politician, is about to turn m)
the i;st 0f authoritative
and is thought to be m no spokesmen in Peking on the
mood to back down in the .*sue of Hongkong, indicating
Hongkong talks which he need that ,the leader is now consultnevcr have entered.
ing a wider circle of advisers.
He is deaf in one ear and is
Teng announced the list after
said to be working only three publicly criticising Huang Hua.
hours a day. His most recent former Foreign Minister, and
remarks have indicated that Geng Biao, ex-Defence Minishe is becoming increasingly ter, for talking “ rubbish about
impatient at the lack of china not sending U09PS to the
progress.
territory after sovereignty was
Teng recently reminded one handed over,
set of Hongkong visitors that
He named himself, the Prime
he had warned Mrs Thatcher Minister, Foreign Minister and
that unrest in the colony could Ji Pengfei, head or the Hongforce China’s hand and speed kong and Macau Office, as the
the takeover. He stressed that only men allowed to speak on
a draft agreement would have China’s behalf,
to be produced by September,
But, according to Chinese
the deadline set by Peking sources. President Li Xiannian,
some time ago. However, he head of State, is now able to
seems sure that this would be. speak about the territory, as
no problem.
well as Peng Zhen, 82. head of
Even Macau, where a firm the National People s Congress,
;1<ja been trying to lure with whom Teng is said to have
businessmen with the bait of clashed on ideological, grounds
possible Portuguese citizen- in recent weeks._____________ I
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U.N. joins
talks on
Falklands

O

n

By MICHAEL KALLENBACH
Our United Nations
Correspondent
Cenor Perez de Cuellar,
° United Nations Secre
tary-General, last night
again found himself in the
centre of sovereignty talks
over the dispute on the
Falklands between Britain
and Argentina.
The Argentine Foreign Min
ister, Senor Dante Caputo, in
New York for a private visit
before going to Washington
later today, called the Secre' tary-General to brief him on
the breakdown of talks between
ibis government and Britain
ast week He asked the Secrefarv-General to intervene in
the dispute over the key isue
of sovereignty.
The meeting between them
was only their second since
President Alfonsm was elected
to power during elections in
Argentina last December.

:
::

:
Minimal role
• Argentine
Yesterday, a senior Argentine
diplomat at the United Nations
Senor Ricardo Lagono said that
themeetmg between^the^^* Y
anged “ at the last
^ut^an£ as t0 give the
.
tine FOTeign Minister a
S
bring the Secretarychwe to
* lhe talks in
garland.

Steadfast position
Their meeting comes in the nations involved in negotiations
wake of the failed talks m concerning the islands, it
Berne, Switzerland, which were
peared that last week’s talks
the first direct ones between
Swjtzerland again underthe two countries since they lined the mjnimal role that the
severed relations as a result oi ^ N caQ piay ^ resolving the
the Falklands war in
dispute.
the
SecretaryArgentina has taken a steadHowever,
fast position that it was ready General has a mandate from
to resume negotiations with the General Assembly to bring
Britain but has said they would ,he two parties back to the
be “meaningless” unless they negotiating table although so
included the sovereignty issue. far t^;s year he has done little
However Argentine diplo- publicly to show his hand if at
m”?at the United Nations have all he has any >deas up his
■orivatelv stressed that they sleeve.
were more optimistic about the
Sr Caputo said he would not
Switzerland talks indicating comment on his talks with Sr
"that it would be preferable to . Perez de Cuellar until he had
talk about the issues of mutual met with the U.S. Secretary of
agreement rather than those on state, Mr Shultz, in Washington
which the two governments today. He will return to Buenos
disagreed.
Aires tomorrow.
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Chile deal made
Argentina take
hard line in talks
bv

MATHER, Defence Correspondent

, A MAJOR concession by
Cj

Thpv were that Argentina relations and progress towards
,y. sovereignty of sovereignty.

ESS'S"-

asrssfsss's Brszss s.* sags

negotiations with Britain.
improving relations.
then refused to pass on to other
In a move strongly criticised
The preparations were so Ximnen.
David
by right-wing opponents, detailed that the precise wordhead of the British
President Raul Alfonsin s mg of the gloss each side would J^omas, he
tjie J0 .
Govermnent is to offer Chile plft on its public statements
right of access into the Atlantic afterwards was laid down. At
substance of discussthrough the channel.
first the British were going to
The gesture is too ‘ soft ’ for announce that they had refused
jhesewere: a comprehensive
the leader of the Argentine team
^
restoration of commercial rela
in the Beagle Channel talks. He
; ^ r
tions; the lifting of discriminatresigned on Thursday, when the
ory measures; freedom of access
Argentines and British were 4.^4
.a
for shipping; the return of the
meeting in Switzerland.
Argentine dead from the FalkIt appears that the Alfonsin WWa'
//IH lands (or a visit to the graves by
Government decided at the last ||||p). /
’> 'Wwn, close relatives) ; gradual resmoment to adopt a hardline on f||||
-A,,'/
toration of cultural,scientific
talks with Britain to mollify egg- ■£$$%£[''' '
and sporting contacts, and an
critics of its policy towards ' ,
^ enlargement of the commercial
Chile.
;
and consular departments of the
Evidence that Argentina was
'*,./< 5
British Interests section of the
getting what one British diplo- .4*
Swiss Embassy in Buenos Aires,
mat at the talks described as gp;
Argentina did not even raise
4 increasingly cold feet ’ was jg/
three further points it had been
revealed by Argentina postpon, <'$<£?*'"•
J agreed should be discussed atits
mg the talks with Britain four
"
request: the ‘fortification of the
times during the past three RAUL ALFONSIN :
Malvinas * through the building
weeks of preparation. Only one Mollifying his critics.
0f a ‘ strategic airport Tltftingof
postponement appeared legiti-antv After the maritime ‘ protection zone
mate. A split in Argentina to d‘sS.sn°Jftr*Seedthe of 150 miles, and guarantees that
between those eager to improve muchhagglingitwas agreeot ne ^ British nuclear weapons
relations with Britain, headed British would say they had been wouldbetakeninto the area.
by Foreign Minister Dante notpr?Par«d“ a ?linhUv less Just before mid-day, the Swiss
Caputo, a Sorbonne-educated ject, implying * slightly
chJairman> Edouard Brunner,V
sociologist, and conservative de&rute refusal.
who worked most of the night to
elements headed by Peromsts in But when the 14
bridge the gap, gave up and the
the Senate, where Al onsm does «als, four fromBrdam, ^fende(f
not have a majority, also appears Argentina, and Swnzerland mid
^ whitehaU vjew is that
to have been a factor.
two from
j*3 ,
whiie Britain and Argentina
In the British view the talks the
tn have at least negotiated face to

ts&A&stA
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Alfonsin’s
missile pact

o

!

by Antony Terry
I

ARGENTINA'S decision to
develop a sophisticated missile
capable of inflicting ex tens! ve
damage on the Falkland Islands
is said to be pan of a new
agreement between the socialist 1
government of President Rau 1
Alfonsin and the i
Under the deal, the army i
agrees not to .sponsor an i
attempted coup in return for

1 tinian researcher at Cambridge
confirms this. He said last week
that the Condor programme ties
in with Alfonsin s plan for 2
complex
reorganisation
Argentinian forces
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Stop airfield, Argentina demanded
The Berne meeting began
By Our Diplomatic
It
th^toirlTco^tUm on^ll‘thl^inS [s'no? likety Only after four postponemwrtJ
Correspondent
fomard W Argentina for several months after the requested bV. Ar|entma fa
A RGENTINA was seeking waJ tPhat Britain must give breakdmm “ Berne ^over Pf^/^Xdtassion in f£>t<3
A. Britain’s agreement to guarantees not to introduce Argentmas
.
private room, Senor Marcello
stop building the £215 mil- nuclear weapons m the Falk- th^.issiie ^ s0
HoweForeign Delpech, suddenly declared that
lion
airport
at
Mount lands region.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, Foragn theWntine delegation wished
Pheasant on the Falklands The three Argentine pro- Secretary !?1(!hpth«%£r?t a?d to establish a “ certain and sure

and"abandon the 150-mile P^^for tf

protection zone around the
islands at the abortive
peace talks in Berne last
week.
President Alfonsin’s Government had given advance warning to the Foreign Office that
installation of the airport to
take Jong distance jets was re: garded in Buenos Aires as a
--------- .
“* warlike measure
;
ti,a nminrt was as unaccept-

eshs&si

oe aci e
bv Dr David
°homas under Secretary for
American Affairs.
The British suggestions were:
resumption of normal economic
and commercial relations between Britain and Argentina;
freedom of access to Argentine
ports for British Ships; rc-estabLament of communications
air Iinks: cultura1' SClentlfiC
A
and sporting contacts; restora-

bers and recconnaisance air- Argentine
craft.
islands.

graves

™252^^'J&8$gr, **

of preparation, Argentina had
failed to proceed with the talks.
In Whitehall’s eyes, the
Buenos Aires leadership caught
anfjpack of cold feet jut
before the discussions m Benie
and reneged on a carefullyconstructed agreed formula.
It had been understood that
Argentina would make a state“ent mthBa<trnsheanhadher
... .
„„„ naise,d
nounce that she had raised
uid reply that*Mrs*Thatcher’s

question ot sov.ere « y
fo *ong as t
™
Tve?eignt£
A
Una could not discuss
an of lhe six points raised i
b y Britain,
Tnformed sources in Berne
thS
^ldt fes*Yth Britain over the
wl“ "?Jsam president
Xia” Indicated that 'he
would declare a formal end to
hostilities in the South Allan-

would pass on to other topics,

tion zone.
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Howe accuses Argentina
of reneging on talks deal|
'=

J

By Julia Langdon,
Political Correspondent
The Foreign Secretary, Sir
Geoffrey Howe, yesterday accused Argentina of breaking
the basis of agreement for the
Bern talks on restoring normal
relations with Britain in the
wake of the Falklands war.
He told MPs in a Commons
stateraent that the talks broke
down because the Argentine
representatives insisted that
any discussion in Bern be*
tween Britain and Argentina
must be linked to the question
of sovereignty.
“ This was totally at variance
with the agreed basis,” Sir
Geoffrey said. He explained in
great detail the negotiated
arangements which had taken
place before the talks started
this week to ensure that they
did not immediately founder
on British refusal to discuss
sovereignty of the islands.
It had been accepted that
both sides would set out their
respective positions. It was
thus understood that Argentina
would raise the subject of soyereignty, Britain would refuse
to discuss it, and the talks
would move immediately on to
other practical issues of common
__ concern. The Foreign Secretary pointed out that the
Swiss government, acting as in1 termediaries, had confirmed
the arrangement.
Sir Geoffrey said that normal relations were plainly m
the interests of Britain, Argentina and the Falkland islanders. Practical issues raised by
Britain at the talks included
resumption of normal commercial and financial relations,
restoration of the air services
agreement between Britain and
Argentina, and arrangements
for a visit ,by Argentine nextof-kin to Falklands war graves.
On all these subjects, there
was
some
prospect
of
agreement.
Mr Denis Healey, shadow
Foreign Secretary, suggested
_____ '

that the talks had come to
grief because the British had
dropped the key word “yet”
from the phrase on Brilain’s
refusal to discuss sovereignty,
sir Geoffrey denied this.
*« The Government was seeking,
upon the basis of the plainly
stated position that we are not
prepared to negotiate sovereignty to find a basis on which
we could move towards normal
relations.”
In Bern yesterday, the Swiss
chairman. of the talks disagreed with official announceraents by both governments
they ended in failure,
The meeting had never been
planned to be more than an
said Mr
initial contact,’
Edouard Brunner. “There is
no question of a break-up.”
However, no date for a possible second round has been
fixed,” he added,
Jeremy Morgan adds
.. , jrom
.
Buenos Aires : Argentina s forelgn minister, Mr Dante
Caputo, speaking to the lower
house of the Argentine Congress, accused Britain of having “broken the rules of the
game.”
He said Britain’s representatives had “ effectively altered ”
informal
V
accords
reached between the two
governments before the talks
got under way.

■

“ decolonisation ” of the Falk
lands should begin.
Mr Caputo claimed that the
breakdown of the Bern talks
showed “Britain’s inflexibility
Argentine
the
and
government’s willingness for
dialogue.” Argentine officials
privately conceded that this
week’s events had demon
strated the two countries posi
tions over the sovereignty
issue.
Mr Caputo stressed that for
his government to accept any
negotiation where sovereignty
was not raised “would provide
a most dangerous precedent
that could jeopardise our coun
try’s sovereign claim.”

■

The Argentine government'
went to considerable lengths to
show its surprise and disappointment at British insistence
that sovereignty could not be
included
in
the
•“ open
agenda” at this early, stage,
But its surprise may not have
been quite as total - as it
seemed, a diplomatic source
Said.
He suggested that the Ar
gentines were hoping to raise
the Falklands issue for . the
third year running at the
United Nations general assembly later this year. The UN
has iong backed Argentina’s
case that negotiations over
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FALIvLANDS
WAR OF J'f
0
WORDS /7
r"

Ry ROBIN GEDYE
Diplomatic Staff
A/ERBAL warfare between Britain and
Argentina broke out yes
terday over the collapse ot
talks on the Falklands.
Argentina said it would
appeal to
the United
Nations for a resolution
urging negotiations on
sovereignty.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, Foreign
Secretary, blamed Argentma lor
forcing the collapse of talks in
Berne bv breaking an agree
ment not to pursue the
sovereignty question.
‘‘This basis was plainly
agreed and clearly understood |
by the Argentine government, i
This arrangement was also con
firmed bv the Swiss govern
ment,” he said.
But Sir Geoffrey said that in
Berne. Argentina argued that
talks on practical issues had to
be linked to discussion ot how
to address the sovereignty
issue.
“ This was totally at variance
with the agreed basis and the
talks thus came to ertd,” Sir
Geoffrey said.
Broken agreement
Senor Dante Caputo, Argen
tine Foreign Minister, insisted
during a speech to Congress in
Buenos Aires, that talks had
collapsed because Britai broke
au agreement for an open
agenda.
1-Ie said Argentina would
not have gone to the meeting
if it had known Britain
would not accept discussions
on sovereignty and that the
United Nations would now lc
approached to urge nego
tiations on the issue.
Mr Brunner, the Swiss Sec
retary of Stale who chaired the
meetings .said that they had
lasted for 15 hours, continuing
until early Friday morning.
“ Thev wanted to talk to
each other, but they wanted to
talk about different things,” he
said.
.
He stressed that negotiations
through diplomatic channels
would continue using Switzer
land as Britain’s intermediary
and Brazil as Argentina’s.
POLITICAL MOVE
‘Strength of purpose’
President Alfonsin yesterday
accused Britain of arrogance for
refusing to discuss sovereignty
over the Falklands. “This arro
gance is not important. Ine
resolve of the Argentines will
be more important than any,
other force.” he said.
The English-language Buenos
Aires Herald said the govern
ment’s decision to enter into
talks and stall when the British
reacted as they had always said
thev would, could have been a
feint designed to impress pub
lic opinion with its strength or
purpose.” — A.P. Reuter.
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-I K and Argentina
blame each other
By Our Foreign Staff
Britain and Argentina yesterBut Argentine ^‘ptomats
^r^m^ed1^ egation changed the ggd
SM't.’uIk;
between the two countries since
the Bah,and Islands confhcl m

was "not P-P^ to discuss
sovereignty .which in bpamsh
was —led^mo th^much

BriVahurSsdaythebrokSein down
on
because the Argentines tried to
hnk d.scussfons on practical
issues for normalizing relations
with discussions on sovereignty.
Thev had known that that was
unacceptable to Britain.
But leading officials in the
STte S’ representa-

"'b^oZcJ'^ that

tives for changing just one word
iiuTplanned joint communique,
The officials said the two
sides had agreed beforehand
that when Argentina raised its
claim to sovereignty, the British
delegation would respond by
saying: “We are not ready to
discuss sovereignty ; °r !‘s
Spanish equivalent. No esla
mos en condiciones de disculir .
This formula would have
allowed Argentina to claim that
it had included the issue of
sovereignty in the open-agend
talks. Britain on ‘J“ abuh“
hand, would have been able to
claim that sovereignty'AT™*
discussed, and both delegations
manageable ^ of™e
dispute.

____

the breakdown had nol^ing
do whhforms of words bu
everything to do with tne
Argentinais
of linking the question
sovereignty with discussions of
practical issues.
the
Forrign SecreUry, spoke'of his
“regret and frustration that after
months of ^ful preparation
the Argentine Government
brought the talks to ^ abrupt
and premature end by filing to
proceed upon the basis that had
been clearly agreed .
Britain-S trade with Argentina since the Falklands war has
contjnucci a[ a much higher
^ [han ofricial statistics
$u
Br;tish companies have
SB
.
goods via third
“en^snipp g ^
jdenlifying
marks Qn machinery and
equipment removed ;n trade
t^atFhas possibiy .cached as
much as £4m a month. Both
Governments know that this
hidden trade exist,
Debt doubt, page 17
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Faiklands
trade was
on agenda
BRITAIN would have been
prepared to restore trading
links with Argentina in the
Faiklands
talks
which
broke down on Thursday.
We would also have wel
comed a new air sendees
agreement and would have
been prepared to permit visits
by relatives of Argentine
soldiers killed in the Falk
land^
Foreign Secretary Sir Geof
frey Howe told MPs yesterday
of his regret at the break
down but confirmed there was
no question of Britain being
prepared
to
discuss
sovereignty, the issue which
led to the Argentines' walk
out.
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We can hang on to our Fortress, of
course, for as long as we have the cash and
the resolve. But when even Mr Heseltine
has finished his rationalisation at the MoD,
when the entire infrastructure of defence
strategy is run by a junior clerk from a
telephone box just off Whitehall, there will
still come a day within two or three years
when the bedrock of British defence policy
— in Europe, the North Atlantic, and in
nuclear strike capability — can’t be af
forded ; when costly peripherals, like the
Falklands, will become desperate embarrass
It has taken two long years for Britain
ments. So we must be clear if we truly
and Argentina to say a direct, civil word to
wish any new start. Argentina is not run,
each otherand perhaps — amid yester
for the moment, by a “ fascist dictatorship.”
It is run by a benign and beset social demo
day’s instant bath of confusion
both
crat. Argentina, in this manifestation, does
sides have lost the knack. Even with the
not remotely wish to take the Falklands by
Swiss and Brazilians playing Acas guide
storm. On the contrary, it seeks some very
dogs, the basic problem of whether sover
long term arrangement which leaves the
eignty was or wasn’t on the agenda — an
Falklanders living as they have always done
implicit understanding underpinning any
and which, simultaneously, takes the patri
talks — seems to have got stuck up front
otic heat out of an issue which has for so
and tugged at the foundations. That be
long warped Argentine domestic politics.
tokens some pretty soggy diplomacy some
The Swiss and Brazilians in Bern, one may
where along the line. It also seems to blow
guess, must think Senor Alfonsin entirely
away brief hopes that something modestly
sensible in his aspirations. So will any rele
fruitful might emerge from Bern : the lift-.' vant wider forum, like the UN. And one
ing of our total exclusion zone, perhaps;
thing, over time, must lead to another.
public admission from Buenos Aires of the
Our Foreign Office chaps, of course,
overwhelming private truth that Senor
have their instructions. If they stray too
Alfonsin doesn’t want to start another war;
far, Mrs Thatcher will cut off their tongues.
and the beginning of more quiet chats. All
But the Prime Minister’s political mortality
of that, because it was long overdue, looked
has been well underlined by recent banana
simple commonsense. But it was not, of
crops : and we are dealing here with longer
course, an end in itself, and everyone
range inevitabilities. It would be good —
(from Mrs Margaret Thatcher down) must
because in the end. summoning up some
have been terribly deluded if they supposed
courage, it will be essential — if the Brit
so. Britain and Argentina have been
ish government could bring itself to talk
ratcheting away over Falklands sovereignty
openly and honestly to the Falkland island
for decades. Time and again the Foreign
ers : the grit in any gentle process. That is
Office (and the Treasury) have sought to
what we promised two years ago. Instead,
edge towards a deal which makes geograph
though, we have merely piled in the armaical and economic sense; and time and
ments and promises, disguising the long
again they have bumped their heads on the
term inevitabilities in a welter of short-term
unwillingness of the islanders (and their
expenditure. So starting to talk to the Ar
Westminster champions) to sanction any
gentines was. in a sense, always putting the
such process. General Galtieri lost patience
cart before the horse. If the islanders are
in 1982, and paid for it in blood and
thought to have an eventual veto, there is
humiliation. But one lost war, in the essen
no point in setting out to remove barriers
tial nature of such mystic territorial dis
between our London and Buenos Aires
putes, does not signify the end of the
which are essentially straddled across one
story; nor erase the decades when the
long, stretching road. Any talks, of course,
British government rationally concluded
are better than none in this impasse. It
that it didn’t wariKthe burden of the Falk
would be cheering if Bern, merely “inter
lands and tried, nervelessly, to give the tiny
rupted,” yielded something; indeed, any
outcrops away. One military victory doesn’t
thing. And the imperatives for dialogue
make that sort of world fresh again for all
remain. But the real starting point for
time. To the contrary, on ally thoughtful
fruitful progress remains where it has al
time-scale, it has increased tfre. eventual
ways been : Westminster, where the options
pressure — the sheer, grinding coX — on
for the Falklands must be decided, and
Britain to
achieve
some
ultimate
where the choice of enduring options has to
accommodation.
be_made.

The long
the short
of it
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Jeremy Morgan adds from
Buenos Aires : In a statement
earlier, the Argentine Govern
ment said it had “interrupted”
the talks because the agenda
did not include sovereignty.
Argentina’s three-man team
; iad left the talks because of
British intransigence over the
issue, the Foreign Minister, Mr
Dante Caputo, said.
The Foreign Ministry said
Turn to back page, col. 1

Falklands
talks
founder
amid
anger

( r\

By Patrick Keatley,
Diplomatic Correspondent
Top-level
talks
between
Britain and Argentina over the
Falklands broke down in the
Swiss capital, Bern yesterday,
no prospect of resumption.
Both sides last night issued
angry statements blaming each
other and Brazil, which worked
in secret for eight months to
set up the talks, despaired of
finding any formula to rescue
them.
The issue that brought
' everything crashing down was,
J inevitably, sovereignty. Britain
! says it had been agreed in ad
vance that if this came up the
Leader comment, page 12

rvi>

; British negotiators would sim
ply ignore it and move on to
practical issues such as trade,
transport, and the resumption
of diplomatic relations.
An angry Foreign Secretary,
said last night: “ The talks be
tween Britain and Argentina
in Bern have now ended be
cause the Argentines were not
prepared to continue them on
the basis plainly agreed in ad
vance through
the
Swiss
Government.”
Sir Geoffrey Howe said the
British Government had consis
tently made it clear that it
was not prepared to discuss
the question of sovereignty
over the Falklands.
But Argentina takes the
view that sovereignty could
not be ignored, as a matter of
national pride, and that talks
on any other basis are unac
ceptable.
The
Argentines,
therefore, walked out and the
signs are that they do not in
tend to return.
The Swiss chairman, Mr
Edouard
Brunner,
earlier
seemed determined to maintain
the fiction that the talks had
not collapsed, and that there
were still hopes of a resump
tion. The Brazilians also hinted
at
the
possibility
of
“ proximity talks,” in which
the two sides need not meet
but would be in the same
building. But, late last night,
all this looked like unjustified
optimism.
It is too soon to determine
if it is worthwhile keeping the
four-man British team in Bern.
Today would have been the
second day of the first govern
ment-level talks since the Falk
lands war, with a third to fol
low, if necessary.

i

i

Falklands talks fail
Continued from page one
its
officials
had
restated
Argentina’s “ sovereign rights ”
over the islands when the
talks began, but that the British had refused to discuss the
issue.
The agenda could not exelude the question of sovereignty, since this was “at the
base of the controversy with
the United
Kingdom,”
it
ad£ed.
Resolution of the sovereignty
question had to be included in
any serious and responsible
discussions aimed at finding a
Falklands solution, officials
sa|jJ* v .. •
The hard line adopted once

the sovereignty snag was hit
was seen as an attempt by the
Government to recover political ground lost at home bv
agreeing to the talks in the
first place,
Official sources said the collapse c£ the talks had been
brought about by a last-minute
change by the British in the
wording of a document being
prepared during the talks.
jt was said that the Argentines had been led to believe
that Britain was willing to say
it was “ not yet ” prepared to
discuss sovereignty, but that!
when the text *was being
drafted the word “ yet ” had
been removed.

:
:
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ARGENTINE ANTICS

ARGENTINA’S APPARENT SABOTAGE of the
direct talks with a Foreign Office team in Bern is
both foolish, and unnecessary, and raises serious
questions about the credibility, and possibly even
the stability, of President Raul Alfonsin s sevenmonth-old Government. Britain went into what had
been seen as modest, relaxed and secret negotiations
believing that an acceptable mechanism had been
devised which would prevent a squabble over the
vexed issue of Argentina’s claim to sovereignty over
the Falkland Islands. The talks could not have been
envisaged in any other way: a “ sell-out by either
side was never on the cards. As far as London was
concerned the talks were certainly not about the
Falklands but about finding ways to “normalise
relations after the traumatic events of only two years
ago. As such they were a significant breakthrough,
and, some might say, not before time.
Senor Alfonsin has been talking about Britain’s
“ extraordinary arrogance and its “ anachronistic
colonialism”—the sort ’of tired and familiar
.
rhetoric that has done nothing to help thaw relations.
However it is not difficult to grasp that Argentina s
newly-restored democracy remains a fragile plant.
Up to his neck in debts and desperate for a domestic
consensus to safeguard his chances of staying in
office for his full six-year term, Senor Alfonsin has
had to deal firmly both with his edgy and largely
discredited generals and push ahead with investiga
tions into human rights abuses, and also to flirt
with the still-powerful Peronists and their allies.
Britain is rightly in favour of restoring the
fullest diplomatic, commercial and cultural ties with
Senor Alfonsin’s Government, as well as making a
start on settling a whole range of peripheral bits
and pieces such as the Argentine war graves. The
talks in Switzerland should have been a good start,
and it is hoped that conversations will continue
through the protecting Powers.
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talks with
ARGENTINA
BREAKDOWN
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By Our Diplomatic Staff
rnALKS between Britain
and Argentina m
Switzerland broke
Berne, last
night over the
down
issue of Falkland Islands
sovereignty.
_
,
c:r Geoffrey Howe, Foreign 1

began on Wednesday..
Matter of regret
Thp talks had now ended

rs-sis
had^omplied s'crupulously with
the understanding.
44 It is

a matter of great

s&r.-ssap-l.
not prepared to respect that |
b3S Editorial Comment—P18
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Argentina
talks break
down over
sovereignty
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By Robert Graham in London and
Anthony McDermott in Berne

r^

THE FIRST DIRECT diplo
matic contacts between Britain
and Argentina in two years
collapsed last night in Berne
amid mutual recriminations.
The talks were aimed at
normalising relations broken off
when Argentina invaded the
Falkland Islands in 1982.
Discussions lasted Jess than
24 hours. They broke down on
the vexed issue of sovereignly
over the Falkand Islands—the
crux of Britain’s dispute with
Argentina.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
Foreign Secretary, was asked on
television last night about the
future status of the discussions.
“ l think we shall have to reflect
for some time,” he replied.
Sir Geoffrey blamed the
Argentines for failing to res
pect the original basis of the
agreement for the talks. The
Argentines, meanwhile, called
the talks meaningless for failing
to envisage, discussions of
sovereignty over the islands.
The negotiations, conducted
by senior diplomats, were the
result of seven months of laborious
diplomatic
contacts ,
through Switzerland and Brazil,
which represent direct diptomafic relations.
Swiss diplomats made desperate efforts to keep the two sides
ffi’th^apThe talks^began

. .
rt„ov.
The row yesterday arose over
the drafting of a d°?ument m
which Argentina sought to ha e
included the phrase.
The
British representatives we not
PrePaJed
British
SSSffiWS^ * aUow

°mnalW"yanjthyeste^

discussion of

break-dowif'cameras S
Both sides went into the meet-

Ind Bntaif
a
^gentiina and Biritain. As a

and commercial relations. As a
munmum it had been h pi d
to end the talks withi an ag e
ment on lifting trade restric
tions between the two countries.
Britain said it had arranged
with Argentina in advance how
to get round the question of
sovereignty over the Falkland.
Argentina could raise the issue
if it wished but Britain would
not discuss it. Talks would then
go on to cover practical measures for normalising bilateral
relations.

Tbe Swiss diplomats> em.
barrassed as hosts by the pros.
pect Qf failure exerted considerable pressure for the talks to
esume gut; iate yesterday they
to make the
Argentines budge,
Djpi0mats closely connected
.
th talks said last night
that an early resumption of
talks would now be difficult.
The two sides appear to have
made little progress in bridging
the huge gap between them.

WORLD NEWS
1

Talks with
Argentina
break down

1

!

The first diplomatic talks be
tween Britain and Argentina
since the Falklands war broke
down in Berne last night.
The discu/sions, aimed at nor
malising relations, lasted less
than 24 hours before the issue
of sovereignty over the Falk
lands disrupted them.
Secretary
Sir
Foreign
Geoffrey Ilowe blamed the
Argentines for not respecting
the original basis of the talks—
that if Argentina mentioned
sovereignty, Britain would re
fuse to discuss it. Argentina 1
said this refusal made the talks |
meaningless. Back Page
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Muted response to reform
proposals for Hongkong

!

7.D/7/R/1

Argentine
fury ends
Falkland

of the electoral process would
affect almost six million people
of Hongkong and their attitude
to becoming a “special adminis
By Henry Stanhope
trative region” of China after
Diplomatic
Correspondent
the expiry of the New Terri
The Anglo-Argentine talks
tories’ lease in 1997.
in Switzerland over the future
The current proposals would
of the Falkland Islands have
institute an electoral college to
broken down less than 24 hours
choose candidates for the
since they began. Sir Geoffrey
legislative council and reduce
Howe, the Foreign Secretary,
the number of official members.
said last night that it was a
The Governor would, however,
matter of “great regret”.
retain full executive powers, at
His statement ended several
least until the 1990s.
hours of speculation after an
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
angry claim from Sefior Dante
Foreign Secretary, is expected
Caputo, the Argentine Foreign
Sir Geoffrey Howe:
here next week on his way to
Minister - later denied by its
Expected in Peking.
Peking for discussions on
Foreign Ministry - that his
unacceptable to the people of Hongkong. Among the most
delegation had broken off the
the territory, 99 per cent of difficult problems is China’s
negotiations in Berne because
whom are Chinese. He did not demand for a joint Angloof British “intransigence”.
however expect this to happen. Chinese commission to sit in,
For a time confusion reigned
It is believed that Peking, Hongkong and monitor changes!
as the British Embassy in
which was given a copy of the in political and administrative!
Berne referred all inquiries
Green Paper before publication, bodies before the transfer of, j about the talks to the Foreign
is pondering how the widening sovereignly.
Office in London, which passed
them back to the Swiss Foreign
Ministry, which was providing
a chairman for the talks.
The Swiss first said that the
negotiations had been “inter
By Henry Stanhope, Diplomatic Correspondent
rupted” but were now continu
ing, and there was even
Secret
references to a second round of
hall in case the Peking talks two months before the Chinese
negotiations at a later date in
between Britain and China over deadline for ari agreement atL the
Brazil.
the future of Hongkong end end of September failure is now
Sir Geoffrey’s statement
in failure
a very real possibility.
made it clear that the talks had
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
British delegates, led by Sir
broken down over Argentine
Foreign Sectary, is flying to Richard Evans,, the amtbassatdor
insistence on discussing sover
rdSy forrngem tables in raemfaginst time to find a j
eignty of the islands, the
subject Britain had ruled off
an attempt to find a way past a settlement,
the agenda.
Muted response, page 4 ^
number of intractable issues.
Sir Geoffrey said: “The
British Government have con
sistently made it clear that they
are not prepared to discuss with
the Argentines the sovereignty
question.
“But against this back
ground the British Goverment
have taken a position of
opening talks in order to move
towards a more constructive
relationship.
“Exchanges have been going
on over a long period to set up
these talks. They have now
ended because the Argentines
■ were not prepared to continue
them on the basis plainly
agreed in advance through the
Swiss Government.

From David Bonavia
Hongkong
The Hongkong Govern
ment’s proposals for gradual
democratization of the terri
tory’s administration have re
ceived a muted response from
public figures here and from the
official media in Peking.
The New China news agency,
Peking’s main political rep
resentative in Hongkong, said
that the Green Paper, which
proposed more public partici
pation
in
the
territory’s
administration, placed no obli
gation on the Chinese side
because it was drafted by the
British side.
Mr Dennis Bray, acting Chief
Secretary, said that a British
proposal to establish a monitor
ing body, to test public reaction
to the results of the AngloChinese negotiations, would
make it possible to throw out
any agreement which was

Fear for Hongkong deal

„.VI „„ ssw.»- ssa ss $as
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The talks, the first direct
contact between the two govern
ments since the Falklands War
two years ago, broke down
when the Argentine representa
tive insisted that the discussion
of normalizing relations should
be linked to the issue of
sovereignty, Sir Geoffrey said.
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Argentines claim sovereignty
will be on discussion agenda
THE FIRST oil-prospecting
licence in the history of the
Falkland Islands was granted
by the Civil Commissioner,
Sir Rex Hunt, yesterday to
Firstland Oil and Gas, a com
pany which has operated in
the Texas and Oklahoma
1981.
since
oilfields
chairman,
Mr
Firslland’s
Paul Beck, said in the Falk
land's capital Port Stanley
that he expected to spend
$500,000 on initial onshore
geological surveys at Douglas
Station, a 100,000 acre sheep j
farm on the north side of |
Fast Falkland.

tali iiiiF w I
By NICHOLAS DAVIES, Foreign Editor
BRITAIN and Argentina started talks last night in an
attempt to put an official seal on the ending oj tne
Falklands war. The two-day meeting in Berne, Switzer
land, is the first between
officials of the two coun
tries since the conflict
started more than two
years ago.
The nations are still
technically at war
because Argentina has
never declared an end to
hostilities.
Britain refuses to dis
cuss sovereignty, but
wants scheduled air ser
vices with Argentina
restarted. Argentina
wants the 150-mile exclu
sion zone around the i
Falklands lifted.
i
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Top level
Falkland
meeting
in Bern
By Patrick Keatley,
Diplomatic Correspondent
After months of secret
or secret
negotiations, the first direct
Argentina61"*?*1 government
leve, geu underway in Bern

Office officials, and the leader
is the senior under secretary
e <uVhat Argentina calls the
Southern Cone, Mr Marcello
Delpech.
, J? T ,hta«*
« good
^detegTes3^^ /0“r

, -•
dinner last night and the Swiss
According to British sources, went 1° some trouble to try
Argentina has agreed to take and keep the venue of this
pari in this initial, two-day ses- Private function confidential
sion on the basis that the BritThe agenda is anyone’s
•sh side will not be prepared guess, because both sides ret° enlei into any discussions of tain flexibility. Bui the British
sovereignty.
will be looking for an Argen
But in Buenos Aires, the Ar- line declaration of the end of
gentine Foreign Minister, Mr Hostilities in the South AtlanDante Caputo, said yesterday
hope for early agreethal the talks would include ment ort the resumption of
Inc question of sovereignty of normal diplomatic relations At
the Malvinas. He told a press Present, the embassies in Lonconference that Argentina in- don and Buenos Aires remain l
tended to use the negotiations closed,
to establish its sovereignly Argentina will wish to - press
over the islands.
hard for the resumption of
The Falklands Civil Commis- normal operations by her fishsioner, Sir Rex Hunt, has as- ern\en ,n Falkland waters, and
sured islanders that the soverdetermined that the British 1
eignty of the Falklands will sha11 declare an end to the
not be on the agenda In a Protection zone around the
statement issued in Port Stan- islands,
ley yesterday, Sir Rex said : Wha! may prove to be a
“ I would like to emphasise to straw in the wind will be the I
rll islanders that the purpose Argentine reaction to a mesot the talks is to explore prac- sage which is still on the file
Heal means of achieving a unanswered, since it was sent
more normal relationship be- from London by Mr Pym as
tween Britain and Argentina. Foreign Secretary in May last
Any discussion of sovereignty year. It suggests that any genover the Falklands is excluded eral settlement should re-estabfrom the talks.
lish air services linking Port
At this early stage, each Stanley to the outside world
team will be led by Foreign and that this should be covMimstry officials rather than ered by an official agreement,
ministers with Mr Edouard
Britain for its part will reitBrunner, the senior state sec- orate in the Bern talks that
rotary of the Swiss Govern- the offer to return the bodies
ment in the chair.
of some 300 Argentine soldiers
For Britain, the leader is Mr killed in the 1982 fighting Mill
David Thomas, a former am- holds good. Equally Ar^entim
bassador to Cuba, who took is welcome to arrange visits bv
over supervision of south relatives to the graves of solAmerican policy at the end of diers in the military cemeterv
last year.
and this need not await agreeBacking him up will be the ment on all the other items
Bntish ambassador in Bern,
The chronology of the conMr .John Powell-Jones, who has fidential diplomatic context bpconducted the months of pri- tween London and Buenos
vate contacts with Argentina Aires begins in September,
which led up to this formal 1982. when a World Bank
negotiating session
meeting led to agreements on
Completing the team will be the reciprocal lifting of finana. le«*L expert from the For- cial restrictions,
But signals were coolly met
eign Office, Mr Tony Aust, and
the head of the Falkland Is- while the generals were in
land Department, Mr Andrew charge in Buenos Aires. It was
Palmer
...
tke elections in October last
The Argentine team includes year, and the arrival on the
the ambassador in Bern, Mr scene of a civilian GovernKatzensten, and two Foreign ment, which broke the ice.
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Falklands talks
begin in Berne
By ROBIN GEDYE Diplomatic Staff

TJRITAIN and Argentina held direct discussions
■D yesterday for the first time since the Falklands
war, the Foreign Office announced. The talks are
taking place in Berne on the initiative of the Swiss
government.
Before the delegations began discussions, Senor
Dante Caputo, Argentine Foreign Minister, said in
Buenos Aires that his side intended to use negotiations
to establish sovereignty---------------------------------over the Falklands.
But Sir Rex Hunt, Falkland
Islands Civil Commissioner,
reiterated Whitehall’s position
in a statement to islanders yes
terday and said: “I would like
to emphasize to all islanders
that the purpose of the talks is
to explore practical means of
achieving more normal relations
between Britain and Argentina.
“ Any discussion of sovereignty
over the Falkands is excluded
from the talks.”
Britain’s five-man delegation
is led by Dr David Thomas,
J Upcler-Secret ary of State for
t Amc:> m Affairs, and .includes
Mr Andrew Palmer, Head of
the Foreign Office’s Falkland
Islands department and Mr
John Powell - Jones, Britain’s
Ambassador to Berne.
Argentina’s delegation is led
by Senor Marcello Delpech. Mr
Thomas’s opposite number.
Also present will be the Brazi
lian Ambassador and a senior
Swiss official.

Thatcher’s message
Yesterday’s meeting is the
result of delicate and highlysecret negotiations which began
last year when Senor Alfonsin
took power from the military
junta and Mrs Thatcher sent
a message welcoming the
restoration of democracy.
Britain has proposed that a
bilateral air services agree
ment, which Argentina
scrapped in 1982. should re
sume. It has also called on
Argentina to announce an
official end to hostilities while
Argentina wants Britain to lift
the 150-mile exclusion zone
around the islands.
Whitehall sources stressed
last night that whatever differ
ences there still were between
the two sides, an important and
vital step had been taken in
meeting face to face for the
first time in two years.

By Philip Webster
Political Reporter
Britain and Argentina began
talking officially again last
night for the first time since the
invasion of the Falkland
Islands in April 1982.
Discussions, expected to last
two days, got under way in
Berne between senior diplo
mats from both governments
after months of painstaking
preparatory wosk conducted
through Swiss intermediaries.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
Foreign Secretary, announced
that the Government’s purpose
would be to explore the
prospects for ‘’progressive
normalization’’ of relations
with Argentina.
Although both sides agreed
to maintain total confidentiality
about the substance of the
talks, it seemed likely that the
initial exchanges would cover
economic, commercial and
diplomatic issues.

Heading the Argentine team
is Sefior Marcello Dclpech, a
senior under-secretary in the
Foreign Ministry, whose res
ponsibilities include the Falk
lands. The Brazilian Govern
ment, which has acted as
Argentina’s protecting power,
is also represented at the talks.

While the British say the
| Argentine claim to sovereignty
I over the Falklands is not on the
! agenda, Argentina was at pains
to point out yesterday that the
talks had no agenda, and they
would certainly be raising the
issue.
The discussions are being
held under the chairmanship of
Mr Edouard Brunner, State
Secretary of the Swiss Depart
ment of Foreign Affairs. The
Swiss have acted as Britain’s
protecting power in Argentina
since the break in relations.

British officials yesterday
said the Government felt the
climate had been improved by
statements from the new
Argentine leaders placing more
emphasis on their wish to
pursue their claim to Falkland
sovereignty by peaceful means,
and by the fact that there have
been no Argentine incursions
this year in the 150-mile
protection zone around the
islands.

The four-man British dele
gation is led by Mr David
Thomas, the Foreign Office
under-secretary responsible for
the Americas, and includes Mr
Andrew Palmer, head of the
Falkland Islands department,
and Mr John Powell-Jones, the
ambassador in Berne.

9 PORT STANLEY: The
Falklands Civil Commissioner
gave the go-ahead yesterday for
oil prospecting on the islands
(Reuter reports). Sir Rex Hunt
granted the licence to Firstland
Oil and Gas, whose chairman,
Mr Paul Beck, said surveys
would begin in September.
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DEFENCE
SHAKE-UP
WELCOMED
By Our Defence
Correspondent
an^ nounced yesterday of
the

Defence

Ministry

HESELTINE’S
SHAKE-UP
FOR DEFENCE

seas policy committee of the
Cabinet chaired by the Prune
Minister.
The Chief of the
Defence Staff “will attend as
required, as will the chiefs of
staff when necessary.”
The defence council chaired
by the Defence Secretary and
comprising those in existing
ministerial posts and the new
service and senior civil servant
kev posts will continue. So. too,
will the three service boards
each of which will have an
executive committee to super
vise detailed management in
with
directives
accordance
determined centrally.

|

Ry Maj.-Gcn. EDWARD FVRSDON
"

Defence Correspondent

or*1 seve 1Cf!r(toSp posts was r|THE creation of a new unified defence staff
Service*1 Chiefs ofC Staff?6
1 is among the principal items in Mr
“ There is complete unanr Heseltine’s new higher structure for the
SM 5ST trie "new ^system Defence Ministry announced yesterday.
SSk4h,tf Sirk' Edwin
BramallMCMef of Sthe Dfence

The other main items are the strengthening of
the positi0ns 0f the Permanent Under-Secretary

Staff, yesterday.
In a White Paper, Mr Heseltine, Defence Secretary proposes a new unified Defence
Staff should be formed from
the existing central staffs, from
those of the three smgle^services, the Defence Secretariat
and the defence scientists.
To exert much stronger control of defence expenditure and
of resource management, a new
Office of Management and Budget is to be established under
a Pcrmancnt-Under-Secrctary.
It will also have a capability for
inspection and audit.
1 The Ministry’s structure for
equipment procurement, and
for scientific staffs, is to be revised
_
n0
Ileseltinc’s MffiitePaper—1*8
Editorial CommenU-P18

an(j_ the Chief of the Defence Staff as the Defence
.
, . in nr:nrinqi advisers the creation of a
Secretary s twoprincipal aavisers^uie
office ofmanagement
.|hin thp
and budget
within
Ministry, and changes ill
•
cripntifir
structure in the scientific
and equipment procurement

i

More savings
The white Paper says that

^eTeta'y)
^La.er^^men.at.on. rtw*.

]ovver level. In essence, ujader
the direction of a new four star
level Vice Chief of the Defence
Staff, the new unified defence
staff willfulfil the functions
0f tbe existing central military
staffs, the greater part of those
of the single service, navy,
general and air staffs, and contain civil servants of the
defence secretariat and scienareas.
tific staff.
A separate defence arms
For its military work, the new
control unit responsible to
defence staff will look to the
tjie permanent under-secreChief of the Defence Staff and
j t0 be established.
for its political and parliamen* llhrej2 serv.ice chiefs 0f
tary work to the permanent
stafy Mil continue as the prounder secretary, both of whom
f^sional heads of their services
have their responsibilities as the
—fully responsible for their
Defence Secretary s two prinfighting effectiveness, managecipal advisers clearly re-defined
nvpnt nvprall efficiency and
The new staff is structured
m*raJe_and as members of the
into tour groups : strategy and
chiefs of staff committee.
policy, headed by a civil servant
But in future they will
deputy secretary; programmes
normally report and tender
and personnel, headed by a seradvice to the Defence Secretary
vice three star office; systems,
through the Chief of the
dealing with operational conDefence Staff. They retain their
cepts, requirements, and re
right of access to both the
Maximum delp^alinn
search, and commitments, dcalDcfcnce Secretary and the
maximum ucu^diiuii
ing with operations, deployments
Prime Minister.
The emphasis of the new
and exercises.
Generally there are no sur- • structure is on “ the need to
The defence intelligence staff
prises in Mr Heseltine’s pro- plan to fight together on an keeps its separate identity but
posals, all have
been fore- integrated basis.”
is also to be restructured and
shadowed.
but
the
clear
Ihc heart of the Hcscmne streamlined,
message from yesterday is that review is that “future policy
Rationalisation of the services’
these are only the preliminary . for each service must be shaped training, logistics and support
major changes —more may be increasingly within a common areas wi]i continue to be
made as Mr Heseltine’s work defence framework — central nursued whenever nossihlp in
continues.
machinery is needed to arrive sucb areas as jt q medical
Mr Heseltine’s White Paper at the best defence-wide solu- services training and in music
on his new proposals — to be - tions and the right management
The ’
office f M
‘
implemented onJanuary 2, - organisation is required to carry
ment and Budget— headed 1fv
1985 - says it represents but
them through.”
. the second permanent unde?
the first stage of the GovernElimination of overlap, maxi- secret^ — Ss to aSe
ment’s assessment of proposals
strong conSST over the
defence “
' °rgamSat'on °f 4“corporate financial
“A major task of the new Bility budgets on an extensive
commitment of
organisation will be to address s.ca{? across both serv*ce and management systems'PCit will
the scope for. further improves
SSSffiSte on" fouT’ areas”ments in efficiency, it says.
af j e £.ys. ror, ?r0 resource* and urn GrammesTh<»
Sress towards
better finance;
resources administration
an? . programmes,
me White
wnite Paner
raper is
is heiw
lieav> nn
on
j
f achieving
defence monev
and
generalities but light on detail.
“e equipment^ procurement civilian management.
How the new structure will be
there m2st be increased compe- A new style equipment policy
fleshed out and worked in practition bot?h domestically and committee is to be set up to
tico is not yet revealed. Obviinternationally and a closer advise on equipment producously a great deal of Ihe
more self-help-reliant defence tion and development and on
detailed work has yet either to
industry. the balance of equipment inbe done or made available for
Major questions of defence
tor
public information.
policy are to continue to be
hmso. amaa 9515. £2-23p.
taken by the defence and overEditorial Comment—P18
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Defence top
brass to go
in shake-up
THE AXE is ready to fall on some top brass at
the Defence Ministry in the first major
shake-up for 21 years, it was announced
yesterday.
At least nine senior officers and Civil Servants
with the equivalent rank of major-general and
above are to go under a
plan by Defence Secre
By HARVEY ELLIOTT
tary Michael Heseltine.
The proposals, outlined
in a White Paper, upset responsible for organising
some senior officers, who their own individual Ser
went to see Mrs Thatcher
to express their reserva vices, will disappear.
Instead, their staffs will
tions.
be amalgamated into a
But the Prime Minister Defence
Staff.
backed Mr Heseltine and
Mr Heseltine was keen
Service chiefs must now
to end the scramble for
accept the plan.
share of cash for new
Mr Heseltine was deter- a
equipment.
, mined to reorganise the
At present the Army,
Ministry, the biggest single
department in Whitehall, Navy and Air Force,
each
under a Deputy
after the Falklands war.
draw up their
He believed the cam Secretary,
paign proved the need for own list of priorities.
Under the new pro
•the Services to be equip
ped and trained to fight posals an Office of
Management and Budtogether.’
Under the new plan get will be created and
individual Service vice the three Deputy Secre
be.
posts
will
chiefs of staff, who now tary
run large departments scrapped.
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Falklands
peace
talks with
Argentina
By GORDON GREIG
Political Editor

BRITAIN and Argentina
were talking peace
directly to each other last
night for the first time
since the Falklands War
ended over two years ago.
The breakthrough came as
envoys from both countries
met at a secret rendezvous
in the Swiss capital of
Berne.
It dramatically boosted
hopes that friendly diploma
tic and commercial ties can
be re-established very
quickly.
One subject Britain Is
insisting will not be on the
agenda
is
sovereignty.
Whether it could wreck the
talks may be known today.
Argentine sources said
their men would raise the
subject. In London, the
Foreign Office curtly insisted
it will not be discussed.
And in the Falklands it
self, Civil Commissioner Sir
Rex Hunt reassured the
islanders that sovereignty
would be excluded from the
talks.
Mrs Thatcher has always
insisted that the wishes of
the islanders about who rules
them would be paramount.
The immediate objective of
the talks: Is Argentina will
ing to declare a formal end of
hostilties in return for Britain
reducing its 150-mile exclusion
zone around the islands ?
The cordiality in which the
talks are taking place sug
gests the negotiations could
go on almost non-stop until
tomorrow.
The talks represent a major
gamble for Argentina’s new
democratic regime.
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Jobs for the Generals
»
Sir Jeremy ; hero

NO DOUBT Falklands com
mander Major-General Sir
Jeremy Moore was a good and
competent officer. But when
a professional soldier chooses
to retire from his wsil-pald
career and accept a very nigh
pension from public funds, he
has no right to be given a job,
starting at the top, as direc
tor-general
of the
Food
Manufacturers’
Association
and the Food and Drink
Association, in an industry of

which he knows nothing what
soever.
This is one of the causes of
British industry’s low stan
dards of efficiency and labour
relations. If retired indus
trialists were given top jobs
in the Army, with the rank
of general, the absurdity
would destroy the Army’s
morale, efficiency, and recruit
ment.
D. GRAHAM,
Staines, Middlesex.
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Pin pais ars wed
TRACEY JOHNSON stuck a pin in a
list of names and won herself a soldier
husband. Tracey, 20, was reading a
newsletter in the Sheffield hospital
where she worked when she spotted a
list of Falklands troops looking for pen
pals. She closed her eyes, stuck in a pin
and hit the name Lance Bombardier
Mark Gray, 24. Now, a year after meet
ing, they have married.
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BRITAIN AVOIDS
REFERENDUM
FOR HONGKONG
By HUGH DAVIES in Hongkong

T3RITAIN has finally decided to steer clear
D of a Hongkong referendum to test the
acceptability of the imminent pact with China
defining the colony’s future, knowing that
such a poll would be frowned on by the
Communst regime in Peking.
Instead, it is understood that a special office will
the territory, staffed by civil
'Jo a be established in
collate all shades of public
and
" ' servants, to accept
opinion.
Green Paper
Asked about the possibithe Foieign Secietaiy, S
Geoffrey Howe, carefully
sidestepped the issue during
a Press conference on Hongkong Island at Easter.
“We have not come to a
conclusion about the best of
several alternative ways of
assessing opinion. It must be
stated that there are some very
real drawbacks to the idea of a
referendum,” he said.
Most people in Hongkong
knew exactly what he meant.
The belief is that the last thing
China wants is a public test of
the popularity of its political
svstem. Peking has made it clear
that the people of Hongkong
can play no role in negotiations,
and certainly have, no veto
'Six power once the pact is
published.

Resigned to being
kept in the dark

'

.

However, the Queen in her
1983 speech to Parliament committed>ft;i!IaiP''io;'eii^tJg/t4e'views of 'the- people. Ministers
have . since reiterated the
pledge.
According to sources in Hongkong, the office conducting the
survev will be run on indepen
dent 'lines with neutral observers oversecing the work.
Apart from individual assess
ments of the draft agreement
once it is announced, state
ments are to be. gathered from
all interested civic and indust
rial bodies. Even reports of
Press conferences and newspaper editorials are to be collected.
Presumably these would then
all be. circulated to M Ps before
the Comnjpns vote, expected, in
December, to decide if the pact
can be rectified.
In Hongkong, where people
are resigned to being manipu
lated and kept in the dark about
their fate, the popular feeling
is that ultimately whatever
they say will have little effect
on the outcome.

Review planned

for 1989
By 1988 the council would
grow to 50 members, 34 of them
indirectly elected, with a review
planned for the following year.
|
On Exco ostensibly the
I colony’s cabinet Vhe scheme is
for Legco members to pick
among themselves four mem
bers,
with . the Governor
appointing eight. By 1991,
Legco’s elected members would
i double with the ftther cut by

over
Cynicism is likely to increase ^e next- two months, recomtoday with the release of a mends tbat all councillors be
Government Green Paper out- elected by 1993, by which time
lining a scheme to give people a thp Uv0 bodies would merge
greater say
in the colony s int0 a municipal council.
affairs.
Also suggested is the idea
The document, leaked last that tbe Governor be replaced
night in Hongkong, proposes in- by a mayor elected by the munidirect elections to both Legco, cipai council or popular vote,
the legislative council responcontroversy is likely over the
siblc for enacting laws and- con- ^
suggestion that Hongkong
trolling public finance, ana .s according to the paper, still
Exco, the executive council that not ready for direct elections,
meets weekly to advise anr whJch it says would run the
Edward Youde, the Governor. ^ of a swjft introduction of
The 47 Legco members, whose adversarial
politics and an
icaders have clashed publicly ejement 0f instability at a
with Teng Hsiao-ping, the crucial time,
,,
— Observers believe that the
Chinese leaders, would no government fears pro-Chinese
longer be all appointed.
elements, which are daily beFrom next year, six would be coming better organised in the
chosen by a 430-member elec- colony, might score sweep g
toral college formed by the 19 victories in direct elections ana
district boards, the urban coun- thus hasten Marxist rule, not
oil and the new regional coun- due until 1997.
oil. Another six would be
Peking is reported to be
elected by professional and extremely angry at not being
special interest groups known consulted about the document.
as functional constituencies.
China has already warned that
TwentvAhree members would only “ patriots ” staunch y oya
sti]1 be Chosen by the Governor to the mainlands aspirations
and tbe numbcr 0f government are to be allowed into the p
1997 administration.
officials sitting ■on the body
The yearning for democracy
would be cut by five,
has been kept alive by small
pressure~ groups for many
But until
it was
years. IP,
. . .recently
,
largely ignored bv the govern
ment because of widespread
public apathy and a perception
that Peking would oppose bold
political reforms.
A timid start was made two
with the establishment of district boards <to foster
public participation in cornmunity affairs. Barely 13 per
cent, of eligible voters both
ered to turn out for the j
elections
- • '
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Uncertainty as Howe cancels
Commons, colony statement

Hong Kong
protest
03

, Hong Kong leaders in a call
for direct election to the Leg- i
islative Council, yesterday crit
icised the British Government’s
cautious green paper for its
slow-paced ”
approach
to
democratic reform.
More uncertainly over the
colonys future was created
yesterday, when Sir Geoffrey
Howe cancelled plans to make
a statement in the House.
He was expected to reveal
Britain s attitude towards the
contentious Chinese proposal
a "joint commission” for
Hung Kong up to 1997. It was
lhal he wou]d de'
•stiibe the ‘acceptability test”
it lhc mechanism by which
Hong Ivong will be consulted
about a Sino-British agreement
on its future — which has sn
far remained wholly obscure.
Demand for faster reforms,
page (i
L
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Demand for
faster
reform in
Hong Kong
By John Gittings
Hong Kong leaders will issue
a strong call for direct elections to the Legislative Council
today
and
criticise
the
Government's cautious Green
Paper for its “slow-paced” approach to democratic reform.
The Green Paper will stir up
new controversy in the increasingiy politicised atmosphere at
a lime of growing anxiety
about the future.
More uncertainty was ereated yesterday when the Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey
Howe, cancelled plans to make
a statement today in the Commons which had been promised only yesterday.
Sir Geoffrey was expected to
use the occasion of the Green
Paper's publication to reveal
Britain’s attitude towards the
contentious Chinese proposal
for a “ joint commission ” for
Hong Kong up to 1997. It was
also believed that he would describe the ‘'acceptability test”
„
ie,, mechanism by which
Hong Kong will be consulted
about a Sino-British agreement

All except two of the 15
®Jet*e<? members of the Urban
the lower level
Gounon
body wbl.ch « Par.Uy base£ on
democratic franchise
have
le-,ected the Green Papers
P °Posal for^ indirect elections
1?.
Le;gco., *as-t ^adequate.
it should also
lnclude directly elected members wrm would be responsible to the electors so as to
t,uaiantee that official policies
W0Prd be- •
e *n line with
publlc °PinionTbe Green Paper, whose contents have been extensively
leaked, is said to provide a
formula for the gradual replacement of appointed members
Legco by two new
groups.
One of these will be chosen
by an electoral college of the
lower level elected members,
The other nrnnrwal ic
members to he
1 fi!
what are 1 called “ funptwJi
constnuencS'-rcpresenUnR
professional groups such a s
lawvers and businessDeoDle_to
maintainWhat would hi

MW £ £gr*&

1,5 “““jfHSk

questions and answers — a far the “ acceDtabilftv9 W ” fii
safer way for Sir Geoffrey at h0„b kSS?
1

JfSA

*“■ *

The Green Paper, which will
According to one source ah
be presented this morning to office will be set up to gather
filef L#egislat,ve Council, is a public opinion, headed bJ a
fiist attempt —■ spurred on by senior Government officer “Asthe prospect of China’s regain- suming that an agreement is
ing sovereignty in 1997 - to initialled by the Chinese dead
inject an elementof democ- line of September, theHon«*
racy into Uie Legislative and Kong people might have six
Executive Councils, which are weeks or so to express their
entirely
appointed by
the views before the agreement is
Governorput before Parliament.
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Government bid
to reassure
Hong Kong
BY ALAIN CASS, ASIA EDITOR

loa

!3W

THE BRITISH Government is
today expected to make a major
; effort to reassure both West
minster and the people of Hong
Kong that it is standing up to
Chinese pressure in the drawnout negotiations on the colony’s
future.
Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
Foreign Secretary, is expected
to outline to the Commons
ideas for testing public opinion
in Hong Kong when a draft
agreement is finally concluded
with Peking. Sir Geoffrey may
suggest setting up a special
office in the territory to which
the people of Hong Kong could
make representations.
Sir Geoffrey is expected to
reassure Parliament and Hong
Kong that Britain intends to
maintain full control of the
territory until 1997. when the
UK's leases on most of the
colony expire and China is to
resume sovereignty.
It now seems certain that the
UK negotiators will resist the
idea of the joint Sino-British
commission
suggested
by
Peking to oversee the transition
period,
a
scheme
widely
regarded in the colony as a back

door to an effective Chinese
takeover before 1997.
Officials insist that, despite
increased nervousness in I-Iong
Kong over the state of the
negotiations, these are not “ in
crisis.”
Sir Geoffrey’s statement will
follow the recent visit to the
colony by Mr Richard Luce, the
Foreign Office Minister respon
sible for Hong Kong, and will
precede his own planned trip to
China and the territory later
this month.
It will also coincide with to
day’s publication in Hong Kong
of the long-awaited Green Paper
on proposed changes to the way
the territory is governed.
The Green Paper is expected
to set out ways in which the
colony’s government can be
made more democratic, without,
however, recommending any
radical reform of the present
system.
It is likely to propose instead
a gradual broadening of the way
members of the appointed Exe
cutive and Legislative Councils
are chosen in the run-up to
1997. Pressure has been grow
ing recently for an elected body
to govern Hong Kong.
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Argentina loans upset more banks
BY PAUL TAYLOR IN NEW YORK

CHASE MANHATTAN and
'J. p. Morgan yesterday both re
ported lower second quarter
earnings blaming, in part, a
more conservative approach to
f VJmnting for public sector
loans to Argentina.
■ The two New York money
centre banks join Manufac•Hirers Hanover Trust which last
week reported an 8.5 per cent
decline in second quarter net
■income because it placed addi
tional Argentine loans on a
non-accrual basis in line with
tougher federal bank regulatory
guidelines which become manjdatorv in the third quarter.
- Chase Manhattan, the third
•largest U.S. banking group in
terms of vear-end assets, re
ported a 14.3 per cent decline
•in second ouarter earnings to
.$90m or $2.21 a share compared
to $105m or $2.68 a share in the
‘same period last year, which in
cluded an Slim after-tax gain
.from a settlement wilh Tran.
For the first half earnings
Avere $193m or $4. *6 a share
•compared with $21 lm or $5.42
-.share in the 1983 first half.
1 .'Net interest income increased
:jn the quarter despite the ad
verse impact of about $13m
.after taxes of non-accrued loans
'to borrowers in Argentina. The
hanking group also reported
that most fee-based income
.categories showed increases.
But Chase added that second•quarter earnings also reflected
*-moderate
'
increases in both
other operating expenses and
•Hie provision for loan losses.
j p. Morgan, the fifth
largest U.S. banking group in

terrns of end-year assets, re
ported a 0.8 per cent drop in
second-quarter net income to
$103.7m or $2.32 a share com
pared with $115m or $2.59 a
share in the same period last
year. However, first-half earnings increased by 7.3 per cent
to $249.7m or $5.64 a share
compared with $232.Sm or $5.35
a share in the year-ago period.
The banking group blamed
the second quarter decline on
two principal factors — lower
net interest earnings resulting
mainly from the placing of
additional Argentine publicsector loans on non-accrual
status, and losses from foreign
exchange trading. These nega
tive factors were partially offset
by lower provisions for credit
losses and income taxes.
Morgan has decided in the
latest quarter to adopt the clari
fication of policy on non-accrual
loans announced last month by
bank regulator agencies. Had
the adoption of this new policy
been deferred until the third
quarter when it becomes obli
gatory the bank said non-accrual
loans, which totalled $875m at
mid-year net of charge-offs,
would have been lower by
second
and
$216m
about
quarter earnings would have
been higher by about $12.4m
before taxes and about $6.9m
after taxes.
Net interest income in the
latest period fell by 7.5 per cent
to $359.5m from $388.8m a year
Non-interest operating
380.
income fell to $l23.6m from
$ 137.8m with foreign exchange
trading resulting in a $12.9m

loss in the latest period com
pared to gains of $24.1m last
time.
The bank said the provision
for possible credit losses in the
quarter was $45m compared to
$90m in the 19S3 quarter. Net
charge-offs totalled $12.lm com
pared to $30.8m a year ago.
Non-accrual loans, net of
charge-offs, totalled $S75m at
the end of the quarter compared
to $535m a year ago and $604m
at the end of the 1984 first
quarter. Morgan said the in
clusion of $324m of Argentine
public-sector loans accounted
for the substantial increase
during thesecond quarter.
Payments of interest received
by June 29 on S216m of these
loans made them less than 90days past due but the loans
were considered non-accrual in
line with the tighter regulatory
guidelines
First Chicago said net earn
ings in the quarter increased
by 23 per cent to $53m or 98
cents a share from $43m or 9J
cents a share. For the first half
the bank reported net income
of $102.7m or $1.95 a share com
pared to $86.5m or $1.87 a share
in the year-ago period.
The latest results include
those of American National,
acquired for $275m in cash on
May 1. Excluding this acquisi
tion and the related costs and
adjustments First Chicago said
its second quarter net earnings
increased by 15 per cent to
$49.6m
Mr Barry Sullivan, chairman,
said the second quarter im-

provement reflected improved
net interest income and growth
in non-interest income partly
offset by higher expenses and an
increase in provisions for loan
losses.
In contrast to Morgan and
Chase, Security Pacific, 'the
ninth largest U.S. banking
group, and First Chicago, the
11th largest in terms of yearend assets, both reported a
further improvement in secondquarter earnings.
Security Pacific, the fastAngeles-based
Los
growing
group, reported a 6 per cent
increase in net earnings to
$68.6m or $1.86 a share com
pared to $65.lm or $1.78.
For the first half net earnings
were 8 per cent higher at
$136.5m or '3.70 a share com
pared to $ 126.3m or $3.48.
Security Pacific said net
interest income increased to
$351.5m from $333.Sm. mainly
because of higher earning assets
which offset a decline in the
net interest margin.
The bank's provision for
credit losses increased by 32 per
cent to $49.8m in _the latest
period, up from $37.7m. Net
credit losses also increased to
$48.4m from SI 6.6m while the
resulting reserve for credit
losses ended the quarter at
$355.5m or 1.19 per cent of total
outstandings compared to 1.2
per cent a year ago.
Non-performing loans increased to $1.04bn or 3.5 per
cent of total credit outstanding
at the end of June compared to
$7SSm or 2.9 per cent of total
credit outstanding a year ago.
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Argentina orders wage
rises above inflation
From Douglas Tweedale, Buenos Aires

r

Argentina’s civilian Government has ordered a series of
wage increases for state and
private workers that seem to
emphasis President Raul Alfonsin’s determination to raise real
wages by 6 to 8 per cent over
the country’s high inflation rate.
The Government announced
the expected measures on
Friday night, giving most state
workers an extra 12 per cent in
their July wages, although those
at the low end of the pay scale
will receive more. It also raises
the minimum wage to 8,500
Argentine pesos (about £11) a
month.
The increases are also to

include a 4 per cent increase
over inflation for the first six
months of the year. The cost of
jiving rose 158.9 per cent
between December and June
Analysts said it was too early
to tell whether these measures
represent a break with the
International Monetary Fund,
which is known to oppose
salary increases, but it comes
when Government officials
have been busy saying that an
agreement with the IMF is
imminent,
An Argentine technical delegation is to travel to the
United States today to meet the
IMF,
v
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Lloyds cheques draw blank on Falklands
By John Ezard
Lloyds Bank was accused
last night by a Falkland Is
lands councillor of being un
patriotic because it refuses
to honour cheques from account-holders
among the
British garrison.
The policy came to light
when garrison officers with
long-standing
Lloyds
ac
counts found their cheques
being refused at Standard
Chartered, even when they
offered cheque guarantee
cards.
The officers complained
that they had had to post-

pone phone calls home to
their families, which must be
paid for in cash, and had
been unable to buy presents
for their children while on
leave in the capital. Port
Stanley.
Mr Alan Parry, the man
ager of Standard Chartered’s
Falklands branch — the only
private bank on the islands
— said yesterday: “I contin
ually have to explain to irate
officers that it is beyond our
control.”
He said that Lloyds refuse
to agree to a cheque-clear
ance deal or to explain their
refusal.

Standard Chartered’s head
office in London said last
night: “We have satisfactory
reciprocal arrangements with
Lloyds elsewhere in the
world. But they have stated
quite firmly that they will
guarantee
Lloyds
not
cheques issued in the Falk
lands. Therefore, unfortu
nately we cannot accept
them. The problem seems to
be unique to the Falklands.”
Lloyds have a 200-year tra
dition of handling British
military accounts. Many offi
cers bank at its Cox and
King’s branch in Pall Mall,
which issues picturesque

3

cheque books. The bank also
has a subsidiary, the Bank of
London and South America,
with
38
branches
in
Argentina.
l>!
A Lloyds employee is
listed as a representative on
the South Atlantic Council, a
pressure group formed to
press for a settlement of the
Falklands dispute.
A Lloyds spokesman, un
able to confirm the policy
lasti night, said there was ab
solutely no question of it be
ing connected with interests
in Argentina or of the bank
being anti-Falklands.
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Lloyds
cheques
yield no
Falkland
cash
Bv John Ezard
Bank was accused
last night by a l alkland Is 1
lands councillor ot being un
patriotic because it refuses
lo honour cheques from ac
count-holders
among
the
British garrison.
The policy came to light
when garrison officers with
aclong-standing
Lloyds
counts found their cheques
heiug refused at Standard
Chartered, even when they
ollered cheque guarantee
cards.
The officers complained
that they had had to post
pone phone calls home to
their families, which must he
paid for in cash, and had
been unable to buy presents
for their children while on
leave in the capital, Port
Stanley.
Mr Alan Parry, the manager of Standard Chartered’s
Falklands branch — the only
private bank on the islands
_ said yesterday: “ I contin
ually have to explain to irate
officers that it is beyond our
control.”
He said that Lloyds refuse
to agree lo a cheque-cleara nee deal or to explain their
refusal.

Standard Chartered's head
office in. London said last
night: “ We have satisfactory
reciprocal arrangements with
Lloyds elsewhere in the
world. But they have stated
quite firmly that they will
not
guarantee
Lloyds
cheques issued in the Falklands. Therefore, unfortu
nately we cannot accept
them. The problem seems to
be unique to the Falklands.”
Lloyds have a 200-year tra
dition of handling British
military accounts. Many offi
cers bank at its Cox and
King’s branch in Pall Mall,
which
issues picturesque
cheque books. The bank also
has a subsidiary, the Bank of
London and South America,
with
38
branches
in
Argentina.
A Lloyds employee is
listed as a representative on
the South Atlantic Council, a
pressure group formed to
press for a settlement of the
Falklands dispute. The coun
cil has emphasised that his
involvement
is
purely
personal.
Mr William Luxton said
last night: “ I’m sure that if
the troops realised that
many of them are banking
with an obviously anti-Falklands group like Lloyds, then
they would transfer their ac
counts to another more patri
otic bank. It’s a sad thing
that a British bank is mak
ing life difficult for British
soldiers overseas.”
A Lloyds spokesman, un
able to confirm the policy
last night, said there was ab
solutely no question of it be
ing connected with interests
in Argentina or of the bank
being antl-Falklands.
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x 1RST FATALITY
AT FALKLANDS
AIRPORT SITE
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By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent
A labourer working on the
new Falklands airport, Mr
Haydn Perry, 41, from Ponty
pridd, has died after a fall from
a roof. He is the first man to
be killed since the project
began nearly a year ago.
Meanwhile violence has flared
once again at the site where
1,400" Britons are employed.
Three men were stabbed at the
weekend as reports of gangstyle warfare emerged, with
several groups struggling to
gain control.
Recently a caterer employed
by a sub-contractor disappeared
while travelling from the Falk
lands to Cape Town. Uncon
firmed reports speak of threats
made to him before boarding
his ship that he would not
reach South Africa.

I63pc RISE FOR
WORKERS IN
ARGENTINA
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
The Argentine government,
adhering to its promise to lift
wages above the rate of in
flation announced at the week
end that private sector workers
would receive 162-9 per cent,
rise on their salaries in Decem
ber.
The increase included 158*9
cent, to compensate tor inadditional
E°npearS 'cent.aSto n raise
reai
wages. But if a worker has
already received an increase ot
more than 162-9 per cent since
December, he does not qualify
for additional increment.
also
The
government
announced an 18 per cent, wage
rise this month for public sector
workers. This increase, accord- ■
ing to official statistics, repre- |
i sents a four per cent, increase j
; in real wages.

McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
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£S..l!dgil5,£°,rards FalkJandS talks’~
.

an?thier* 'NoteS concerning 0possf-

SSS

“J&p* UnSf

lat^Sb‘KdSd™«
Swiss embassy repreProgress
S? SH?
A ^1°^!}-.. inFalklands bconflfct t^ye^ Stint""1 in“ * ft* “nta«st«ite
•ntacts after Prici^l!V lormalIy end hostilities.
The reported move by the
ago, according to reports here
^rgentinaAlfonsin took power
fIthou|h there was no offi- fvAI?Q0/h*r rep°rt - implied thatIn remarks coinciding with unofficial3S fivieS linked t0 the
cial confirmation of the re- the latcst round of behind-the-*he second anniversary of the mintl ' u five'day visit
last
ports, they have been enough “cnes„ cont“ts was more ad- Argentine surrender at Port Si™?/' three
British
to prompt a climate of re- vanced and that the two stanley at the end of to parllamentanans.
newed expectation that the two g0J^"mewnts may already have weeks* undeclared war, Presi- L The importance of British
governments are discreetly ®xchanSed notes, but this was d,en.t Alfonsin publicly com- banks as Argentina's SJilfj/
edging towards breaking a
1«* likely. Never- Plained of Britain's ■* e&aordl bi^t group2 SfcVmmercfal
deadlock on initial moves lead- J?}■ V’ the Argentine Foreign
nary arrogance.”
creditors is thouffhttahSfiS
mg up to talks.
eaa Ministry was said to have pfeThe latest BHtich
*
Put Pressure on Mr Aifnn J®

McMillan-Scott Asst iciatcs Public Affairs
■II Whiu-hall I .< mi Inn SU l.\ Jli/ l.-l. pli. ,|K. n|.'MM/,'M'y
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/Port n
j Stanley
i in range
£

©

By Antony Terry and
Maria Laura Avignolo

n

WESTERN intelligence sources
believe that Argentina is de
veloping a new missile that
could hit Port Stanley in the
Falkland Islands from the
Argentinian mainland.
I

i

O

The missile’s development
has been confirmed by sources
in Buenos Aires. Codenamed
Condor, it has been under
j development for some years.
’ Completion of the programme
is understood to be only months
away.
Sources differ as to the range
and capability of the missile.
Western intelligence agencies
believe it will have a range of
800 miles and be launched from
ground bases. Military and’
political sources in Argentina
say it will have a range of just
over 100 miles and be ground or
air-launched.
Argentina has no significant
rocket manufacturing capability
, at present. The missile will
| mark a great advance. During

The Times 14/7/84

the Falklands war, Argentina
relied on French-made Exocet
missiles, which have a maxi
mum 40-mile range and are airlaunched. But, now that Britain
has built sophisticated radar
systems in the Falklands, the
effectiveness of the Exocet has
been considerably reduced.
West German and Italian
rocket experts have been help
ing the Argentinians develop
the new missile at a secret
laboratory in the city of Azul,
300 miles south-west of Buenos
Aires. The air force has been
testing the Condor at a base
near Chamical, in the parched
and desolate north-west.
Military sources in Buenos
Aires admitted that the missile
was under construction but
refused to reveal any details.
“It’s top-secret,” said one senior
official. A member of Argen
tina’s parliament told The
Sunday Times that the missile
would “give the country a
decided advantage over neigh
bouring countries”.
If it had an 800-mile range,
the missile would put Argentina
in the forefront of ground-laun
ched missile technology.
Although a conventional
warhead would have little
impact in an area as thinly
populated as the Falklands, it
would represent a threat that
the British government would
have to counter with improved
air-defence systems.

I

Chile trade
toFalklands
angers
Argentina

From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
Argentina has formally pro
tested to Chile over reports that
Chilean merchants are shipping
supplies to the Falkland Islands,
just as the two countries are
i nearing a solution to their own
century-old border dispute in
the Beagle Channel.
!
An Argentine Foreign Minis
try spokesman said that Chile s
Ambassador in Buenos Aires
was given the . protest on
Thursday afternoon.
He said the Chilean action
“breaks with Latin American
solidarity” and could harm
negotiations at the Vatican over
the Beagle Channel dispute. The
Chilean embassy denied any
formal protest had been made.
Meanwhile the military court
trying nine former Argentine
junta members on charges' of
gross human rights violations
has been granted an extended
deadline to finish its work by
the civilian Federal Court of
Appeals. The June 28 deadline
has been extended by 90 days.

!

Telegraph 14.7.84
Debt crisis talks
Baroness Young, a Foreign
Office minister, held talks with
Brazilian officials on Britain’s
attitude to Latin America’s
foreign debt crisis and the con
flict in the South Atlanic.

:
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Howe to visit Hongkong and China as fears grow
Sir Geoffrey Howe is flying to in three months, will be in
Hongkong and Peking in 10 Hongkong
Ju,y 26^j
days time, as concern grows Peking on July 27-31 and

a few weeks before the Sepagreement6^
^ 2
*
agreement.

Ssk SS:

The Foreign Secretary, who Xuequan, a state councillor,
will be making his second visit and other Chinese leaders, only

already m Hongkong, has made
clear that much work remains

to be done before agreement can
CWhitehall
officials
were
dismissing all suggestions of any

exchange
dollar and stock e
g

McMiUan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
41 Whitehall London SWIA 2BZ Telephone: 01-930 6935
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KILLED: Copt. North

Ship of
pride
A SHIP called the
Atlantlo Conveyor,
built to replace her
namesake sunk during
1 the Falklands war,
was launched on
Tyneside yesterday.
It was built by
Swan Hunteri for
Cunard. . . . _
The original Con
veyor was sunk in
1982, and her captain,
Ian North. 57, and 11
other servicemen were
killed.

Five British soldiers
® facing a courtmartial
at Catterick
dramatically changed
their pleas last night and
admitted 14 drug charges
The men. from ok
Royal Engineers based
at Ripon. were dismissed
from the Army and
received jail sentences
ranging from 84 days to
nine months.
They were said to
LSD.
have
used
amphetamines and cannabis — sent in parcels
from Britain when they
were serving in the
Falklands.
Findings and sentences
are subject to confirma
tion.
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New Atlantic
Conveyor
yeitCwould boost jobs in the
shipyards, he said at - luncn
After
todto launched Canard's
new 36.000-tonne^

ssr’dShSF*?Faikiands
war.

The roll-on roll-off pj®"
if^tnV.Uh" defence
capability by Swan Hunter at
Wallsend.
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FALKLANDS Army medical
heroes are up in arms over
a harsh dose of “bull”
from officers.
The soldier medics complain,
they aTe being treated like Taw
recruits instead, of battlehardened veterans.
One angry -medic — stationed
with- 16 Field Ambulance at Aidershot — has slammed stark barrack
room life in; a letter to the Daily
Star.
too frightened to he
The man, named, complained of:
Constant day and.
night inspections.
- Rock bottom morale.

Cold, condemned,
damp living quarters.
Orders to march
everywhere — at the
double.

1

By MICK SEAMARK

The medic said: “ We
aie being treated like
inTheSRoyal Army Medi
cal Corps units new
commanding
Lieutenant 'Colonel Ian
a
lZP°%room a weeping
Cl®asomfi of these.com
plaints do have a.r-ng oi
truth to them but there
is a -hotbed of discontent
‘•When I first arrived
one or two of the men.
were a little bit over
weight and the umt
wasn’t quite up to the
st?.faudmitdetheV^io=ta
where the men Uve are
not in good condition
but everyone suffers iron*
cash cutbacks.

I

A tragic
‘failure’

Daily Mail
13.7.84
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By ROBERT PORTER

i THE death toll of
eight in the Falk! lands hospital blaze
I might have been
lower if fire hoses had
I been connected to
I water mains and fire
proof doors had been
* fitted.
This was the finding of
yesterday's inquiry report
which said that both
safetv measures had been
urged time and again.

Doors

!
(

i

The islands’ Public
Works Department left
the hoses disconnected
because the water pressure was thought inadequate.
But fire officers who
tested the hospital
hvdrants obtained a 20ft
jet of water. They wanted
the work to be finished
‘without further delay.'
one of six requests made
in 17 months.
The day before April’s
disaster the department,
headed by Mr George
Webster, said that the job
would be finished when
‘men were available from
other tasks.’
This, says the report,
was a ‘failure’ to get prio
rities right.
The tragedy was prob
ably caused by the ‘in
advertent act of a patient,
a member of the staff or
an intruder.’

I
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Safety defects in
fatal Falklands
hospital fire
By GRAHAM PATERSON Political Staff

TTITAL hose reels in the King Edward V.
*
Memorial Hospital in Port Stanley,
where eight people died in a fire in April,
were not connected to the water supply
months after they were installed, an indepen
dent inquiry into the Falklands tragedy
revealed last night.
‘ Vital measure

r

6 ‘

L

Had the hoses been con
nected they might have
helped in fighting the fire
in its initial stages, or in
aiding the breathing
apparatus teams to enter
the building. This might
have saved lives.
The inquiry was set up to
find the cause of the fire in
the hospital, which was built
in 1914 of wood and clinker
boards.
The inquiry also found that
windows, which patients could
have used to escape, opened
by only 12 inches; that there
were delays between the dis
covery of the fire and calls for
help; and that fire orders could
have been better drafted and
better enforced.

The islands’ Public Works
Department was told by the hos
pital authorities that internal
hose reels were a vital fire pre
vention measure in December
1982. By July 1983 they had
been fitted—but not connected
to the public water supply.
More than nine months later,
when the fire broke out, they
had still not been connected de
spite the comment by one expert
that “every attempt should be
made as a matter of priority to
make these appliances opera
tional.”
Despite this call for urgent
action it was agreed by the
Works Department that the
hoses could not be connected up
because the water pressure was
But further tests
too low.
showed that this was not the
case.
Sadly, the failure to connect
up the hoses to the mains was
one of the issues discussed the
day before the tragedy at a
meeting to consider hospital fire
precautions.
The minutes of the meeting
said the Public Works Depart
ment had argued “ that as soon
as men were available from
other tasks the installation
would be completed.”
The report adds that It would
have been “ reasonable ” for the
hoses to have been connected.
The failure to do so reflects a
failure by Ihe Public Works
Department to allodate priori
ties.
The report also concludes
that a number of slip-ups
slowed down the alarm reach-

ing the fire services, leading to
a delay of about ten minutes.
But it adds; “ We do not con
sider any Service personnel to
have been in any way at fault
in their behaviour, and their
efforts to assist patients and
nursing staff are to be commen
ded and may well have saved
life.”
The report concludes that
“ great courage ‘ was shown by
servicemen, but that connection
of the hoses to the water supply
and better fire doors would
have helped rescuers.

Manpower shortage
Our Port Stanley Corre
spondent writes: The Falklands
Civil Commissioner, Sir Rex
Hunt, said yesterday the report
was “ eminently fair.” On
criticism of the Public Works
Department he said: “ They
couldn’t win as they are so
short of manpower.”

1
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Lives lost in
hospital fire
because of
poor facilities
By John Witherow
A cGmimssion ol inquiry into scries of unfortunaie delays,
the Falklands Islands hospital Once the alarm was raised there
fire which killed eight people. was a delay in sounding the
including a nurse. Barbara siren because Port Stanley’s
Chick, has decided that lives telephone operator had to leave
were lost because of inadequate the switchboard to turn on the
fire precautions.
siren. As a result urgent ,
The
commission.
which telephone calls were blocked
concluded that the fire was
Once the fire brigades !
probably started accidentally on reached the King Edward VII
April 10 by a patient or member Memorial Hospital they were
! of staff, possibly leaving a faced with inadequate water
cigarette
near
mattresses. pressure from two fire hydrants
I singled out the fact that internal near by and the failure of two
hoses were not connected to the trailer pumps.
water supply.
The commission exonerated
If they had been connected. the RAF fire services of any
and the hospital fitted with fire delay on arriving at the blaze
doors, it “might have helped in and said the fire-fighting efforts
cither fighting the fire or in “produced an excellent example
helping the breathing apparatus of civil and militarv coopcratj teams to enter the building in jng”.
the face of intense heat; and this
The report recommended a
might have saved lives".
number of changes, including
The commission of four that the Public Works Departdccided that this “reflected the nient should urgently check that
failure of the Public Works adequate fire precautions have
Department to monitor and been taken,
control their work programme
The fire underlined a scries of
and assess priorities".
warnings about hazards at the
It was . also concluded that hospital. As long as five years
there was some confusion over ago fire experts gave a warning
poorly-drafted fire orders and that emergency doors were kept
the design of windows impeded locked and that fire hoses were
escape.
not connected.
Although there was a 10Soon after the liberation of
minute delay in alerting the lire Port Stanley in 1982 a local
brigade because of an “inadver- official wrote to Whitehall
lent breakdown of communi- calling for improvements in the
cation", the commission dc- water supply and estimated that
cidcd this may not have led to if fire broke out it would
extra deaths.
become uncontrollable within
But the report docs outline a three minutes.

1
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Falkland fire warning ‘unheeded’
Fire hoses in the Falklands ^ster ? British^official0 a? Ion ^lSney”'told^the depart-

WMM&rsK
»yss^2«sK: *v7““n
stumps*. *# awSfe
S,“"S
ivi' ”r iraanrjyars
,, ■
for

f

mended eight years before had |ob 1S beinS advertised in Brit- WA A_rl n! th5
warnings
Mr Webster had said in Denot been installed, according
^ «Mg? a ^ar,plus a hoses * were mld h^iTw
19P lhat tb?y would
to the commission of inquiry’s £10.000-£12,000
tax
free igg3 but not nliimhpH in Juy>
be ordered when labour and
report published yesterday
supplement.
Iy*d’ but not P^mbed in.materials were available. At
The report blames the FalkMr Webster said in Port April*-\het7 be ihl “r®WebSter'MSnk !
lands public works department Stanley, yesterday : - If I had fore the fire — statedY that to look into the”skuatkm * *
It^says ThVMf
hvegshtandathe fiClPed
•« ^A d lh4e-fi eAors would
ia\e one
so.a i os ccrainy
a
RHH-h niI1...
cp
bara rhirk AiAA- ,B
AininA™
VI islandUp. npwhm-nghah niothei and
her newborn baby died in the
fno which
destroyed
the
wooden, overcrowded 50-year-
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.recommendeli * P-ious.y. n would restart as department'^vas"rine-^wi,h |
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Rex Hunt, said the department ment promised.
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J Lrocc
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they are so
Mr Webster told the inquiry on each and no overall priority
onnpo H S
Everyone that he was unaware until the system.” Decisions on what job
th? FalklnJ
• administering April 9 meeting that the hoses should be tackled next — “or
Falklands since 19/7 was were not connected, because indeed interrupted” — were
L° rib an?^ ^or * disaster which “ it was his habit to pass de- left entirely to the individual
bfd
beer?
grievous and mands for work of this kind to concerned,
keenly felt throughout the a subordinate ”
P
islands.
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Argentine
generals
reshuffled
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From Douglas Twcedale
Buenos Aires
President Raul Alfonsin’s
civilian Government in Argen
tina has made further changes
in top military postings after the
disciplinary crisis in the Army
last week.
The Defence Minister, Sinor
Borras, and General Ricardo
Pianta, appointed as Army chief
of staff after last week's crisis,
announced new appointments
to five key commands designed
to consolidate the civilian
Government's control over the
Army.
Sehor Borras said that Gen
eral Raul Schirmer will serve as
deputy chief of stafiT of the
Army, and that General Hector
Rios Erenu, a civilian loyalist,
will take over the troubled
Third Army Corps in the
province of Cordoba.
General Rios Erenu was said
to have been chosen especially
to reassert discipline in the
Cordoba garrison, which was
reported to be the focus of an
incipient
rebellion
against
General Jorge Arguindegui.
relieved as Army chief of staff
last week.
Sehor Horacio Jaunarena. the
civilian Deputy Defence Minis
ter,said that the changes inthe
Army were made to “cut short a
state ol deliberation^ the
Army” (A “state of deliber
ation is used in Argentine
military terminology to mean
political unrest inthc ranks.)
Political sources familiar with
military thinking said that the
latest changes had “brought the
military situation under control,” but added that unrest
over the civilian Government’s
investigations
into
human
rights abuses would continue.
A decree issued on Tuesday
by the Alfonsin administration
allowing servicemen to testify
before civilian judges about the
participation in what is called
“the fight against subversion”
during the 1970s was likely to
aggravate the unrest.
Until now, military personnel
called to testify before civilian
judges in a number of cases had
refused, saying they needed
permission from their superiors.
But the new decree eliminates
this option.
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Army dismisses five for taking drugs
five soldiers found guilty of
-rug offences were given deten:on sentences and dismissed
iom the army yesterday at a
°oUrkshiretlal ** Cattenck' North
.orkshire.
Three of the five—all sappers
/ilh the 38th Engineer Regilent based at Ripon—commit:d drug offences while on duty
i the Falklands.
Richard D’Agostino, aged 21,

was sentenced to nine months
detention after he admitted possessing cannabis and amphelamines in the Falklands and conciDline^^takinl0 Kn3^ fu'
by taklnS LSD in the
TL0„ani',f
,. . .
,
n-*!!a£tla ,ieard t,lat
[L
bad been sent drugs
in letters
by friends in London.
!?„
e„uJi«?y
Wa11SandGPelei*6Nowe^av*n
,ir .,
.
. ,
Watt, aged 21, admitted pos-

sessing cannabis, amphetamines
lan Askcv also 99 admitted
and taking LSD while on duty possessingiann^biT inEdin
in the Falklands. He also admit- burgh, smoking it in Berlin
ted conduct prejudicial to mili- and consuming it in Rinnn
tary disKciPline b.v smoking can- Stuart Smith, aged 20, admitted
nabis aboard SS Uganda in the conduct prejudicial to military
South Atlantic and was sen- discipline by consuming cannatenced to nine months deten- bis at Ripon. Askey and Smith
lion.
were given six months deten_____ _ aged 22, was given tion.
_ Nowell,
?.4 days detention after admit*
All the sentences will be
ting possessing cannabis in served at a military corrective
the Falklands.
training centre in Colchester.

i
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' Falkland Islands
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Falkland Islands
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LONDON
REPRESENTATIVE

i. Hub >» ** •«", j5-.„,?v'»r.",:Sfi

The Falkland Islands Government (FIG) wish to recruit a Representative m

sjmnkzBvS^--

The Rcprescniativc is responsive for ^nmngjihc^^j^ders uglier
Ofr.ce, representing the views of FIG and ^ media and ,hc British

E.^ V&uUrlv fferc^r., be of the or()or of £15.000 P...

SSrS- —om"'
29*}U i(li.ii Stmt, lomlnn S»1l 3<->L-

iht lsla,,ds: cncoura8,n8 ,mmigra,ion
and investment, recruiting FIG staff.
The Representative is assisted b^°cr 45"havc^ubstant[al Government or
A suitaole candidate is likely to be over45 have substan Cq
ions Wllh
administrative experience. ana , . f .
. cou|j suit a former Service or

The gross emoluments will be of the order of £15,000 per annum. An Initial two
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Islands Government OITlce, 29 Tnlton Street,
London SW1P 3QL.

1 Falklands post
Britons as well as Falkland
islanders will be eligible to
apply for the post of Falkland
Islands Government represen
tative in London, when adver
tisements appear soon. The
Mr
present
representative
Adrian Monk, is retiring.

L
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FALKLAND ISLANDS GOVERNMENT

LONDON REPRESENTATIVE
London.
The Representative is responS'^t®nq0rthrgnvTwst

FIG and

sms Tr;.sr;—. —
and investment; recruit.ng FIG start.

and a
The Representative is assisted by an oflice manager
personal assistant.
A suitable candidate is UkeW to ^^e.^nd b^a good
. C& " ^
desirable butthe post could suit atorme
malic officer with concern tor the FaUdanc

The
Fa|Rland
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Private Eye
13th July 1984

Penguin Protectors
Sir.

The I d Ik la iids Anglo Cvrman Society held
us Annual Central Meeting yesterday. h very
one present was appalled by the references in
vour .Letter Ironi The Fa Ik lands (Private live No
587. 15th June 1984) to the torture and killing
oj penguins and geese by some of the workers
on the airport project.
A prime purpose of our Society is the
protection oj penguins aud other natural things
and fauna in the Falkland Islands. We intend to
pursue the matter as appropriate and would be
greatlv helped in this if any readers who share
our most serious concern could write to me in
support.
Yours sincerely,
ROBERT BROTHERSON.
I Lane Ends, Frost Row, Sedbergh, Cumbria.
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Bombed ship " FALKL AND
rejoins
HONOURS
FOR SHIPS I
the Fleet
rejoined the Fleet more
TMrrrp ^
P
nt
than two years after she
Lfi honours were
was severely damaged by , ' P™sented last night
an Argentine bomb in Sail
.‘l-J4 , merchant ships
Carlos Water while she
i™, S °°k ,Pa£' in the
was covering the initial
, ?,nd Task F°rce. But
landings of British forces
1' Hthe,2 went a warning
in the Falldands.
i? ^e. Government that
, The 3,200 ton frigate is the saw® ?hl "'3S n?W vital t0
last warship to complete renahs
thn mercliant navy
after the conflict although work f(?“ CoIlaPsa'
h?, «-i a?d,n.g ship Sir ™stram a J*#"® tabling last-minute
nds still to start.
amendments and new clause
The Argonaut was hit bv a FftrrJ16 f,nance Bill to try to
bomb below the water line which plans
gCrS this week to
wrecked Scacal missile maga- ?eIIor b
f'awson’ the Chan*
Ares as welfas rently' g ”en PG out aid curPuttmg her boiler room out of
th'I l-'en to shipowners.
W°nf w?th a consequcnt great pnrf6 Z,nan,?efBl11 proposes to
loss of power supplies.
uanie* lXirel£f w¥ch comPanies get when ordering new
Sonar system
?J Pf; flt a,s<> ends income tax
Work
,
on the ship has been service cuttln^Vh! • ln forei^n
Wh/^

^

|£fo-rsutefetdrd
The Argonaut,

which

Fading memories

on Dr«irH«ntiUf "L Mena’es-Wilson,
cost S! «
ShiS*^

some -.7 million to build in 1366 n?emones of how well the mer
a major refit only two fha,nt nav-v served in the'Fafk»."'eDded t0 fade *<*
tainlybeen exceeded
rh^V* th^^Teelf^B T? *
on her over the pasi twoVS would”" be “"the ^ ^
western maritime nation whh
no significant support for its
merchant shipping.
Tiie battle honour boards

f2bffinted ^ Admf Sir

John Heldhouse, First Sea Lord,
the board for the Evocpf
sdhipr°Atlnt?Unr d container '
snip Atlantic Conveyor will
?® to a new ship of the
>ame "ame which is due to be
punched by Swan Hunter on
lyneside on Thursday.
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A lot of Argy-bargy all round
™»“S«the.taSESE.pSwSS

His Conservative colleague, Cyril
Tow.s™d, n lay .urpmed to S«

sasrtiC <5=™ wias
horror, that the zip on his trouser flies had went along to receive the tributes.
broken (something to do with the cabin
He was a little surprised to find the
pressure I expect). None of the cabin staff whole room filled with strangely dressed
could provide a safety pin ; and that is why people. He was astonished when they then
Mr Foulkes attended his first press con- told him that they were all fans of the pop
ference when the plane landed wearing a group Queen (currently number one on the
dirty raincoat tightly buttoned up, looking Argentine hit parade), and he was bewildfor all the world like a molester rather than ered when they asked him to take a letter to
anMP.
the lead singer, Freddie Mercury.

/
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IS THIS the answer to Luis Palau?
While the Argentine revivalist
continues his mission to the English
this week, courtesy of the QPR
stadium, a party of 39 young British
Baptists will be arriving in Buenos
Aires. They will mingle with 4.000
other Baptists at a conference before
separating to stay with Argentinian
families. At the General Council of
British Shipping. St Mary Axe.
tomorrow, battle honours will be
presented to merchant ships that
took part in the Falklands
campaign. When the Royal Tourna
ment opens at Earl’s Court
Wednesday. Prince Andrew will
provide a recorded account of his
experience in (he Falklands.
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chief posted
to Falklands

The Falkland Islanders are
getting to know a general who,
despite a distinguished career,
had until recently lived in
carefully cultivated obscurity
Defence
(Rodney Cowton,
Correspondent, writes).
He is Major-General Peter
de la Billiere, aged 51, who
from 1977 until last year
commanded the Special Air
Service Regiment. Last month
he succeeded Major-General
Keith Spacie as Military
Commissioner
and Commander, British Forces, Falklands Islands.
The SAS has traditionally
been at pains to avoid disclosing the identity of its members,
and with his appointment to the
Falklands General de la Bil-

tt
Daily Tel.
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General de la Billiere
Here has moved from a position
of careful anonymity into a job
which has one of the highest
public profiles in the Army.
He was the officer behind
the establishment of the secret
counter terrorist force which
was used so effectively to break
the Iranian Embassy siege in
1980. General de la Billiere has
been introduced to the Falkland
islanders by Sir Rex Hunt, the
Civil Commissioner.

ISLANDERS GIVEI^ \
LAND-ROVERS
By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent
Eleven vehicles have just
been delivered to Falkland
Islanders who helped the British
Task Force during the 1982
conflict. A further gift of six
Land-Rovers are due in Port
Stanley before Christmas.
Six Land-Rovers, two tractors
and three Honda motor cycles
are gifts from the Returned
Services League of Australia,
which -asked the British Com
monwealth Ex-Services League
in London to arrange for
£100.000 to be used in the best
possible way.
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The Times
6.7.84

Argentine alarm
Army tanks were seen moving
towards Buenos Aires after
leading generals wcr^forced^
resign. Argentine
were alarmed by the news
Earlier report, page 6

Vv

Daily Mail
9.7.84

HMS ‘Freedom’
THE frigate Yarmouth, nick
named ‘Crazy Y’ in the Falklands war, was given the
I Freedom of Great Yarmouth,

O'
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The Times

6/7/84

Army generals go as Alfonsin
reasserts civilian control

n.

From Douglas Tweedale
Buenos Aires
President Raul Alfonsin of
Argentina, facing his first crisis
of military discipline since he
took office last December,
accepted the resignation of his
army chief of staff and ordered
at least one other top general
into retirement late on Wednes
day night.
General Jorge Arguindegui,
the chief of staff, resigned after
being caught up in persistent
rumours of military unrest
among top and middle-ranking
officers. He will be replaced by
General Gustavo Pianta.
President Alfonsin also ordered into retirement General
Pedro Mansilla, the commander
of the powerful Third Army
Corps who was reportedly in
conflict with General Arguindcgui.
Political sources said that
President Alfonsin had requested General Arguindegui's
resignation in an effort to
preserve military discipline and
reassert civilian control over the
armed forces
According to unconfirmed
reports, Senor Alfonsin took his
decision to dismiss the army
chief of stall', whom he had
selected, after General Mansilla
refused to comply with General
Arguindegui's request to resign
his commission.
Although unrest in the
military has been an open secret
for months, the rumours of
discontent became a crisis only
when General Arguindegui
complained publicly during a
radio interview last weekend

■ 1
On June 27, President
Alfonsin announced a dramatic
shift in his government's
economic policy and said it
would set the strictest example
of austerity from then on. The
Government adjusts wages and
utility prices monthly to keep
pace with inflation, but the
latest announcements of 25 per
cent increases for transport and
37 per cent for petrol far
exceeded the estimated June
inflation of 17.8 per cent. The
12 per cent increase announced
for jujy private sector wages,
on the other hand is expected to
be far below this month's cost
0f Jiving increase. Public sector
wage increases were not announced.
■
that there was a plot to remove
him.
Officers in all three armed
forces are unhappy about
several issues, including low
salaries,
investigations
fof
human rights abuses bv the
military, and the Altonsin
Administration’s efforts to reorganizc
the armed forces and to
.
bnn& lhe™ . under stricter
civilian control,
Few
political
observers
believe however that there is
any danger of a military
uprising against the sevenmonth old Government.
Sehor Adolfo Gass, President
of the Senate foreign relations
committee, said yesterday that
the affair “is already over” and
that the forced resignation of
the two generals would have “a
positive effect, because it would

reinforce the President's aulhorily over the military'”.
Other reports indicated that
dissatisfaction in military ranks
increased sharply after a conlroversial television programme
on Wednesday about the military's role in human rights
abuses under the military
government,
The programme, produced
without government approval
by the presidential commission
investigating more than 8,800
disappearances, showed relalives of people kidnapped by
military forces telling their
version of the abductions
During the programme a
small bomb was thrown at the
television station which earned
the broadcast, and unidentified
men fired shots at the navy
mechanics school in wuenos
Aires, reputed to have been the
site of a secret torture centre
from 1976 to 1979.
President Alfonsin and leading_ Cabinet Ministers were
shown the programme tor the
first time on Wednesday morning. and several ministers
reportedly suggested cancelling
the broadcast for fear of
increasing tension.
Instead, several scenes in
cluding a reconstruction of a
kidnapping.
were
military
reportedly cut from the pro
gramme at the last minute
These events came at the
moment when the Government
has begun to implement controversial austerity measures to
combat inflation and clear the
way for financial help from the
country's foreign creditors.

,
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Daily Mail
6th July 1984

Falklands
agreement
is near
By Diplomatic Correspondent
SECRET NEGOTIATIONS
between Britain and Arg
entina are going so well
that normal relations could
be re-established by the
end of the month.
Two moves are expected—
Argentina will formally end
the state of hostilities
between the countries and
Britain will lift the 150 mile
protection zone around the
Falklands.
An all-party team Just
returned from Buenos Aries
has also called for confidence
building measures such as a
war graves visit for Argen
tine relatives and a fishing
agreement.
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The Guardian 5/7/84

Private firm wins
Tristram contract
o

\

had no obligation to accept the
By our Business
cheapest bid. The Defence Sec
Correspondent
retary, Mr Michael Heseltine,
has
Government
The
recently stated that the MoD’s
awarded a lucrative contract to guiding criterion in awarding
repair the Royal Fleet Auxil- contracts Would be to seek
iary vessel Sir Tristram, badly
£or m°nef
.
.
wor
The- contract for the Sir
damaged m the Falklands war, Tristram h,as been- lumped
to a company which was re.a contract to refit a
turned' to the private sector second Fleet Auxiliary vessel,
the Reliant. Together the or
i only four months ago.
der’s value is believed to be
The £10 million plus con- B12-£13 million,
tract has been given by the
The firm said yesterday that
Ministry of Defence to Tyne
Shiprepair. which was bought the Sir Tristram contract
out by its management for a would guarantee a years work
relatively modest sum in Bor 250 existing employees and
provide work for up to 250
February.
sub-contractors.
The contract was won
against competing bids from . Tyne Shiprepair was sold to
British Shipbuilders’ Swan its management without orders
Hunter yard, which tendered at either of its operational
independently and in a1 consor- yards, Wallsend Drydocks and
tium with the Redheads co- Middle Dock, but has won
operative. The other bidder is contracts for 6 ship repairs,
thought to have also been the and increased its labour force
private Smith Shiprepairers from 500 to 800.
firm, which is again based on
The Sir Tristram work con
the Tyne.
sists of lengthening the vessel
The MoD refused to say by adding a 29-foot section and
yesterday whether the tender rebuilding its superstructure to
from Tyne Shiprepair was the include new accommodation
lowest, and pointed out that it and a helicopter deck.
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Two Marine bands to go
as economy measure
Marines to fulfill this important
role.
Lord Boston of Faversham (Lab): It
The decision by the Government to is a matter of regret that these bans
disband two of the Royal Marine arc being disbanded and will be
bands for reasons of economy greeted as such throughout the
brought criticism from all sides and country. They have a wider role to
a plea to think again when it was P*ay *n the public relations service
raised in the House of Lords during and would he at least confirm that
question lime.
particular role will be borne in
Lord Trefgarne, Under Secretary of mind? Would he reconsider the
State for the Armed Forces, position of the bands as a whole?
answering a request by Lady Vickers Lord Trefgarnc: I agree that the role
(C) for a statement on future to which he refers is important and
Government policy to the bands of is onc wc have taken into account in
the Royal Marines, said: The policy reaching this decision,
of the Government is to maintain Lord Mayhew (L): What is the cost
the bands service of the Royal of the Royal Marine bands?
Marines in the size and shape which
Trefgarne: The total cost of the
best meet the needs of the naval Lord
Royal Marine bands service is
service, taking account of the need £8.1
m a year and the Band of the
to shift resources from support areas Commando
Forces costs about
to the front line.
£900,000 a year.
Thus, two out of the nine existing
Royal Marine bands arc being Lord Dean of Bcsuick (Lab): The
disbanded, the Band of Commando loss of these bands causes as much
.forces in 1985 and the Band of Flag dismay on the Labour side of the
ficer 3rd Flotilla in 1987. The House as on his own. Why is the
—ven remaining bands arc planned Government going to pursue this
policy of dismantling two bands that
to continue.
have become household names and
Lady Vickers: I am not very pleased arc the envy of the world? Would he
with that reply. In wartime the reconsider the decision?
bandsmen
arc
very efficient
especially in casualy work, as was Lord Trefgarne: The defence budget
is finite and it is necessary to ensure
shown in the Falklands campaign.
The
intimate
relationship wc get the best value for money out
between the Royal Marines and the of it. We intend the maximum
Commandos in training is consider proportion of resources wc can
able; the bands are also a powerful make available arc devoted to the
recruiting agency and a tourist front line.
attraction.
Later Lord Trefgame said: We
Lord Trefgarne: Bandsmen do act as have decided there should be a
stretcher bearers and nursing single Defence School of Music
auxiliaries in time of war, but there covering musical training of all I
will be
more than suffucicnt three Services and at present wc arc
bandsmen remaining in the Royal considering where this should be.

DEFENCE

The Times 5/7/84

Bluff Cove ship
to be repaired
The logistics support ship Sir
Tristram, which was severely
damaged by Argentine aircraft
c ii ,B,UT Cove dunng the
Falklands conflict, is to be
repaired and brought back into
service.
The attack on the 5,600-toh
Sir Tristram and her sister ship.
Sir Galahad, in the closing
stages of the conflict cost many
lives. Sir Galahad was so badly
damaged that she was sunk and
designated as a war grave.

The Times 5/7/84

Q

Alfonsin acts over Army rumours

\

From Douglas Tweedale, Buenos Aires
A wave of rumours of unrest
in Argentina's armed forced has
swept up to the top levels of
President Raul Alfonsin's civilian government.
President Alfonsin met Senor
Raul
Borras.
the
Defence
Ministcr on Monday night to
discuss a reported plot to
remove the Army Chief of Staff,
and other Government spokesmen have been denying that a
purge of the supposed plotters is
under way in the Army.

Rumours of “serious unrest”
in the Army as a result of the
civilian Government's organizational shakcup and of court
investigations
into
alleged
human rights abuses by military
officers began to be reported
When a report of an alleged
plot by five generals to overthrow General Jorge Arguindcgui. the Army Chief of Staff,
surfaced last weekend. Senor
Boras was called in by President
Alfonsin

Military sources at first
denied there was unrest, then
admitted it was possible that
some
generals
could
be
removed soon because of
attempts to “destabilize” Gcncral Arguindcgui. A Government official on Monday was
quoted as saying: “There have
been no removals yet, but that
doesn't mean there won t be
any soon,
Alfonsin profile, page 10
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FALKLAND ISLANDS
|

_ 35® Government of the
Appointment: 2-3 year* wfih
Falkland Islands requires a
the possibility of extension.
Director of PuUic Works who
Local salary £10,788 per annum
will have responsibility for afl
plus an allowance normally tax
functions of the Department o!
free in the range £10,998Public Works,
£12,768 per annum. A terminal
Dittos: Inaixte roads,
gratuity of 15% of local salary to
utilities, construction of new
payable. Other benefits Indude
buildings and maintenance of . free family passages, children’s
existing governm9nt property, ft education allowances and
will be necessary to liaise whh
subsidised accommodation. An
tho PSA/Milnary Authorities on
appointment grant of up to £300
engineering and allied aspects
and an interest free loan of up to
of projects such as roads, water £2,700 may be payable in
eupply and electricity.
certain circumstances.
Qualifications: Applicants
Intending applicants shouW
should be British citizens, over
send a detailed curriculum vitas
40 years of age, with a wldo an<8 quoting ref AH310/CB/A (doslnq
exlensIve experience of civil
date for application is 17th July
engineering generally and bo
1984) to:
'
chartered civil or municipal
Appointments Officer,
engineers, preferably Fellows of Overseas Development
tho Institution. They should also Administration, Room AH33I,
preferably have
Abercromblo Houts,
completed soma military gfSSSSfa Eagleshom RoarL
service with the Royal yjif**5awB EAST KILBRIDE,
Engineers.
p7^ Glasgow G75 8EA.

OVERSEAS
DEVELOPMENT TBszNP?HElErs?s™NS
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Daily Mail
4th July 1984

SOLDIERS
ACCUSED
FIVE soldiers accused of
drug offences faced a court
martial yesterday. .
Two sappers serving with the
Royal Engineers are alleged
to have taken LSD during
a tour of duty in the Falklands last year. One is also
accused of smoking canna
bis on board the troopship
Uganda in the South Atlan
tic.
_
The others, all from 38 Engin
eer Regiment based at Clare
Barracks, Ripon, North
Yorkshire, deny offences in
volving cannabis.
The hearing continues at catterick today-

Daily Mail
4th July 1984

Spoils of war
TWO Argentine helicopters
captured in the Falklands are
soon going into service with
the SAS. The £1 million
Italian Agusta 109s have
been completely refitted.

J
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Daily Mail
3rd July 1984

m 24-hour
LL

£

m

plan for peace

Parliamentary
BRITISH
A
I delegation has come back from
| Buenos Aires with a new plan
for ending the deadlock be
tween Britain and Argentina.
They believe that if Mrs Thatcher lifts the 150-mile protection
zone around the Falklands, Argentine President Alfonsin will imrnediately respond by declaring a formal end to hostilities.
The delegates,. members of the
South Atlantic Council set up last
December to improve relations between the two countries, will present their recommendations to the
Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey

yesterday outlined the plan which
he thought might win acceptance
from Argentina,
He said. .The Argentine would,
undcr a suilab|8 form of words,
declare a cessation of hostilities.
There haue b2en n0 hostilities for
two years and they have also, said
they are not going to use military
mean in the future. At the same
tSme Brjtajn WOuld unilaterally
lift the protection zone.

H°MrCyril Townsend, Tory MP for
Bexleyheath, one of the delegates,

‘There Would be no strings To
the astonished world those two

By AMIT ROY

things would happen within a 24hour period.’
The delegation, which received a
generally warm reception, has
returned resolved that Britain
should do everything possible to
help President Alfonsin establish
democratic rule in Argentina.
On tha question of sovereignty
of the Falklands, the delegation
felt there could be no negotiations
unless Britain agreed to include
this topic on the agenda. But hav
ing done so, the topic could be put
to one side with both countries
agreeing to disagree.
Then, progress could be made on
the subjects Britain is keen to dis
cuss — re-establishing commercial,
cultural-and diplomatic links.

A
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MPs’ PLAN
FOR DEAL ON
FALKLANDS

%

QN£ of the three British
politicians w h o re
turned last night from
Buenos Aires said he
believed they had the out
line of a plan that could
end the Falklands dead
lock.
He is Mr George Foulkes,
Labour M P for Carrick,
Cumnock, and Doon Valley,
who visited Argentina with Mr
Cyril Townsend, Tory MP for
Bexleyheath, and Lord Kennet,
and SDP Peer.
Mr Foulkes said the plan
was in three stages:
Confidence-building to try to
improve relations and contacts
between the two sides.
A simultaneous declaration of
an end to hostilities by
Argentina.
Lifting of Britain’s Falklands
exclusion zone with “ no
strings attached.”

Sovereignty question

<m

Then it would be a question
of “ getting down to the nego
tiations,” said Mr Foulkes.
He went on: “We have to
find a formula which satisfies
Mrs Thatcher, who does not
want sovereignty discussed, and
Argentina, which says it must
be. That seems impossible, but
we think we have a way.”
It would involve sovereignty
being a long way down on the
agenda, and an advance under
standing of what was meant by
sovereignty.
Talks were not starting at the
moment because of the word
“ sovereignty.” They thought
that “ if we spell it out a bit
more, it could be acceptable.”

Visit to
Argentina
raises
hope of
peace

The Guardian
2/7/84

By John Ezard
A hopeful first step towards
breaking the deadlock between
Britain and Argentina was
thought yesterday to have
emerged after the first talks
between parliamentarians of
the two countries since the
1982 Falklands conflict.
It would involve a longawaited unconditional cessation
of hostilities by Argentina and
a simultaneous declaration by
Britain lifting the 150 miles
military
protection
zone
around the Falklands.
The hope was raised that for
Britain, this could bring the
important short-term benefit of
an end to the ban on landings
in Brazil and Uruguay by
.... .
...
.. .
planes using the garrison’s
Dur political staff adds.
costly 8,000 “ air bridge ” be- Labour s shadow cabinet is to
tween Britain and the Falk- urge the Parliamentary Labour
lands, currently routed through Party not to press its front
Ascension. It would also be bench spokesmen to demand an
welcomed by the Argentinian immediate inquiry into the
fishing industry.
sinking of the Argentine cruiser
The proposal arose in discus- G^!er^!T?,e!g^an?' ,
nHftn
sions in Buenos Aires with an
The PLP 1S t0 dJ;kate
all-party group of British par- at its weekly meetin& on Wedliamentarians, who were the nesday which expresses support
first to go there since the for an inquiry. It urges the
conflict.
shadow cabinet to force a vote
'
,Trj
- ., in the Commons on the issue.
TownesengdOU(Conse^aUve) and
Last week the shadow cabinet
Mr George Foulkes (Labour), on the advice of Mi Denis
and Lord Kennet, an SDP Healey and otheis, agreed that
spokesman on foreign affairs the opposition ought-toi concenin the Lords, returned to Lon- Jrate on the wider :issue; of
future relations with the newlydon vesterdav
Lord Kennet said that the elected government of Argenidea of simultaneous state- tina, as well as the mounting
ments was “ quite a live front cost of Britain s so-called Fortrunner.”
ress Falklands” policy.
The British group delected
The PLP will be urged on
“ no sign of a shift at Wednesday to defer a decision
present ” in the two countries’ on pressing for a Belgrano in
conflicting views over negotia- quiry and to focus the party’s
tions on Falklands sovereignty, attack on why the Prime MinisBut they found “ a bursting ter is still refusing to resume
wish among Argentinians of all negotiations on the islands’
views to resume talking to future.
Britain.
___________________________
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Visitors to Argentina see
glimmer of hope

From Douglas Tweedale, Buenos Aires
Two British MPs, Mr Cyril
Nevertheless, the three left in
JndVaSenpd;rM|r GH°iF FoullfJ' hi«h spirits after five days of
a a peer. Lord Kcnnet, left talks in which they sounded out
the8vntinhadn SSturday sayinS }J,e. receptivity of President
accomnlishpd” th!?0re
l^anr Ra,i* A*f°nsin’s Government to
Pfiv? Hn lhe. PurPose of some specific possible initia"Xedfiunp1eaySantnesses TPhey ‘'?S
rela,i°"s-

o

spent their last day in Buenos
Aires under tight security after
being attacked by nationalist
extremists who burst into the
Plaza hotel on Friday.
Argentine bodyguards with
pistols drawn escorted them
from the hotel on Saturday. The
security guards also made a lastminute change of airport and
sent the Britons home via
Uruguay to avoid . possible
.
demonstrations on 4.their
deparlure.

. We have found positive
s‘Sns that people very close to
fhe Government are interested
in breaking the current deadlock »n talks”, Mr Foulkes,
Labour MP for Carrick Cunmock saiclMr Foulkes, Mr Townsend
Conservative MP for Bexleyheath and Lord Kennet said
they wer acting as representalives
of the South Atlantic
_
Council, a private lobby, and
not the Foreign Office.

McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
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Deadlock over
the Falklands

\

THE VISIT to Argentina last
week by three British politicians
is the first real gesture of
reconciliation since the Falklands conflict two yeats ago.
The MPs, members of the South
Atlantic Council formed to
foster understanding between
Britain and Argentina in the
wake of the war, were invited
by the Argentine Senate. Thus,
while the visit was in no sense
official, as the invitation did not
come from President Alfonsin,
it did provide a welcome
opportunitv to try to break the
deadlock between the two
countries over normalising their
diplomatic and
commercial
relations.

%>

standing that might involve
a commitment to discuss
sovereignty at a later stage,
Mrs Thatcher,
the Prime
Minister, is adamant that the
war fundamentally altered the
situation and she is committed
to respect the wishes of the
1.400 islanders,
,<• ,
COSt
However, the present policy is
enormously costly to the British
taxpayer and its longer term
aims require increasing juslification—especially the drain on
the defence budget and its con
sequent diversion of Britain's
military capacity from NATO.
The moment is approaching
when one should distinguish
Reluctance
between the raw aftermath of
Since Argentina was the battfle and c\he }™ser-term fact
aggressor, it is appropriate that 1 iat- ^ ls1.aTJds futuie is in-

Sim10 r* l\MPS

m

-dkt nomfl reU-

.
H
... ue ,0s
tions between the two countries.
Argentina still theoretically sovereignty was discussed for
maintains a slate of bel- more uTana decade before the
ligerency. However, President fighting> even when a military
Alfonsin is on iccoid as junta ran Argentina. To rule
renouncing the use of force to 0ll(- discussion of sovereignty at
settle the dispute with Bn tain a future date defies the logic of
over possession of the Falk- geography and ignores the
lands. This signals that civilised economic cost of “Fortress Falkdialogue, albeit unofficial, can lands” and the political conse
prevail between two nations quences of deadlock with
which have a common interest Argentina,
in mutual understanding.
There are already signs of
Britain, for its part, has some ambiguity in the British
quietly dropped insistence on an stance. The islanders are pres
end to the state of belligerency
Britain to declare a 200as a pre-condition for negotia- mite territorial zone to protect
tions. But thelaborious
con- Ute valuable fisheries and entacts through the protecting sure some income from fishing
powers, Brazil and Switzerland, licences. Their wishes are being
have progressedlittle
since resisted because the Foreign
they were initiated last Decern*n°ws such an initiative
per
would signal an intention for a
permanent presence in the
The deadlock hinges on the South Atlantic, prejudicing dia
heart of the historic dispute logue with Argentina and prob
Argentina—sovereignly ably alienating much of Latin
with
over the islands. President America.
Alfonsin recognises the present
How much of a compromise is
British Government’s reluctance it then for Britain to accept that
to discuss sovereignty in the one day it will again discuss
aftermath of the war,
and has sovereignty over the Falkland'
,
proposed that the issue bp put with Argentina? The answer is
on one side, "his is about as that
would he a recognition
far as lie can go: formal waiver nf reality.
The choice is
of the claim would he political between recognising it now,
suicide for him.
when circumstances may he
The
British
Government ripe, or postponing it for an inmeanwhile refuses to negotiate definite future. The Falklands.
the normalisation of relations factor in British politics will
uiitv. Argentina on any under- not last for ever.

The Financial Times 2/7/84

‘Chance o£
FOULKES,
GEORGE
for
Carrick,
MP
Labour
Cumnock and Doon Valley, said l
on his return last night from
Buenos Aires that he believed
he and two other British
parliamentarians had the out
line of a plan which could end j
the deadlock over the Falkland
Islands.
Mr Cyril Townsend, Conserva
tive MP for Bexleyheath, Lord
Kennet of the SDP and Mr
Foulkes talked with more than
60 influential people during
their time in Argentina.
The plan was in three stages :
@ Confidence-building to try to
improve relations and contacts
between both sides.
0 A simultaneous declaration
of an end to hostilities by
Argentina
0 The lifting of Britain’s exclu
sion zone around the Falklands
with “ no strings attached.”
Then it would be a matter of
“ getting down to the negotia
tions.”

McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
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TVip Falkland islanders cannot
have an indefinite veto
THE VISIT to Argentina in
June by a smallgroup from
theSouth Atlantic Council,
comprising two members of
Parliament and one peer (all
from different political parties); is an appropriate oppor
tunity not just to review the
vexed problem of the dispute
between Britain and Argen
tina, but to consider some
possible‘solutions. One must
presume that this trio of leg
islators, once they have ac—s quired first-hand knowledge
land established direct con^-Aact
with
fellow
parliamentarians in Buenos
Aires, will be keen to influ
ence events upon their re
turn to London.
It seems incredible that
more than two years have
now elapsed since the cessa
tion of hostilities and that
there is still no sign of any
break in the logjam over the
resumption of relations or
the renewal of negotiations.

During that time much has
changed in Argentina. The
discredited military govern
ment has been replaced by a
democratic elected adminis
tration. The parliamentary
process is now re-established
r■ although' it must be con
sidered a delicate plant. It
will need nurturing and encouragement to survive in
the1 hyperactive and tradivtionally super critical politicai climate of Buenos Aires,
Like other South American
countries, Argentina has a
large foreign debt, and a
precarious economic position.
This will ultimately be re
solved, not just because it is
in the best interests of the
industrialised countries, but
■ because the resources of the
countries concerned, particu
larly Argentina, will acceler
ate recovery once the neces
sary internal disciplines are
imposed, and world trade
starts to pick up again.
When President Alfonsin
took office he proposed open
agenda discussions with Brit
ain, although it was implicit
that this would include the
subject
of
sovereignty
amongst the other issues. In
formal contacts show that
there
are
many
other

Latin American countries
who at the same time conti
nued supporting the Argen
tine claim to the islands by
negotiation. The speedy con
clusion and success of the
military . operation made the
point of principle — which
has now been more than sat
isfied. It also inadvertently
brought about the collapse of
^_the
bankrupt
military
government which facilitated
'55/the return to democracy — a
fact which even the most ar
dently nationalistic Argen
tines appreciate very much
indeed.
• The return to normality
should start with the re
establishment of direct dip
lomatic relations. The proindirect
of
cess
communication is laborious,
and it is difficult to see how
we can progress very far un
til diplomatic links are re
enabling both
stored
governments to communicate
with each other rapidly and
directly. A further problem
is that the present exchanges
are essentially secretive, with
inevitable leaks and specula
tion. This, coupled with peri
odic outbursts of megaphone
diplomacy, to use a phrase
so appositely introduced by

Lord Carrington, will get
nowhere.
It is sometimes argued
that any negotiations with
Argentina would blemish the
memory of those whose lives
were sacrificed, and weaken
the principle for which the
war was fought. In this con
text dubious and irrelevant
comparisons are sometimes
made between the South At
lantic war and the long hard
struggle from 1939 to 1945.
The fact is that Britain
and Argentina had been ne
gotiating about the islands
years,
and
for
many
successive governments, both
Labour and Conservative,
had tried to solve the prob
lem. Most solutions involved
persuading the islanders that
change was inevitable — an
argument which they were
unwilling to accept, and in
deed did not need to accept,
given the powerful par
liamentary lobby and the
dominance by the Falkland
Islands Company of both the
land tenure system and the
main economic activity of
the islands.
There can be no future for
the inhabitants of the Falk
land Islands in the long run
without involving Argentina.

David
Montgomery

The Guardian

bilaterial problems — visas,
commercial exchanges, air
traffic and trading arrangements — which could be
solved quickly by direct diplomatic exchanges.
But the key issue, and the
only one on which there is
no agreement whatsoever, is
sovereignty. This must be
faced sooner or later. It will
not go away. Unfortunately
the Conservative Government
view,, stated firmly and repeatedly
by
Margaret
Thatcher, is that sovereignty
is not negotiable, and that
the wishes of the islanders
are paramount.
Although the problems in
Hong Kong, Gibraltar, and
the Falklands, are very dif
ferent, there is one common
thread — namely that an
other power considers that
the status quo must alter.
What is strange is that only
in the case of the Falklands
are the wishes of the people
given absolute paramountcy.
It is hard to believe that the
wishes of such a very small
minority .group, albeit sup
ported by a strong par
liamentary lobby, have been
allowed to override indefi
nitely the main national
interest.

Fortress Falklands is an ex. pensive distraction from Brit
ish commitments in Nato,
and presents an imagined,
but widely believed, threat
to the adjacent countries in
South America. It is also a
sterile policy, and manifests
an intransigence hardly in
keeping with the Churchillian tradition of magnanimity
in victory.
Nowhere and at no time
have so few people exercised
so much influence in the af
fairs of our nation. Of course
the Falkland islanders’ views
must be taken into consider
ation, and of course they
must be involved with any
dialogue that may develop,
but they cannot, any more
than any other minority
group (especially since they
now have British national
ity), have indefinite power
of veto.
There are several alterna
tive plans, some of which —
such as leaseback — were in
the pipeline, and no doubt
new solutions would be
added as fresh dialogue
developed. It is even possi
ble, although it may be wish
ful thinking, that some is
landers might find that
Argentine sovereignty with

Argentina may not have
declared a formal end to
hostilities, but neither was
there a formal beginning —
any more than there were
formalities for the beginning
or end at Suez, or indeed m
many other conflicts that
have occurred around the
world since 1945. President
Alfonsin has stated on numerous public occasions that
Argentina will pursue the
claim> ,which it has sustained
more or \ess continuously for
neariy i50 years, by peaceful
means. As a result we can
expect an increase in diplo
matic activity, such as took
place recently in Spain, and
adverse
resolutions
will
undoubtedly be repeated at
the UN General Assembly
later this year — to our dis
advantage and embarrassment.
Of course the Argentine
invasion was a catastrophic
error. At the time one hoped
that reason would prevail,
but one must now accept
that Britain had no alterna
tive but to take a stand
against unprovoked aggres
sion. Indeed the rapid action
attracted considerable ad
miration from around the
world, including from many

British administration was
less aggravating than might
have appeared at first sight.
In any evejit;-, in the last
analysis, it should not be dif
ficult to devise a system of
compensation for any Falkland islanders who found .the
alternatives intolerable, and
felt disposed io leave their
beloved islands,
In.the end, as in all mat
ters, economic reality and
commonsense must prevail.
There was, and still is, an
opportunity for Britain and
Argentina to develop the
South Atlantic together/ The
Shackleton Report proposals,
some wholly admirable, can
never be developed by Brit
ain unilaterally. Co-operation
between Britain and Argen
tina is vital, as indeed is the
need to develop new positive
relationships with the repub
lics of Latin Apierica who
are firmly in the western
economic system, and are
therefore our spiritual allies
in the cause of freedom and
justice.
Lord Montgomery of Alamein is a backbench parlia
mentarian and businessman
specialising in Latin Ameri
can affairs
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Falklands
fire blamed
on cigarette

by JOHN SHIRLEY

• The hospital wiring system
FALKLAND —widely criticised by electri15CAND hospital fire which ^ specialists from Overseas
killed eight people
Development Administration
including Barbara Chick a ^ore the hlaze — was not
35-year-old nurse — was 2sponsibIe f?T'he fife.
probably started bv an off T An eIectric hJ:ateVhought
dutv soldier
n~ at one staSe to have been the
ally left a HohJi?. accident- cause> could not have
t!ett .a kgkted cigarette generated sufficient heat to
m % ' m®mII m
ourmng in a storeroom full start the fire.
i
°T?lattreSSes'.
Formally, the report conThis is the private conclusion eludes that no satisfactory
BSftiiii
ot the four-man investigation cause can be established,
team, whose findings are However, it highlights a
circulating in ground-floor storeroom next to 1
Whitehall.
the hospital bathroom as the M
The report, which is likely to starting point.
be published next month, is The inquiry heard evidence
certain to provoke con- that soldiers working in the
troversy. It castigates the military wing — a 23-bed BARBARA CHICK :
Falkland Islands Government’s Portakabin structure adjacent Blaze victim.
•public works department in to the main 27-bed hospital
t„ 1070 *.•„
,
Port Stanley for ‘unfortunate building-used to relax in the that
apses in administration ’ over storeroom after visiting the ke f
i^ere
inadequate fire precautions, bathroom. There were no
but concludes that even if full lavatory facilities in the
safety measures had been hospital’s military wing.
i?Ti bbeu£?I\!i* ?'
taken, the blaze could not have . The private view of the SSjSfJ?
been controlled.
investigation team, led by Mr 7. enck, island public.works
The fire destroyed the two- David Calcutt, QC, is that this z”**01* wr?J£ a confidential
storey corrugated-iron and probably explains the fire. The 1116010 t0 Whitehall urging
wood hospital building last use °f the storeroom was not miprovements in the water
April. The report concludes .authorised and no military ^fPPly .am* boiler system,
that:
personnel have been identified f"e, estimated that if fire
• Despite appeals from both as having been there imm- broke out, it would become
military and civilian doctors ediately before the blaze.
uncontrollable within three
since 1982, the public works
Fast Thursday, Mr Michael minutes,
department failed to orderStern, Conservative MP for
Since
the fire, civilian
special fire-doors for the Bristol North-West asked ™
have been treated m
bosP},tai- .. Had these been Timothy Raison, Minister faj ?
^ Set upina hosteI
installed, lives could have been Overseas Development when f°r -Iabour6rS erectin8 the
saved.
the fire re [ ■ ’ nP° notorious Brewster houses,
• Despite written requests
published Mr Stern u/hnef wh^ch as The Observer revealed
from hospital staff, the departConstituents include the rwt last ^ wiU cost £133,000
ment failed to connect
^ch. There are no operating
emergency fire hoses to town’s may try to minimal** facilities ami emergency cases
water supply. However, even report’s imDact hv ll,, 6 have to be flown to England or
if they were connected, the publication Puntil ^after ^h? dliven five
over bumPy
water pressure would have parliamentary recess
^ roads t0 the
hospital at
been inadequate to fight the
Mr STkerned that ]&**+
THE
tct
Avm

c
1

I
1
1

<
1
i

I

*

vital evidence and key wit- ru '
nesses were not available
There are serious fire risks at
Within 24 houreof tfieblaze £her bmidingS- Stanl.7

s-rc-wR: i&ja.susjs

nTwobw^ekofthe^alkJands- SSWJMLSS
nIW0 weeks ago, the Foreign condition.

-1

Office admitted that no British
government officials had been
invited to appear before the
tribunal in Port Stanley. This

aiogue of wandngs^about McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
inadequate safety precautions.
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New Falklands
plan prepared
m

By NORMAN KIRKHAM, Diplomatic Correspondent
A

SECRET plan put for- ders are still suspicious and

4crdforby constitutioifal » Sy “
changes 'in

the

Falkland

Islands proposes that the
colony should be separated
from its extensive dependencies stretching into the South
Atlantic above Antarctica.

Foreign Office tried to forge
finks between Port Stanley and
Buenos Aires,
The islanders are concerned
over the huge tax burden to
Britain of defending their

with Argentina are alarming for 200-mile fishing _ limits
prominent islanders, who fear arou nd*®
i 1 e?StGad
that the administration in Port of the present three miles.
Stanley would be weakened
_______
drastically.
The Whitehall package is now
being studied by Sir Rex Hunt,
Civil Commissioner in the
Falklands, who flew to London
unexpectedly for consultations
By Our Buenos Aires
at the start of June.
Correspondent
The plan suggests that East
Three British MPs returned
and' West Falklands should be to London yesterday insisting
ruled in future by a strength- that they had enjoyed a “con
ened Legislative Council with structive ” visit in Buenos
an Executive Committee and Aires, although their final
envisages that a British Resi- Press conference had been
dent Commissioner would stay broken up by protesters who
on the islands.
threw eggs at them.
But the dependencies, South
The three visitors, Mr Cyril
Georgia and the South Sandwich Townsend, Conservative MP,
Islands, would be administered Mr Ge°r^e ,Fo^lknes;f. ^rb°}Jp
directly from London as colon- MP, and Lord Rennet of the
ial territories instead of from Soaal-Democrat party, h,ad to
Dnrf Sfanlpv as at Dresent.
race down a hall of the hotel
Any changes in the present fleeing from about 30 demonrule of the Falklands will be strators.
submitted to the Legislative
The demonstrators described
Council in Port Stanley and themselves as Patriotic miliMrs Thatcher has promised tant Argentines.” They had
that the islanders will be con- forced their way into the meetsuited about their own future, ing, denouncing the Brrtish as
Yet many of the 1,800 islan- 1 our enemies.”

MPs flee
from eggs
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The heart of the Falklands matter
From Sir Rex Hunt.
Civil Commissioner.
Falkland Islands

1

enjoyed
.

reading
Peregrine
Worsthorne’s
account of his three-week
visit to Argentina and congratulate
him
on
his
entertaining
brand
of
journalism.

T was pleased to see that
[General] Hussey and [Ad
miral] RJoomrr-Reeve had been
promoted. Islanders who re
mained in Stanley during the
occupation acknowledged that
these two gentlemen [liaison
?fhcc.rs| did their best for them :
,n impossible circumstances,
v
1
gI¥,to see tllat thev
Sfv-e becn duIy rewarded by
the'r t>wn aut!h°riti«T cannot, however let Mr

m fheMainland their fortunes on
A- I

&

m

•:V<

V.

| 7efv.e/’ ?s, Mr Worsthorne states.
§ li the Islanders now volunteered
I TWo-C0me Argentine citizens,
I Britain would be happy to hand
5ver tl1e Falkland Islands to
Argentina, as we are obliged to

sSilSSS ItpTllS - 2SS
SifSSa

'n

1 was also amused to spp
that Colonel Balcarce, an Argen
tine Foreign Office official
Played the same old record to Mr
Worsthorne that he used to
Play to me j0 mv sitting room
here in Government Ho°e
before his compatriots invaded
the Falkland Islands. The onlv
difference is that he has
dropped the “Colonel” from
his style of address. Ever the
survivor!
'

ft
it

,not insist on

% | holding the Falkland Islands for

fnUnT3 l0n'

?y thc same

ss&km
SSs?5 ifHSuil

}?lands have never had substan- Let us not beat about the ?Tekj v^i't t0
tih© Falkland
1 ™r,W? Argentina^ Our bush. When Mr Worsthorne ^
Keipcrs will make
a
? ’ wh,oh the fays» So lonS as Britain re- j?'ira.
welcome and I shall
a°- vvAant- This fuses ■ t0 negotiate
about
lell^ted ^ have him as mv
The hiJS v>a Gravesend, sovereignty,
the
Falkland £'-Slr REX HUNT, Civil
Itr on P,{ k ! Jl b['ngs back Is,ands lssue will fester,” he Commissioner, Port Stanley,
?eaSi^mPPnt«CCnt °f the Islands*u?QSDOt / negotiate about” rnwr
wh
u ,,
.
.fender
sovereignty. By THw su¥est,on
in Peregrine
kP™by Ashould the islands negotiations, the Argentines do » Worst-home’s series on
Jj^fome Argentine? They never J,ot .mean negotiations in the Argentina that President Alfond°-I-1?111' The inhabi- Ro^hsh sense of sitting around f"? w.as. somehow “conned”
fnnrt^6 ?fluisb’ many °f them a talde and finding some com- nl'7
a? interview to the
fourth or fifth generation, which n,on ground. They mean, purely Pa? ^ Mail is totally without
is more than most Argentines and simply the transfer of foundation.
sovereignty. If
negotiate about we agreed to \made a formal application
Argentines woui^f^
nations would be concerned
merely with the modalities of
the transfer of sovereignty
That is why we cannot agree to
negofate about sovereignty.
JL,S true that Falkland
Islanders played a large part in
opening up Patagonia. Like
wenT to Argentin^to'seek thS?

At the end nr
all of which il ?? interview,
Pi-pcM^f Ait1S .tape-recorded.
his regards^in"*" £as*Sd on
transmitted to the Daily Mmf
Eater, one of his Ministers read
nut the Daily Mail interview to
was g? Wh°' 1 was **

•?tan
^tnrin
chose to stav here'predferredVhtS SfJnH.""* ?F humour a"3
rentain under the L'i^g RoV^^^rLondin^
I nr.
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The Falklands surface even
i in the rainforest
THE most powerful impression
I have after eight crowded days
in Argentina is that this is at
heart an Anglophile country. I
happened to arrive in Argentina
on the second anniversary of the
fall of Puerto Argentino (we
think of it, of course, as the
recapture of Port Stanley) —
hardly the most auspicious
occasion for pro-British sentiments to emerge.
I was invited that night to a
huge dinner-dance being given
at the German Embassy to raise
funds for the Fundacion
National Silvestre Argentina, a
i^%nal conservation organisation The room was full of men
and women in evening dress,
apparently the cream of Argentine society, whose sons and
daughters had been at school in
England. One copiously
bejewelled lady with whom I
danced explained that her husband wasn’t present that
evenine because he was ‘ taking
*
8
the boat over to Cowes
The natural historic ties between Britain and Argentina are

flies outside the palatial
residence of the British
Ambassador in Buenos Aires,
Inside, surrounded by life-size
portraits of British royalty, Mr
David Joy—a Foreign Office
official who arrived just before
hostilities started and who has
been here ever since, carrying
on the show virtually singlehanded —rejoices formally in
the title Head of the British
Interests Section. Can relations
between Britain and Argentina
return to ‘ normal5 without
some settlement of the Falklands dispute ?
One of the questions any
visitor must ask of his Argentine
hosts—and I asked it on many
occasions — is: ‘But do you
sincerely care about the Maivinas?’ After all, many
Argentines seem ready to
recognise that the Falklands
adventure was cooked up by an
Italian general to divert attention, in the classic manner, from
nressine domestic problems,
£hev alsJ seem to S
They also seem to recogmse

STANLEY JOHNSON returned from Argentina last
u/haiinn
week, where he attended an International Whaling
Conference. He suggests that fishing policy COUld
t provide the key to unlock relations With the
J

Aifonsfn Government.

restaurants like the London
Grill.
Whatever the rights and
wrongs of the Argentine claim
to the Falklands, the Argentines
will continue to believe—today
m0re than ever because blood
has been shed — that their
cause is just. Last weekend I
flew over 1,000 kilometres to
Puerto Iguazu, a small town
situated at the confluence of the
Iguazu and Parana rivers, m
that remote corner of the subtropical ram-forest where
Brazil, Paraguay and Argentina
meet. A few miles outside the
town, where the toad cuts
through the dense canopy of
trees, I came across a large sign
newly-erected and freshly painted which showed the outline of
^ FalWand Islands down to
*e last creek and lslet “d

explained that the Conservatives would stay in power for
several more years yet.
The dilemma then is this.
Both sides are aware of the
colossal cost, political and
economic, of a failure to agree,
Both sides, in my view, want a
settlement. But as long as the
Argentines want to talk about
sovereignty and we don’t, it is
hard to see a way out of the
impasse,
j was mBuenos Airw to
attend the 36th Annual Conference of the International
Whaling Commission The
gathering — ably chaired by a
senior Argentine diplomat —
voted for further restrictions in
whale catch quotas before next
year’s moratorium comes into
fyorce. xhe conserVationist
character of the occasion led to

3£1XS£Wm5£ sSSSSfiSssS
Spaniards to help them recon-

those wmdswept *ta>*tj*

htcon^uous as it is conspicuous ^ particular, concern was

sssij'kSSwiS:
bilk's* and expand the cattle
Even today 50,000
Argentine citizens have a
British grandparent; 20,000
sSl hold a British passport.
If the underlying current of
frLdlin«s if not hard to
Hetect it is ako ^possible to
denv that the FdlS episode
has thrown a krgishspaimer in
{he wStof The Swissflag now

Government to concern itself
with - for example, inflation
running at a rate of 500 per cent
and a foreign debt of $44
biUion. ‘ Meatless ’ days have
just been proclaimed for Tuesdays and Thursdays, a measure
not quite as austere as it sounds
because meat here means beef;
pork, lamb and chicken are still
ieadily available in fashionable

ColoSSHlI COSt
WIOTMI
To do themjustice, all the
Argentines with whom I talked
seemed ready to appreciate that
sovereignty is just as nonnegotiable on our side as it is on
theirs. Some of them speculated
about what a change of Government in Britain might do for our
Falklands posture, but I

Falklands
up t0 5UU,UUU
tonnes of fish a year are being
taken by Soviet and East European trawlers — and the
damage that this might be
causing not just to the fishery
itself but also to the extraordinarily abundant and varied
marine life-whales, seals,
penguins, albattoss etc-which
depends on the sea in those

McMillan-Scott Associates Public Affairs
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STl and based on administrative
zones which would be mutually
agreed. The signmg of such a
>
• t
Joint Fisheries agreement
mSM
*%jff might be specially attractive to
Buenos Aires if it was linked at
the same time to a dismantling
of the so-called Exclusion
W% Zone.
Could the sovereignty issue,
as perceived on both sides,
stand in the way of even this
J kind of limited and highly
wmm 1
/ .A necessary accord ? The politics
9 of both countries being what
§1 they are, the answer is undoub
tedly ‘Yes.’ But there are
Raul Alfonsin : Sovereignty
precedents, even between Bri
Is non-negotiable.
tain and Argentina, for
parts.
The
...
, numerous. Argen,
‘shelving* claims to sovetmes at the meetmg, including reignty in the interests of
non-governmental
par- practical co-operation,
ticipants, recogmsed that
Earller this year, I had the
Britain s failure to regulate the chance to visit Antarctica as
ralklands fishery is damaging well ^ the Falklands. The
their own mterests as much as Antarctic Peninsula, which juts
ours since, biologically speak up towards Cape Horn, is
ing, this is a shared resource.
claimed by Britain and Argen
Government Ministers in tina as well as Chile. In the
London have indicated recently 1950s shots were fired in anger
that the question of declaring a there as countries pressed their
200-mile fishing limit around point. At the end of that decade,
the Falklands—a course being the three nations concerned—
urged upon them by the Falk- and others with Antarctic
land Islanders themselves, by interests—recognised the danLord Shackleton and by con- ger of conflict in the region,
servationists — was under signed the Antarctic Treaty and
‘ urgent
consideration. * agreed to ‘ freeze * all territorial
Undoubtedly one cause for claims for the duration. Today
hesitation in Whitehall is the scientific collaboration between
feeling that declaring such a Britain and Argentina still conlimit could exacerbate the deli- tinues, both in the disputed
cate political situation. An territories of Antarctica and
alternative approach, canvassed more generally within the
in the margin of last week’s Antarctic Treaty framework,
meeting, would be the setting Perhaps there is a lesson here
up of a Joint Fisheries Com- for our negotiators.
^^mission between Britain and Stanley Johnson zvas until last
^■Vrgentma, advised by scientific month Conservative MEP for
experts from the two countries Wight and Hants East.
■
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